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INTRODUCTION
The signing of the Immigration Reform and Control Act November 6,
1986 culminated over a decade of debate on the shape of this
nation's immigration policy to control unauthorized migration.
The law represents a compromise wherein control through employer
sanctions is balanced by legalization of certain undocumented
residents and agricultural workers.
For California, the sweeping new immigration law, known as IRCA,
challenges state decision makers to assess its economic and
social implications and respond effectively to shape intelligent
and coherent policy for our future.
The major provisions of the
law affect all Californians to some degree:
every employer must
comply with the employer verification/sanctions provision and the
State legalization applicants number over 1.3 million and
represent over sixty percent of the national total.
The establishment of the Joint Committee on Refugee Resettlement,
International Migration and Cooperative Development by the
Legislature during the Spring of 1987 recognized California's
growing role in implementing federal immigration policy. Six
public hearings were held during the past year to assess the
law's implementation and impact in major geographic areas.
This
volume contains testimony from four hearings held in impacted
counties dealing with the legalization and employer
verification/sanctions provisions. Two hearings covering the
State Legalization Impact Assistance Grant will be published
separately.
Hearing agendas were designed to assess IRCA implementation
progress and the law's effect on the differing impacted areas
with respect to the unique socio-economic dynamics of each
region.
Upon the inception of legalization in May '87, the Los
Angeles Hearing concentrated on the initial phase of the new
program.
July Hearings were held in San Francisco concentrating on legalization update and employer sanctions, and
Fresno - reviewing the Special Agricultural Worker program and
IRCA implications for agricultural communities.
The December,
'87, hearing in San Diego focused on the effect of employer
sanctions, especially with respect to migration flow, and the
impact to San Diego as a border region.
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CHAIRMAN ART TORRES: I apologize for being a little bit late. I was at a meeting in the west
side of town with representatives from the state Jalisco and representatives of the Mexican government
to discuss the issues that we're discussing here this morning and traffic is a little difficult coming from
the Century Plaza all the way to downtown Los Angeles. So I apologize to each of you for being tardy.
I'd like to welcome you to the first hearing that's sponsored by the newly authorized Joint
Committee on Refugee Resettlement, International Migration and Cooperative Development. This
committee was essentially established in 1983 in recognition of California's growing role as a primary
executor of immigration and refugee law. This public hearing is a major thrust of the committee's factfinding mission and is the first of a series planned to find out how the new immigration law is being
carried out in California and what effects people are seeing in its implementation. We will be interested
in what people in the field would recommend for state action and what we should be advocating for in
Washington.
We are here, I believe, at the threshold of a new era in this nation's history. On November 6 of last
year the President signed into law the landmark Simpson-Rodino bill known as the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986. For California, more than any other state, the manner in which the new law is
implemented will shape our collective future. The decade of debate which culminated with the signing of
the act last year is over. Now it is time to put this issue behind us and to move forward with its
appropriate implementation.
The nature of the law reflects the mixture of attitudes and perspectives that have been articulated
during its implementation. The authors of the law obviously sought to control unauthorized immigration
by making it legal to hire undocumented workers and by increasing border patrol resources. On the other
hand, recognizing this country's reliance on the resident undocumented labor force and their ties to U.S.
communities, the law permits legalization of undocumented persons who have lived and worked in the
country for a specified period of time.
The hearing today will focus on those aspects of the law of most current and relevant impact. For
the past six months we have been in the public education period. Now we are talking about
implementation.
The new law has received, as you know, widespread attention and what we want to do here today is
to hear from those directly involved in the process. It is fitting that we should have our first hearing in
the county where almost a quarter of those eligible for legalization in the country live and work. It here
where both the negative and the positive impacts of the law will be most evident. And we believe the
first hearing was set as soon as we were authorized to serve as a Joint Committee. As the new chairman
of this joint Senate and Assembly committee, we will be conducting further hearings, as I've stated
before, across this state. And also, as the newest member of the Federal Commission of International
Migration and Economic Development, whose role under the immigration law as articulated by the
Congress, will be to see how this act is implemented not only here, but in cooperative economic
development with Western Hemispheric nations.
Our first witness today is Mr. William King, who is INS regional director.
committee, Mr. ~<ing.

Welcome to the

MR. WILLIAM KING: Good morning, Senators. It's a pleasure to be here and I want to thank you for
inviting Mr. Calvert and me to appear to testify before this committee. To provide you with an in-depth
status report on IRCA would be impossible in the time allocated, because of the complexities of the law
and the size and scope of the operation and our responsibilities. But I can tell you briefly that I am
tremendously pleased with our accomplishments to date.
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On the national level, on May 5 we
offices with the specific or express
be several
people who will be

We have conducted conferences
IRCA and to impress them with the need to
applications in within the one-year window
preparation of our regulations which were
in
the first time that an agency
ever reached out for
a federal regu tion. We've done that because we want to be sure
to express its concerns about implementation of this act.
And I can't say that we have been without
I can say,
early for the purpose of handing out applications. By law we could not
now taking applications and they're coming in slowly
widespread fear that was predicted. What I have seen is in
more than 300,000 application forms now. The crush
jurisdiction for the most part has been
be some reluctance to come forward until the
words, a wait-and-see attitude. But we're hopeful
We've trained our personnel to treat every
deserve, and we intend to monitor
performance.

area,
stered for this
that we're
for

to Mr.

CHAIRMAN

where we are at this
to you about the
Before we

to

Mr.

story and I spoke with Senator Kennedy yesterday regarding this issue as well, where the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service is planning a major expansion of its far-flung detention facilities
in the Southwest that would increase the capacity from 1,000 to more than 1,600 in terms of capacity for
incarceration. If in fact your statements are truthful that this is not going to be a sting operation, the
people who make applications who may not qualify, nothing will happen to them thereafter, and since
there is no appreciable increase, statistically anyway, to warrant an expansion of detention facilities,
why is the INS expending money that we rarely have to increase detention facilities?
MR. KING: We have historically been short of detention space. We have, before implementation or
enactment of this law, been pursuing additional detention space because there is a need for it. It does,
however, have nothing to do with the implementation of this program.
If we encounter a person who has been denied legalization for whatever reason at a later date, it
will be by accident. Nothing contained in that application will cause his arrest or removal from the
United States.

CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes, but, Mr. King, in April the Border Patrol reported 34,962 arrests of
illegal aliens in the San Diego area, which is a drop of 51 percent, compared to the record of 71,000
arrests in April of 1986. There doesn't seem to be evidence for an increase of detention facilities given
your own records.
MR. KING: Comparing this year with last, last being the most significant year in our history for
apprehensions-- if you went back to the year prior, you'd see that the reduction in apprehensions has been
more in the range of one to two percent. I don't think -- and Doug, can you add to this?
MR. DOUG CALVERT: Yes, sir, I can. Senator Torres, one of the problems that we--CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please identify yourself for the transcript.
MR. CALVERT: My name is Doug Calvert. I am the associate director for immigration reform,
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
One of the reasons we're seeking additional housing for detained individuals at this point is an
ongoing problem we've had for several years in the area of the detention of criminal aliens who have been
removed from state or federal or county institutions and we have no place to keep them. At the present
time, the Immigration Service does not have an overabundance of bed space for hard-core criminals. We
don't want to mix them in with the people who are detained under civil proceedings, and it's been a longterm goal to acquire that sort of housing. Part of that housing you're talking about is to house people like
the \t1arielito Cubans who are coming out of the state prison system who have served their time but yet
are removable from the United States, yet we have no place to put them.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So these detention facilities are not going to be used for people who do not
qualify for the program?
MR. KING: In no way.
MR. CALVERT: No, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And you're arguing before this committee that the people that will be
detained in those facilities are only those people that are presently being transferred from one
institution to another?
MR. CALVERT: No, sir. That's not my testimony. What I'm saying is that part of that housing will
be dedicated to that and will allow the upgrading of other housing because we have room to put people in
who are low risk detainees. The people we're talking about are high risk detainees and we presently don't
have sufficient space for those. The only way that someone under the legalization process may end up in
one of these is if they do commit an act of fraud and therefore render themselves prosecutable and by
virtue of conviction of that prosecution find themselves removable from the United States and housed in
-3-

accordance with their deportation proceedings. There is no plan either conceived or in
allow or perrDit or direct any activity in the field to enforce deportation proceedings as
part of the legalization application process.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Then what will be the traditional notion that we've
in
be operative then? AU we've heard
the
that
INS has an
enforce the law. Now you're saying before this
just be let go and their records destroyed?
MR. KING: No, sir. Their records will be kept confidential. What I said is they will go back
illegal alien population and they'll be taking their own chances. There is no way that
arrest
cause their removal simply because of this submission of this application. If a year from now 1 a
sweep, for example, we encounter that person who had made the application and it
been
then that person would be put under removal proceedings as would any other illegal alien who is
the country at the time.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now, when the mail program be implemented? You said
have a mail drop-in program. What does that mean specifically?

to

MR. KING: It's already been implemented. What it means, sir, is that we have
a central
if
mailing point for these people who will be applying for legalization in this L.A. district. The
you like it is Immigration Legalization, Post Office Box 4000, Bell, California. And the
is
90201-0004.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now how have you publicized this procedure?
MR. KING: It has been done extensively through the media and to the best extent
our own conferences, speeches, etc. We also have in the works a nationwide public
that should be viewed shortly nationwide on television. Regionally, we've done
serv
announcements that have been furnished to all of the media in this area. None of it has been viewed as
yet, and I can't answer to why they have not shown these things. But we have developed the
purpose.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: If for whatever reasons the applicant
or the process does not comply within the one year for application,
Congress for an extension?
MR. KING: You're saying if we can't meet the workload in the one-year
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.
MR. KING: I have no idea. I would suspect that they
comm
to affording everyone a chance.

would

because

CHAIRMAN TORRES: So what steps has the INS taken to assure there are
civil surgeons required to perform the physical exam that we know is required?
MR. KING: The district directors of each of the five districts within this
the authority to designate these civil surgeons and are monitoring the need for
closely. The regulations state clearly that any licensed practitioner with four years of
qualify to do these physical examinations. However, in this district, for example,
Mr. Gustafson has attempted to limit that because of his fear that
illegals who are
applications going through the physical examination process might be ripped
the
out there who would charge excessive amounts of money to perform the physical. Within the
designated civil surgeon list, there is an agreement that they
no more than $50.
Mr. Gustafson's reasons for limiting it to that extent now. If the need develops, I know
the list will
either be broadened or all physicians will be brought into the physical exam
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: How does the AIDS screening fit into that procedure?
MR. KING: The AIDS screening thing is something that's being negotiated now between our own
INS headquarters in Washington and public health. To comment on that at this moment with the
negotiations incomplete I think would be inappropriate for me.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Would those negotiations take into account that these AIDS screenings
would not be done by private physicians, but rather by the U.S. Public Health Service?
MR. KING: I can't answer that, Senator. I simply don't know.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What type of enforcement structure is the INS plaFlning for employer
verification and sanctioFling system? I think you had---you were going to talk about that?
MR. CALVERT: That's correct, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you.
MR. CALVERT: Again, my name is Doug Calvert. I'm the associate director for immigration
reform in the Western Region. The operation that I head up is the Employer and Labor Relations Branch.
The Immigration Service has a nationwide program -- we call it ELR and I may refer to it here or
there as Employer and Labor Relations-- that is designed specifically to impart the required knowledge
that every employer in the country must have. The bill has been a long time coming. There's been a lot of
notoriety in the last three, four, five years about sanctions, about the enforcement aspects of the bill
against employers and the hiring of illegal aliens. And the time has come that the law now is here.
Starting June 1, the Immigration Service begins what we're calling the citation period. That's a
twelve-month period wherein an employer who knowingly hires or knowingly violates by hiring or
documentation-wise the portions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act relating to the hiring of
illegal aliens will be given a citation on his first visit. If he finds a problem if our officers go out,
Department of Labor agents go out and find a problem, we're going to be working with the employer. It's
a very important period. Every employer must understand that every person they hire and every person
they've hired since November 6 is affected by the law and as an employer, they have several obligations.
The Immigration Service, recognizing that this is a change, recognizing it's a major change for the
employer, is undertaking the task of educating and informing every employer and, to every degree
possible, every employee in the nation.
As Mr. King mentioned, we have a $10! million public education program headed up by the justice
group here, Mr. Fernando Oaxaca's group, that has come together and it is probably the best equipped,
best informed agency that could have been put together to put this program for the public education in
front of the people. I think what you're going to see in the next three or four years is a very rapid
assimilation of the prospect that when you hire a personnel, you not only get a social security number
from here, you not only fill out a W-4, you complete what will soon be another piece of paper, you go
through a process, and that's it.
There's a lot of fear on behalf of employers at the present time. We recognize that we're doing
everything we can to allay those fears in public seminars. I myself have spoken at several, probably 20, in
just the last two or three months. Other officers from each one of our districts, each one of our border
patrol sectors are engaged in similar activities. We have spoken to over 11,000 employers and
representatives of employee groups since December 3 when we started our public education campaign.
We believe that through the public education of the employer responsibilities and of the employee rights
regarding employment that we will alleviate the fear, we will alleviate the potentiality of problems.
I can answer your questions now, Senator.
MR. KING: I might say or add, Senator, in that regard that yesterday we held our first meeting with
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a group of manufacturers representatives, unions, restaurant industry, hotel industry people for the
purpose of working with Mr. Calvert and I in further developing programs designed to educate the
employer as to his responsibilities under the sanctions aspect of this law. We've done something similar
in the legalization program and it's been highly effective because these people meet with us on a weekly
basis to give us their input and their recommendation. It's served us well.
MR. CALVERT: If I may make one additional comment.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Sure, Mr. Calvert.
MR. CALVERT: We have provided here today in distribution the packet that's before you -- it
contains a couple of examples of the documentation that we are providing to employers. The first one is
the information for employers about the new immigration law pamphlet. It contains the basic does and
don'ts and interim instructions and is being provided to employers nationwide through hand-to-hand
contact as well as at seminars and through mailings. It was designed by our central office. It contains a
copy of the verification form, the certification for employment, called the I and I.
We also have another pamphlet that's an example and this is a very important document. It's the I
and I Handbook for Employers. This is a document that has been prepared by our central office in
Washington in conjunction with all the congressional input, all of the labor input, all of the organized
manufacturing input in this country that will be going out in a massive mailing to 6.6 million employers
using the IRS employer mailing list. This document contains -- it's a gold mine, if you will, of the
knowledge that the employer must have in order to successfully comply with the regulations and benefit
from those regulations.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: On those points, Mr. Calvert, there is fear among employers across this
state, and I do travel across California often, that they will be liable for past employee and payroll taxes
that perhaps were not paid or not paid. Is that going to be accurate in terms of their responsibility?
MR. CALVERT: If you're talking about a situation where an employer has previously violated state
and federal laws, the Immigration Service offers them no immunity from any kind of action as a result of
that. I can tell you this, that the information they provide to their employees or former employees in
order to verify their presence in the country and having been employed as part of that aliens application
for legalization, that information will not be divulged. It will simply not come to light as a result of the
application.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many employers do you think you have contacted through your
information service in California alone?
MR. CALVERT: It would be probably very difficult to estimate that for you. I can tell you that the
majority of the people that we have spoken to and the 11,000 attendees is very conservative. That's in
the state of California in our conferences. The majority of those were employers or representatives of
trade groups, trade organizations that represented several other employers.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I don't envy your task at all because I'rn convinced you probably have
most difficult one of all in terms of dealing with both of the areas, not only legalization, but clearly
educating the employers of this state. There have been complaints in my office and in other offices
across the state of rampant and arbitrary firings of employees simply because of the ignorance on the
part of employers as to what their compliance requirements are under the law., What efforts have you
made in that regard, No. 1? And No. 2, how many complaints are you aware of, being the director of this
operation for California, I presume, and the western states?
MR. CALVERT: That's correct, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many complaints have you received and what is the process by which
the INS proceeds to deal with those complaints?
!v1R. CALVERT: Under my program we have created a unique branch for the Service. It's called the
-6-

Office of Fair Employment Practices. We have appointed one individual to head that program. We are in
the process of bringing on board additional staff members who will be available throughout the state in
our district offices to accept information, complaints, if you will, regarding that sort of thing. I can tell
you that we have received several complaints that were brought directly to our attention. Mr. Carlos
T e jas, who is the assistant director for Fair Employment Practices, has personally been involved in
helping both sides of the issue understand exactly what is going on. We have been successful in each of
those instances of working out an understanding, whether it be a Sears program here in East L.A. that we
got some input into those people. We can't claim any kind of credit for the resolution. We at least made
sure that both sides knew what their obligations were. Louis Rich Company up in Modesto-- an individual
there with people being laid off, based on the fact that their employer thought they had to. We resolved
that. We got their jobs back.
CHAIHMAN TORRES: Excellent.
MR. KING: We've had several situations like that where my office has been directly involved and
successful in each case.
MR. KING: And Senator, I should add to that, that in Doug's office with Mr. Tejas, his position has
not been designed to investigate and file complaints. It is one more of being a conciliator or an
ombudsman, if you will, to resolve these issues before it reaches the point where the anti-discrimination
unit and this administrative justice would become involved. Mr. Tejas through Doug has got some
excellent plans underway. We're even going to put on a traveling road show, if you will. We're getting a
van for Mr. Tejas. He's going to set up appointments in all of the smaller communities within the San
Joaquin Valley so that he can speak to the special agricultural workers, to the employers in those areas
that we might not ordinarily touch.
But we are trying to cover every base to provide the education necessary, not only to the employer,
but the employee as well.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Let's deal specifically with what is required under the law and
under the regulations to comply with the legalization process. Assume that I have been here without
papers prior to January 1, 1982. What are the steps that I must proceed to take to legalize myself in the
country?
MR. KING: Well, if you have resided unlawfully in this country prior to January 1 of 1982, you
would probably qualify under Section 245 of the actual legalization. The first step, of course, is to
prepare an application, to put together the documentation necessary to show continued unlawful
residence during the requisite period, to make that application •••
CliAIRMAN TORRES: Let's take it one point at a time.
!V1R.KING: Sure.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
required?

What is required for documentation?

What types of documents are

MF~. KING:
Probably the best documentation would be a passport, an immigration-related
document. But the documents that can prove or tend to prove residence, illegal residence here in this
country, are limited only by one's imaginations. We're dealing with employment records, medical
records, school records, birth records, hospital, anything that would tend to show, even down to a traffic
ticket issued on a specific date. All we need is the ability to determine that that person has reasonably in
our view resided here during the requisite period.

I should add too, Senator, that we will not be looking to deny applications. We have a very clear
mandate from our regional commissioner that we will be looking to approving applications. So the range
of documentation that a person can submit with his application again is limited to one's imagination.
,1\nything within the paper trail of his life will help to qualify him.
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MR. CALVERT: Sir, if I may add one comment.
CHAIHMAN TORRES: Yes.
MR. CALVERT:
is a
provide that documentation.
I
entities, and consultation with our
defray
fear. The biggest concern on
people's part is
should they bring in. We are told by the Catholic organizations
People come in literally with large boxes of good
and
submit all of that or if they want to pick from it or what.
to go
sort of limit how much documentation these people can submit with
be able to handle it.
MR. KING: We couldn't handle just through shelf space the
application the other day that cost $14 to mail. We don't need that
MR. CALVERT: And it's there.
there is an
MR. KING: ••• with the application. Because later on down the
in
which
involved before a legalization examiner at the time of their
bring their original documents for review and to present their case for
documentation really is necessary to be submitted with the
itself.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Once the minimal documentation
interview.

been

MR. KING: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
documentation.

And

interview,

are

MR. KING: Um-hmm.
CHAIRMAN
that person has complied with the documentation

center located now in
recorded.
cards will be blocked
for electronic transmission to
such as the FBI to
or any other record which would
• Once that is
usually within a two-day turnaround, that file is then sent to a
located now in Laguna Niguel in the Chet Hollofield
and should
to date on a task that I'm very
by the way. But it
be there.
Once the agency
be reviewed by an
be made at that
back to the
pictured, similar to
California
the period of temporary residence to
point where he'll be
CHAIRMAN

So, there will be two
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MR. KING: Yes.
Cl-1/\IRMAN TORRES: One, a tempoary card which is good for six months, dependent upon the
adjudication of your agency.
MR. KING: Right.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And a second card which will be issued for the remainder of his temporary
residence prior to applying for citizenship.
MR. KING: We did get a little bit ahead of ourselves, because if an application is mailed to that
Bell site that I just mentioned, it will be receipted for, reviewed. At that point, if prima facie evidence
of residence is apparent, the fee is submitted with the application. There will be a computer-generated
letter, which will be mailed immediately back to the applicant, which will give him in essence three
different things. It will contain a fee receipt, the appointment date at which time he will be issued his
first card, and employment authorization.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. At the interview, at the initial interview, will that be the
moment in which you determine English literacy under the act?
MR. KING: No, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: When will English literacy be determined?
MR. KING: That comes into play with a permanent residence application.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Which is the second card.
MR. KING: Right.
MR. CALVERT: No, sir.
MR. KING: Well,
MR. CALVERT: No, the permanent residency, sir, is subsequent to the period of temporary
residency that all these people must pass successfully through maintaining their good citizen status; and
upon an application for permanent residency-- in other words, that person is permanently immigrating to
the United States-- that process will take place there.
MR. KING: That's the second phase.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
appropriate?

When does the proof of a physical examination by a civil practitioner

MR. KING: At the time of interview, the first interview where the first card is issued.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So the initial application does not require a statement from a physician as
to one's health.
MR. KING: It does not require it; however, we do encourage it, because it would facilitate our
efficiency as well in handling these cases.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. If an applicant merely has school records, but not work records or
other areas, that may be considered in and of itself a prima facie case for application?
Mr-{. KING: It would be very difficult to say that any single piece of documentation would be
sufficient to stand by itself. However, I---
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: You take a preponderance of the •••
MR. KING: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
determination.

.u

documents which are submitted and based upon

make

MR. KING: Exactly.
MR. CALVERT: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Other than criminal activity or
or
enforcement-related abilities or a physical disability or an AIDS test which has not
what other factors might prohibit someone from moving along the path to
the
MR. KING: Well, for one thing, a public charge -- likelihood of becoming a
certainly preclude a person becoming eligible for the temporary residence.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And when we speak about public charge, we talk about
We are not talking about Medicaid, Medi-Cal, or other payments which are made to third
MR. KING: Cash assistance; that's correct. We are also taking the stance
prospective rather than retrospective in looking at a person's potential for becoming a
the mere fact that somebody has been on welfare or who has received one of these
assistance would not necessarily preclude him from eligibility under the program.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What about someone who is aged, blind, or disabled? How would
treated under this program?

be

MR. KING: They would be---well, there are certain waivers available to people of
making it easier if you will for them to qualify to meet the requisite requirements. They are
in the regulations. But it is an easier process.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I ask that question because I sit on the
which we are now determining just how much money we're going to need in terms of social
what the potential is. Has your agency made some kind of projection as to what the
for those who legitimately might qualify for those services as a resident?
MR. KING: Not to my knowledge. No, sir.
MR. CALVERT: I can say that one of the other aspects of qualification for a
into the category of aged, blind, or disabled is that the Service has always had the
or other interested parties may file for that person an affidavit of support; and they,
support that person should it become necessary that their income or that their
And it heips preclude the burden on the taxpayer because a private individual has
person.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Is it the intention of the INS to qualify those community
individuals who might provide English instruction as a second language in order to qualify for the
part of this requirement?
MR. KING: That can be accomplished through the jurisdiction of the individual district directors. I
believe they have the authority to certify any agency who has shown or demonstrated
educate in this manner.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Under the provisions of the act, there was substantial
of the debate in the House and the Senate centered upon the civil rights discrimination
Now, what type of enforcement regulations do you foresee in respect to civil
- 10-

MR. CALVERT: The Immigration Service is not part of the Qffice of Special Counsel
has been
created in the Attorney General's Civil Rights Division. That office is charged with the responsibility of
accepting and investigating complaints of discrimination in the employment of individuals. When a
person feels that they have been discriminated against based on an alleged alien status or an illegal
st.ntus, if you will, they have a right to file under several different categories with that Office of Special
Counsel. Our Service here in the Western Region with our Office of Fair Employment Practices has seen
the need that there must be a middle ground. Employers as well as employees will find it probably before
very long a fairly difficult task to get a complaint heard immediately. If we can work with them through
our Fair Employment Practices in a nonofficial, nonaction-taking role-- in other words, an informative
role -- we hope to eliminate some of that problem.
Cf-JAIRMAN TORRES: It's my understanding the committee has received information that former
INS patrol agents will be serving as interviewers for applicants under the program.
MR. KING: Not only interviewers, sir. You see before you a retired chief patrol agent with the
U.S. Border Patrol. I spent 27 years in that organization and I've served in every capacity within the
organization or the occupation. I've directed the Border Patrol Academy. I've been a criminal
investigator. And while that is true, and I've heard from our critics that these people will not be able to
adjudicate these cases fairly and compassionately, I can tell you based on my experience with those that
we've recently hired to run these legalization offices that the consensus of opinion is that the
Immigration Reform and Control Act should have been passed years ago. We who are on the front line, on
the border, know better than anyone else, I submit, the reason for the necessity for legalization. I
personally have seen every type of human rights abuse imaginable occur in my lifetime, in my career with
INS. And I can tell you that I am more committed to bringing out of the shadows these people who are
living in holes in the ground in Orange County or who are living under the freeways here in this city than
perhaps some of the critics who say their best interests are being protected by the critics themselves. I
don't have a problem with Border Patrol agents administering this job.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I don't either in terms of their credibility. I'm not here to impune your
credibility or any former Patrol agent's credibility. What I am here to question is what kind of outreach
W3s done to insure that there is a representation of other folks serving in this capacity.
MR. KING: Well, what we have is a blend of current INS personnel from within Immigration, if you
will. Very few people who have been transferred from active Border Patrol positions into the
legalization end of the business--CHAIRMAN TORRES: Let me be more specific then, Mr. King. Was there an effort to provide an
outreach program to hire new hires to perform this service?
iv1R. KING: Oh, definitely. We will---that was the third category I was about to get to.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why don't you tell us about
MR. KING: Sure. I don't know the breakdown now, but I would suspect that fully a third to one-half
of the people that we will have employed in this program will be from off the street or from other
agencies. There is no way that we could have tapped our resources sufficiently to fulfill all of these jobs
within the legalization program. So we had to reach out.
Additionally, we will have in my office two outreach people who will be assigned to monitor the
progress, if you will, of the qualified designated entities and to provide what other services they can in
that area. They should be selected within the next two or three weeks.
MR. CALVERT: One additional aspect there, sir, we went through the Office of Personnel
Management with an open announcement, if you will, for status candidates and nonstatus candidates; in
other words, existing federal government employees and people who had never worked for the federal
government. In addition to that, internally we used a recruiting technique that allowed people who are in
our lower graded jobs, clerical positions and so on, the opportunity to get experience at the higher grades
to rise upward through the channels so that they will be qualified for a higher grade of jobs in this
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program terminex (?).
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many of those applicants that were hired were Asians or Latinos under
that program?
MR. KING: I don't have a breakdown on that as yet, but I can tell you that across
this region, Latinos make up approximately 25
of our total strength
Patrol as well as INS. I think the participation within this program would probably
although I can't swear to that at the moment because I don't have the breakdown. But we
everything we can to encourage Latinos because for one thing they have the language
understand the cultural backgrounds better than anyone else, and we feel they would be of
assistance in the application process than any other type of people.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: For many years I have represented not only Latinos in the
also a large concentration of Asian and Pacific Island people. Are there any unique problems that
running into that can be resolved, and what type of personnel are being utilized to deal with Asian
Pacific Island applicants?
MR. KING: There is great concern within this district, for example, because of the fact that there
are probably several hundred thousand people from the Asian community residing here, many of whom
will be making applicatios. We're attempting to meet the need as best we can. We've just
published instructions to assist in the application process in eight different languages. Doug has
translated into an equal number of languages information for employers with respect to translators
necessary to assist in the program itself. We're making every effort to be sure that we have people of
languages needed available in the legalization offices.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: When will you have information available to us if possible as to the nature
of the applicants that are part of this new system by ethnic and country of origin?
MR. KING: That was, I--MR. CALVERT: Employees or applicants for legalization?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Applicants for legalization, sir.
MR. KING: That is something that I would say would probably take us another two or three weeks
to get a handle on. We've just put into effect an EDP system nationwide that is not only state of the
but it's a highly complex system. We're in a shakedown period right now. We've had some minor
problems and for the most part they've been corrected. We have a record-keeping system
within that software package that is still giving us some technical problems; but within a few
now, we will have them ironed out. We're keeping statistics on thirteen separate areas.
nationality is one of them.
MR. CAL VERT: The software that we support the application process with, of course,
person's place of birth. And we are at the present time extracting that data as it becomes available.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So the INS will have available translators for Indo-Chinese
well as other Asian and Pacific Island applicants?
MR. KING: To the very best extent possible, yes, sir.
MR. CALVERT: We don't provide in our offices an interpreter service. It's not something that
bill has provided for for funding. What we encourage is to qualify designated entities in the area
pretty much by and large working with a particular ethnic group to have persons who have
difficulty escorted to the office, and we will allow private individuals that don't have to be courtcertified interpreters to assist with the interviews.
MR. KING: But to further that, Senator, in this district I know for sure, we are looking to the
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availability of translators where there has been no assistance available where a person might want to
submit an application on his own, for example.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I see. Lastly, in respect to the public information program which you
mentioned earlier, I'm very familiar with the people that were awarded the contract to do that.
However, I'm not familiar with just what will be your agenda in respect to that public education program.
Who are you going to outreach?
Mf<.. CALVERT: Mr. Oaxaca, in a conference we had here on the 17th, addressed a group and spoke
that because of the public growth of information regarding the legalization process and the onset on
June 1 of the sanctions program, even though it be the citation period, their main thrust is initially going
to be involved in the employment scene. They'll be addressing their advertising to the employer as well
as the employee and the citizenry in general, indicating the changes in hiring practice that are now
necessary.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We appreciate the time and effort for you to be here, and we hope that we
will establish an ongoing relationship between this joint committee of the California Legislature and the
INS because I can assure you there were numerous inquiries by members of the Legislature as to what the
program entails and what it goes on and we might very well anticipate a briefing if that will be possible of
your agency in Sacramento to members of the Senate and the Assembly and their staffs so that they are
available and ready to listen and to be aware of what programs are out there. It's very difficult for an
education program to be successful unless there's a coordinated effort between members of Congress as
well as members of state legislatures.
MR. CALVERT: Yes, sir, we would.
MR. KING: We'd be highly pleased to contribute, Senator, in any way we can to your committee by
way of providing information.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right, fine. We'll be having subsequent hearings in San Diego and Fresno
and San Francisco and Santa Clara as well as in northern California to deal with the agricultural issues as
well as the urban issues and trying to mete out the information as best as possible. Thank you very much,
gentlemen.
:viR. KING: Thank you, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
Ms. Linda Wong, Director, Mexican American Legal Defense and
F::ducational Fund. (Pounds the gavel for silence.) Welcome to committee, Ms. Wong.
MS. LINDA WONG: Hi. How are you doing?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Good.
MS. WONG: I'm very happy to be here this morning to •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: (Pounds the gavel.) Please, a little quiet. Thank you.
MS. WONG:
I'm very happy to be with you this morning to address you on the issue of
discrimination, discrimination that has arisen as a result of the beginnings of the implementation process
of employer sanctions.
What I'd like to do with the time that I have is focus on three issues: The role of Immigration
Service, and implementing employer sanction, the information is providing the business community right
now, and the impact of the Fair Employment Practices program that the Immigration and Naturalization
Service in the Western Region has established. Secondly, I'd like to focus in on the scope of the
discrimination problem that has surfaced over the last six months. And finally, I would like to make some
recommendations to the state as to what the state could do in response to this problem.
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status and his right to work here.
Now, not only we've seen these problems emerge with refusals to hire, the la
the
terminations, but we've seen a resurgence of English-only workplace rules that have the impact of
harassing minority employees, particularly those of Hispanic and Asian descent. As I said earlier, much
of these problems come from the confusion that has arisen, the misinterpretation, the misapplication of
the law. There is confusion over which kinds of employers are covered under employer sanctions, which
kinds of employees are required to verify the work eligibility status. There is confusion over the
enforcement timetable and the frequency of the verification. Those problems have been evidenced
through our immigration hotline that we've had in operation since January 20 of this year.
,'\s you may know, MALDEF's immigration hotline is a statewide hotline that provides the
California residents the opportunity to call us in regard to any questions or problems they have about the
new immigration law. Between March and April, the number of complaints dealing with work place
discrimination has doubled -- from 26 to 48. We have targeted those particular employment
discrimination problems for individual foUowup. As you may know, MALDEF has already been involved
in two cases dealing with employment discrimination: one in Houston, Texas in which we co-counseled
with a private immigration attorney to challenge the firings of four Hispanic maintenance workers by the
Pasadena Independent School District there, which ostensibly fired these workers for using fraudulent
social security numbers. However, all of the employees were grandfather employees hired prior to the
enactment of the immigration law and they were all eligible for legalization. Here in Los Angeles,
MALDEF co-counseled with the Center for Law and Justice in filing discrimination charges with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on behalf of three Latina workers employed with Sears
Roebuck in their East L.A. store. Despite numerous attempts on the part of their attorneys to negotiate
out these issue with the Sears Roebuck management, they refused to reinstate the employees even
though in the case of two of those employees they were grandfathered employees who were not covered
under employer sanctions. And in the case of a third employee who was eligible for legalization under the
terms of a partial court settlement in Sacramento in a case called Catholic Social Services v. Meese, the
claim that a person is eligible for legalization and an indication that the intent to file for legalization
would give them automatic work authorization that would valid until September 1 of this year, that
employee made that claim. And yet, despite having made it, despite having her attorneys contacting not
only the local corporate counsel for Sears, but Sears national in-house legal counsel based in Chicago,
Illinois, Sears still refused to reinstate them. It was only after the filing of the charges that the company
decided to rehire these employees. And now what we are litigating through EEOC is the entitlement of
these employees to back pay during the time that they were out of work.
These and other complaints of employment discrimination are currently under investigation at my
MAt_DEF office here in Los Angeles. And so we do intend to file other discrimination charges, both with
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission as well as with the Special Counsel's office.
In response to your mandate and the issue of what the state can do, I think it is really critical for the
state of California to take the lead on the discrimination issue. It is imperative for the state through all
of the state agencies to issue a memorandum to all of its personnel departments that discrimination in
the hiring process will not be tolerated, that the state agencies should comply with employer sanctions,
but do no more nor no less than what is required under the law. The state Department of Fair
Employment and Housing can play a critical role, not only in reaching out to California residents about
the implementation process of employer sanctions, but in investigating, adjudicating, and prosecuting
charges of employment discrimination.
Finally, I would urge the state of California to cooperate with the General Accounting Office. As
it undertakes the process of compiling the data to determine the scope and the effects of employer

sanctions and the discrimination problem, we can develop a full and complete record of the consequences
of employer sanctions if that kind of cooperative effort is undertaken.
Thank you very much. I'H open up for questions if you have any.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you very much, Ms. Wong, especially for your recommendations to
the committee and to the Legislature; and we look forward to working with you in the future. Thank you.
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Ms. Susan

I'd like

CHAIRMAN TORRES: What

"Well, you need to pay back this
medical bill in order for us to legalize you."
absolutely no requirement in the regulation that they should have to do that whatsoever. It spec
excludes Medicaid assistance for pregnancy-related care; and yet, people are already being told by local
workers that "No, I'm sorry, you're going to have to come up with this $3,000."
CHAIRMAN TORRES: These are local INS workers?
MS. DRA!<E: That's correct. That's correct. The second major problem with the public charge
provision and this is one that I think the state can do actually something very aggressive to try to help
resolve is the fact that we have a certain group of people in the state who have citizen kids where the
parents, either single women or very low income working parents, where the children are on AFOC and
they've received welfare assistance to help the family income. There's a rough estimate in talking with
some people in the County Supervisors Association that we may be looking at about 50,000 people in this
state who are in this situation. The numbers are something that we need to develop at the state level.
Well, the problem is is that the special rule does say self-support. I mean, the statute says that, you
know, self-support should be enough for the individual. However, the regulations say that they are going
to count against the parents who receive for the U.S. citizen children of AFOC. Now the only practical
way that we can see around this problem for these parents is to get them into job trainingprograms. I
know there's been a lot of work at the Legislature about job training programs for welfare parents in
particular. The problem is there are no job training programs open to these people, because the Job
Training Partnership Act regulations prevent undocumented people from participating in the job training
programs. So we have a group of people for whom we need to get into job training programs so they can
get around the public charge provision, but they will be unable to do it because there are no job training
programs for them. And we regard this as a tremendously urgent nature because we really only have a
year to do some special emphasis of job training for this particular group of people so we can enable them
to legalize.
The implications of not getting them into job training-- I know the counties' people I talked to are
tremendously concerned about this, because most people on welfare are on welfare for less than two
years, on average. There's a lot of single women who have tremendous difficult economic problems when
they may be abandoned or divorced and then they get back on their feet and they get off of welfare. But
if we have a group of people where the parents will not have work authorization because they haven't
legalized, and if employer sanctions work, we have a group of people who will never be able to get jobs
and get off of welfare. We'll have a permanent welfare class. They will not go through that revolving
door and get off of welfare unless we target some job training programs to this group immediately.
And the third major area that we have concern for the public charge problem involves the disabled
• And you had some questions earlier about what about the particular problems of aged, blind, and
disabled people. Well, it is true that the statute says that there is a waiver for the public charge provision
for people who are aged, blind, or disabled. However, there are a number of technical problems with this
provision and we think it would clearly be in the interest of the state to try to bring this to the attention
of the federal government; and let me just point out two examples of the problems that I know some of
the county and state people are worried about already. The waiver for being aged, blind, or disabled is
only available for people who were disabled at the month in which they were granted temporary
residency. So if you get disabled after the month in which you're granted temporary residency, when it
comes time to apply for permanent residency, according to the statute the waiver is not available to you.
And so that's a 3D-month period. That's 2! years. A lot of these people work in very risk occupations, so
we can anticipate we're going to have a group of people who are working now, who get temporary
residency, then become disabled, have to go on SSI, but will not be able to get a waiver of the fact that
they're now a public charge at the time of applying for their permanent residency.
In addition, we have a problem that we've been hearing a great deal about from social service
workers where we have families where the children are disabled. And in fact, I know the Developmental
Services Department is particularly worried about this group of people. We have children who for one
reason or another are severely disabled -- some physically, some mentally--C!-JAIRMAN TORRES: Usually born here.
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We have been asked to discuss the concerns of the Asian-Pacific Islander population
irn pie mentation of IRCA. One of the major areas of concern involves employment discrimination.
are many problems that have already manifested in this area: Fear of hiring those with accents or those
who are "foreign-looking", threats of firing, paying low wages, not promoting undocumenteds
grandfathered in, the refusing to honor self-declaration work authorizations, and the fear of signing
employer affidavits.
Lack of education and information in Asian-Pacific languages is another area of concern. There
are over thirty distinct Asian-Pacific groups in L.A. County. Many are affected by legalization, but
there has been little or no media coverage for them. Also, there are no qualified designated entities if
any or accredited agenices that have Asian language capabilities.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
communities in Los Angeles?

Ms. Chun, there has been no public media by the INS toward Asian

MS. CHUN: Not specifically.
languages that we know of.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
programs?

Not language specific.

In other words, not anything in Asian

Nothing on Korean television stations, nothing on Japanese television

MS. CHUN: I'm sorry, I don't know. I'm not aware of any of that happening. I do know that INS has
come out just within this week with some sort of instructional flier in various Asian languages, and that is
a positive first step.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Ahh.
MS. CHUN: We are probably the only one---the only agency in the entire region with this language
capability. This is a significant burden on us considering the sheer numbers of possible applicants, and
also there are relatively few attorneys who speak Asian languages, especially experienced immigration
attorneys.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many languages do you speak?
MS. CHUN: None, I'm afraid.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: None.
MS. CHUN: A third generation--- (Laughter.)
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You speak English, but other than English.
MS. CHUN: Right. But on our staff we have all the major Asian languages covered.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
MS. CHUN: We're also concerned with the whole issue of nonimmigrants. Most Asian-Pacifies
enter the U.S. legally as nonimmigrants, unlike Hispanics. For many of the latter, it will be much easier
to prove illegal status because they entered illegally. For Asian-Pacifies who entered legally and have
subsequently violated their legal status, for instance, by working without permission, they must show
that their violation was known to the government. And this is a really significant burden for them.
Our recommendations focus on education. There has simply been insufficient education so far to
in form Asian-Pacific communities on legalization. For example, a public relations group has been
recently hired by INS to publicize this law, but very little of the information will be in the Asian-Pacific
languages.
Your committee could recommend to the State Legislature that funds be provided to fill this void.
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argument in well, the visitor's visa was really not valid because they had no intentions of liv
in the
first place. They had intentions of coming back and working. The only reason for the visa was to enter
the country legally. And at the same time, the second problem with doing that is then you disqualify
yourself under the excludability provision of 212A19 which says that you can't have made misleading or
fraudulent declarations in order to obtain entry into the United States or to obtain a visa. So you get
disqualified on that. And there is a waiver for that, so we'll be trying to obtain waivers on that end. But
in addition to that, we're not sure at this point if the INS is looking to that as a crime of moral turpitude
involving dishonesty, etc.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: AU right.
MS. ZAVALA: The other aspect, of course, that was more than adequately addressed was the
public charge issue we will be dealing with.
The other one is large gaps in documentation. There is a lot of people who were never working and
who just kind of really stayed in the shadows of their home during this time that are facing tremendous
problems coming---now trying to trace their existence since 1982. If that is the case, then there is no--there are large gaps. We will be handling those types, and we have seen frequently those.
The other one---the other area -- crimes that are committed that are their record, involving three
or more misdemeanors, one felony, crimes of moral turpitude, and crimes involving narcotics. Those
types of cases we look into, whether there can be expungements, etc., to be able to help that person
qualify after all.
There's problems in that area because some people for fear, in general, of the system itself did not
present themselves, to an example, to a simple misdemeanor; and maybe the failure to appeal now has
become a felony or something much greater than that. And that's been a problem also.
CH/\IRMAN TORRES: Well, you won't find sympathy from me in terms of •••
MS. ZAVALA: Right.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: ••• felony convictions, but minor misdemeanors, yes.
lv1S. ZAVALA: Now, if it's a failure to appear, it's not really a conviction because of the crime that
they committed. It might have been a minor crime. But the failure to appear because of the lack of
knowledge of the system or fear of coming out could have developed into much greater of a crime due to
that.

The next one, which was also adequately covered by Susan Drake, was the physical defects.
One area that we have become very concerned about is the thirty-day people, the people who have
to apply before June 4, 1987. I'm sure you're familiar with the provisions. But the problem that we're
find
is that people are not---do not have the documentation ready to be submitted before June 4. And
our advice at the training sessions has been, well, first of all try to send them to a qualified designated
entity. They have an additional sixty days to be able to submit the application to INS. However, that's
become a problem now because, for example, the largest qualified designated entity in Los Angeles
County, which is the Catholic charitable services is not accepting additional persons to service other
than the ones that preregistered long time ago, which is 350,000, I think. Other QOEs are being so
swamped and there's not been, as far as we can see, a prioritization of those people with the thirty-day
limits.
In addition to that, there's a real lack of information even by INS in any of the announcements that
I've seen in both Spanish-language radio and TV regarding this thirty-day limit. And there's going to be a
number of people that will not be qualified because they missed that thirty-days and there's no appeal to
the1t. That thirty-day limit and also the thirty-day limit of the people who are detained by INS 8fter May
5, 1987---
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confidentiality. And that is---one is
recently the INS came out and said, "If an imm
not
paid all their
they will not get permanent residency." And before this time, I had heard many times
!Jy INS saying, "Don't worry about that; that's not a problem to us; everything's confidential; IRS will not
know about anything." However, they have not come out publicly and stated that all immigrants do have
to pay their back taxes if they owe them. But before they get permanent residency, which is a real
problem if they owe a large amount, because they only have a year in order to pay that off, plus all the
costs that they've incurred in the legalization process itself.
The second one is that INS has also come out and stated that they will pass on the information of
denial of an application and work authorizations to the Social Security Administration so that their social
security numbers will become invalid at that point. And that seems to be also a big breach in the
confidentiality of the application itself. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you for taking the time to come to Los Angeles.
Ms. Limon.
MS. LAVINIA LIMON: Thank you for the opportunity. I'm sure a lot of folks have addressed some of
the issues in the regulations •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.
MS. LIMON: ••• and I won't repeat all of that other than to say we are equally concerned about the
stringency of the regulations.
The International Institute, as you may know, has been doing immigration services to the Los
Angeles community for over seventy years. We have a large staff of immigration specialists. We're
accredited before the Board of Immigration Appeals. And we have been working closely in this new
legislation with all the organizations in Los Angeles involved, including the INS and the CHIRLA
coalition, the Coalition for Human Immigration Rights for Los Angeles. We as an organization have
determined not to become a qualified designated entity. There's been a lot of confusion about this,
because we did apply for QDE status through our National American Council for Nationality Service and
then determined afterwards that we preferred not to be under contract to INS given the uncertainties of
this program.
The two major items that I want to talk about this morning is the lack of qualified people in the
country, and certainly in the county, to assist immigrants with this process. As we hear, the process is
very complicated. We believe it is. It is immigration law. They're subject to all the exclusionary
provisions in any immigration law. And we believe that you need trained staff people helping clients to
put these applications together. There's a lot of work the aliens themselves can do in collecting
documents. Obviously we can't track down their whole lives and collect all their documents for them.
But once you put that package together, you still have to look at it under all the regulations and
determine that they have some sort of fair chance to get approved. And you know, obviously, Betty is
sitting next to me, I know she's been training her staff like crazy. We've been training our new staff. But
we know that there are a lot of new players in this immigration business, and it has turned into big
business as we can see. And we're very concerned that the people who are expert in this field, which are
not very many, because up until recently there wasn't that great a demand for them. There may have
been demand, but there wasn't the kind of money or the kind of laws that would engender a lot of interest
in this.
So we're concerned that these people are--- I know, in my staff, these people are actually working
with clients one-on-one. They're doing training of our staff, our new staff, which our ability to hire is less
than we would like because of funding limitations, which is the second point I want to talk about. But that
the training that INS has provided has been limited. There have been a one-day seminar, I believe, in L.A.
for qualified designated entities. The NCIR, National Coalition for Immigrants Rights, has done a oneday training, which was very good. Both of these trainings were very good. But there's hundreds of
people doing this work who really haven't had any training. Some quality of assistance is of great concern
to us, and I think we can see that already from the initial statistics corning out of INS with submissions. I
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Phase IV is actually the processing of applications: To confirm the eligibility of the clients and to
prepare the INS application.
And Phase Vis the final review: To review all of these applications and file them with the INS, with
the consent of the client.
The first three phases -- Education, Registration, Interviewing and Documentation -- have been
implemented we feel rather effectively.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many clients have you served thus far, Ms. Kirsnis?
MS. KIRSNIS: We have registered 304,868.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: In a period of?
MS. KIRSNIS: In a period of six months they have been moving in.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What problems do you see at this point in terms of your program?
MS. KIRSNIS: We are seeing some very positive things that are occurring, of which we did not have
knowledge when we started this program. We see two factors that have contributed to the success thus
far: One was the registration, to allay those fears of the community wherein the individuals would have
some sense of being identified with an agency or with some organization that could possibly serve them.
Secondly, within that structure, these are people who feel they have a benefit of the law; and I think that
is key. They feel that they have a benefit from this law. And within that structure also, we have devised
a pre-form in order to assist them. As you well know, Senator, the form is in English. The pre-form that
we have designed is---combines the saw program and legalization and is in Spanish. So when they come in
with their statement, where they are registered with the agency, they're given a letter of attestation
that says, you know, until September 1 they are pursuing legalization; and we give them the pre-form.
What we have found is that they ran to the Immigration Service to pick up their forms only to discover
they were in English. So the pre-form in Spanish has assisted.
The negative factor that we have discovered-- we had 299,000 registered as of May 5. You asked
me specifically today -- 304,868. Since May 5 we have registered that many more people, which means
and we delved into this, why is this occurring? The employers are encouraging them to go to the
voluntary agency, go to the church structures; if you feel you have a benefit, go there; be registered; they
will be assisting you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: If you had any recommendations to the State Legislature, what would they
be?
MS. KIRSNIS: My recommendations would be, with regard to the processing?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.
MS. KIRSNIS: I think some of the timeframes are possibly unrealistic and possibly that the
legislation could address that problem and suggest and pass legislation that the timeframes that have
been stated by federal law should be extended. The numbers that feel they are eligible for benefit of this
law, Senator, are far more than I think anyone ever expected. And I think that also addresses two major
concerns of the Archdiocese: One is the at-risk population that is not deemed eligible for this benefit;
and two, if, and I ask you this question, if the Archdiocese processes 300,000 people and they are eligible,
the irnpact this will have in our community here in Los Angeles presents a myriad of problems: in
education, in employment. Do we really think people are going to be satisfied with the jobs that they've
had when they have employment authorization? I think they're going to be looking for better jobs, for a
better life for their family. It's going to---the education that's going to be necessary as our people
become mainstreamed into our society. The public services that are now available and how they're
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of Catholic Charities, but also the concerns of the Coalition; and that has to do with the time
the resource factor. And I think both of those concerns are complementary.

and

I want to first stress that not only just in Orange County, but I think even throughout the whole
southland, the efforts of the voluntary agencies has been heroic. You know, since the passage of the law
in November, I think any kind of real education that has been done, you know, on the targeted population
of the undocumented, of getting the information out has really been through the efforts of the voluntary
agencies, you know, communicating to their people and expressing to them what the law is about and how
they must apply. And so I would begin with that---the efforts of the Vt'lluntary agencies in this whole area
has just---has really been heroic over the last few months. And our own abilities to be able to respond in a
short time, to setting up programs and beginning to deliver services to the undocumented has been I think
an exemplary kind of effort. Los Angeles I know has done some rather amazing things, and yet---but I
think the kind of dedication and the zeal that is seen in L.A. is typical ot most voluntary agencies
throughout the southland in trying to address this issue.
But we are as voluntary agencies being asked to do an incredible amount of work in a very short
period of time. And that really concerns us a lot. That even with all this work that we may not be able to
provide services to the great numbers of people that need these services. Within Orange County, with all
the voluntary agencies that are delivering services, with immigration attorneys delivering services,
there is the potential for somewhere in the neighborhood of 50,000 people who will not be able to access
some kind of service within the year of application that is before us; and that is a real critical shortfall
for us in Orange County. And we're concerned to get the word out to civic leaders, to the community in
general that we have a real critical shortfall in services. So both the time available and the resources
that need to be gathered in that short period of time has really put the voluntary agencies presently under
an awful lot of pressure to deliver that.
And again, I stress that I think our efforts as Catholic Charities in Orange County as well as other
voluntary agencies in the area and the Coalition members has been heroic in trying to respond to that.
In terms of what the state can do, I would, you know, stress the area of education, both not only in
terms of the general public, but I think also in terms of the undocumented population that needs to be
able to prepare themselves down the line for the adjustment of status to permanent residency, you know,
their ability to be able to comply with the exam to be---which is essentially a citizenship exam even
though it's not being called that, to be able to speak and write English and to demonstrate some
knowledge in the United States government and United States history, that there's going to be a
desperate need for those kinds of resources down the line.
I think also the Legislature really does need to look at how this immigration policy is going to affect
the state down the line, that---will the state of California continue to have the resources, the labor
resources that it needs in order to continue to support the growing economy here in the state of
California. And I would ask you to look at a book that was published by the Urban Institute called The
Fourth Wave, which reaches the conclusion that even with the population that we have presently within
the state of California and even considering that there might be the possibility of internal migration
from across the country, that the ability for the state of California to provide for its employment needs
in the next two decades may not be there. And we as a state have always depended on immmigrant labor
to come in and how to do that in an equitable kind of way, in a way that is both just to employers and to
the immigrant I think needs to be looked at and that the state needs to look at its own kind of means as
well 3S seek ways of cooperating with the federal level in terms of, you know, addressing the needs that
we as a state will have.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you very much, Father. Appreciate your efforts and your efforts to
be here.
I want to hear now from the labor representatives, union representatives. First, Mr. Jim
a business representative, United Food and Commercial Workers; Jeff Stansbury,
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union; and Ricardo Arciniega, Garment Contractors
Association.

r~odriguez,
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But you know what you have to do for me, you have to be a slave because I'm sticking my neck out. I'll
you some phony documents because all I have to do is see the documents and fill out the form and you get
the job. But you are going to be my slave. And you are going to do what I say. You are going to work
below minimum wage. You are going to work 20 hours a day. And if you gripe, don't forget I'm doing you a
favor. And don't forget if you gripe too much, I'll just call the INS and have you shipped out. They'll just
come and check your documents out and they'll find that they're falsified and you're gone."
So what I'm saying is, this law is also creating a sub-sub-sub-underground society of workers.
Maybe we don't see it now. We see it in the labor movement here and there. But I think we're going to see
this emerging within the next year or two as a major, major problem for our society here in L.A. County.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you, Mr. Rodriguez.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: You're welcome.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Stansbury.
iv1R. JEFF STANSBURY: Senator Torres and members and staff of the committee, we welcome
this opportunity -- the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, Western States Region, which I'm
political and education director-- to give our views to this committee.
We represent about 2,500 mainly, not exclusively, garment industry workers in and around Los
Angeles and about that many more in Northern California. In Southern California, our estimate from
contacts in the shops and from recent surveys we've done since the law was passed, the Immigration
Reform and Control Act, we estimate that about 75 percent of our members are undocumented. We don't
know at this point and wouldn't want to volunteer how many are unlikely to qualify, but it'll be a sizable
number for any form of legalization, registry, suspension, and deportation, the new amnesty, so-called
amnesty. Most of our members are from Mexico and El Salvador. Most are women. Working in one of the
lowest wage entry---typical immigrant entry industries in the country.
Before the law was signed, when we knew it would be, late October, we began to mobilize to meet
it. We have formed immigration committees in all of our large shops and many of our smaller ones that

have been very well educated about the law and in turn are educating their members, our members about
their rights under the law, specifically during raids, their rights to legalization, their rights to a secure
job. Most of them are still grandfathered under the law as you might suspect. And these committees
are---we view the law as a threat and as an opportunity. I think Jimmy touched on the same point. The
threat is pretty obvious. We think it'll drive the garment industry further underground as manufacturers
push out to contractors and contractors push their work out into homes where industrial machinery is run
off the clock.
The law we don't think was intended to stop deportation. That's certainly not going to be its effect
in any case. It will have the effect of allowing more or less the same sort of workforce to continue here
under greater threat of exploitation. I think that's the tragedy-- not mass deportations, not mass flight
across the border. I think what we're seeing is a temporary drop. I think we will be back to, because of
the needs of the garment industry and other entry industries, to business more or less as usual given the
impossibility of across-the-board enforcement, absolute impossibility in any industry, even the garment
industry which has got targeted plants and we know where raids have occurred before and where they're
likely to occur again.
I think the tragedy and the threat of the law is the greater club over workers' heads that employers
now have either through confusion or deliberately. But I think we should also look at the promise of the
law, not just for legalization, but to do what Jimmy said. We are much closer to our members. There's a
lot more vitality in our unions than ever before as they've risen to meet this challenge through these
committees. And it just reminds me of the fact that a lot of people, especially I think well-meaning
people don't---sometimes overlook. They tend to view people in Harlem as victims. They tend to view
immigrant workers as "victims" of their circumstances once they're here. But we find time and time
<1gain that these are among the boldest, most risk-taking of individuals. There's a natural selection
process that makes them that way. So in with a greater coercive threat that the law represents, we have
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since November 6 by INS or given "show cause" orders have only 30 days-- that's until June 4 to apply -and virtually nobody knows about that, that Congress has to act to extend that period; hopefully, to the
fu U year that all other applicants enjoy.
We also propose an amendment to California Labor Code Section 1198.5. That's the right of
workers to inspect and get copies of their personnel files. Our amendment would be that all present and
past employers of amnesty applicants must provide those applicants with copies of their personnel files
and with letters summarizing their work histories regardless whether the payment to the worker had
been in the form of cash, which is the big worry of employers, or other means. An extension of that U.S.
District Court decision -- this would be in support of the parties to that case, which allows workers to
self-declare their authorization to work until September 1, given the failure of INS to educate employers
about that, we favor an extension at least until January 1 of 1988. Support for two Congressional bills
submitted by an East Los Angeles representative, Congressman Roybal-- it's HR 1812 and 1813 --which
tend to keep families together during the legalization process.
We have a number of other suggested changes: Much more documentation and instructions in
Spanish. We don't have that right now. Lifting of the 30-day filing deadline. Once an applicant has a
medical exam, now after a medical exam, you have to file in 30 days; but given all of the confusion, the
lack of fingerprinting forms, the lack of even application forms -- we had to threaten INS with a press
conference on May 5, and we are a designated entity, to get application forms for our members-- given
all of this we know of at least one family of eight that is going to miss-- they've had their medical exam
and paid for it, for all eight people -- and is going to miss the deadline and unless there's some relenting
they'll have to get the exams all over again.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Missed the deadline for applying?
MR. STANSBURY: Within the 30-day period after getting their medical exam. The theory is that
you might carne down with some terrible disease if you wait too long. Thirty days is an awfully harsh
length of time.
We have a number of others. I would also suggest that this committee and the Legislature look into
ways of consulting with your opposites and with public officials in Mexico, in Baja, California at least,
and in other states, if not the Congress itself in Mexico, because of the lack of consultation that has
occurred between the U.S. Congress and INS and the government in general and Mexico. And since these
impacts are distributed across the border and since our Maquiladora program is at least as responsible as
anything else -- I say our program because it's mainly U.S.-owned businesses there -- for illegal
immigration into this country, that the committee might look into ways of opening a dialog that's long
overdue with Mexican counterparts.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I just did that for an hour and a half here in Los Angeles with the various
Senators from Baja, California.
MR. ST ANSBUr~ Y: If I was Ralph Nader, I'd claim credit. (Laughter.) Those are some of the
recommendations, and I just thank the committee for making this opportunity available to talk about the
opportunity and the threats of this law.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well just this morning I did have meetings with the Senator from the state
of Jalisco as well as the Senator, from Baja, California Sur and Baja, California Norte and also with the
members of the Ministry of Population and Workforce in Mexico City who are here as a direct result of
having a dialog; and we will continue that dialog along with members of Congress. And I think you may
not be aware, but I am the only Californian that will be one of the 12 commissioners to serve on the
Commission for International Migration and Economic Development created by the immigration law.
MR. STANSBURY: Will you be at Cancun? There is to be some congressional dialog I understand in
Cancun.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That's for members of Congress. They are allowed to travel much more
lavishly than members of the State Legislature. (Laughter.)
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definite impact in our marketplace. Our company, because of these particular problems, Senator, not
necessarily because of the misinformation that some of the media I venture to say has possibly put out
because of nonavailable information from INS has put forth has left the workers pretty much in a quandry
-- what do I do, how do I document myself, and so forth. Consequently, causing them to leave the
workplace that they have been and a substance to their family, whatever measure they have obtained of
quality in the workplace.
As the gentlemen from the union representations quoted, it is an entry level position type that our
industry offers. But without that, what else are they to do? There is immigrant labor force out there
ready and willing and able to want to work at the job site. There are a definite contingent of legitimate
entrepreneurs in industry that are willing to take these fledgling entrepreneurs or fledgling workers, to
say the least, and train them to be adequate, qualitative, money producing individuals. But with the mass
confusion of this Immigration Reform Act, it has caused them to leave the workplace and flee to their
countries of origin.
We are currently in dialog with the Philippine government, the labor attache, Mrs. Virginia San,
who has responded to our needs in wanting to provide qualified sewing machine operators for our needs.
We are asking the Mexican and American governments to put their heads together and utilize those
workers that do not meet the amnesty provisions and make those workers available to our industry under
the H-2 temporary visa program. It would be a tremendous shame that those large garment producing
companies go back offshore because of our lack to provide adequate labor for their product. Thank you,
Senator.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you very much. Mr. Samuel Hoffman.
This hearing is now adjourned. Thank you all very much. (Pounds the gavel.)
--ooOoo--
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ondly, even those who do know ~ay not
necessary documents by June 4, 1987.
these persons is to seek assistance from
benefit of an extra sixty days, however,
not
easily obtained. We have advised cc::r.:TriJ"'ity
licase
cation despite the lack of docurnentaLion
out for the pending denial and subsequent
The second thirty-day deadline period
were detained after Xay 5, 1987
o have
of service of the Grder to Show
e to submit
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:is also prob1e:-~at5c in tl;at it aJso
:sive Jcvel.

1-,.~s

110t ·b(en c.nnounc:ed on a

u ..

The appeal process also ~ppears to be prcbJm~atic and conrradictory to the spirit of confidentiality and good faith evaluation
of an application without the risk of deportation of the individual.
It sec.-::s the o·:1ly v;ay to get a case revie·,,,ed beyond the ad:!linistrative appeal level, by an in~artial judiciary of the United ·states
Circuit Court of Appeals, isto place the client into deportation
p,·oceedi~gs.
It is obvious that if the appJication is ultimately
dc:nied the person will be u n::ier final orders of deportation and
tl1ereafter deported. Given the complexities and recent implementation of the law it see;:.s 'ery unj-..;st to li7nit the apprals from
a denial of an application to one ad~i~istrative ~;peal without
~avi~g to risk deportation.
Another problem that has surfaced around IRCA is the confusion
2nd rr.yths in the co-;::-;:::nmi ty. On the one hand, you have the I. N. S .
.. z-.c.!zing p-:.:cblic state:~:lents that the appl~cation process is si:nple,
straight-fon,ard and that it is not necessary to seek high priced
attorneys because there are Q.D.E. 's to handle the work. On the
other hand, you have i~~igrant advocates protesting publically
the co~plexities and stringent require~ents of the regulations,
and the Q.D.E. 's with waiting lists of 10,000, not paying spec1al
attention to the thirty-day de~dlines, and with huse volu~es of
pec;le seeking assistance. Many persons therefore fear the unknc, :1 a:1d the 'k:~m·m brutality, deceptiveness end a:cbitrar:..ness
of the I.N.S. and feel that they have to seek the assistance of
a private attorney, notary or immigration consultant. This, of
course, 1-.as led to much fraud, high cost, m-5. sinforrr:ation and
iT>cc.-?etence of pe:::sons providing "profe~sional services" without: eny cx~er:~ ence in the 1::-..:TJigration field and/or no knowledge
of the new law and its regulations.
Another example of the contradictory nature of IRCJ. is how
the I.N.S. has publically stated that in order for the iiTmigrant
to apply and receive per~anent residence, that applicant must
pay all taxes owed to the Internal Revenue Service. This statement once more contradicts and subverts the confidential nature
of the a;:rnesty process. It also adds an additional financial
hardship to those persons who L.ay owe money on back taxes,
including penalties and interest charges, to have to pay it off
within ~ thirty-month period.
The I.N.S. has also
Security Administration
is no longer valid, due
once l:!Ore points to the
c:mncsty process.

stated that it will advise the Social
when the applicant's work authorization
to denial of an application. This process
violation of the confidentiality of the
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EFFECTS OF IRCA
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TL: Legal Aid Society of Orc..nge County, CmT:-:·Jni ty
gal S
es
prov:· des free legal services in Ora::ge and Sout'he.ast Los J"ngeles
Co~~ties.
Prioary funding to provide such legal s
ces is
the Legal Services Corporation and the California State
Fund. Since approximately 1982 the LASOC has not assisted clients
in the area of iGmigration law. However, because of the large
population of undoc~uented persons in the counties of Orange
Southeast Los&Angeles who rr;ay be eligible to legalize
e
ill
status under the L:migration Reform and Control Act of 1986,
one year window in which to process legalization appli
ons
the Legal Aid Society of Orange·Caunty has set
gration as one
of its priority areas of work for at least the fiscal year
1987-88.

The areas of work to be done by the Irrmigration Unit are
education, training of non-profit co;::;:::nunity
encies
to process "simple applications 11 for amnesty, assist
represent
in "difficult cases" and appeals.
co~unity

The goal of the lv.Jiigration Unit is to provide pro
services in difficult cases and denials of applicat~ons
ization under IRCA to income-eligible clients who v:'
d
other means to pay for and obtain such legal services. It is

.#

j-

J •

L
\.__..

Tel-_~·_~ l?

s,

Sc~~;~

tor

c: 2

:'.- y J5,

JS87

'nc-pc dth at tnro'l)p,
.
htne
'
..
, t he
tl:aJnlng
o f col:i::unl. ty ::.~_/"TICJ. cs to r-,o
simple c:pplicc,t:icns, and thereafter receiving referrals from these
<-:c;encies, \:e ,,,iJl be pro\'i,'ing c.n in\'c:l·uable service not otherv:•ise availc.bJe to our clie·,1ts in the Southeast Los .A~·,geles c.nd
Orange Ccunty areas.
The "difficult cases" tha. t we are seeL:g and training the
to identify are the following:

co~~unity ~gencies

..

1.

Those c&ses '''here the person -v;as absent from the
country for :T1ore than ~ 5 days in one c."!::scnce or a
total of more than 180 days, since 1982. Generally
these persons .,.,,ill not qualify to apply for : . Jnesty.
We look into the case further to see if there was an
e~ergency or so~ething beyond the client's control
that kept them outside of the United States. Vany
persons are being disqualified under this regulation.

2.

Those cases where the person left the United States
after 1)82 and re-entered vlith a visitor's visa or
other vi~a. This problem relates to the regulation
where the person had to hc.ve resided unlc.wfully in
the United States since 1982. The problem here is
two-fold. On the one hand you argue that the visitor's visa that was obtained was merely used to enter
the country legc.lly but that this person had no real
intention of visiting, but rather was coming back to
live and work in the United States, therefore the
visa ~as not valid and this person did actually live
in an unlawful status. On the other hc.nd when you
argue this, you are admitting to something that
m2.'kes you excludable as an ia-rjigrant under § 212 (a)
(19) i.e. a material misrepresentation or fraud to
obtain or seek to obtain a visa or entry to the
United States. Thereupon you would need a waiver
of this ground of excludability to be admissible to
United States.

3.

Public Charge - if a person has received public cash
assistance in the past for him or herself or c.ny member of his family, the case needs to be worked up
before it is submitted to the INS. We advise people
to get off of the aid, if possible, get a job and
not to c.pply until the end of the application period in order to demonstrate some work history. We
will ask for vJaivers at the temporary resident phase

:rt ioJrcs. SL 2Lor
1~2se. 3
I
:~cy ]5' j s·:n
to g:ivc the pcr£on a
~nee io h
l·wrk 1l:i story to ,,;,ppJy for pr;L-,c•!ent
tiuw no \·:ai-v ·rs are g~-c:iltco.

J
~

esice:nce, at

4.

If ~here are large saps in the
this to be a dif::-icult c: se 1-1here
f2Yaleg2l vust try to develop
su~mission to the I.N.S.

5.

Persons v:i th r:rir:: · nal records involving three
or more, one felony, a crime possibly invo
turpitude, and/or a narcotics offense are cons
cult cases. All of the above are grounds to d
application and the case needs to be further 1
for possible expungements, etc.

6.

If any member of the family applying has a
the case is flagged out as difficult since
exclucab]e. The person will have to prove that
is able to subsist v..":Lt.hout public cash ass 5 stance.

]_

to
feet

In all our trainings we give emphasis to the str
ent ceadl
s
in IRCA. The mcst probleillatic of these is those persons who were
C:.:::_teir~ed bet-v. een Kove:::uber 6, 1986 and May 5, 1987
must
within the first thirty days of the applic
on
June 4, 1987. We generally have told people to
to
Qualified Designeted Entities in order to rece
having an extra sixty days to obtain the necess
In Los Angeles County the largest Q.D.E., which is
olic
tgble Services, is not taking any new people who have not
pre-registered with them.
In general Q.D.E. assistance is not
al~ays available in order for this person to get the bene
the extra sixty days. Therefore there seems to
serious
blems arising in this area. Firstly,
s not
announce:::uents warning persons of this
-day de
Sea~
ondlyt even those who do know vay not
to
necessary documents by June 4, 1987. Thir
these persons is to seek assistance from Q. . . 's to rece
benefit of an extra sixty days, ho~ever, this assistance is not
e.ssily obtained. We have advised c~ty ar;encies to
le
lication despite the lack of documentation and
e case
out for the pending denial and subsequent
pe
7

The second thirty-day deadline
pert
were detained after Xay 5, 1987 who ave thirty
of service of the Order to Show Cause to submit

Ll()

hrt Torres, Se~~tor
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:is also probleF1at:ic in that it 2lso hc:s not ·been c:.nnounced on a
level.

i!~· ~sive

The c.ppeal pToce s s also Lppear s to be prcbJ Ei::ta tic c.nd contradietary to the spirit of confidentiality and good faith evaluation
of an application without the risk of deportation of the individual.
It sec::JS the Oilly v:ay to get a case re\. ie·,,..Jed beyond the administrative appeal level, by an i~partial judiciary of the United ·states
Circuit Court of Appeals, isto place the client into deportation
p;·oceedings. It is obvious that if the application is ultimately
denied the person will be u n::ler final orders of deportation and
thereafter deported. Given the complexities and recent implementation of the law it see::.s Yery unjust to limit the appr:als from
a denial of an application to one administrative appeal without
having to risk deportation.
7

Another problem that has surfaced around IRCA is the confusion
and rr;yths in the coz;.:nunity. On the one hand, you have the I.N.S .
.. t.:aking public statc:1ents that the appl~.cation process is si:nple,
strc:ig,ht-forv:ard c.nd that it is not necessary to seek high priced
attorneys because there are Q.D.E. 's to handle the work. On the
other hc.nd, you [;ave 5.:::-"nigrant c.dvocates protestir.g publically
the co~plexities and stringent requireoents of the regulations,
and the Q.D.E. 's with waiting lists of 10,000, not paying special
attention to the thirty-day de~dlines, and with hu0e volu~es of
people seeking assistance. Many persons therefore fear the unknc\~1 end the kno,..-n brutality, deceptiveness and arbitrerine.ss
of the I.N.S. and feel that they have to seek the assistance of·
a private attorney, notary or iwrnigration consultant. This, of
course, has led to much fraud, high cost, m:.sinforu,ation and
inco::petence of pe::sons providing "professional services" without any cxper:7 ence in the ir:;::nigration field and/ or no knowledge
of the new law and its regulations.
Another example of the contradictory nature of IRCJ. is how
the I.N.S. has publically stated that in order for the irr~igrant
to apply and receive per~anent residence, that applicent must
pay all taxes owed to the Internal Revenue Service. This statement once more contradicts and subverts the confidential nature
of the amnesty process. It also adds an additional financial
hardship to those persons who ~ay owe money on back taxes,
including penalties and interest charges, to have to pay it off
within a thirty-month period.
The I.N.S. has also
Security Administration
is no longer valid, due
once Dare points to the
errL"r1csty process.

stated that it will advise the Social
when the applicant's work authorization
to denial of an application. This process
violation of the confidentiality of the
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:r,.:,car5ng of t:-;e ...ioint Cc: .,ittee of Refugee Res.:::ttlef:lc•nt,

International

l~gration,

and Cooperative Development on the Implemen-

tation and Effect of IRCA in California.

Good r.orning, I c.m Elizabeth Kirsnis, I.ssociate Director of Cat'Jolic
Ctarities, in charge of the

Ir.~igration

and Citizenship Division.

I am here this morning representing His Excellency Roger l·:O.hony,
Archbishop of Los Angeles, who extends his greetings 2nd thar&s you
for this o:;:;portunity to explain the Progra.-n being conducted in the
.:..rc'hdiocese to implement the
November 6, 1986.

Irr~-nigration

Reform 2nd Control Act of

The program is conducted in five phases:

Phase I: Education
To inform and educate the

corr~w~ity

regarding the Legalization

Program of the Archdiocese, and about the requirements for
eligibility of

r~ase

leg~lization.

II: Registration

To provide an estimate of the
~egions,

n~~~ers

and allay the fears of the

to be served in the Pastoral

corr~unity.

Phase III: Inte1-view and Documentation
To determine the eligibility of clients registered and begin the
documentation

of separate cases as to category.

1.

Those under deportation proceedings CSCS.

2.

Registry cases here before 1972.

3.

Silver Levi letter ho'ders.

IM'>11GRATIO'-. Al\;0 CiliZE~SHJP 01\'!S!Or-.;
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lV:
To

confil~n

,~.?i_:llications

of

the eligilility of clients and to prepare the INS

cpplicat.:i on.

FLcse V:

Final R0view

'I"o

J E\'lEW

c.pplic<otions cild fj le them with the lNS, wi L'i) the consent

of UJe cJ i ent.

The first three phc:ses, Education, Registration, Intervie•;ing

&

DocuJT1entation

have been imp] Gtent..ed effectively.

There are eleven centers open at the present time.
as needed beginning

}~ay

5, 1987.

Five more will be opened

The Archdiocese has registered thru 145

Registration sites 304,868 persons who feel they have a benefit of the
I77~,,igration

Law

•/r,at are our findings are as we are now involved in the

process of acd:c-essing eligibility OOC'U.Jnentation.

:-.c.tller u-,an nesc.tive, we t,ave received very positive info:crr,c;tion, obtained
from our centers.

1.

A large percentage of our clients are eligible.

2.

The

docu..~entation

is excellent, clients have kept everything.

ThE.y are r.c:ppy, patient, understanding.
3.

They .,-ant every kept confidental.

'::'hey ei-:..: er understc..nd the process completely, or they do not
u..~cerstand

it at all.

4.

They strongly identify at the local level.

5

Clients know that Catholic Charities will represent them as a
Qualified Des5gnc:ted Entity.

6.

They UIJderstand that the status of QDE translates for them into,
"They will get my work penni t."

~wo

this

major factors have contributed to the success of the program at
point in time:

1) Registration and 2) Pre-form.

.. c.· c. t:Jd
-~I-:e

I .'1 cc·ncl:-'d

~~is

·.j()r \·:

crtr.:·..~-lg of 1,-.·c),: ['.:-5.:Jg

'l·;;.ro·wsh co::?utc.ri~ct5c~n;

c::e:1t?

.n~o ·~.-hrc·..:;h

1

J.J·c::ric~cc~·==;: ~C:c_~s

"LiJC!

te]ccc:.:-·:.micc.tions.

on, the .!.rchc35 r ·-::-ese is vr:;l.-i concel:rKd ,.,-:5. th, <:s v.·e _;: :.:rce:ive, two

.'ijor <Ore.as t.r,at affect the

co~:.·:.mity

of Los i.'igeles beyond

unenting

the IL7ci gration Er::fo:rw and Control Act. The at risk pc:p-ulaU on oeerr,ed
eligibJ e, f:•,lt, t]le ot:her, the nc...•

ter.~porary

:F' sidents vi th :i:.,': .•plo:y-:0ent

J..u t.;'lcri:: <0 ti on.

So;

•'

of the icentificble neE:ds are as follcv:s:

2

1.

E:;,plcy; .. ent

2.

Education

3.

Housing

4.

Delivery of Seririces

It is ir,?erati ve tha·t we address these issues, the neecs of our cc:7:7,·..mi ty
before

r~ay

4, 1S88.

T1.aD.k you .

.~-~y

15, 1987
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TESTIMONY OF
JEFF STANSBURY
POLIT CAL
EDUCATION IRECTOP
GA
T
R
INTERNATIONAL L I
be f~re the
JOINT COMMITTEE or REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT, NTERNATIONAL
MIGRATION, and COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT of the CALIFORNIA
SENATE and ASSEMBLY
LOS ANGELES
MAY 15, 1987

Senator Torres, members and staff of the Joint Committee, I

w~

co e

this opportunity to express the views of the Western States Region of
the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union on the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986.
As soon as IRCA was signed last November, we tool< several steps to
meet the new threat and opportunity.
First, witri full support from our International Union, we opened an
Immigration Center at eur regional office to offer free legalization
services to our Los Angeles - area members, their spouses, and thei
dependent children.

These services cover not only !RCA's

s~-called

"amnesty" but older forms of legalization suet as Registry,

fami

preferences,

we are

and suspension of deportation.

helping over 1,000 people prepare their "amnest

At the moment,

cases and we wil ,

necessary, appeal INS denials of their applications and defend
against deportation.

f

hem

I might add that the ILGWU has opened simi ar

centers in New Yori<-New Jersey, Boston, and Chicago and has entered into
a national Qualified Designated Entity (QDF)

contract with INS to

prQcess our members' amnesty applications.
Secondly,

we

j~ined

with a tandful of otter unions to persuade the

Los Angeles County Federation of Labor,
immigration program.

AFL-CIO,

to sta

I'm tappy to report that the Federation

4b

t

its own
ill soon

have five legalization centers operating in Los Angeles County fQr union
members and, as resources permit, Gther immigrant workers.

It has

undertaken this ambitious program on the strength of a $50,000 grant
from

the naticmal AFL-CIO,

over $100,000 in grants and lQans frQm

individual unions, a cadre of legalization volunteers, and hard work by
unions

I

a committee of QVer 20 regional and

local

regional director Steven T. Nutter.

We expect the five centers to

ch~ed

by ILGwU

handle 20,000 or more "amnesty" cases.
Ttirdly,

we have educated our employers about IRCA, including our

members' rights tQ secure jobs under the "grandfather clause", their
union

contracts,

and U.S.

labor law.

In several cases

we have

negotiated new agreements with employers protecting our members' rights
during INS raids and offsetting some Qf the exorbitant costs INS charges
for legalization.
Finally,

we have encouraged members in all our large shops and some

of our smaller ones to set up immigration cGmmittees.

These cQmmittees

have been extensively educated about IRCA, and they are carrying out a
variety of shop-floor activities:

joining our bargaining process;

helping our members secure "amnesty"

do~uments,

medical exams, and

fingerprint records; training them on what they should do during INS
rdids;

and helping our business agents deal with employers who abuse the

new law.
Earlier I spoke of IRCA as both a threat and opportunity.
everyone recognizes tr:e threat.
California.

I think

We have about 2,500 members in southern

Most are women, most are Mexicans and Central Americans,

and at least ttree-quarters are undocumented.

Many will not qualify for

legalization either because the new law excludes ttem, they find INS

regulations too restrir:tive, or they fear their families will oe split
up if they apply.

in the Unite

Most of these non-qualifiers will s

States because INS has no hope of enfercing

s

but they will stay here under greater threat

QSS

of

greater threat of employer retaliation should they seek a

a e,

d

or protest harsh treatment by a foreman, or try to organize

nion.

This greater exploitation of undocumented workers, rather than

hei

mass deportation or flight to Mexico, is the real tragedy of IP.CA.
At the same time, the new law has given the ILGWU
priceless opportunity to work hand in hand.

C~nd

its members

Our shop-floor defense

committees are evidence of a growing solidarity in the ranks.
our undocumented members.

meaning people,

We admire

Too often it is forgotten, especially

wel

that the undocumented alien is not just a victim of his

or her circumstances but a bold, risk-taking person and a very hard-

wo r k i n g o n e a t t h at .

S u c h a p e r son i s , i f any t h i n g ,

_!!!~

1 i k e l y t h an

etters to stand up for his or her rights and tG organize for t

a

purpose.
The ILGWU's 6-month experience with the ne
been mixed.
we

put

immigrat o

a

l

We have seen INS adopt some of the key regulatory proposa s

forward

in

coalition

with

others.

Yet

many

unduly harsh

restrictions to fair and humane legalization remain, and INS' longpromised public education campaign is a disturbing failure.
First,
1.

~

failure to educate:

Copies of INS final regulations implementing the law

available to Qualified
organizations,

Designated Entities,

unions,

a

comm nity

or tt:e public unitl after May 1, less than a week before

tte legalization period opened and less than a mon h bef
sanctions will begin.

mp oy

2.

Our emrloyers,

Angeles-area

uni~ns,

and most others

have yet te receive INS br•chures

responsibilities under the law.
C~nfused

seri&us.
de1i

be r a t e~

we checked on through Los

The

consequenc~s

about the "grandfather clause"

ignoring it),

~utlining

their

of this delay are
(~r

in some cases

employers have demanded documents from

workers returning from maternity leave or layoff.

Seme employers are

refusing to provide work histories to "amnesty" applicants despite the
vital role these histories would play in establishing residence and
self-surrort.

Very few employers know that people who state they are

applying for legal status can authorize

th~~~~~es

to work under the

March ?3 terms of settlement of a class-action lawsuit against INS;
these

j~b

3.

applicants are wrongfully being turned away today.
None of our emrloyers has received INS' final 1-9 forms on

which they and our newer members will attest to the existence of the
letter's work and identity documents.

As a result, we do not know how

to prepare our non-grandfathered members for this step.
4.

Arpl ication forms were not made avail able to us--and we are a

QDE--unt~l we threatend INS with an embarrassing press conference on May

5.

5.

Worse, application forms and instructions are not available in

Spanish--the only language most of our members and

most other

undocumented workers in Los Angeles read.
6.

Hundreds, probably

th~usands,

of people formerly detained or

given "st:ow-cause" orders by INS do not have the foggiest idea whether
they must apply for "amnesty" by June 4, or even that the 30-day rule
exists.
Next, INS' unduly harsh requirements for "amnesty":

1.

Netting

in

INS'

final

regulatiQns gives us

any reason

to

believe that it will try te prevent families fr•m being tiilrn apart by
t~e

As

legalization <i>f some iilf the
a result,

e

t

be

ed

we believe thousands <i>f qua

applied for legalization.

mmigra t

a e

9

Ttey may simply be waiting to see w ich way

the wind blows, but if it centinues te blow the way INS wants, th

ay

not apply at all.

~·

eur

In ignorance of the law's limitations on travel aboard, some of

members

and

thousands

of other

undocumented

immigrants

have

frequently visited their families in Tijuana or other border towns,
securing INS passes on their return to the United States.

They wi

probably be denied legalization even though they have maintained the
homes and

jobs here

surreptitiously,
travel

exclusions

for

Had

six or more years.

they might not face this problem.
which

dQ

not

attach

primary

they ret

e

We belie e any

impiilrtance

to

the

undocumented workers; unbrQken employment and residence here are unfair
and unwarranted.
j.

INS is still charging

immigrants

legalization--up tQ $420 per family.

far

to

c

fo

By itself this does not seem
erprinting, documents,

but coupled with the costs of medical exams,

f

document searches, and lost worktime,

the climate of unce t i

and i

and mistrust over INS' policies which now rrevails, the
5"0

20 fee may be

the final
Given

factor

which discourages qualified immigrants from applying.

the fact that uniens,

public interest law greups,

c0mmunity

orgdniza}ions, and churches are doing m•st of INS' work in educating the
public

and processing "amnesty" applications,

INS has no business

charging those prohibitive fees.
I

know

Senator

Torres,

that

your

committee

intervene on many of the issues I have raised.
mdy be able to resrond to some of t.hem,

cannot

directly

You and the legislature

howeve~ can

certain! y help

educate the public and California Congressional delegation on the rest.
The ILGWU therefore proposes the following:

*

An amendment t• I RCA giving post-November 6,

1986 INS detainees

and recipients Qf "shQw-cause" orders a full year to apply for "amnesty"
i.e. until May 4, 1988.

*
all

An amendment to Ca~f ornia Labor Code Secion 1198.5 requiring
\..../

present and past empl0yers of "amnesty" applicants to provide them

with copies of their personnel files and with letters summarizing their
work histories, reganlless whether the applicants were paid by check,
cash or other means.
An amendment to the U.S. District Court decision of March ?3,
1987 in Catholic Social Services Inc. v. Edwin Meese, III in the Eastern
District of California,

which would allow amnesty applicants to self-

declare their authorization to work until at least Jan. 1, 1988.

*
H.P.

Support for two Congressional bills submitted by Rep. Roybal,

181? and H.P.

requirement

for

1813,

waiving the continueus unlawful residency

spouse and minor children of qualifying "amnesty"

dpplicants and for parents of U.S. citizen children born between Jan 1,
198? and Nov. 6, 1986.
~I

A change
casual,
~s

in

IRCA regulatiQns

and innocent" visits

abn~ad

they maintain jobs and residences

permitting

unlimited

brief,

by legalization applicants sG lGng
in the United States and other is

demenstrate their intent to live and werk

er permanently.

A change in INS policy to provide "amnesty" application form
and instructions in all relevant languages •
....__

A

1~-f-~r=~Yfiiing de"?Hiilne~e--&n

applican_t has

Cf1t rT
<tnn'!-

8

mefl-i-&al. ex.am.

*

Congressional review of all IRCA deadlines for legalization

discrimination complaints and
extending them significantly,

employer

sanctions

with

a

view

to

given the failure of INS to educate

workers, employers, and the public.
Consultative meetings between your committee and appropria e
legislatures and public officials in Mexico to examine,

and

possible remedy, IRCA's harmful impacts on California and Mexico.
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CHAIRMAN ART TORRES: This is our second hearing of the Joint Committee on Refugee
Resettlement, International Migration and Cooperative Development. I'd like to introduce to my
right the vice chairperson of this committee, Assemblyman Rusty Areias, who has also been very
interested in the subject matter area for some time and has significant legislation in the area which
is moving through the Senate at this time, and we'd like to welcome Mr. Areias to the committee.
The Joint Committee was established in recognition of California's role in implementing
lm rnlgra tion and refugee law, and we believe that this pub lie hearing is a rna jor thrust in that
direction. We will be interested in what people in the field would recommend for the state's role in
this area and what we should be conveying to our representatives in Washington -- in the
administration as well as in the Congress.
We are here today, I believe, in a new era where we are trying to determine just what IRCA's
role will be in terms of 1987 and thereafter, and what we as a state must do in terms of the
groundwork which is laid by the nature of this law. The law seeks to control unauthorized migration
by making it illegal to hire undocumented persons and by increasing our Border Control resources. On
the other hand, we also must recognize social and economic ties of millions of our undocumented
workers.
Despite the fact that IRCA is a federal law, its implementation and impact in California is
substantial, and our task must be to protect aU Californians against discrimination and to make sure
that our new human resource potential, to match our future economic needs, will help provide us the
ability to shape that direction and that vision.
This hearing today will actually focus on those aspects of the law which deal with the actual
legalization processing which began over three months ago. And while it became illegal to hire
undocumented workers after the enactment on May 5th, the enforcement actually began July 1st.
There has been widespread attention to this law and there has, quite frankly, already been one month
delay in the implementation of employer sanctions, and as we have been reviewing across the state,
confusion and misunderstanding as to what should be the employer's role in the implementation of this
act.
What we want to do here today is to hear directly from those people who are going to be
affected by the process, not only in terms of refugees and immigrants but, most importantly as well,
employers and businesses in California. For they, I know, and Assemblyman Areias and I believe that
they hold the future for this state if we market and provide a direction which is both cognitive of the
needs of these immigrants as well as the needs of the business community in California.
We would also like to give thanks to the San Francisco Coalition for Refugee Rights and
Services for their help in identifying witnesses and for their excellent efforts, we believe, in serving
the immigrant community in the Bay Area.
All right, our first witness today will be the INS District Director from San Francisco -- Mr.
David Uchert. Mr. Ilchert. I want you to know that this not an intent on our part. We do not really
appreciate this kind of space between witnesses and legislators and it's not our custom, but it's the
nature of this building.
MR. DAVID ILCHERT: Senator, I was just telling Beverly that the last time I appeared in these
chambers, I argued against the city sanctuary motion and it went down in flames.
Senator Torres, Assemblyman Areias, my name is David N. Ilchert. I am the district director of
the San Francisco District Immigration and Naturalization Service, and I have jurisdiction over the 49
northern counties of California -- Inyo County, Kern County, Monterey County, up to the Oregon
border. I appear here today to update some of the remarks concerning implementation of the

employer sanctions and the legalization programs that were made to
Angeles on May the 15th.

joint

As previously reported to the committee, Immigration Service did, on May the 5th, open up
legalization offices throughout the United States. We were ready to go --we had the staff
we were just waiting for the applicants. And within the western region, which comprises the states
of California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaii, and the island
Guam, we have 36 legalization
-- 28
in the State of California. I have some up-to-date statistics nationwide as well as within the western
region and the State of California as to the number of applicants that have applied to date.
Nationwide, we have received, as of July 16th, 305,000 applicants for legalization that
co:nprised those who were going to establish that they were here illegally before January 1, 1982, as
well as the SAWs -- the special agricultural workers. Within the western region, we have received
180,000 applications, which represents more than 50% of the nation's total.
Within the 28
legalization offices within the State of California, we have received 75%. Seventy-five percent of
the 180,000 applicants received within the western region have been received in this state. Los
Angeles County alone, the Los Angeles District alone, with its 15 legalization offices, has taken in
more receipts than the entire western region. So I think it's quite obvious that this legislation will
have a major impact on social, economic, and political decisions that will be made in this state in the
years to come.
San Francisco District has to legalization offices. We have received approximately 25,500
applications. Ninety-eight percent of all applications received to date and interviewed have been
favorably recommended. So there should be no fear among those people that might wish to apply for
legalization that this is a sting operation, that these legalization offices were established solely for
the purpose -- or the Immigration Services' intent is solely to look for illegal aliens in the United
States. These offices throughout the United States within the western region, within the State of
California, within my district, have been set up with one purpose, and that is to assist and adjudicate
applications - applicants - for legalization. There are no enforcement capabilities in those offices.
If you walk into a legalization office, you seek information, you walk away. If you submit an
application and your application should be denied, you walk away. There's strict confidentiality
mandated by Congress in this legislation and observed naturally by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
Eighty percent of the applications to date throughout the United States have been submitted by
the applicants themselves. Only less than 10% have been submitted by attorneys, and less than 10%
have been submitted by the qualified designated entities.
Some questions have been asked as to why the qualified designated entities have not been
participating in this program as initially anticipated. The Immigration and Naturalization Service
anticipated that more than 50% of the applications ultimately submitted to Immigration Service
would have been previously processed by these designated qualified entities.
:'\low, one of the reasons given was that the Service did not have the applications available when
the legalization offices opened up on May the 5th. Now, that's true. A short time prior to the
opening of the 107 legalization offices, the applications were only made available. However, the
designated qualified entities had received permission prior to that time that if they wanted to, they
could laser copy in bulk the required application forms. The largest of the designated qualified
entities did have some computer hardware and software problems. They simply were not geared up.
They did not have programs in place to accept the many applications that were actually submitted to
them. In addition, these qualified designated entities were in fact short of the resources - personnel
necessary to conduct the initial interviewing, provide the information, and then the interviewing once
the application had been submitted, and prior to submission to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
The qualified designated entities also had some problem with service instructions that directed
applicants for legalization to file Social Security forms -- SSI forms. Many felt that -- one of the
objections, I'm sure, was that the Immigration Service was acting as an agent of the Social Security

Administration for some law enforcement effort. My honest belief is that the Social Security
Administration asked the Immigration and Naturalization Service to have all applicants for
legalization submit the card solely for the purpose of once and for all, one-time opportunity, for the
Social Security Administration to correct their records. There must be hundreds of thousands of
people within the Social Security system -- unauthorized aliens within the United States that applied
for legalization -- that have been using fictitious cards, nonexistent numbers, or have been using
somebody else's cards. So in an effort to clear up the Social Security Administration's records, and
again, it was just so folks that had paid into the system could be credited for the amounts paid into
the system. When the objections were raised, the Immigration Service said fine, we would not require
any applicant to submit the SSI form for the alien registration card.
Then, of course, some of the designated qualified entities had expressed their displeasure with
the form -- the contents. One of the questions asked the applicant to list the spouse, sons and
daughters, and brothers and sisters. And that was construed, I think, initially as some kind of a law
enforcement effort that the Immigration and Naturalization Service, once they had information
pertaining to the illegal presence of family members in the United States that were not prima facie
eligible for legalization, that we would swoop down. But again, Senator, the law requires strict
confidentiality. Those statistics, I believe, are being gathered for the purposes of trying to get a
handle on the full scope of the problem: how many illegal aliens are there in the United States, how
many will be able to apply for legalization, what family members in the United States will not be able
to qualify in this same right. And I think it's going to help us in making those important decisions as
to what we're going to do about family reunification. Family reunification, I know, is one of the
topics that this committee is deeply interested in. It's very serious. I think it has problems.
Congress failed to address the question. It was before the Congress and they ducked it quite frankly.
If you listen to, or have read Senator Simpson's remarks, the Senator was of the opinion that had any
faction pressed for derivative legalization for family members of those successful applicants who in
themselves could not qualify, that the legislation would never have passed.
We are meeting -- we being the district directors and the border patrol chiefs, sector chiefs --in
Irvine on Monday with the regional commissioner, Harold Ezell, to go through an indepth discussion
and review of what the Services' policies should be as to family reunification. No hard decisions have
been made as to which group can stay, whether -- if a mother and father qualify but children don't
then the children can stay, if one parent qualifies and the other parent doesn't and they have other
chlldren -- whether the nonqualifying parent and the nonqualifying children will be able to remain in
the United States. Right now, the decisions have been left to district directors in the sense that the
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 does vest in the Attorney General of the United States, and
those authorities are delegated down to the commissioner and delegated down to district directors,
and we do have on an individual case basis, depending upon humanitarian factors or not.
ASSEMBLYMAN RUSTY AREIAS: Mr. Ilchert, if I could interrupt you for a question. If I
understand you correctly, you're saying that as it relates to the unification problems that were not
addressed in the law, that local directors have the discretion?
MR. ILCHERT:
discretion.

By regulation and service policy, local district directors have prosecutorial

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: So we end up with various interpretations and implementations
depending on which district you're in.
MR. ILCHER T: There are general guidelines, broad guidelines, to instruct a district director as
to exercising his prosecutorial discretion in any case.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
guidelines are?

Would you explain those guidelines to us?

What those broad

MR. ILCHERT: Well, they basically deal with the length of time a person has been in the
United States, family relationships, the possibility within the immediate future or the near future of
being able to legalize their status in the United States, health reasons, age, things of those natures.
?7

In other words, H you've got a case
director can, in his prosecutorial
person's departure. But that's done on an
of a class type general
that
applicant for legalization,
and fathers, aunts and
children where the "children"
tremendous decision that has to be
to address the issue.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: How do
that type of discretion
MR. ILCHERT: Well •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Even with
MR. ILCHERT: You know, you never decide
other words, you've got these other considerations.
overseas on visa lists since prior to 1982 that
they've been playing the system -- have been overseas
under the preference system. All right? You've got to
those who have recently arrived? What do you do
the
say a young male, from Mexico who enters the
years ago and he marries a young Mexican lady
he plays the game. The wife is still overseas and
immigrate. In other words, this thing impacts on so
make, and that's why the Immigration Service is
as to what we're going to do in this important
answer is quite frankly.
considerably different than
you have to work with. I mean, I

ASSEMBLYMAN
the law?
essence, if the
successful
provide for it, and I'm sure
within those b
continuity ••.

b

Do you see the

MR. ILCHERT: On an individual case basis right now, I would say to you •••
ASSE\IIBL YMAN AREIAS:
directors are there?

How many different districts are there and how many district

MR. ILCHERT: Oh, I think stateside there are about 31 or 32 district directors throughout the
United States.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
So 31 or 32 different district directors interpreting broad
regulations, by your own admission, as it applies to individuals and their family members. I see that
as potentially wrought with problems as it relates to consistency, continuity.
MR. ILCHERT: That's why Harold Ezell, our regional commissioner, is calling all the district
directors and the border patrol chiefs together next Monday in Irvine to come up with some
constructive ideas to submit to our commissioner.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: What constructive ideas will you be providing him, Mr. Ilchert?
MR. ILCHERT: Well, you'll have approximately, let's see, probably about 20 different
individuals submitting their opinions as to what •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: No, I'm asking what, in terms of your experience-- I mean, you have
responsibility over a jurisdiction with a significant population and have considerable experience.
What will your recommendations at that •••
MR. ILCHER T: Absent any further instructions or policies, I would adjudicate requests for
permission to allow persons remain in the United States based on humanitarian factors, but it would
not be any across-the-board thing just because someone has been here, say, several years and is a
wife of a person who has legalized status, that automatically that person can stay. I'm not prepared
to tell this committee that I am prepared to, as a group, allow these people to stay, because it does
destroy, to some extent, the viability of our present legal immigration system.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Then your recommendation - I want to be clear to make sure I
understand it -- your recommendation is based on humanitarian concerns? Your interpretation and
recommendation to that panel meeting next week will be based on humanitarian concerns as it relates
to family unification?
MR. ILCHERT: That's the present Service policy.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Will you explain that in a little more detail?
MR. ILCHERT: Well, as I mentioned, the Immigration Service -- every district director has
prosecutorial discretion as to whether or not, in an individual case, we want to take any action to
remove a person from the United States. And generally, the decision as to whether or not we will
institute removal proceedings or allow the person to remain here in a limbo, if you will, status will
depend upon the person's age, family relationship time in the United States, physical condition,
relatives overseas, things of that nature.
Now, I think the answer --the decision should be made personally by the Congress of the United
States. They addressed this matter in their deliberations and deliberately didn't take any action.
They left it up to the Immigration Service and that's why our commissioner of Immigration is going
through a very deliberate process in order to get the best input and to make the most viable decision
on the matter.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: So are these applicants and their families going to be held in limbo
until Congress acts?
MR. ILCHERT:

No.

No.

In other words, I would say the Immigration and Naturalization

Service will come down with a policy in the near future as to what district directors-- what position
district directors should take when they encounter situations.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: So you're saying then the broad guidelines that you presently operate
under giving you that discretion will be defined much more clearly, providing for the consistency that
I, and I know Senator Torres are concerned about?
MR. ILCHERT: Well, my feeling is we'll have to do it unless there's some
Congress is going to take some action.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Is there any indication?
MR. ILCHERT: I don't know. I have no idea, sir. My feeling is that, again, if you pay heed to
what Senator Simpson said that the legislation would have failed had such an approach or position
been pressed-- I don't know what the attitude of Congress might be, but clearly, as we go about now
adjudicating these applications, and more and more these cases are apparent that there are family
members here that don't qualify, the Immigration Service -- when that information comes to us,
though -- you've got to remember now, Assemblyman, that there's confidentiality involved here. An
applicant for legalization puts down on the form the family members that are here and they're not
applying for legalization and the application is favorably adjudicated, the applicant walks away, the
file is closed, and the Immigration Service can take no enforcement action based on information
contained in the legalization application. The only time that we can take any action pertaining to
information in enforcement action based on information contained in the application is if there's been
fraud in the procurement or the submission of the application. Then there are criminal penalties
involved and then possible deportation as a result of that. But other than that, that information is
strictly confidential.
So how the Immigration Service will know the enforcement end of the business, will know that
these illegal aliens are here, will only come about through normal investigative techniques that we've
used in the past. There'll be no recourse to -- or review of any information contained
legalization applications. We don't know quite frankly how many people are really involved to
The numbers have been relatively few. In other words, we don't know the extent of the
population of the United States. Quite frankly, it could be as much or more than the actual
who are being legalized. You know, you could have a husband that qualifies, you could have a
here that doesn't and two or three children that don't. So at this point in time, there's no
base on which to evaluate. As I say, make a valued judgment as to the size of the problem other than
it is a serious problem -- it will be a serious problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Given the confidentiality provisions, if you're evaluating the
an applicant and potentially eligible family members, that would provide some way, or
way
terms of your interpretation as to recommendations as it relates to those other family
wouldn't it? I mean, you can't use that information -- you're aware that the people are
family members are here. I would think that that would provide greater emphasis to encourage
processing towards citizenship.
MR. ILCHERT: I'm not prepared to stand before this committee this morning and tell you what
my position will be other than at the present time, the district director does have some broad
discretion to exercise his prosecutorial discretion.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I would hope that at your meeting next week that you would convey
as effectively as you can our concern, and I believe it to be your concern as well, that we're going to
end up with a patchwork quilt system of interpretations -- 32 different subjective interpretations
based on some guidelines -- by your own admission broad -- that will result in tremendous
inconsistency.
MR. ILCHERT: I believe the Service, once it evaluates the political situation, what is
happening in Congress one way or the other to address this serious problem, that once our
Commissioner, Mr. Nelson, has a firm handle on how this thing is progressing, that the Service will
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come down with some very definitive guidelines for every district director as to how his prosecutorial
discretion will be exercised in this particular area.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Ilchert, is there any way that the INS can certify competence in
English in the history government provisions not required under the Act at the time they apply for
temporary status?
MR. ILCHERT: Senator, I'm not really prepared this morning to address that issue. I didn't
believe it was going to be on the agenda. I know it's part of the requirements for ultimate permanent
resident status. In other words, after a person's been granted temporary legal status, they remain in
that temporary legal status for 18 months; and then after the 18-month period, they have a 12-month
period in which to apply for a permanent residence, and at that time, the question of their
competency in English comes into play. So really it's -- like 18 months from now, we will have in
place •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You don't have it in place now, Mr. Ilchert.
MR. ILCHERT: Well, at the present time, the question of a person's competency in English is
only related to the -- when they apply for naturalization -- the time an applicant for naturalization •.•
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I understand what the law is now. I'm just asking whether the INS had
that in mind at a time when the people apply for temporary status to certify English' competency in
history government.
MR. ILCHERT: No, no. There's no certification being made now in this preliminary stage when
they're applying for temporary legal residence. All they have to do is they have to provide the
interpretative services or they bring in an interpreter. But there's no requirement now that they be
proficient in the English language.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So it is the policy then of this administration, from district directors'
recommendations in California and other states, that there be an administrative regulation coming
from INS in Washington in relationship to family unification.
MR. ILCHERT: No, I don't believe I said that, Senator. What I said was that it's the feeling
that Congress should address this problem, but if Congress does not address the problem, then the
Immigration Service is going to have to come down with some policy determination, and I'm not
prepared to say at this time what that policy consideration may well be. It may well be that when
you review all the factors involved, that if a person doesn't qualify, they're not eligible to remain.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We did not ask you to come to this hearing to be a psychic. We asked
you to come to this hearing for your own reflections and your own insights, and that's, I believe, Mr.
Areias' line of questioning, which I found significant, and that is then it will be your recommendation
to a meeting of INS district directors in California that there be an administrative policy regarding
family unification under your prosecutorial discretionary power.
MR. lLCHERT: Well, my opinion is, to a limited extent, that if no corrective legislation is
forthcoming, then some clear directives should be given to district directors on an individual case
basis as to what they should consider in making those determinations.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And the overall standard was humanitarian considerations on your part.
MR. ILCHERT: And the availability of enforcement resources. In other words, we simply don't
have the investigative resources to put every person under proceedings.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you very much for taking the time to be with us.
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ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I'm trying to visualize in my own mind how this will work. I mean, I
think we all have somewhat similar ideas in our own mind m terms of how INS has operated in the
past: going into businesses that employ illegal aliens while when they show up, the employees are
scampering out the back door or running through the fields. Does this mean that the employers now
go with them or the employers are the ones that go out the back door? How will this work in actual
implementation?
MR. ILCHERT: In other words, we will still continue to press our enforcement efforts
concerning the employment of illegal aliens at work sites. That's a separate issue. Still, if we have
information that there are illegal aliens in a work site, we'll do what has to be done to get on the
premises but within the confines of the 4th Amendment. Okay?
Now, the other thing is the approach to viewing the verification requirements -- the I-9 forms.
That aspect of it is still in an education instructional mode, but we will be issuing, I'm sure, citations
in July -- or at least in August -- and possibly some fine notices in September. I mean, there's no
grace period. What we're saying, again, this law will be enforced only through education and
voluntary cooperation of employers, and that's been our principal direction right now is to get the
word out to all employers.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: How much autonomy -- or discretion do local directors have as it
relates to their prosecutory responsibilities when it comes to enforcement of employer sanctions? Do
you have broad discretion or are the regulations fairly tight?
MR. ILCHERT:
Broad discretion when it comes to investigating illegal aliens -- the
apprehensing of illegal aliens.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: How about as it relates to employer sanctions?
MR. ILCHERT: As it relates to employer sanctions, right now we are under strict wraps that if
we come across a situation where, up and through September, we come across-- September 1st-- we
come across a situation where we want to issue a citation, we will run that through -- or past our
regional counsel as well as general counsel in the central office. As I mentioned, we're doing this
very deliberately. The sanctions end of the -- the implementation of the sanctions end of this
legislation.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: So broad discretion with advice from counsel.
MR. ILCHERT: Right.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Ilchert. We'll get back to you as
you well know.
Our first panel is our Employer /Employee Perspective. We'd like to ask the panelists to please
come forward and occupy the five supervisorial chairs to my left. Mr. John Buck, Sr., vice president
of Human Resource Division, E. V.B. Company; Miss Betty Webb, who will be replacing Mr. Dale
Young Black, from Connections -- a temporary services agency; Mr. Chuck Franks, president of
Spectrum Foods; Miss Valerie Nera, California Chamber of Commerce; and Lydia Camarillo, Institute
Laboral. Mr. Buck, we'll start with your statement. Those mikes are activated. Just bring it down to
your level and we'll be on record.
I want to say that this hearing will only last until 12:30. If there is anyone in the audience who
has not or will not have an opportunity to testify, it is the policy of this chairman that we will accept
all written testimony and it will be incorporated as part of the record as if you would have testified
publicly. So anyone who is not afforded the opportunity to testify today, we want you to know that
you will be given the opportunity and we will hold the record open for written testimony to be sent to
the State Capitol, and it will be incorporated as part of the regular testimony. So if you are not on
the agenda, we apologize, but we have a limited amount of time, but we will not exclude your
participation by written testimony which will be part of the official record as well. Mr. Buck,
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applicant flow for entry-level, unskilled and semi-skilled workers. Because many of our foreign
workers are in this traditional labor market, of course it affects them too.
Finally, in addressing the amnesty program, we've found initial fear on the part of potential
applicants approaching paranoia. This fear is centered upon the requirement of direct INS contact.
We have found various social service agencies to be of great help, especially the Catholic church
programs. In addition, the California Restaurant Association has produced videotaped presentations
not only for the training of management and employers, but also English and Spanish tapes directed to
employees themselves in how to apply for amnesty. Just excellent, excellent programs.
Currently, we've had about 125 requests from current and former employees for verification of
employment. One of the real problems in that area is the use in the past of various names and
various Social Security numbers and covering gaps in employment history when folks have gone horne.
Another significant problem are an awful lot of shysters out in the community that are
purporting to be experts on the law or are offering fee-for-services to help employees apply for
amnesty and then walk away with their pre-deposits, and we would certainly hope the state would try
to vigorously identify those people and prosecute them.
At this point in the program's life, we have unhappily adjusted to the significant administrative
burdens and have noticed little effect on the availability of labor. We're concerned about the few
individuals who may slip through our internal control system and not be properly documented. We
trust the INS will indeed see our good faith efforts and go easy on the sanctions.
We do believe that the amnesty program will provide an expanded Iab'or pool in the future that
will fulfill our needs. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you. Miss Webb.
MS. BETTY WEBB: I represent my company, a temporary help company, but also the industry -the California Association of Temporary Help Services. I do have to say that the Justice Department
has tried to help us a great deal. We've asked them to come and speak at our association meetings so
that we could disseminate the information that they were giving to us. It was semi-successful.
However, anybody that had a phone number could certainly call them.
Many of the problems we're experiencing is simply in the documentation. In our industry, we
might interview someone this morning and send them out on an assignment this afternoon, and if they
don't have their documentation, we don't know whether we're legal or not. So we're asking for some
kind of consideration involving that.
We're looking at the good faith that we have been told in many instances that if we perform our
duties in good faith, that we will be okay. We're not so sure about that. If I send someone out this
morning and three days later I find out that they are not legal, I am very worried about what is going
to happen to us, to our company, to our industry.
The backlog of documentation is a problem for our industry. We hire many, many people, and to
go back is going to take a long time; and we are concerned that in getting the time frame in order,
that we're going to lose some people, and we want to keep our manpower, our people power, as strong
as we can.
The organizations that I belong to that are involved in the employer-related industries are
trying their best through meetings like this, through the department sending people out to talk to us,
and we hope we can get these questions answered. I just need to express our opinion and our feeling
that as an industry, we are trying to do the best we can. We want all to apply to the law. However,
we're concerned about it.
So if we can just voice those with you. I don't need to go into my company or the association ln
particular, just so long as you have an idea of the kind of industry that we're working with in the
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available. This is particularly unfortunate as Spectrum's policy has always emphasized promotion
from within. In fact, there are a number of incidences in our company where individuals who began
as dishwashers are now sous-chefs, and in one instance, a chef in the company. I'm convinced that
the upward mobility, which used to begin at entry-level positions, is no longer going to be available.
There's no question that IRCA is causing significant paperwork obligations for all employers,
whether they have undocumented workers or not. IRCA adds yet another bureaucratic obligation for
employers and requires employers to act as a police force.
I must reiterate my serious concern about the availability of entry-level employees in the
restaurant industry. Young workers have traditionally made up a great percentage of our entry-level
employees of both fast food and tablecloth operations; yet, the percentage of 16 to 25 year olds
continues to decline. It would be naive to believe that this industry, especially here in California,
does not or has not employed illegal immigrants. Even though we check Social Security numbers,
have them complete W-4's, in the past, we have not been asked to verify legal status. By eliminating
illegal immigrants from the work force, a huge strain will be placed on this industry that can only
result in significantly increased wages which will, by nature, be passed along to the consumer through
increased prices. With an industry afflicted with high turnover rate, it is a particular problem.
Spectrum's turnover rate, which we feel is one-sixth of the industry, results in significant numbers of
entry-level positions being available each year as a result of internal promotion and attrition.
We would be willing to sponsor immigrants who wish to become involved in our industry, and we
can provide upward mobility for those with the necessary skills and desires. There is a guest program
for agricultural employees, and perhaps one for restaurant employees should be considered as well.
We're concerned about the problem and we're willing to assist in any way possible. Our pool of
immigrants in the past, be they legal or illegal, have always been excellent workers, and we will be
unhappy to be deprived of this source of supply. Far from exploiting this group, we have been able to
develop a mutually beneficial relationship. Any assistance that can be provided by this committee or
the California Legislature would be welcome from those of us in the restaurant industry.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
Chamber of Commerce.

Thank you very much, Mr. Frank.

Miss Valerie Nera, California

MS. VALERIE NERA: I'm Valerie Nera from the California Chamber of Commerce. The
Chamber's a voluntary business organization with over 3,500 members, 160 trade associations, and
some 400 affiliated local chambers of commerce in the state. We thought the passage of the
Immigration Reform Act was in the best interest of all the citizens of the United States. Employer
sanctions are an important and integral part of that law which allows a measure of control not
formerly available.
We have not had any comments, negative or positive, from our membership regarding the
implementation of employer sanctions in the hiring practice. That isn't to say that there aren't any.
It's just we haven't heard of any. We have some knowledge that the ski resort areas are dreadfully
worried about the next season. They hire in October, and they're afraid that they will not have
enough applicants to fill their positions. Our agricultural members haven't said anything to us
regarding labor shortages yet. Some of this is due to the strange weather we've been having up and
down the state. Crops aren't coming in at the right time.
That's all I have for you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
Lab oral.
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MS. LYDIA CAMARILLO: Mr. Chairman Torres, Mr. Honorable Areias, ladies and gentlemen:
On behalf of Instituto Laboral de la Raza, I think I have a different perspective for you on the

employment sanctions and as they relate to employer and employees. I'm going to go
what I have and I will be forwarding to you the stuff this afternoon. Let me go ahead and start.
The issue before us today is the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 as it
California work force. The Immigration Act, more commonly known as the Simpson-Rodino
placed an additional burden on the California labor force -- in particular to the
communities. The bill has affected employers and U.S. citizens as much as it
undocumented workers. Today we will discuss the particular fashion by which workers
have been affected by the employer sanction provisions of the Act.
The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 will enable a
undocumented workers to legalize their status in the United States, and I quote, "a small
Unfortunately, it has also brought an economic crisis to the Hispanic and Asian communities.
has created an avenue for employers to blatantly discriminate against and abuse a group
working individuals who are already suffering from political and economical disenfranchisement
Act has only served to enhance the current problems faced by the Hispanic and the Asian
as well as create massive chaos and confusion in the community at large. The Act denies
the most basic right of all: the right to work. It sentences many grandfathered employees
same job for life provided they are not fired. The Act allows employers to use the law as a
and a pretext to reduce wages, prevent workers from organizing, to demand what is their
Such rights include the right to humane working conditions, right to organize, and the right to
abuses. IRCA creates second-class citizens in a country that proclaims to be the
equality and justice for all.
The employer sanctions of the Simpson-Rodino bill impose fines and criminal
employers who knowingly hire undocumented workers. Extensive verification of legal
required of all employees hired after November 6th of 1986 irrespective of ethnic
haven't heard that other minorities and other people have been asked for verification of
in their documentation.
IRCA again creates an opportunity for differential treatment of workers. The
will only Hispanics and Asian workers be asked to verify their legal status? This is a
all be looking for and we will be expecting to see monitoring.
In addition, the Immigration Act shifts the responsibilities for controlling the
undocumented workers from the INS to the employers. Since the employers are placed
of policing, and is an INS agent as far as we're concerned, IRCA shatters any
relationships between employers and employees. It creates alienation, hostility, anger,
between employers and employees.
The question then remains: What is the impact of employer sanctions on
employee relations? At the inception of the Immigration Reform and Control
Asian leaders projected that employers would avoid hiring Latinos and other minorities,
terminate them, violate their human and civil rights, and/or discriminate through
treatment of these employees. It is no longer, I might say, a simple projection. It is now at
Laboral and at other places well witnessed that cases of this individuals whose rights
violated as a result of the employment sanction provisions of IRCA.
There are two types of undocumented workers: those who will be able to legalize
will not. First, the grandfathered employees, who qualify for legalization, face wrongful
withholding of wages, violation of their rights to privacy, and differential treatment.
cases that Institute is handling at the moment are a result of confusion, employers
understand the law, nor do they understand what documentations they might request of an
As a result of fear of being out of compliance with the law, employers either
documentation than necessary, or simply terminate the employee unjustly to avoid
problems of -- with this problem.
For example, in the City of Oakland, we had a case where a youth worker, an

youth worker, was hired by the City of Oakland via the Youth Training Program. She was requested
after being hired to produce a certificate -- a birth certificate. She claimed that she was on stage 2
of the legalization process and thus was not required by law to produce such documentation. The
youth was fired. She came to Instituto, and after speaking to a number of supervisors -- and I repeat,
a number, because we ended up calling Sacramento, etc. and explaining the law and explaining that
this woman, this youth, had the right to work because she was already on stage 2 -- they insisted that
their laws and their guidelines required something very different and therefore had to require what
their particular guidelines required -- not what the law of IRCA required. We then again informed
them that they were out of compliance with the federal law, and after various communications with
various supervisors, the woman was reinstated. But this is one example.
The other employees that are going to be discriminated against are the grandfathered
employees who do not qualify for legalization. These employees will suffer the similar kinds of
discriminations but they will also suffer additional discriminations as far as we can see. They will
suffer potential blackmail, potential sexual harrassment, because employers are aware that this
person, if fired or if they leave this particular job, will be forced to no longer be able to work, and
therefore, the employers mights use this as a threat, might violate their rights and say give me "X"
example or a sexual favor, or whatever, in order to make sure you continue working with us.
As far as the employers are concerned, I think we have some employers who are very favorable
to working with an employee to making sure that they are able to legalize by providing letters, by
providing documentation that yes in fact they are Jose Huerta, or whoever they happen to be, and
that they have worked at such places. But we also have employers who fear, who are afraid to
provide letters, who are afraid to provide documentation that this worker has worked with them, and
I'm afraid that the employer will also suffer much finance and time allocation which, as far as we're
concerned, ineffective by having to provide I-9's for each employee hired after November the 6th.
Again, it's important that employers remember that this documentation is not required only of
Latinos and Asians. It's required of all hired, and that's a question that we need to look at. It's a
question that needs to be monitored because as far as I'm concerned, I'm sure we're going to be seeing
differential treatment.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now, you haven't encountered intentional bad faith on the part of
employers. Is it in more confusion as to what the law really is?
MS. CAMARILLO: At this point it's more confusion, but we need to remember that after
September 1, we will be dealing with a different time guidelines, different time factors. I really see
other things happening. Right now, employers are primarily concerned with are my employees legal
to work. So therefore, there's a lot of confusion with the law, but I really see that there's going to be
other kinds of discriminations happening as a result of that.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
MS. CAMARILLO: I have for you some recommendations. Am I out of time?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You'd better do them real quickly.
MS. CAMARILLO: Okay. Real quick. I think these are real important.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Every witness thinks their testimony's important.
MS. CAMARILLO: First of all, we would like to recommend that the State Legislature mandate
state agencies, such as the Fair Housing and Employment Administration, to monitor discriminations
and collect data to serve as evidence to help eradicate the employer sanction provisions of IRCA.
Second, to establish guidelines that will establish what are the rights of grandfathered
employees and protections and measures for these employees, and will recommend them to the
federal government.
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MR. FRANK: Absolutely not.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why is that?
MR. FRANK: I think supply and demand is what normally determines the wage rates in a
community, in a society, and I don't believe that increasing minimum wage is going to make people
want to do the jobs any more. I think, in one instance in the area of busers or waiters, when you have
tips as an element of wage -- that's so much more significant than the wage itself -- that a person to
have to pay a waiter $4.25 for a job he'd gladly pay us to do seems a little bit silly.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Dishwashers get tipped as well in the process?
MR. FRANK: Dishwashers, no. Dishwashers do not get tipped, but busers generally are
indirectly tipped employees. A waiter would usually tip abuser. Okay, as it relates to •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But the other factor here is, of course, an artificial variable, and that is
this whole Act itself which casts a pall over supply and demand.
MR. FRANK: Supply and demand has been totally changed because the supply --a good deal of
the supply doesn't exist anymore. And as a result, that's going to have the natural effect of
increasing wages.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Areias?
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I have a question for Valerie Nera. Miss Nera, have you detected
any apprehension on the part of employers to hire people who are obviously Hispanic because of
potential sanctions that they may face? I don't ask that question with any type of implication
toward -- I'm not trying to imply any -- as it relates to employers. I'm just wondering if that's a
concern in terms of the employers that you've come in contact with.
MS. NERA: No. They pretty much understand that you have to ask that of every single person
regardless. But there is one thing I'd like to say. Some of these smaller businesses-- I'm talking now
of employers that have maybe five employees -- a lot of them aren't even aware that there's an
immigration law out there. They just are not aware. I don't know how they slipped through.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: What has been the response from the 'employers that are Chamber
members in terms of aiding their work force through this process? Is there any backing away from it
because maybe they're concerned about potential implications as it relates to back taxes and other
concerns that have been addressed?
MS. NERA: Yes, there's some •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Will you explain for us what some of those concerns are and what
the Chamber is doing to address those?
MS. NERO: Our members get approached usually through the mail for their records -- back
records on employees. They will give the records over right up until they find out that the person is
seeking legalization. Our employers are afraid that they'll be responsible for the back taxes. They
just don't want to give the records.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Mr. Ilchert, would you respond to that in terms of the INS and how
that problem, as it relates to employers and their concerns, is subverting the intent of the law?
MR. ILCHER T: (Beginning inaudible -- away from the mike) ••• present employees to supply
them with documentation evidence that they had previous employment or present employment. The
position of the Immigration Service is to encourage all employers to cooperate and provide the
information. Now, again, this is a - IRCA, or Immigration Reform and Control Act, is a measure
whereby persons -- millions literally -- will be given this opportunity to legalize their status. An
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Our next panel is dealing with legalization. Please come forward. Polly Webber, First Vice
President of American Immigration Lawyers; Patrice Perille Dominguez, Catholic Charities; Jim
Lopez, Legal Coordinator for the Catholic Social Services; and David Ginn, Assistant Attorney
General Counsel with Levi Strauss. Please come forward quickly. Our time is limited and we want to
get started. Miss Polly Webber, First Vice President. Please begin. Welcome to the committee.
MS. POLLY WEBBER: It's my great pleasure to be here today, and I feel quite honored to be
speaking before a joint committee of our California Legislature.
The Congress of the United States spent more than five years deliberating and debating
immigration reform and control. The final product was successful because many interest groups
compromised in the interest of what was perceived as the greater good. Congress clearly intended to
create a large scale, simple system for legalization in exchange for employer sanctions. Congress
intended legalization for people who had become a permanent though clandestine and underprivileged
sector of society. The final regulations have made the application process cumbersome and rather
exclusive. Thousands of people who thought they qualified for legalization will not due to fine print
definitions and distinctions which are more restrictive than the legislative history warrants. The
result is that many people are afraid. Most do not understand the requirements, and in reality, all
have a need to seek counsel of an attorney or an accredited representative before filing.
The appeal process is structured in such a way that an alien who is denied legalization is limited
on appeal to the record originally presented. Someone who filed without benefit of counsel may not
be able to rehabilitate a faulty application through the appeal process by obtaining counsel at that
stage. As an attorney, I find it repugnant the notion that aliens who file without attorneys are at risk
and that attorneys will benefit greatly through this legalization process. It brings out the worst
elements of our profession and it flies in the face of congressional intent. But I do think that the law
has put people in a situation where they're forced to get professional counsel at their own peril.
The Immigration Reform and Control Act, which I'm going to refer to as IRCA, provides that
certain aliens residing unlawfully in the U.S. since 1981 can qualify, or may qualify, for temporary
residence. Congress allowed, and I quote, ''brief casual and innocent sojourns during this qualifying
period" to be overlooked. Despite abundant judicial interpretation of that phrase, over more than 25
years, INS has taken upon itself to define that phrase much more restrictively with virtually no
flexibility. INS built into the regulations artificial distinctions between people, for example, who
took a trip to Mexico or Canada during the qualifying period versus people who took a brief trip to
someplace like England or India. People who reenter with an arrival document are ineligible for
legalization; whereas, those who come in without an arrival document will be eligible, even if that
indiv
who came in with an arrival document had lived in the U.S. for 14 years. The same is true
for someone who took a two-month vacation out of a 14-year residence in the United States during
that qualifying period. These distinctions, I believe, are arbitrary, overly restrictive, and contrary to
congressional intent.
The real losers in the IRCA process are families where some members qualify and some do not.
IRCA and the regulations make no provision for members of a family unit that cannot join their
spouses, parents, or children in applying for legalization. While the confidentiality provisions prevent
INS from using the applicant's dossier to deport him or his family members, their status continues to
be adverse, their presence kept underground, their level of anxiety and vulnerability high. Congress
should provide for these forgotten family members, and at the very least in the interim, the local INS
district directors should be encouraged to exercise favorable discretion in withholding deportation of
these unfortunate victims. INS should implement a wide scale deferred action program for
immediate family members of legalization applicants.
The U.S. Government emphasizes family unification in its immigration policy and cannot afford
to have this widely publicized major change in the law contradict that policy. Although successful
legalization applicants will acquire permanent residence 18 months down the road and be able to at
least petition for family members at that time, the backlogs for such sponsorship under the second
preferrence are as long as ten years for Mexicans and six years for Filipinos -- two of the largest
legalization qualified nationalities.
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Other witnesses today will discuss the problems of documenting an
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In the Canadian amnesty program recently, there was an amnesty
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applicant and the individual submits the application and gets that
come back to the employer then and show at that end of six
permit, that he's gotten a temporary residence card. There's no provision in the
that six-month work permit if temporary residence has not been
important problem for employers who've spent a lot of time and money
that they're going to be able to work within the system only to have to let
Service does not provide for some vehicle for extending those work
widely, and I'm sure that the Service is concerned about and it's
overlooked, and I
that
be remedied pretty soon.
An employer who follows IRCA's assurances that he
qualified to a non-U.S. citizen may
charged with a Title VII
EEOC. An employer's procedures in carrying out IRCA may subject
simply by the kind of procedures that they use, which may end
particular nationality group.
One last point before I summarize that I think is real important to
not mention it in my paper, my written testimony, and that is
the local offices of the Immigration Service all over the country, but
sure that Dave Ilchert will agree
me that he's lost quite a
district at the sub-offices as well as in
Francisco, and that the
other people -- people who aren't involved in
legalization
We've seen a backlog in the ability to appear and apply for
to a U.S. citizen. Now,
waiting list is, I've
seven
longer in San Francisco. I've had it told to me by the sub-office
company to bring in a temporary professional employee may take as
whereas it used to be three weeks. These are tremendous setbacks
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ly urge the Legislature to pressure Immigrct tion to fill those posi tioqs.
If rny suggestions and those suggestions of the other panel members here today ,1r1~ addressed,
!RCA rnay someday be the law it was intended to be.

CHAIRMAN TORRES: All rlght. Thank you very much. Mr. Areias?
ASSEMI:)L YMAN AREIAS: Quick question. Are you aware of any consideration by
an employer amnesty program similar to Canada's? Or perhaps Mr. Ilchert?
\!IS. WEBHER: I'm not aware of it. While I know it's been suggested and I think it'<:; been
considered, I don't know the status of it at this point.

MR. ILCHERT: There may be bills pending but I can't believe they'll be given any serious
consideration by this session of Congress. We just went through this trau1natic exercise after 20
years \)f debate to get an immigration reform bill passed, and I don't think you're going to see much in
the way of major imrnigration reform in several years from now.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right, we're going to have Mr. Robert Gnaizda who has ..t •'ottr date
to get to. Please come forward for his five-minute presentation. We want to caution the wi tnesse'>
pkas(' keep your presentations to five minutes. Welcome to the committee, Mr. Gnaizda.
VIR. ROBERT GNAIZDA: Thank you very much, Senator. Thank you, Assemblyman 1\reias. I'm
Bob Gnaizda. I'm appearing today on behalf of the League of the United Latin American Citi~::ens,
the A rnerican GI Forum, and the National Hispanic Leadership Conference.
I thi11k the testimony of District Director Ilchert today eloquently and honestly dernonstr:-:1 tes
the problems. There is no leadership at the INS. There is no understanding of the problems. In fact,
I think what 'v'lr. Ilchert said demonstrates that. He viewed the matter solely as a matter of problems
rather thd.n of opportunities. What we need is vision, and I believe this committee, under your
ledder-;hip, Senator Torres, is in the best position to provide the national leadership.

IRC
as it presently exists, was designed to fail. It is failing and it will continue to fail no
matter what minor modifications we make. We believe that the California Legislature must t.1ke the
leadersh role.
Ij

Lr\(' and the American GI Forum wish to make the following four ouservati<)fiS, which I'd like

to '>llfll'

and then address one nf them more specifically. The first is the economic
!ern'>
npel people to co;ne from Mexico, for example, to the United State<; have not been addressed.
What we need is a marshal
for Mexico. Secondly, we must treat
immigrant groups -- farm
workers ,mel those who are working in urban areas -- equally. Therefore, we must reexamine the
en re amnesty provisions. Thirdly, we need a President Reagan family unification program similar to
tlw President's philosophy on the family generally. And as we have seen, the INS cannot
the
in that area. Fourthly, based on what you have heard today, based upon what you have
observed over the last couple of months, it is clear there is a need for restructuring and new
leadership at the INS.
tlMt C\)1

First, regarding the marshal plan. The United States today is expending $166 billirm on NATO
allies militarily. It is spending more than $20 billion to bolster South Korea. Now, their defense is
hardly as important as to the defense of Mexico-- economically and in terms of what it stands for.
1\nd what we propose is that the United States should take a leadership role in deciMing a
mora toriurn for ten years on all of Mexico's $100 billion in foreign debt. The cost of this w0uld be
just $10 hilliot1 a year for a ten-year period, and I suggest that $10 billion is rather modest. It is less
th.m 7% of otJr annual N:\ TO budget, and it is less than half of our annual South Korec1n budget.
If we do not do this, consider this: In Mexico today, the foreign debt alone represents per
Lunily of six $7,500 -·- $7,500 where the typical family is unemployed or underernployed a11d where
those whd ;1re ernployed rnake, on a daily basis, far less than the average hourly wage in the Uni terl
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to
Congress to
the United

h·.Jsbanc:l is without work. He was working for a company and the work ended, and noN becduse he
doesn't have permission to work, he is not able to get another job. And so I'm very concerned because
Hw '>drne w(•ek that they approved -- I think she's referring to preferential asylum tr'_~atrnent f()r
Nic dragu-1 -- a neighbor who lived upstairs from us was in fact deported and so rny husbund is really
afrdid to go back. And so what our neighbor told us is that no sooner was he deported the:m he was
captured by the authorities and forced to provide military service in El Salvador. And that's why my
husb.urc:l and my brother are very concerned and do not want to return.
As a mother, I am very sad about the separation from my daughter. She calls me on the
She says that she would like to be with me. This is a very difficult situation. Thank you.

tel<~phone.

l think the testimony of Griselda brings the human perspective of this immigration law clearly
the eyes of this committee, and I would like to reflect on that and provide you the <>ervin·
provider's point of view.
Catholic Charities Legalization Program is the largest Bay l'lred
legalization program. As you know, we did not sign an agreement with the INS to becorne a qu<::dified
designated entity bec:ause in fact we work with many people like Griselda who will not qualify who
need to feel that they can trust us and come to us for all sorts of assistance -- legal, sor:ial, and
otherwise.
to

There are an estimated 500,000 immigrants in the greater Bay Area. How many arrived in the
U.S. prior to '82 and are otherwise eligible for legalization is anyone's guess. However, Irnrnigration
Servke providers place that number at around 135,000, most of whom are Mexicans. Significantly
fewer numbers, or the estimated 85,000 Central American refugees in the Bay Area, will qualify for
legalization as they carne after the 1982 cutoff date and yet cannot return horne since the wars and
the hu rnan rights violations which forced them here have not abated. Asians on the other hand, and
\!lr. Tc:1mayo will be speaking in more detail about this community, are often found ineligible because
they have made brief departures with legal reentries. In fact, yesterday a 1awsui t was filed to
dld!lenge this interpretation which is not supported in statute. This interpretation that brief legai
rcentri•:>s in fact break the continuous residence is something that we hope to win in court. The
Coalition for Immigrant Refugee Rights and Services has joined as agency plaintiffs in that l.:iwsui t.
C.ttholic Ch.1ri ties has joined with at least 20 other Bay Area immigrant service providers in th•c:
Coa i tion for Refugee Rights and Services to assure that the maximum number of eligible aliens who
-1re legalized will not create even greater human needs or the many more who will not qualify like
Griselda. We are determined to challenge the INS's own planning assumption that only 4-096 of the
undocwnented people in this country would ever come forward and apply, and of those, only 95'?6
would r1ualify. We believe that a 6096 failure rate from the start dearly exposes that the legalization
program was not generous even at its best efforts.
Currently, Bay Area agencies in the private immigration bar have the capacity of serving only
49,700 of these potential 135,000 legalization applications due, in large part, to the lack of <>taU and
funding. While Bay Area foundations are attempting to assist in this area, they cannot do it alone.
We urgently need state assistance if we are to bridge this service delivery gap in the one-year
ion period. We urge the joint committee members to actively push for the swift passage of
legislation granting $4-.4 miltion in California legalization assistance grants. This proposal, which is
currently before the Governor, would assure that an additional 88,000 aliens are legalized statewide
which in turn would bring to the state an additional $185.8 million in federal/<>tate legcdi;:ation
i·npact dssist:mce grant monies, as weli as millions of dollars of federal reimbursement pn);;rdrns
orn~ these newly legalized aliens become eligible for federal programs after five years.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Excuse me, Miss Dominguez, for a question.
l\SSEMBL YMAN AREIAS: Miss Dominguez, the $4.4 million you're referring to,
flmds that will be coming to the state •.. (cross talking)

t'i

that IRCI\

MS. DOMINGUEZ: No, that's the request for General Funds. It's before the Governor at tim
point. It was part of the Health and Welfare Agency Advisory Group's recommendation to the
Governor.
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CHAIRMAN TORRES:
suggesting?
MS. DOMINGUEZ:
spending the state
not in fact ••.

It's before the Governor at this point

terms

I believe it's just been presented. They
to
assistance grant monies,
their concern is

CHAIRMAN TORRES: The Governor has said no because
to the Catholics.
MS. DOMINGUEZ: Are you being serious?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'm being very serious.
MS. DOMINGUEZ: I don't know how to respond to that.
providers. They're currently not the only service providers. As I said,
Area.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: He feels it ought to go to other agencies,
to one.
MS. DOMINGUEZ: That's absolutely what the proposal calls
to any agency currently providing legalization assistance and to
sufficient service providers to actually provide startup funds to
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'll be calling you in 1990 in the hopes
MS. DOMINGUEZ: Well, in any event, what we really clearly see is that
state interest in granting this money. You, in fact, will be able to recoup more
legalize aliens.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I
are
obstacles to
aliens are
the Bay
Our own legalization director,
report that a lack of
INS documentation guidelines and inconsistent
adjudicators working
same office, have resulted in the need to
caused considerable backlog. My written statement cites three of those
We'll incorporate
as
We need to move on.

CHAIRMAN TORRES: We'll incorporate those as part of the
were going to have another witness.
DOMINGUEZ: Thank you.
TORRES:
you very much for
Coordinator of Catholic Social Services.
MR. JIM LOPEZ: Catholic Charities.
CHAIRMAN

Catholic Charities. I'm sorry. Welcome to

MR. LOPEZ: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I stand

us.

c a
tive o understd.nd
as to what is going on
narily in the South
C:atholic c:l1 trities is the !.1rgest QDE provider in the area, and we have presently p
regiskred 7/198 case'>, which dpparcntly a substantial number o[ those will be eligible .
. H/\IRMAN
San

How many were

1

arc,1.

rec·w·d and

in what area?

LOPEZ: We
the
ito and Watsonville and Santa Cruz areas.

ly -- Santa C:lara Conn

. Wed,)

H/\IRMAN TORRES: Do you work with Miss Dominguez?
MR. LOPEZ: No. No.
MS. DOMINGUEZ: We're from different diocese. That's how our offices arc set up. We're the
isco diocese, they're the Santa Clara diocese.
MR. LOPEZ: We have those lines of delineation. It is our belief that of these number,
represent
narily families and households, so we supply a two as a mu
to
an
understanding of the type of number of clients we'Ll be able to serve. We do not believe we'll he able
to serve, realistically speaking, more than 20,000. By the Mercury's estimate, they apparently quoted
the California Department of Finance that in our county alone, there's 43,798 eligibles \llhicll will be
able to participate in the program. It is their belief that only 17,519 will actually attempt to apply.
Those figures demonstrate the fact that there is a lack of understanding as to eligibility, a. lack of
under<;tanding of services, and the net result has resulted in a large amount of confusion which has
only '>erved to provide fertile soil for notaries and individuals with corrupt motives in trying to
exploit these populations.
This misrepresentation is rampant particularly in our area. The last example l have seen is in.
our flea market. There is a service, an American Liberty Immigration Service. I have sent one of my
employees into the area and asked specifically as to whether they were eligible. They stated that
they entered in 1983. They said don't worry, we will make you eligible for a fee. As a matter of
fact, if you pay a fee on the spot, they will cut you a yellow card that says employment
authorization. The cards looks, to me, more legitimate than the actual card that lmrnigration is
g1vmg. I do not see how any employer can possibly, in applying a good faith standard, be able to
differf~ntiate the differences of any card.
In the fine print, they do actually state we are
representing the person, but who's going to bother to look at some small print where they see
employment authorization in conjunction with IRCA, Section 245, Sector and so on? The confusion
that exists has not only led to a fertile soil of exploitation, but it's served to confuse the employers to
t!w degre;; that ernployers are fearing to provide documentation.
It''-;

:1een stated earlier the fact that employers are fearful for IRS repercussions.

They't c

fearf11l, in adcli tion, to the fact that if they do admit that they have hired undocumented ali ells, that

INS wi II believe that there is a flagrant pattern of hiring, so they'll be focused in for future raids .:md
inve'>tiga tions. It is not iilogical for them to assume that, and I cannot assure them when they ask
: ne, that thi<; will not happen.
There's ,1lso the fear of the State Franchise. We've spoken primarily of IRS, but we also are
of the state taxing system through the State Franchise and other agencies-- Unemployment,
FlCI\, Social Security requirements. All those agencies are creating an ongoing fear to provide
inforrna tion, primarily when most of the employers have either violated the law in one way or another
or are just paying out cash. Simply circumventing the laws that do exist.

awar~

It is my belief that one of the problems lies within the State of California and its inability to
trickle down to its associated agencies the need and urgency for the State of California as a
governmental agency to provide documentation for those individuals who solicit it. Presently, the
State Franchise Board is in a position to provide one of the most credible documents which INS will
dCcept. The backlog is probably incredible for an individual to obtain the information. /\lthough I do
rec,)gnize that the State Franchise Board, specifically when you compare it to IRS, i'> more flexible,
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safe,
Let me
pressed on
I

Thank yo11.
/\ "i\EM!~l YM/\N /\I~ E!/\S:

Thank you very much. We now have David Ginn, /\ssic;t.ul t Cenc·r<t1

Co1msel, lJ•vi Strauss Co1npany. Mr. Ginn.

MR. DAVID GINN: Thank you.
appreciate the opportunity to discuss briefly with the
co;nmi ttee the Levi Stnuss and Company's educational efforts with regard to the
!i~:ation
Levi Strauss and Company employs approximately 25,000 people of whom the majori
dre
production workers working in the Texas and other Sun Belt states. When IRCA was enac
we, as d.
corporation, decided that, first, the legalization provisions were significant and were at one time
opportunity for many U.S. residents; that there were a number of unscrupulous people out there that
are more than willing to take advantage of the people who this legalization process was designed to
protect --we have stories that are even worse than Mr. Lopez' stories; that many of our employees or
their fa1nilies could take advantage of the process; and fourthly, that our efforts, our corporate
efforts, could make a difference in our communities and with our people.
With this in ;nind, we responded in three ways. The first way is we prepared and presented a
legali;:a tion/education program. We previously provided to the committee copies ...
/\SSEM11L YMAN AREJAS: That's this?
MR. GINN: Yes.
/\SSE.Mf~L YMAN AREIAS: Incidentally, I'd like to compliment you and your company on it. h''>
the \h.>'->t I've seen.

VIR. <~INN: Well thank you very much. We spent a lot of time doing this trying to make a very
di ffir~ul t program understandable to our employees and their families, many of whom do not have
even high school educations. We also encouraged our affiliated credit union to provide a loan
program to employees and their families to help cover some of the expenses related to the
legalization process. And the third prong of our program was that a related foundation, the Levi
Strauss Foundation, has provided a $200,000 grant to various social services organizations to help
them with their legalL~ation/education programs.
If can, let me briefly spend a couple of minutes with our education program. In addition to
this guide that we've prepared, which is in both English and Spanish, we hired a bilingual imrnigration
1 t torney to visit L8 faci Hties of ours in Texas and New Mexico, and this attorney was able to get both
in English and in Spanish an overview of the law -- the steps that are required under the law -- and to
answer questions for any employees who were present. Thirdly, we also taped this prograrn in Spanish
and English and we distributed copies of this audio tape to interested employees.

OtJr experience with this program is mixed. We still do not know how many people that work
for us, or their families, really need this program. Secondly, we discovered -- I think this is perhaps
not ,15 '>Urprising to sorne of you people but certainly was surprising to me -- was the enormous
reservoir of distrust about this program. I was, quite frankly, shocked by that. The third was that as
">irnple as we tried to make this program, it is very, very difficult to explain to anyone. Fourth, it's d
very expensive program for our workers and their families.
On the 1nore positive side, we believe that our efforts had a ripple effect. Our materials are
being cirollated from employee to family members, from family members to friends, and we're
getting the information out in the communities.
Secondly, other employers have taken our
materials -- and incidentally, they're available to any employer who would like to U<>e them -- and use
thern with their employees, and we think that that's had a beneficial effect. And we've also given
this to various social groups who have passed it on to their members. At this time, we are evaluating
whether or not we need to give an additional set of programs. If we do, we'll do those in the falL
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: I know where you're corning from, Mr. Sickler, in terms of your
concerns, but what our concern was was that the National AFL-CIO supported this legislation. Now
what are they getting in return in terms of appropriate and justified enforcement?
MR. SICKLER: Well, I don't think that has anything to do with the point where we are at now,
Art. What we have to do now is establish some kind of fair system of application of the law and we're
not getting that.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. And what do you think is the major issue in that regard -- in
regard to employer sanctions?
MR. SICKLER: I think to family unity; I think to the B-2 visas, the tourist visas; I think rolling
back the work authorization date, leaving it from September 1st; and I think also another issue --this
may sound petty, but when you're dealing with millions of people and the INS cannot tell us for sure
whether or not the fingerprint cards are going to be accepted, we're talking about a major, major
problem. We have to go back and reprocess every single application that we've taken in. That could
just turn the entire program upside down.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Sickler.
MR. SICKLER: You bet.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Robert Prentice, Gloria Escobar, Bill Tamayo, Naomi Arriaza.
Please come forward and take some seats here and we'll get moving. Stephen Rosenbaum and
Carolina Casteneda. Education, Health, and Community Advocates. We have some other seats on
the other side of the room as well. Miss Casteneda? You can take that chair right there. Thank you.
Mr. Prentice?
MR. ROBERT PRENTICE:
Department.

I'm going to defer to Jeffrey Leong who's also from the Health

CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
MR. JEFFREY LEONG: Thank you. I'm going to just make a brief statement from a written
thing that we've prepared and then I'd like to make three points on how this particular law impacts
the Health Department in San Francisco if I may.
The City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Health has been providing for the
needs of undocumented persons living in San Francisco for a long time. Although the mandate under
Section 17000 of the Welfare and Institutions Code for counti'~S to provide health services to indigent
residents is unclear with respect to undocumented persons, the City of San Francisco has made its
best efforts to provide its full range of services to this population. Those services are provided
through San Francisco General Hospital, Laguna Honda Hospital, Community Public Health Services
(which includes preventive services, primary care, and paranatal services), Mental Health, and
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services.
Where we are able to obtain payments for services from Medi-Cal, private insurance, and the
patients themselves, we do. But for the most part, San Francisco's undocumented population are
uninsured and medically indigent. Therefore, the cost of providing services to them are borne by the
county's indigent health care system.
In Fiscal '85-86, we note that a minimum of $3.5 million for inpatient and outpatient services
for undocumented persons was spent at San Francisco General Hospital, while up to $1 million was
also spent for public health services. This partial estimate of $4.5 million does not include Mental
Health nor Alcohol and Druge Abuse Services.
During the same period, the county received about $95.5 miHion from the State of California
through the AB 8 and MIA programs to serve the county indigents. At the same time, this county

spent an additional $
program was
It is reasonable to
the county general
Let me
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ASSEMI'lL YMAN AREIAS: So you're saying that the position of the commission and as ,1.
spokesperson for your department, your position is against mandatory testing as it relates to
citizenship application?
MR. LEONG: We are discussing an official position on that.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: You don't have an official position.
MR. LEONG: Not an official position, no.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Mr. Ilchert, I'd like to ask you. As I understdnd it, there's a proposu
floating around that would require mandatory AIDS testing for all those eligible to be naturalized or
are applying. Is that correct?
MR. ILCHERT: Not to my knowledge, sir.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Not to your knowledge?
MR. ILCHER T: Not to my knowledge. The Contagious Disease Center down in Atlanta,
Georgia, Public Health Service, has issued guidelines to -- they have declared that l\IDS is a
dangerotiS communicable disease.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Do directors have that discretion also?
MR. ILCHERT: No, no. What happens is the Publlc Health Service, when they designate civil
surgeons to conduct medical examinations for persons seeking benefits in the immigration laws, they
have to be recognized and the Surgeon General issues guidelines to them as to how they're to conduct
these medical examinations; and all he has done is issue guidelines saying that if there are certain
symptoms available where the experienced physician detects that a person may have AIDS, then they
can require testing. But there's no mandatory testing, sir.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: But you anticipate that there will be mandatory testing by the tirne
we're done. There are numerous proposals where the State Legislature ...
MR. lLCHERT: I just don't know how serious the problem may ultimately
whether or not ;nandatory testing's down the road, I don't know.

:nine to be, and

MR. LEONG: Assemblyman l\reias, if I may, the Department of Health and Human Services has
proposed mandatory testing, HIV testing, for all applicants under the IRCA program that are just
applicants for immigration period,
the comment period is up by the end of August. So they're
anticipating in September that if it passes, it'll go into effect.
r\SSEMBL YMAN AREIAS:
Assuming that's the policy and someone who has applied for
ip through the
lie law is found determined to have AIDS, and whether
mandatory
testing or not, if one of your agents is suspicious or has information that this person may have AIDS,
once that is determined, what will the INS do at that point? Will that person be deported?

ci

MR. ILCHERT: The AIDS situation doesn't come up in conjunction with citizenship. It's long
before thilt. When a person applies to immigrate to the United States, they have to estilblish that
they're not excludable from the United States as a person who has a dangerous contagious disease.
/\nd it i-; determined if they have a dangerous contagious disease -- through whatever means it's
deterrnined that they have AIDS, no question that Public Health Services says /\IDS is a dangerous
<:ontagious disease. So one of the exludable grounds from the admission to the United States is a
person that has a dangerous contagious disease, so they would be excludable from the United States.
1\SSEMf:)L YMAN AREAIS: Okay. If someone's been a resident here illegally for ten years and
found to have AIDS, where's the INS going to deport that person?

MR. ILCHERT: They're exludable from the United States.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Where to?
MR. ILCHERT:
from his last residence or
take them, then we're stuck with
the
Secretary of the State -- he can request that
back their nationals, and that the penalty would be that we
that country. To my knowledge, it's never happened, but
on the books.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You want to finish up, Mr. Leong?
MR. LEONG: Yes. The other item
to comment
concerned that people will be discouraged from coming into the
mandatory AIDS testing.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much. Is that
MR. LEONG: Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Very quickly.
Governor's working group? Is that correct?

I understand

MR. LEONG: With the Health and Welfare Agency's
participating in that group, yes.

a

of

Allenby.

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: When will you complete your work?
MR. LEONG: As I understand, the proposal is in the Governor's
that process, back to the Health and Welfare Agency •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Can you

be, through
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a

MR. LEONG: 1 find it
quick look at what programs may be
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
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MR. LEONG: Sure.
ASSEMBLYMAN
CHAIRMAN
MS. GLORIA ESCOBAR:
because it's my understanding
before the Governor now.
You're very most aware
the
and I want to bring that to your attention;
IRCA implementation, the school
U.S. history, and U.S. government
for this. It's my understanding
same process as their adults,
are not set
And although I'm not here representing community
and citizenship classes for the parents.

On behalf of the school district, I would encourage that you really advocate for funding for
education to set up the additional services. One small detail that might be overlooked, but I think is
very important in large districts where we have large numbers of students, is that a special center
should be set up to help the families obtain school records that might be the .only sources that will be
available to them to prove to the immigration offices that the date they enter the country by the
date they enroll their children in school. It might be easy to obtain those records in a small school
district, but in a large school district it's a very difficult task.
I have written testimony with details of the students that we expect to get into the school
district. ln San Francisco, we don't expect to get a large number of. undocumented aliens all of a
sudden because we do not make distinctions, and to accept the students into our school district where
they're legal or illegal, that there are many other districts who do not accept undocumented aliens at
this point and they are requiring certain approval, legal status in this country, before they are letting
students into the school districts. So you might want to look into that also.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much. Mr. Bill Tamayo, Asian Law Caucus?
MR. BILL TAMAYO: Thank you, Senator Torres, Assemblyman Areias. I appreciate the
opportunity to speak this morning regarding the impact of the immigration laws. I think it's
somewhat ironic though that this hearing is being held in San Francisco which is the birthplace of one
of the first major immigration laws, which is the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 -- a law that was
based on a lot of xenophobia, a lot of scapegoating of immigrants, and unfortunately, it's the same
type of sentiment which propelled the current immigration law to passage.
I think it's somewhat ironic that San Francisco is a city that has an Asian population of
approximately 25 to 30 percent. That's the highest population of Asians in the United States in terms
of percentage. However, the legalization applications from the Asian community is still very low.
Asians are only about 500 out of the current 3,000 applications that have been filed with the San
Francisco legalization office. We think the low numbers are due to the fact that there is a lot of
fear, historical fear, in the· Asian community about the Immigration Service. Many don't qualify
because they did enter t,he United States after January 1, 1982. I happen to have a lot of Filipino
clients who fled the Marcos regime at the height of the repression during 1982, and because they
came during that time, do not qualify for legalization. They are here, their status is in limbo.
I think
materials in
languages of
has yet to be

the other point to look at is that the Immigration Service has not provided bilingual
Asian languages. We would think that they would at least provide materials in the
Chinese, Tagalog, Japanese, Korean, and possibly other Asian languages, but that task
done.

One of the major things I want to - in fact, the major thing I want to review today is what are
the responsibilities of local governments and perhaps state governments· in light of the new law?
Because of the whole atmosphere within which the new law passed, many people think, and
government officials think, that they have to become extensions of the Immigration Service and have
to start asking everybody about immigration status. That is not the law. I think we have to clarify
that local police do not have to ask individuals about immigration status and should not detain
anybody for being in the United States illegally. Unfortunately, we do have the case where police
officers do ask people about immigration status, assume the person's unlawfully here, and hold the
person for the INS or else walk the person over to the INS merely if that person had been arrested for
some minor infraction. There is no requirement that a police officer ask about immigration status
nor detain anybody for the INS. In fact, it's bad public policy for local police officers to work with
the INS, and this was discovered by the City of Oakland when it passed a resolution stating that
Oakland police do not want to cooperate with the INS because they realize that if people have the
fear that at any time that they contact the police that they will be turned over to the INS, people
will not cooperate with the police, nor will they report any crimes, nor will they report the fact that
they have been victims of crime.
In San Francisco the issue of domestic violence is a big one, and we realize that many people do
not complain about domestic violence because they fear, and particularly for undocumented women,
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they fear that they will be turned over to the INS if they complain to the police. So we think that all
city governments should be instructed to issue guidelines to their local officials, local police
departments, that they do not have to cooperate with the INS when they find out that somebody's
here illegally, and they do not have to ask about immigration status. This has been clarified by the
California Attorney General, by court of
decisions from the
Circuit Federal Court of
Appeals.
I would just like to state three recommendations I think
the State of
should
follow in sending guidelines to the local governments. These guidelines should state that all
department and employees of state and local governments should
assisting and
cooperating in their official capacity with any INS investigation,
or arrest procedures
affecting any individual relating to alleged violations of the civil provisions of the immigration laws.
Furthermore, no state or local government department or employee should request any information or
disseminate any information regarding the immigration status of any individual unless required by
law, nor condition any benefits -- social benefits, medical benefits, and so forth -- on immigration
status unless required by law. And finally, all state and local government departments should review
all applications, questionnaires, and interview forms used for benefits, services, or law enforcement,
and delete any question regarding citizenship and immigration status. We unfortunately do have the
bad practice here where the INS goes through the San Francisco City Jail and reviews the arrest
records, which do not necessarily state immigration status but tells the sheriff to place an
immigration hold on individuals whose -- but for the Spanish surname, there's no other reason to
suspect that they might be undocumented.
Unfortunately, people may be arrested and may
eventually be found not guilty or acquitted, but merely because they've been arrested, they've been
turned over to the Immigration Service for possible process of deportation. We think that practice
has to stop and the State of California has the responsibility to see that it stops.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you very much, Mr. Tamayo. Naomi Roht-Arriaza?
MS. NAOMI ROHT-ARRIAZA: I'm here today speaking on behalf of MALDEF. I'd like to talk
to you about IRCA and discrimination in the work place. As you know, MALDEF, as well as many
other organizations, worried that employer sanctions would give rise to widespread discrimination,
dismissals and refusals to hire people who employers felt were suspicious or foreign looking or foreign
sounding. I'm here to tell you that those fears are becoming a reality.
IRCA contains anti-discrimination provisions which were intended to prevent just this kind of
discrimination. However, both the way the statute is worded and
proposed implementing
regulations and the way the program has been carried out to date have serious limitations -- or uses a
tool to curb the kinds of abuses and problems that we're seeing. For one thing, the provisions
citizenship discrimination can be envoked only by a very limited
of people. It's not at all
clear for instance that legalization applicants, where the people who are most commonly subjected to
discrimination at this point, are covered by the law. Also, many people who are long-time permanent
residents of the U.S. will not be able to use the law. In order to qualify as intending citizens and thus
come under the citizenship discrimination provisions, they had to apply for citizenship by May of this
year. The government made no effort whatsoever to publicize this deadline. Few people knew about
it, few people applied for naturalization within the prescribed time limits.
Also to be covered by the law, you have to file a
of Intending Citizen. Those
forms, which are supposed to be filed with the Immigration Service, only became available last
month. As you may remember, the anti-discrimination provisions of IRCA were supposed to go into
effect immediately after passage of the law last November. However, delay and indifference have
characterized the implementation of these provisions.
There is still no special counsel. One of the things the law was supposed to do was to set up an
official of special counsel. An acting counsel was appointed in April of this year. There is still no
special counsel appointed.

Final regulations have yet to be promulgated, yet the 180-day period in which to file claims has
been in effect since last November. To date, the position of the Justice Department has been that
they will not toll(?) that deadline; they will not extend it because of the delays in putting the program
into practice. So people who suffer discriminatory treatment during the first months of IRCA, which
are many of the cases that we're seeing now, will not be covered by the law because the 180-day
period will be up.
Another major concern is the Justice Department's interpretation of the kind of discrimination
that's cognizable under the statute. The current regulations only allow for claims based on
intentional discrimination, not neutral policies which may have a dispirit impact on minorities or
citizenship status groups. This is obviously going to be challenged in court. If it's allowed to stand, it
will limit the number of claims which can be brought under IRCA. All these problems mean that the
number of claims filed under the anti-discrimination provisions of the law will probably be very low
and not a good indicator of the degree to which discrimination is actually occurring.
I'd like to talk a little bit about the discrimination and abuses which are actually occurring in
our communities. Some of the things we've seen are employers asking for proof of U.S. citizenship
basically because they don't understand the difference between citizenship and permanent residence
and want to be on the safe side. Others, and these are the more common cases, are requiring a green
card, even of noncitizens who provide other employment authorization or who are self-certified
legalization applicants. Still others are firing legalization applicants for having used a false Social
Security number or a false name -- something we've heard about before. In all these cases, the
dismissals are due mainly to a lack of understanding of the law, a desire to be on the safe side, a
desire to not take chances by getting rid of or not hiring anyone who seems like they might be
problematic.
By far the largest number of calls that we've received to date have to do with grandfathered
employees -- people who were hired before November 6th and do need not verify their immigration
status. Most of the calls concerned firings of grandfathered workers, sometimes people who have
been on a leave or another absence permitted by the regulations but who were told by their employer
that even though legally they're allowed to stay on, the employer just doesn't want them to. Where
there's a union contract, sometimes it's possible to win reinstatement through arbitration. Sometimes
we can educate the employer or we can call up and explain the provisions of the law and that will be
enough to resolve the problem. But many dismissed grandfathered employees don't know where to
turn or are too scared to look for help, and we're afraid that we're seeing only the very, very tip of
the iceberg of these kind of problems.
Another kind of problem involving grandfathered employees is probably even more problematic
in the long run. People who are grandfathered employees are virtual captives of their employers.
We've heard cases of people being paid less than co-workers, people being paid less than the minimum
wage, people being told that they now have to work longer hours, cases of sexual harrassment. And
the threat of course is that if people are fired, they will not be able to get another job. They
complain, they become unemployable. We have witnessed law -- we have created a subclass of
vulnerable and exploited workers in our midst and we're going to need to deal with this on all levels.
These are some of the problems. I wanted to talk a little bit about what we think needs to be
done.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Very quickly, please.
MS. ROHT -ARRIAZA: Very quickly. First, I'd like to reiterate some of the recommendations
made before about the need for a state level education of both employers at the state level outreach
to effective communities, possibly through the Department of Fair Housing and Employment. There
needs to be an immediate campaign explaining to people what the anti-discrimination provisions not
only of IRCA but also of existing EEOC law and existing state anti-discrimination law is.
Second, we need the state to make sure that its own agencies are complying in their own
employment policies and not exceeding the provisions of IRCA.

Third, we need help in monitoring what is going on out there, both to figure out what the state
needs are and also given that there are GAO reports that need to be provided every three years, and
there will be a debate on whether or not to keep both the sanctions and discrimination provisions.
And we need help on a state and local level.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. I'm going to have to cut you off. Thank you very much. You
will give us that written statement so we can incorporate it as part of the record?
MS. ROHT-ARRIAZA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Carolina Casteneda, Central American Refugee Mental Health Project.
Welcome to the committee.
MS. CAROLINA CASTENEDA: I am here on behalf of Central American Community Mental
Health Services Project to meet the needs specifically of Central American refugees in the City of
San Francisco.
There are between 80,000 to 100,000 Central American refugees living in the Bay Area. The
largest number of refugees are from El Salvador, Guatemala, followed by Nicaragua. More than
500,000 Salvadorans have arrived in the U.S. since 1980. San Francisco has the third largest
concentration of Salvadoran refugees-- between 60 to 80 thousand.
I would like to briefly present the causes of our exodus to this country. The seven years of war
in El Salvador have resulted in 65,000 people killed, 6,000 disappeared, and 3096 of the population that
has been forcibly displaced. The population policy of the El Salvadoran army has been part of the
current(?) insurgency strategy designed to take the water from the fish. It was precisely in 1982 that
the El Salvadoran army started to increase the air and artillery attacks against civilians in the
country, forcing many people to seek refuge in other countries, including in the U.S. In Guatemala,
the increasing levels of human rights violations have continued, and that situation is why between
five to ten thousand Guatemalan refugees have come to the Bay Area seeking refuge.
The vast majority of Central Americans can be characterized as refugees because they need the
definitions put forth by the U.S. Refugee Act of 1980. In spite of this situation, the INS and the State
Department have maintained a constant policy of discrimination and denying refugee status to
Salvadorans and Guatemalans.
I would like to talk about the impact of the new law on Central American refugees, specifically
in two aspects: legalization and employer sanctions. First of all, the new law does not have any
special disposition regarding Central American refugees.
Cubans and Asians are treated
preferentially but the particular situation of Central America is simply ignored.
Secondly, the amnesty program is just ••• (inaudible). The amnesty provision attempts to give a
humanitarian phrase to the law, but in reality, it will result in more discrimination against Central
Americans. Most of the refugees came to this country after the cutoff date of January 1, 1982. For
the few that are eligible for the amnesty program, it is extremely difficult to document their
residency in the U.S. because of the conditions under which they have lived.
Another problem for those who may be ineligible is that they fear the division of their families.
For the majority that are not eligible, the law simply means increasing levels of poverty on
employment, hunger, and fear of deportation. IRCA does not recognize the refugee status that we
deserve, and we are therefore faced with the dilemma of choosing between returning to our countries
at war, where we may face arrest to our personal safety, or remaining here in the U.S. to starve.
Speaking about employer sanctions. Employer sanctions deprives the Central American
refugees of a very basic human right -- the right to work and survive with a minimum of standard of
living. This situation means an aggravation of already miserable social conditions and increasing
problems in our community.

Homelessness is a serious problem for us. In the last six months, our prograrn has provided
rental assistance to 89 people, and we provided emergency shelter to 90 Central American refugees
homeless in the City of San Francisco. It has been necessary to reopen the Baptist Church emergency
shelter for Central American refugees. Also, the Central American Refugee Committee has been
providing emergency shelter to 72 homeless people each month. All these figures can give you an
idea on how serious is this problem in the Central American refugee community. Unfortunately,
these resources are insufficient to meet the needs and many people are turned away each night
because there is not enough space or we don't have enough resources to give them.
Hunger is another serious consequence of the law. Because they cannot find work, the refugees
cannot feed their families and are forced to live in hunger or ask for emergency assistance. Health
and mental health problems are also affected by the new law. Many refugees have suffered
emotional traumas because ••• (inaudible) ••• expediency in our country. Living in the U.S. under such
conditions of hardship further exacerbates the stress and mental and physical health problems of the
refugees.
I would like to express some recommendations for your consideration. There should be funds
allocated at the county and the state levels to attend the needs of the Central American refugees,
specifically for emergency shelter and food programs as these are our greatest areas of need.
There is also a great need for programs providing legal assistance for those who are not eligible
for legalization that are the majority of Central Americans.
Also, there should be an effort to facilitate health care assistance for Central American
refugees through the Department of Public Health.
The Central American refugees deserve recognition of their refugee status in this country. The
DeConcini-Moakley bill proposes a temporary status for Salvadorans and Nicaraguans. We support
and urge the passage of this bill as the only possible legal remedy available to us at this time. If this
bill is passed, it would grant work authorization to refugees, enabling us to provide for ourselves. In
the long run, the passage of this bill would be more effective and fiscally beneficial to the state
rather than requiring that public agencies provide for our many needs.
And finally, all efforts at all levels of government are necessary to stop the war in Central
America and work toward a political rather than military solution to the conflict. If these goals are
achieved, Central American refugees could return to our countries, which is our greatest need and
dream.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you, Miss Casteneda. Mr. Stephen Rosenbaum, CRLA. You're
going to have to be very quick since you were tardy to this hearing.
MR. STEPHEN ROSENBAUM: All right, Senator. Thank you. I will let my statement stand for
what it's worth. Good afternoon, Senator Torres and Assemblymember Areias. Thank you for the
opportunity. I am a staff attorney with California Rural Legal Assistance. We have 15 offices
located in 25 counties throughout the state where we serve indigent Californians.
In many of the communities where our offices are located, we are the sole or major source of
information about the new immigration act, the anti-discrimination provision, the legalization, and
the employer sanctions, and we think this is explained in part by the absence of an INS presence and a
poor media campaign and in part by the limited number of social welfare legalization assistance
agencies as well as reputable and affordable immigration consultant services. As you are well aware,
Senator Torres, the potential for abuse by immigration consultants is widespread, and we think that's
all the more important reason why the INS needs to have a decent information campaign assisted by
community advocates such as those who testified today.
With regard to the public information campaign conducted so far by the Service, a local media
consultant from P1i>lic Media found that it was unresponsive, dull, and uninformative. This is a
$10.7 million contract which was awarded to three public relations firm. Public Media found that the
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TV spots failed to address the
that many amnesty applicants face,"
and it criticized the campaign for being
staffed, and poorly planned". This
status report was written three days after
offices were opened, and less than one
month before employer sanctions were scheduled to go into effect.
It is well known from press reports that the employers' handbook has not been available for
weeks. The phones at our offices are ringing off the hook with questions from growers and other
employers - the very people who we have sued
the past. We found that INS has been dragging its
feet in implementing the reforms. As recently as two weeks ago, there were no Spanish language
applications for the special ag worker applicants, or the SAW's.
Through some ongoing litigation brought by CRLA and counsel for AFL-CIO, San Francisco
Committee for Urban Affairs, and National Center for Immigrants Rights, Inc., we have found that
every day, every month, the INS changes its mind as to who may apply for amnesty, where they may
apply, and when they must apply. We were able to settle some of these claims in the suit, and one
thing is the so-called self-certification procedure, but we found that this is not foolproof. This is the
procedure allowing perspective employees until September 1 to certify to their employers that they
believe they're eligible for legalization and they intend to apply or have applied for legalization. The
I-9, which is the employer verification form, does not say anything about self-certification. Just two
days ago, the San Francisco Chronicle published a prominent ad by the INS which talks about the l-9
form. There's not one word about the self-certification exception or the September 1 deadline. We
think in the face of this, it's important that there be some extension of that deadline to allow people,
employers as well as employees, the opportunity to come up with the necessary evidence and to seek
the assistance that they may require. This is not to say that all employers are acting out of bad
faith. Despite the fact that our clients and employers often find themselves on opposite ends of the
table, this is an incident where we're working together to help workers legalize their status. That's
one goal we do agree on.
There are three specific recommendations I have. Many of my colleagues today I'm sure have
testified as to these and will do so afterwards. Number one, that the committee recommend to the
Assembly and the Senate that it appropriate $4.5 million from the General Fund to distribute for
direct service providers who are helping legalization applicants. Number two, that this committee
recommend that the two Houses adopt a resolution urging either the INS directly or the California
delegation to have the INS use its administrative powers to extend the self-certification deadline
from September 1 for the reasons
And
to extend the application deadline for
legalization applicants
general
to November 30, 1988 which is the deadline now
in effect for the SAW applicants.
Thank you very much for
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
and listening to these issues.
you've
be in contact soon as to where you think we

opportunity.
Thank you, Mr. Uchert, for sticking around
a good array of information as we have, and we'll
to be moving as a unit.

I'd
to thank all of the
who were here today. Those of you who were not able to
testify, feel free to mail your response or statements to the State Capitol, care of this committee,
and we will incorporate them in the record as if you would have testified publicly.
This hearing is adjourned.
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I am happy to have the opportunity to share my views with you on the
impact of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. EVB, doing
business as Emil Villa's Hick'ry Pit Restaurants, is a chain of nine
(9) restaurants located throughout the
San Francisco Bay area
including Concord, Walnut Creek, Oakland, San Leandro, Hayward,
Fremont, Campbell, Los Altos and Santa Rosa, CA. We will also shortly
operate an additional facility in Marin County. We currently employ
approximately 425 individuals. Six of our stores are unionized.
We have always,
in good faith, strictly complied with immigration
related law, both in spirit and letter. Therefore, upon the enactment
of this legislation, we did not have many concerns except for the
enormous administrative tasks involved. We felt our reputation as a
good place to work would draw candidates from our traditional labor
markets for entry level, unskilled and semi-skilled workers.
Emil Villa's has traditionally employed many foreign workers,
many
being family members residing in the same household. Prior to the
enactment of this legislation, we were aware that a limited number of
individuals would use dishonest and illegal means to verify their
legal right to work. These included counterfeit social security
cards, "Green Cards", birth certificates; and, the trading of name and
documents between individuals. When such dishonesty became known to
the Company, employee(s) were removed from employment.
The primary problem we have experienced with IRCA was the confusion
that existed when the legislation was first enacted. This confusion
involved the amnesty program, the lack of draft forms to be used in
the development of our administrative procedures and slowness with
which final materials were provided to employers. In fact, we just
received the INS materials at the end of last week.
Nonetheless,
because of our concern over the retroactive requirement to certify all
hires since last November, we implemented our program on June 1 with
an "in-house" form only to find that we had to re-certify with the
approved INS form.
Currently, the primary problems for us are the time limit in which the
I-9 forms must be completed and the tracking of document expiration
dates.
The three day limit is extremely difficult to monitor as we
are a far flung, decentralized company with courier services to our
central office on a weekly basis only. Even the United States Mail
can take more than three days to reach our Headquarters which is the
heart of our audit function. Therefore, ensuring unit management is
in absolute compliance is difficult.
In addition, foreign candidates will often have all the documents to
become certified but do not have them in their possession. People may
have sufficient documents to certify their legal right to work but may
be missing documents to prove identity. Requests must then be made to
family members out of the country which greatly exceeds the available
time. Either we do not employ or must terminate their employment when
the three day limit can not be achieved.
The £VB Company
General Offices 2141 Broadway.

Oa~land.
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In this initial stage we would say the availability of labor has been
slightly affected. However, we find that other factors are operative
and of much more influence.
First, our traditional source of labor, youth to late 20 year olds, is
diminishing with the maturing of the "Baby Boomers".
While many
middle aged workers seek part-time work, it is difficult to attract
these individuals. To address this problem, the National Restaurant
Association in cooperation with the American Association of Retired
Persons is this very moment developing a special program to more
greatly utilize our growing Senior Citizen population, a quickly
growing source of excellent labor.
Second, we have also found that the availability of workers is very
dependent upon the economic vitality of the local labor market.
In
high demand areas, unskilled and semi-skilled workers for entry level
positions can be most difficult to find, especially in markets which
employ highly skilled craftpersons.
In addition, there is also a strong correlation with local cost of
living.
For example, during the recent and drastic lay-off period in
Silicon Valley, we found available candidates in large supply. These
candidates were highly skilled, willing to work in an environment
"below" their skill level and for the great majority, proved to be
good
hires.
Fortunately, many
individuals
found
outstanding
opportunity within the hospitality industry and established themselves
in higher skilled positions and management as an alternative career.
Currently,
in our initial
ing efforts in the community of Los
Gatos [ a high cost of living area with low unemployment and a very
skilled workforce], we f
a relative
poor applicant flow of entry
level restaurant peop
S
foreign workers typically seek entry
level unskilled and semi-skilled jobs, which are at the lower paying
scales, they cannot afford to live in a high cost area, often have
transportation difficulties and, therefore, are simply not available.
Strong consideration of a youth differential on the minimum wage;
a
continuation of programs such as the Targeted Job Tax Credits and
consideration of new performance based programs which would encourage
the employment of people out of the labor stream (welfare, disabled
and seniors as mentioned above) would be of great help.
Finally, addressing the Amnesty Program: we have found initial fear
on the part of potential applicants approaching paranoia. This fear
has centered upon the requirement of direct INS contact.
We have
found various Social Service Agencies to be of great help (especially
the Catholic Church programs). In addition, The California Restaurant
Association has produced Vldeo taped presentations not only for
employers seeking information but also for both English and Spanish
speaking persons.
These programs have been a great help.
We have
received requests from approximately 125 current and former employees
seeking verification of employment. One of the significant problems
with the program is the number of unqualified and fraudulent people
offering advice and services to applicants. Included are many crooks
who require considerable sums, in advance, and then do not providing
services. The State should vigorously prosecute such individuals.
9q

Page Three
At this point in the program's life, we have unhappily adjusted to the
significant administrative burdens involved and have noticed little
effect on the availability of labor. We are concerned about those few
individuals who may "slip through" our internal control system and not
be properly documented. We trust the I.N.S. will, indeed, see that
our concerted efforts have been in good faith.
We believe that the
Amnesty Program will provide an expanded eligible pool of labor that
will fulfill our needs in the future.
I would like to thank the Committee for the opportunity
these issues and would be glad to answer any questions.
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The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) has
already had a significant impact on the hiring procedures at
Spectrum Foods and is going to have a lasting and long-term
impact on our ability to obtain employees for entry-level
positions.
With respect to hiring procedures, Spectrum is complying
with the laws.
Since June 1, no employee has been allowed
to work for the Company until his or her I-9 has been
completed, and we are in the process of completing I-9's for
employees hired between November 7, 1986 and June 1, 1987.
Through a series of seminars conducted at each of our
restaurants by myself and our Director of Administration, as
well as publications prepared by the California Restaurant
Association and our immigration attorney, Josie Gonzalez, we
informed management
to be followed and the
dates for compliance.
S
June 2,
1 new hire packages
are reviewed first by the restaurant general manager, then
by the bookkeeper and
ly by our department of
administration to ensure that I-9 1 s are properly completed.
We do not take photocopies of documents presented, but we do
inspect the documents and review them for authenticity.
We felt the education process should be extended to all our
existing employees,
legal or illegal.
In that
regard, we hired Ms. Gonz
to conduct four seminars at
Spectrum restaurants informing our employees of the process
of legalization and the provisions of the new act.
Furthermore, we have been providing all employees, at no
cost, verification of employment dates, copies of W-2 's,
etc. Unfortunately, a few employees decided to resign after
hearing the full extent of new provisions, but most have
remained.
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The most significant element of IRCA has been its impact on
availability of entry-level employees.
At Spectrum, there
are basically two entry-level positions, buspersons and
dishwashers.
As to buspersons, the fact that they are
indirectly tipped employees and that the position can lead
toward a job as a waitperson has mitigated to some extent
the lack of eligible participants.
Through the summer,
college and high school students have filled some of the
openings,
but we envision significant difficulties in
obtaining buspersons this fall and thereafter.
We may be
forced to eliminate the position altogether and increase the
number of waitpersons in the restaurant, giving them the
additional responsibilities of bussing.
The most serious problem we have faced has been hiring
dishwashers.
We already pay between $3. 65 and $4. 50 per
hour for buspersons, so it is not necessarily a question of
wages. In the past, many of these positions were filled by
minorities.
With IRCA, much of our pool of potential labor
has not been available. This is particularly unfortunate as
Spectrum's policy has always emphasized promotion from
within.
In fact, there are numerous incidents within our
company where dishwashers have risen to the level of souschef and, in one case, chef. I am concerned that the upward
mobility, which used to begin at entry-level positions, will
not continue because of our inability to find personnel.
There is no question that IRCA is causing significant
paperwork obligations for all employers, whether they have
undocumented workers or not.
IRCA adds yet another
bureaucratic obligation for employers and requires employers
to act as a police force.
I must reiterate my serious concern about the availability
of entry-level employees in the restaurant industry.
Young
workers have traditionally made up a great percentage of
entry-level employees of both fast-food and tablecloth
operations, yet the percentage of sixteen to twenty-five
year olds continues to decline.
It would be naive to
believe that this industry, especially here in California,
does not or has not employed illegal immigrants.
Even
though we checked social security cards and required W-4's,
we were not in the past required to verify legal status. By
eliminating the illegal immigrants from the work force, a
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huge strain will be placed on this industry that can only
result in significantly increased wages which will, by
nature, be passed along to the customer through increased
prices.
We are an industry afflicted with a high turnover
rate.
Even Spectrum's rate, which is one-sixth of the
industry standard, results in significant numbers of entrylevel positions being available each year as a result of
internal promotion and attrition.
We would be willing to
sponsor immigrants who wish to become involved in our
industry, and we can provide upward mobility for those with
the necessary skills and desire.
There is a guest program
for agricultural employees, and perhaps one for restaurant
employees should be considered as well.
We are concerned about the problem, and we are willing to
assist in any way possible.
Our pool of immigrants in the
past, be they legal or illegal, has always been excellent
workers, and we are unhappy to be deprived of this source of
supply.
Far from exploiting this group, we have been able
to develop a mutually beneficial relationship.
Any assistance that could be provided from this committee or
the California Legislature would be welcome from those of us
in the restaurant industry. Thank you for your time.

STATEMENT OF THE CALIFORNIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BEFORE THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT, INTERNATIONAL
MIGRATION AND COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
ON THE IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT OF 1986

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members:
My name is Valerie Nera.
California Chamber of Commerce.

I am the Assistant to the Agriculture Director of the
The California Chamber is a voluntary business

organization with over 3,500 members, 160 trade associations and some 400 affiliated
local chambers in California.

We appreciate being able to testify on the Immigra-

tion Reform and Control Act of 1986.
We felt the passage of the immigration reform act was in the best interest of
all citizens of the United States. Employer sanctions are an important and integral part of the law which allows a measure of control not formerly available.
We have not had any comments, negative or positive, from our membership regarding
the implementation of employer sanctions in hiring practices.

That is not to say

that there aren't problems with sanctions, just we have not experienced any to date.
We have no personal knowledge that sanctions have caused a labor shortage in the
workforce.

Rumor is that some workers in Mexico have felt that employers would

refuse to hire them if they were to cross the border and consequently have not made
the effort.
false.

The California Chamber has no evidence to prove the rumor true or

We hesitate to say at this time whether there will be a labor shortage due

to em,ployer sanctions.
co~1fortable

The law must have more time to work before we would feel

in projecting the outcome.

Most of the questions asked of the Chamber have been regarding the
documentation procedure for hiring and where I-9 forms can be found.
members have asked about the legalization procedure per se.

None of our

However in talking to

members of local chambers, I have confirmed that the legalization procedure is

Presentation by Valerie Nera, Assistant to the Agriculture Director, California
Chamber of Commerce before the Joint Committee on Refugee Resettlement,
International Migration and Cooperative Development, July 23, 1987 at the City Hall
in San Francisco, California.
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difficult for both the employer and the employee.

The employer is willing to

provide the information he has on file but it rarely goes back to 1982.

It is then

up to the employee seeking legalization to contact his previous employers and
collect all other documentation that is required.
As an individual I have been participating through the Catholic Church in the
legalization procedure. Two emotions stand out more prevalently than any others
during the interviews I have conducted ••• fear and frustration.

Fear that they will

be turned over to the Immigration and Naturalization Service's Border Patrol and
returned to their country of origin.

Many of the people I spoke to were afraid that

their families would be split up, the parents being sent home and the children be
kept in the United States because they were born here.

It seems that many illegal

aliens do not understand the meaning of freedom, not even the freedom to take their
American born children with them if they are deported.
Once their fear is overcome, the frustration begins with the search for
documents.

Some companies have been very quick to respond to requests for records.

Those companies are in the minority.

Most often once the company knows why we are

asking for personnel records they become very defensive.

Nobody has ever refused to

to provide the records, they just do not ever send them.

One company said it was

reluctant to confirm the employment of an illegal alien in the past until we could
prove that he would not be penalized by the Internal Revenue Service for back taxes.
Another common problem is keeping the illegal alien employed once his employer
learns of his status.

There seems to be an overwhelming urge on the part of

employers to dismiss the alien until he attains legal status.

We are hard pressed

to convince the employer that he will not be penalized if he continues to employee
the illegal alien while the application for legalization is in progress.
The California Chamber of Commerce believes that not enough emphasis has been
placed on the legalization procedure.

We recommend that informational programs be

- 3 -

established to educate employers on the protections provided for them in the
Immigration Reform and Control Act. They need to know that they will not be
penalized for having hired an illegal alien in the past and that they will not be
penalized for keeping and illegal alien on staff while application for legalization
is in progress.
We also recommend that amnesty for back taxes be granted to employers of
illegal aliens if they willingly participate in the legalization program.

It is our

belief that the Immigration Reform and Control Act will be more swiftly accomplished
if employers are assured that they will not someday be penalized through the
taxation system for having hired illegal aliens in the past.

It is to our advantage

to legalize as many aliens as possible so that they can begin to contribute to the
upkeep of our economy.
Thank you for your consideration of our views.
questions you have.

10/

I will be happy to answer any
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Through the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986,
CIRCA), Congress clearly intended to establish a broad-based
amnesty program which would bestow benefits to three to five
million aliens living in this country without authorization.

The

INS, in promulgating its regulations, has sabotaged Congress'
intentions.

INS continues to seek to punish people Congress

intended to forgive, resulting in complicated and confusing,
contradictory and rather arbitrary, rules.
Californians is severe.

The impact on

AILA commends the Joint Committee on

Refugee Resettlement for taking an interest in this issue and
carrying our concerns to the legislative arena.
NEED FOR REPRESENTATION
The most unfortunate aspect of !RCA acknowledged by INS to
date is that applicants have not been forthcoming in the numbers
anticipated.

The clear message attorneys have gotten from

potential clients is that they have been afraid to file because
either they did not know whether they qualify, or that their
application might expose ineligible family members to
deportation.

The regulations have made the law so unwieldy that

even some INS legalization officers have admitted that the
training provided by INS to the accredited representatives has
been woefully insufficient.

It is clear that a legalization

applicant will have much difficulty preparing his own case for
presentation to the government.

The fact that attorneys or

accredited representatives are absolutely necessary in every case

/03

is the most damning issue that !RCA has presented.

The intent of

Congress was to create a law that would make the application
process simple and efficient.

The reality has unfortunately been

a bonanza for some attorneys and a nightmare for some applicants.
SEPARATION OF FAMILIES
Perhaps the most contradictory problem with IRCA is the
forced separation of families that may occur.

IRCA and the

regulations make no provisions for members of a family unit that
cannot join their spouses, parents or children in applying for
legalization.

While the confidentiality provisions prevent INS

from using the applicants' dossier to deport him or his family
members, their status continues to be adverse, their presence
kept underground, their level of anxiety and vulnerability high.
Nothing but compassion prevents INS from deporting family members
of legalization

applicants.

Congress should provide for these

forgotten family members, and at the very least, in the interim,
the local INS District Directors should be encouraged if not
instructed to exercise favorable discretion in withholding
deportation of these unfortunate victims.

The INS has an

existing program consistent with compassionate exercise of
discretion, called "deferred action", which allows INS not to
enforce deportation where humanitarian exigencies exist.

INS

should implement a widescale deferred action program for
immediate family members of legalization applicants.
The unification issue is important for several reasons.
U.S. government emphasizes family

-

unifi~ion

in its immigration

policy and cannot afford to have this widely-publicized major

I O'{

The

change in the law contradict that policy.
-'-.../

Some say the issue is

a smokescreen since successful legalization applicants will
acquire permanent residence eighteen months later and be able to
sponsor family members at that time.

These speakers neglect to

reveal that the backlogs for such sponsorship, under the Second
Preference, are as long as ten years for Mexicans, and six years
for Filipinos, two of the largest legalization-qualified
nationalites.
ROADBLOCKS FOR EMPLOYERS
IRCA has set up a series of roadblocks for employers that
pit them squarely between two agencies of government, between the
proverbial rock and hard place.

The employer who follows IRCA's

explicit assurance that it is lawful to prefer a U.S. citizen
over an equally qualified non-citizen may end up on the wrong
side of a Title VII complaint and an E.E.O.C. finding of
discrimination based upon nationality.

~Employers

must analyze

each step of the I-9 process in light of not only IRCA
requirements and anti-discrimination provisions but pre-existing
legislation as well.

In other words, this is not just a simple

additional step in the hiring process.

!RCA has made employers

responsible for enforcing immigration laws at their own peril.
There is a sizable group of employers who has habitually
paid undocumented workers cash over the past years in
consideration of work performed, in violation of Internal Revenue
rules.

These employers understandably are reluctant to come

forward with letters documenting a legalization applicant's
presence in the U.S.A.

They have committed a felony by

neglecting to withhold federal, state and social security taxes.

I tJs-

Legalization applicants are thus frustrated in their attempt to
provide full documentation of their presence in the U.S.A. since
1981, or, in the case of Special Agricultural Workers, ninety
man-days of labor between May 1, 1985 and May 1, 1986.

In other

countries, such as Canada, amnesty legislation includes an
amnesty for employers who have violated tax laws.

Such a policy

gives weight to the sincerety of the legislature in its enactment
of an amnesty law in that it encourages employers to cooperate.
Congress should enact a one-time amnesty for employers so that
their employees can freely apply for the legalization benefit
with ample documentation to prove their claims.
IRCA really makes discrimination for employers attractive.
The government has given employers until September 1, 1987, to
document employees hired after November 6, 1986, and to get their
verification process underway.

However, legalization applicants

will have to be processed no less than five times by employers
before they have a permanent residence card.

Employers must make

note of their temporary card expiration dates and are charged
with constructive knowledge of these dates even when they do not
remember.

Thus, the employer has the responsibility to recall an

employee to review new employment verification.

This kind of

tickler system may be foreign to employers and encourage them to
seek employees whose papers will not have to be reviewed so
often.

An employer may not feel discriminatory toward any

nationality but may find the system so burdensome that his
policies produce a discriminatory effect.

-

At present, INS is granting a six month work permit to
persons who submit prima facie applications for legalization.
The applicants are told that they should receive their temporary
residence card within that period of time.

However, the files

are sent to a Regional Processing Center which may or may not
make the final decision within the period of time allotted.

This

Center reviews the legalization application and any other
evidence the government may already have compiled for the
applicant.

Sometimes the pre-existing files cannot be located.

It is abundantly clear to those of us who have interacted with
INS over the years that many applicants will not receive an
answer to their cases within the six months.

The regulations

make no provision for extension of this work authorization while
a case is still pending.

If INS makes no change to the

regulations, applicants will be forced to quit their jobs or file
a whole new application for legalization in order to obtain a new
work permit.

Employers who have spent time and money training

these applicants will be forced to let them go and
investments.

los~

their

INS should be encouraged strongly to provide a

mechanism for extension of the work permit.
RESTRICTIVE LEGALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
The rules for continuous residence and continuous physical
presence are still too restrictive.

Congress provided for brief,

casual and innocent absences during the statutory period, and
that phrase is well-defined in case law going back more than
twenty-five years.

INS took it upon itself to redefine these

terms in a restrictive manner.

The arbitrary figures set will

result in denial of cases Congress surely intended to grant.

107
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For example, a person who has lived in the United States for
fourteen years but who left the country for two months in 1982 is
ineligible, unless the trip out of the U.S.A. was an emergency that
can be documented.

If that person left the U.S.A. for only one

week but reentered on a visa, evidenced by an Arrival-Departure
Card, I-94, that fact would preclude eligibility for
legalization.

If that individual left the U.S.A. for an

emergency after May 1, 1987, and was gone for only a day, that
individual would be ineligible.

I know people in all of these

situations.
SUMMARY
IRCA needs a lot of fine tuning.

Thr regulations should be

liberalized and simplified so that more applicants will qualify

-

and not be intimidated into seeking the necessary services of an
attorney or accredited representative.

Provision should be made

for family members who are not qualified for legalization.
Employers should be given a tax amnesty and some relief from the
arduous verification requirements relating to legalization
applicants.

Provision should be made for extension of the work

permit during the legalization process.

If these issues and

others raised by my colleagues today are addressed, IRCA may
someday be the law it was intended to be.

Dated:

July 23, 1987

ectfully submitted,

.uJtJrfk_J
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QBS!ACLES IQ LEGALIZATION lH THE ~ FRAHCISCQ BAY AREA~
IHi SERVICE PRQYIDERS' PERSPECTIVE AHD RECQMMENDATIQNS
I. Introduction:
There are an estimated 500,000 immigrants in the San
Francisco Bay area (San Francisco, San Mateo, Marin, Alameda and
Contra Costa Counties).
This accounts in part, for the fact that
in 1985, San Francisco had the highest per capita immigrant
population than all other cities in the United States.
How many
of these Bay area immigrants and refugees are undocumented and
arrived in the US prior to January 1,
1982 and are otherwise
eligible for legalization is anyone's guess however, Bay area
immigration
service providers place this number at around
135,000, which is consistent with INS' own legalization planning
figures.
The preliminary findings of an Urban Institute study on
"Recent Central American and Mexican Immigrants to the San
Francisco Bay Area" (Exhibit A) place the number of Bay area
Mexican immigrants in 1985 at 161,300 and Central American
refugees at 84,600.
This study shows that by 1982, the
legalization eligibility cut off date,
already 150,600 or 93% of
the Mexicans had arrived in the Bay area and that an estimated
one half of these (75,300) are undocumented* and are thus
potentially eligible.
However,
frequent trips to Mexico for
longer than 45 days may render a significant number of these
estimated 75,000 undocumented Mexicans ineligible.
In contrast, only 66,100 or 72% of the Central Americans
arrived in the Bay area prior to 1982. Again an estimated one
half of these (33,050) are undocumented and are therefore,
potentially eligible for legalization.
The larger influx of
Central Americans since 1982 who will not benefit from the new
law,
can be attributed to the escalating wars and human rights
violations in their homelands.

*

The 50% undocumented figure is derived from INS statistics on
the number of aliens admitted for lawful permanent residency to
the San Francisco Bay area and therefore, does not account for
secondary migration from other cities in the US.
Ill

The war and worsening human rights situation have forced
Central Americans to seek safe haven with friends and families
that have come before them and prohibits their safe return
regardless of whether they qualify for legalization or not.
This
reality, and the discriminatory treatment accorded Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
which has steadfastly refused to grant even temporary relief from
deportations,
has led
San Francisco and Oakland to declare
themselves
Cities of Refuge for Salvadoran and Guatemalan
refugees.

II. Legalization Servioe Capacity:
Whether all of these potential applicants will actually come
forward and apply and be found eligible for legalization is
another question.
In the first two months of the
legalization
program the San Francisco Legalization Office received only 3,000
applicants, 1,100 from Mexico and 1,029 from Central America.
At
the current rate only 36,000 of the potential 135,000 eligible
Bay area immigrants will qualify during the program.
This is
even lower than the INS' own planning assumption that only 40% of
the undocumented aliens nationwide would apply for legalization,
and of these 95% would ultimately qualify.*
Despite the INS planned for 60% failure rate in the
legalization
program, which stands in stark contrast to their
public statements that they are committed to legalizing as many
aliens as possible,
Bay area immigrant service providers have
formed the Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights and
Services to improve
success rate,
while responding to the
needs of the majority
population which
will remain
undocumented and face increased unemployment and human suffering
as a result of employer sanctions.
If the legalization service providers were able to work at
their maximum capacity (the obstacles to this will be discussed
rvbelow), the Coalition places the current Bay area non-profit and
private immigration bar legalization service delivery gap at
84,420.
The Coalition conducted a recent survey of the 20 Bay
area non-profit agencies providing legalization services and
found that they have filed a total of approximately 1,100
applications in the first two months of processing.
At this
current rate they will only be able to assist 13,200 applicants,
falling far short of their projected 49,700 service delivery
capacity.
These same agencies report a total waiting list of an
additional 7,800 applicants who are waiting to begin processing
with some agencies reporting no waiting list or period,
and
others reporting 2 week to 2 month waiting periods.

III. Major Obstacles to Legalization:

We

have already identified a serious service-delivery
which is potentially the greatest obstacle to assuring that
maximum number of the potential 135,000 Bay area immigrants
112

gap
the
are

legalized.
To bridge this gap will require public/private
partnerhsip between agencies,
foundations,
and local and state
government.
The Public Health Department of the County of San
Francisco has responded to the call by providing low cost health
examinations to legalization applicants.
The Northern California
Grantmakers have responded to this crisis by establishing a
special Task Force on Legalization whose members have contributed
just over $500,000 to respond to public education,
individual
assistance and direct service needs in the Bay area. While the
contributions made by local government and private foundations
are important and unique to the Bay area,
this is not enough to
bridge the service-delivery gap.
We are already into the third month of a 12 or 18 month
application period.
Only speedy State intervention such as the
Proposal to Establish the California Legalization Assistance
Grant Program (CLAG) developed by the Legalization Committee of
the Health and Welfare Agency Working Group, presently before the
Governor, can make the difference. As the proposal cleary points
out, the investment of $4.4 million dollars in legalization
assistance grants will assure the legalization of an additional
88,000 aliens statewide which will ultimately mean a return of
$185.8 million ($2,112 per legalized alien) to the State for
health,
education and social services in the form of federally
mandated State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants (SLIAG).
The long term fiscal consequences are equally severe as millions
are lost in federal reimbursement programs which these legalized
aliens would have become eligible for in some cases,
after 5
years.
E~£Qmm~ng~tiQn

Because of the urgency of the situation, we encourage the
Joint Committee members to to actively push for the swift
introduction and passage of legislation granting $4.4 million in
California Legalization Assistance Grants.
While we recognize
that spending money for services to immigrants is not a popular
issue, the short and long term fiscal pay-offs of this proposal
are compelling and call for immediate action if the State is to
help bring hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants out
of their shadow existence, and recoup its share of federal
dollars.

As noted above, Bay area legalization service providers are
currently
not working at their projected capacity
rates.
Consistently they site the lack of clear INS guidelines and
inconsistent practice amongst and within Legalization Offices
with regard to documentation issues.
This has resulted in the
need to over-document cases in order to assure they will not be
rejected,
and consequently, a severe back-log in legalization
processing.
Regular liaison meetings with local Legalization
officials have not solved this problem.
Robert Carroll,
Catholic
Charities Legalization Director reports that typical cases are
averaging 4 to 5 hours to complete instead of the 1 to 2 hours
olannF!ri
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guidelines or consistent practice.
Agencies report that even when documentation issues have
purportedly been resolved with local Legalization officials, they
cannot always rely on this.
First, because different INS
adjudicators
within local Legalization
Offices,
interpret
documentation sufficiency issues differently.
For example,
currently in San Francisco some adjudicators are still requiring
Social Security applications raising serious confidentiality
questions,
despite a national INS directive to the contrary.
Still others require birth certificates which are often difficult
to obtain from the home country, while others accept passports as
sufficient.
The second reason that agencies cannot rely on local
Legalization Office instructions with regard to documentation
sufficiency is because the Regional Processing Facility (Laguna
Niguel) which has only been open since June 28th, has the
ultimate
say
in these matters and may differ in
their
interpretation.
This concern is not unfounded as the Catholic
Charities Legalization Program in Houston reports that they
relied on their local Legalization Office's recommendations and
provided only quarterly proof of residence.
When their cases
reached the Regional Processing Facility they were denied based
on lack of sufficient documentation giving the agency only 30
days to appeal and present proof of residence for every thirty
days to establish that the applicant has not broken continuous
residence.
Contrary to INS placing the blame for low numbers of
applications on agencies, the blame lies with the INS' own
inconsistent treatment of documentation issues.
To solve this
problem and speed up the
ies' processing capacity,
the
United
States
Catholic Conference Migration
and
Refugee
Services office has presented draft legalization documentation
guidelines to INS.
These guidelines call for a liberal and
flexible interpretation of the applicants burden of proof that
they establish,
either directly or by reasonable inference, that
it is IDQK~ lik~l~ th~n nQt that the applicant qualifies. 8 C.F.R.
210.3(b}(l); 8 C.F.R. 245a.2(d)(5). For instance, a letter from
an employer stating that the applicant has been employed since
before l/1/82 can establish the requisite continuous residence
for legalization.
It is also important to remember that an
applicant's testimony is ~yig~ng~.
Evidence corroborating the
applicant's testimony need not corroborate each and every fact
the applicant testifies but,
corroboration of one or more of the
specific facts may be sufficient.
E~QQIDm~mi~ti.Qn:

We urge the Joint Committee to pressure the INS to adopt and
implement consistently, nationwide documentation guidelines. This
will
facilitate
greater agency efficiency
in
processing
legalization applications and assure that the maximum number of
applicants are served.

/I 'i

ineligible famil
should also make every
to
the ethnic media and incorporate
non-existent public education

We urge the Joint Committee members
and publicly disseminate a nationwide
voluntary departure status or
family members who are apprehended by the INS.

Currently, proposed regulations
Federal Register for public comment
AIDS testing for legalization applicants.
considerable concern to the Bay area.
If
final on August 8,
1987, this
11 cause
delays in legalization processing as
lines in most Bay area facil ies whi
testing.
addition, AIDS tests are
stop the spread of AIDS, but will
scapegoating of immigrants
fact,
the United States
policy also violates
it requires disclosure of

To
legalized, we
provid
for INS
or
above.
we
to 1
proportions and feel
closing, it is
1
ization program
issue in the Bay area or
the
State's

surrounding the l
ization program will mark the beginning
more in depth examination and greater public understanding
contributions of immigrants and immigrant labor to California
will reverse the t
of anti-immigrant sentiments whi
are
the rise in California.
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Latin American immigrants
problem the San Francisco
recent Central American and
is particularly important because
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the composition and needs of recent
San Francisco Bay Area.

To address this

has funded the Urban Institute to study
immigration to the Bay Area.

This study

the recent passage in Congress of a new
many undocumented immigrants who

came to the U.S. before 1

Salvadoran, Nicaraguan,
populations

o Estimate the size and
other Central American,
o

Identify and assess
groups, especially
assess the degree
charitable organizations

needs of the immigrant
within each group, and
s are met by public and
for Bay Area
philanthropic

o Explore the
health and
community that

information that can

Each of these goals
be used in advocating

and service needs of

recently arrived

communities, this

information is

assist the immigrant

communities,

, and government program

administrators.
The organization

Urban Institute, is a non-

profit policy research

is widely known for its objective

research on highly visible

The Bay Area researcher for this

project, Steven Wallace,
immigration in the San

who

researched and written on

-

The Urban Institute
Summary of Preliminary Findings
Recent Central American and Mexican Immigrants to the San Francisco Bay Area

Population Estimates*

San
Francisco

All Cntl Am Immigrants***
1985
40,300
children born to
immigrants 1980-1985 3,663
total w/new kids**** 44,000

Alameda

17,500

8,800

Contra
Costa

Santa
Clara

4,500

11,100

Total**

,84,600
I

1,740
19,200

929
9,700

445
4,900

1,343
12,400

8,263
92,900

32,000
24,900
17,032

14,800
10,200
7,902

6,800
4,600
2,713

3,900
2,400
1,506

8,800
7,200
3,405

66, 100
49,900
32,558

1982-1985 increase

26%

18%

29%

15%

21%

28%

Mexican Immigrants
1985
1982
1980
1980 (u.s. Census, a)

20,400
17,100
17,000
12,126

26,400
24,600
23,100
13,242

35,600
32,400
29,300
21,235

12,500
11 '500
12,000
8,601

65,500
63,800
56,139
36,002

161,300
150,600
142,900
91,206

1982-1985 increase

19%

7%

10%

7%

3%

7%

1982
1980
1980

-

San Mateo

(u.s.

Census, a)

U.S. Census, a. 1980 Census of Population, General Social and Economic
Characteristics, California, Table 172. PC80-1-G6. U.S. GPO, 1983.

*

-

Estimates are rounded to the nearest 100; official Census estimates (1980,a
and '1980, b) are shown as published.
** Includes Marin, although Marin totals are too small to be reliable
independently. The official 1980 Census estimate is 16 Central American
immigrants and 4,060 Mexican immigrants.
*** Includes immigrants from El Salvador, Nicaragua, Gutemala, Honduras, Costa
Rica, and Panama
**** This total includes all persons born in Central American plus children born
to Central American immigrant mothers between 1980-1985 in the corresponding
counties.

Please DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE without permission.
(202)857-8517 or Steven Wallace (415)564-8765.
/1..0

Contact Michael Fix

Institute
Components of Central American Immigration
Salvadoran Immigrants
1985
1982
1980
1980 (U.S. Census, b)
1980 (U.S. Census, c)
1982-1985 increase

20,900
17,200
11,800
7,400
22%

Nicaraguan Immigrants
1985
1982
1980
1980 (U.S. Census, c)

12,500
9,265
6,300
5,900

1982-1985 increase

35%

Other Cntrl Am Immigrants
(Guatemala, Honduras,
Costa Rica, Panama)
1985
1982
1980
1980 (U.S. Census, c)

\

7' 100
5,400
3,000
3,800

1982-1985 increase

Other Estimates:
60,000-100,000 Salvadoran
Church)

2,600

6,100

43,600

2 538--------------<
400
3,400
800

1,324
1,600

13,862
13,600

9,000

5,000

5,400

1,400

700

3,100

23,100

2,200

600

500

800

10, 100

3,100

2,400

1,200

1' 900

15,700

2,200

1,500

900

1,600

10,100

31%

San Francisco MSA in 1985 (Catholic

Note: Some six county total figures differ from the sum of the county figures
because of rounding and/or because they were calculated independently.

U.S. Census, b. 1980 Census of Population, Detailed Population Characteristics,
California, Table 195. PC80-l-D6. U.S. GPO, 1983.
U.S. Census, c. Census of
and Housing, 1980: Public-Use Microdata
Sample A, California.
-readable data file] Bureau of the Census,
1983.
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Basis for Estimates
1)

School ages (5-14)
data: San Francisco Public Schools
San Jose Public Schools
Oakland Public Schools (grades k-6)
1980 Census of Population
assumptions:
the proportion of immigrant children aged 5-14 in public schools
* that
remained constant in the three school districts between 1980-1985,
San Francisco, San Jose, and Oakland as a group retained the same
* that
proportion of immigrant children aged 5-14 within the Bay Area f~om 19801985,
that San Mateo and Contra Costa had the same proportion of the Bay Area's
* immigrant
children aged 5-14 between 1980-1985.

2)

Preschool ages (0-4)
assumption:
* that the ratio of preschool aged children to school aged children 5-14
remained constant for both immigrant groups (Central American and
Mexican) between 1980-1985 at 25% and 22% repectively [derived from 1980
census].

3)

Adult women, aged 15-44
Data: Birth records from state data base (Mexican immigrants and other
Hispanic immigrants)
Birth records from San Francisco for other Hispanic immigrants and
Spanish surnamed immigrants (except from Mexico and Cuba) recoded
for birthplace of mother
assumptions:
Birth rate: based on own-child calculations for Mexican immigrants and for
Central American immigrants from the 1980 census public-use microdata
sample for California,
* Birth rate is constant over time.
* Birth certificate reporting is accurate [based on stable ratio of
children 5-14 to adults 15-44 for Central American immigrants in San
Francisco from 1) 1980 census (.13> and 2) 1985 population estimates
based on school enrollment data and birth cetificate data <.15>]
* Birth certificate coding in state computer database is accurate for 19821985, and an undercount for 1980-81 [coding assumption based on San
Francisco birth certificate recoding project].
* "Other Hispanic" births (from state data base) are about 90% Central
American and 10% South American [actual numbers used are based on San
Francisco birth certificate recoding project].

*

4)

Adult men, aged 15-44
assumptions:
* that the Kale:Female ratio for Mexican immigrants is 130/100, for other
Hispanic Immigrants is 100/100 for adults aged 15-44 [based on death
records and San Francisco birth certificate recoding project].
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5)

Adults, age 45 and over
Data: Death records from state data base (Mexican immigrants and other
Hispanic immigrants)
assumptions:
that the Hispanic immigrant death rate has follows the U.S. white death
rate
* that the ratios of Spanish surnamed to white deaths by age and sex
calculated for California in 1970 is still valid
* that the distribution of immigrants from each group (Central American and
Mexican) age 45 and over between the Bay Area counties remained constant
between 1980-1985.

*

6) Distribution of Nationalities
assumptions:
* that the distribution among Central American nationalities for public
school children accurately reflects nationality distribution for entire
age range (for Alameda and Santa Clara)
* that the distribution of Central American nationalities for San Mateo
county follows that of San Francisco, and Contra Costa county follows
that of Alameda

Please DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE without permission.
(202)857-8517 or Steven Wallace (415)564-8765.
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A MARSHALL PLAN FOR MEXICO:

A MORATORIUM ON FOREIGN DEBT

I, Robert Gnaizda, am a partner
a non-profit public interest law

Public Advocates, Inc.,
I was the chief counsel

in the Salinas class action lawsuit that ended the infamous and
exploitive bracero foreign worker
September.l

I am counsel

twenty years ago this

the League of United Latin

American Citizens, the American G.I. Forum for the State of
California, and the National Hispanic Leadership Conference.
This testimony reflects

views.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 ("IRCA") was
destined to fail, is failing, and will continue to fail to meet
the needs of employers and employees, our four trillion dollar
per year economy, and our national security for which we expend
almost 300 billion dollars per year.
!RCA cannot succeed

because its mandate

is too narrow and is

embodied by our

Statue of Liberty

failures are

compounded by the lack

INS officials to

transform themselves

cops to

"Welcome-to-America"
We would like to make
IRCA and transform it

observations that could alter
an

enhance our economy

and our military security.
1 Gnaizda was the Director of Litigation for California Rural
Legal Assistance from 1966 to
1.

These observations are particularly appropriate for the
California Legislature because at least 1.7 million, and possibly
3 million, California residents are or should be eligible for
amnesty.
1.

Marshall Plan For Mexico and Moratorium on Foreign Debt
The United States spends at least 166 billion dollars per

year on NATO in order to protect a few European allies.2

We

also spend an estimated $20 billion per year to protect South
Korea, a country of far less economic and military significance
to our security than Mexico.3
We propose a Marshall Plan for Mexico that would respect its
political and economic sovereignty and enable it to become
economically viable, thereby reducing the relentless and
inevitable economic pressure of millions of unemployed and hungry
men and women who risk their lives to seek employment in the
United States.4

As our past history dramatically illustrates,

there are no fences high, long or sharp enough to curtail the
legitimate aspirations of hungry people.

2 The Government Accounting Office for the fiscal year 1982
stated that NATO expenditures consumed at least 56% of the US
military budget. A Pentagon study for the fiscal year 1985
confirmed this; it stated that 58% of our military budget goes to
NATO. And, a New York Times analysis (July 20, 1984, p. 4)
stated that the US cost was about $177 billion per year.
3 This includes the cost of stationing approximately 40,000
troops in South Korea. There are no us troops in Mexico.
4 The Mexican Revolution was fought and Mexico's modern
constitution adopted largely in response to excessive foreign
investment and control over the lives of the Mexican people.
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As a first step in a Marshall Plan for Mexico, we propose
that the United states assume full responsibility for all
interest payments, in coordination with other democratic
nations,5 for all of Mexico's $100 billion in foreign debt.6
This Moratorium on Repayment of Interest would be for a tenyear period and would cost a maximum of $10 billion per year.7
Ten billion dollars per year to protect our borders, deter
Communism, and preserve our economy represents less than seven
percent of what we spend annually to protect our NATO allies8
and is less than one-half of what we spend per annum on Korea's
military security.

5
These allies should include Japan which spends only one
percent of its gross national product on military security as
opposed to the United States• almost seven percent. They might
also include all other democratic nations with whom Mexico has
any foreign debt as well as OPEC nations. See fn. 7, infra.
6 The total Mexican foreign debt is equivalent to $7,500 per
Mexican family of six. To appreciate its significance, consider
that more than half of all of Mexico's eligible employable adults
are either unemployed or underemployed. And even among the
fortunate few who ~ employed, the daily wage is far less than
the u.s. average hourly wage.
7 Depending on Mexico's financial viability in ten years,
these interest payments might either be forgiven, reduced or
spread out over a twenty-year period. seventy-five percent of
all of Mexico's debt is owed to foreign banks. One-third of this
foreign bank debt is owed to the United States and almost onehalf of this foreign bank debt is owed to five other major
democracies: Japan, Britain, France, West Germany and
Switzerland. overall, including bank and government debts,
almost one-third (30.3%) of Mexico's foreign debt is owed to the
United States.
·
8 $166 billion per year on NATO exceeds by more than one-third
the total gross national product of Mexico. The gross national
product of Mexico is $120.5 billion.
~7

2.

All Immigrants Should Be Treated Equally -- May 1986
Eligibility for Temporary Resident Status
At present, IRCA makes no sense as to its fundamental

provision.

It requires urban immigrants to have continuously

resided in the United States for five years.

on the other hand,

it permits farm worker immigrants with virtually no attachment to
the United States (ninety days work prior to May 1, 1986) to be
fully eligible for temporary resident status.

This is neither

fair nor workable.
We propose that IRCA be amended so that any immigrant
who meets the farmworker May 1, 1986 eligibility standard be
eligible for temporary resident status. · Such a provision will
substantially reduce fraud, deter employment discrimination,
alleviate employer concerns regarding shortages of labor, and
minimize the break-up of family units.

3.

Resignation of INS Commissioner and Revamping of INS
Structure
The INS Commissioner was chosen for his commitment and

ability to keep immigrants out of this country.

Neither he nor

his staff is intellectually or psychologically capable of
reversing this antiquated role.
The INS is incapable of promoting citizenship for an
estimated four to six million undocumented immigrants.

Data

through mid-July shows, for example, that only 265,000
undocumented aliens have registered with the INS.

At the same

time, growers in the Pacific Northwest have experienced farm

/2~

labor shortages of crisis proportion prompting national and local
concern about the viability of IRCA.
The League of United Latin American Citizens at its annual
national convention in corpus Christi, Texas (June 28, 1987)
issued a formal resolution calling for the resignation of the
Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service and
the appointment of a replacement who will be dedicated to the
principles embodied in the statue of Liberty.
Our nation cannot survive, much less thrive, in a hostile,
anti-immigrant environment which is fueled by the Attorney
General and his subordinates such as the INS Commissioner.

We

must welcome our new immigrants and assist them in becoming
citizens rather than diverting our energies toward bureaucratic
regulations that are deliberately intended to create fear and
hostility.
The replacement of the INS Commissioner is merely a first
step in revamping the INS so that it can reflect its new mission
as a promoter of citizenship rather than an erector of fences
that produce bad neighbors and long-term hostility.

4.

Supporting President Reagan's Concern for the Family
No American President has spoken more eloquently on behalf

of the family than President Reagan.

Unfortunately, no

government official has ever taken more steps to break up the
family than the Presideht's Attorney General, Edwin Meese.

INS

regulations and philosophy are geared to break-up families unless
all members demonstrate beyond a reasonable doubt that they meet
/~

each and every one of the !RCA regulations, no matter how
technical or counterproductive.
President Reagan should be urged to personally take a stand
on behalf of the family by issuing an Executive Order, if
necessary, to Attorney General Meese that regulations should be
developed to promote family unity and harmony as the highest
priority of IRCA.
In the absence of such an order, no matter what else is
done, IRCA will fail and will continue to damage the economic,
social and military security of California and the United
States.

CONCLUSION
The California Legislature should immediately pass a
Resolution in support of the four principles set forth herein and
send such to Congress and the President of the United States.
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STATEMENT OF
STEPHEN ROSENBAUM, STAFF ATTORNEY
CALIFORNIA RURAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE
BEFORE THE
JOINT COMMITTEE ON REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT, INTERNATIONAL
MIGRATION & COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
July 23, 1987

Thank

you

Committee

for

inviting me to

appear

before

on Refugee Resettlement, International

the

Joint

Migration

and

Cooperative Development for the hearings which address the impact
of

the

newly-enacted federal immigration act on

the

State

of

California.
California

Rural Legal Assistance is a law firm

and

Legal

Services Corporation grantee serving indigent Californians living
in

25

counties.

For over twenty years we

have

counseled

and

represented clients who themselves, or whose family members, have
experienced

problems. related

to their

status

as

immigrants.

the passage of the Immigration Reform & Control

Since

November,

the

throughout
public

attorney and paralegal staff in

the

state have taken an active

education forums, distributing

advising

individual

clients,

our

15

last

offices

in

conducting

informational

materials,

proposing

role

Act

and

supporting

bills

before the Legislature and filing lawsuits related to the Act.
In some of the communities where we have offices, we are the
sole

or

requir~ments

major

source

of

information

about

for "amnesty" or legalization, employer
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application
sanctions,

and

anti-discrimination provisions of the new law.

This can

explained in part by the absence of INS staff or media
in

these

welfare

areas

and in part by the

limited

be

campaigns

number

of

social

and legalization assistance agencies and affordable .and

reputable immigration consultation services.
When such an information vacuum exists, our clients are more
susceptible

to

lawyers

who charge high

fees

and

consultants who do not know what they are doing.

immigration

Senator

Torres

and Assembly Member Isenberg of this Committee are certainly well
aware

of the potential for abuse in the

field.

immigration

consultant

We have responded to their requests for information about

clients

who have been victimized by notarios publicos and

newly-established consultants.

Their legislation will

other

hopefully

put a stop to deceptive practices.
Inadequate Public Information
While

the

Immigration

& Naturalization

Service

has

acknowledged

that it has been tardy in providing information

the

public

general

applicants,
the

and distributing

forms

to

their apology does not help get out the

opportunities and penalties connected with

act.

For

public
actually

employers

example, it wasn't until May of this

relations firms conducting the INS
began

affairs programs.

the

word

and
about

immigration

year

that

information

to air public service announcements

to

the

campaign

and

public

A San Francisco consultant from Public

Media,

whose firm has taken on a number of pro bono accounts, found
broadcasts to be "unresponsive, dull and uninformative."
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The

the
TV

spots

failed to address the "powerful mistrust

that

many

service

legalization beneficiaries have

of

and

skepticism"

the

immigration

and there were no spots aimed at the larger

create

public

awareness and a climate of information about the

program."
media

This

consultant also criticized

campaign

poorly

the

planned."

This was the status of

the

amnesty

$10.7

for being "unfocused, inadequately

"to

million

staffed

INS

and

information

effort three days after the legalization offices opened and
than

one

month before employer sanctions were scheduled

less
to

go

is well-known that the Employer's Handbook published

by

into effect.
It
the

Service has not been available for weeks, simply

the

confusion

about

how

the

complicated

procedures are to be implemented.
ringing

off

employers
The

the

work

adding

authorization

The phones at our offices

hook with questions

from

growers

and

are
other

sometimes the same people we have sued in the past.
problem is not simply that there is a dearth of

information.

public

From the outset, the INS has been dragging its feet

implementing the widespread reforms--particularly those that
favorable

to

to

recently

as

Spanish

for

would-be

legalized

aliens.

two weeks ago there were no
Special

Agricultural

For

instance,

application

Worker

(SAW)

forms

are
as
in

applicants.

California Rural Legal Assistance joined with the National Center
for

Immigrants' Rights, Inc., counsel for the AFL-CIO,

the

San

Francisco Lawyers Committee for Urban Affairs, and others to

sue

the U.S. Attorney General for his less--than optimal
of

the new immigration statute.

133

enforcement

Throughoui the course

of

that

litigation (Catholic Social Services, Inc. Centro Guadalupe,

et.

al.

the

Meese,

v.

Government
items

No.

CV-86-1343

LKK,

U.S.O.C.,

E.Cal.),

has changed its position numerous times on

as who may apply for amnesty, where they must

when

they

Service

must

has

apply.

changed

You are probably also

dates for the

such

key

apply,

and

that

the

aware

commencement

of

sanctions

in

the

against employers who hire unauthorized aliens.

Self-Certification Not Foolproof
Some

of

the

claims we were able to

settle

involved the start-up date of the so-called
of

employment authorization.

suit

"self-certification"

This procedure allows

prospective

employees--until September 1--to certify to their employers
they

believe

apply,
~n

they are eligible for legalization and

or have applied, for legalization.

lieu of furnishing documentary proof.

intend

to

The certification

~s

While fine in

this procedure has not always worked well in practice.
with,

be

theory,
To

begin

the INS forms used to verify an employee's eligibility

work, the "I-9", does not say anything about
The

that

self-certification.

Employer Handbook, highly touted by the Service, has yet
fully

expected

distributed

to the thousands

to verify worker eligibility.

of

to

employers

Just two days

to

who

are

ago,

the

San Francisco Chronicle carried a prominent ad put out by the INS
about

the

I-9.

There

was

not

one

word

about

certification exception or the September 1 deadline.
of

this, hundreds of employees--who qualify

13'1

for

the

self-

In the face

legalization--

have
to

reported to us that they are not being hired or are
apply

required

for

jobs because they cannot

by their would-be bosses.

present

the

Agricultural

afraid

documents

employers

crying labor shortage on the one hand while they turn away

are
field

workers who cannot produce the pieces of paper listed on the I-9.
Only

yesterday,

against
to

the United Farm Workers and others

filed

the INS because the federal agency was not doing

enough

help SAWs meet the evidentiary burden to qualify for

and the attendant work authorization.

(UFW v. INS No.

suit

amnesty
CV-87----

U.S.O.C., E. Cal.).
This is not to say that all employers are acting out of
faith.
at

is

Despite the fact that our clients and employers are often

opposite

latter

bad

ends of the table, we recognize that

are well-meaning.

one

many

of

Helping workers legalize their

goal we do agree on and we are

working

the

status

together

where

possible to make it a reality.
Recommendations:
Fund
Administrative Changes

Legalization

Assistance

& Urge INS

Nevertheless, this law will benefit too few people if
are

not taken to get more information to the public and to

employees

and

statute.

I

proposals

employers adequate time to comply
respectfully

put

forth

by

suggest
the

that

statewide

this

with

give

the

Committee

Catholic

steps

new
adopt

Charities

Immigration Committee, among others testifying today:

1.

APPROPRIATE

distribute

to

applicants

for

direct

$4.5

million from

service

legalization

providers
under

/3~

the

the
who

General
are

"1-1-82"

Fund

to

assisting
or

"SAW"

provisions of the immigration act amendments.
~.

ADOPT A RESOLUTION urging INS to use its administrative

power to extend the self-certification deadline from September 1,
1987

to

allow

applications
assistance

more
and

obtain

without

assistance.

persons

to

complete

required

risking

Alternatively,

job

legalization

documentation

loss

urge the

their

or

and

legal

on

public

reliance

California

congressional

delegation to make the request of INS.
3.

ADOPT

A

RESOLUTION urging INS to

extend

applicants from May 4, 1988

the

deadline

for

1-1-82

November

30,

1988 -- the deadline for SAW applicants,

reasons

stated

above.

Alternatively,

urge

to

the

congressional delegation to make this request.
Thank you for your consideration of these views.
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filing

at
for

least
the

California
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THE EFFECTS OF THE IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT OF
1986 ON CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES IN THE BAY AREA
Description of the Problem
There are between 80,000 and 100,000 Central American
refugees living in the Bay Area. The largest number of
refugees are from El Salvador and Guatemala, followed by
Nicaragua.
It is very difficult to specify exact numbers
for each nationality as most refugees do not have legal
status in this country. However, through information
provided by humanitarian agencies and the Salvadoran
government, we have been able to obtain some fairly reliable
statistics regarding the overal 1 situation of Salvadoran
refugees.
More than 500,000 Salvadorans <10% of the population>
have arrived in the United States since 1980. San Francisco
has the third largest concentration of Salvadoran refugees
(between 60,000 and 80,000), following Los Angeles and
Washington, D.C. It/s important to look at the overal 1
situation of Salvadoran refugees within the context of their
displacement both inside and outside El Salvador. There are
between 500,000 and 700,000 internally displaced living
within Salvadoran territory, and 244,000 refugees living in
other Central American countries and Mexico. This means
that at least 30% of the Salvadoran population has been
forcibly displaced from their homes or become refugees as a
result of the war and the alarming levels of human rights
violations in El Salvador.
The vast majority of Central Americans in the Bay Area
can be characterized as refugees because they meet the
definition put forth by the Refugee Act of 1980 which states
that refugee status applies to al 1 persons who have fled
their country because of "persecution or a well-founded fear
of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality,
membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion."
The seven years of war in El Salvador have resulted in
65,000 people killed, 6,000 disappeared, 1,250,000 dis-

placed, and unmeasurable human suffering for the Salvadoran people. The depopulation policy of the Salvadoran
army has been part of the counter-insurgency strategy
designed to "take the water from the fish".
It was
precisely in 1982 that the Salvadoran army started to
increase the air and artillery attacks against civilians in
the rural area, killing many and forcing thousands to flee
their homes. Many came to the U.S. seeking safety at this
time.
In Guatemala, the increasing levels of human rights
violations have continued. completely ignored by the media
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in the United States. 50,000 have been killed in the last
seven yea~s. The~e a~e 500,000 inte~nal ~efugees living ln
Guatemalan te~~lto~y and 193,000 in Mexico and othe~
count~ies.
Acco~ding to humanita~ian o~ganizations in the
U.S. the~e a~e app~oximately 5,000 to 10,000 Guatemalan
~efugees living in the San F~ancisco Bay A~ea.
In spite of this situation, the INS and the State
have maintained a constant policy of denying
~efugee status to Salvado~ans and Guatemalans.
Fo~ yea~s
Salvado~an and Guatemalan ~efugees and thei~ suppo~te~s have
been ~equestlng that they be g~anted Extended Volunta~y
Depa~tu~e Status due to the conditions of wa~ and violence
which exist in thei~ count~y.
It has consistently been
denied although EVD is cu~~ently g~anted to Ethiopians,
Poles, Afghanis, and Ugandans. With ~espect to the g~anting
of political asylum status, the INS and U.S. State Dept.
have been highly disc~iminato~y against Salvado~ans and
Guatemalans. Only 2.6% of political asylum applications
submitted by Salvado~ans have been app~oved, and less than
1% in the case of Guatemalan applicants. This compa~es to
the ~ate of 60% g~anted fo~ I~anians, 51% fo~ Romanians, and
an ove~all ave~age app~oval ~ate of 23%.
Depa~tment

and unfai~ p~actice has been
Dept. of Justice o~de~ to the INS
to apply fo~ political asylum. Why
didn/t they do the same fo~ Salvado~ans and Guatemalans? We
can see ve~y clea~ly how intimately the fo~eign policy of
the United States is connected to these kinds of decisions.
This

disc~imination

~eaffi~med by the ~ecent
to encou~age Nica~aguans

Cent~al Ame~ican ~efugees in the U.S. live in
conditions, fa~ below the accepted pove~ty line.
They constitute a ma~ginalized population, suffe~ing
homelessness, hunge~. unemployment, exploitation and mental
health p~oblems because of the t~aumas suffe~ed in thei~
count~ies, agg~avated by the conditions they face in the

Most

mise~able

u.s.

Impact of IRCA on the Central American refugees
I.

Legalization

Fi~stly, !RCA does not have any
~ega~ding Cent~al Ame~ican ~efugees.

special disposition
Cubans and Haitians
a~e t~eated p~efe~entially, but the pa~ticula~ situation of
Cent~al Ame~icans is lgno~ed and we a~e t~eated the same as
"i I legal al lens".
Secondly,
the amnesty p~og~am is just a myth fo~ us.
The amnesty p~ovision attempts to give a humanita~ian face
to the law, but in ~eality it wil I ~esult in mo~e
disc~imination against Cent~al Ame~icans.
Most of the
Cent~al Ame~ican ~efugees came to this count~y afte~ the
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cut-off date of January 1, 1982. According to the figures
of our program, based on the Central Americans we have
attended in the last six months. 76.9% of our clients came
after January 1, 1982. According to the figures gathered at
other programs, this number seems representative of the
Central American refugee community in general. This means
that the vast majority of Central Americans are not eligible
for legalization under the new law.
The INS has continued to affirm that Salvadorans are
economic immigrants even when it/s so evident that we are
fleeing a country at war, where brutal violations of human
rights take place daily, both in the city and in the
countryside. Unfortunately, this violence has now been
extended to the U.S., with the recent terror activities of
the death squads in Los Angeles against members of the
Salvadoran community.
According to figures collected by our program, 75% of
the Salvadorans and 47% of the Guatemalans state that they
came to the U.S. because of the war or political situation
in their countries. For the ones that stated they came
because of economic reasons, it should be remembered that
the economy in these countries is an economy of war, with
the subsequent effects on the population.
·
For the few that are eligible for the amnesty program,
it is extremely difficult to document their residency in the
U.S. because of the conditions under which they have lived.
Because they constantly fear detection and deportation by
the INS, they have deliberately avoided accumulating papers
and documents which can prove their residency. Many of us
have been living with relatives, friends, at our workplaces;
we have been paid in cash, and many of changed their names
to avoid detection.
It is now very difficult, after all
these years of living underground, to be expected to prove
our residency in this country.
Another problem for those that may be eligible is that
they fear the division of their families.
Because some
members of their families came after the cut-off date,
applying for amnesty risks the separation of family members.
For the majority that are not eligible, IRCA simply
means increasing levels of poverty, unemployment, hunger and
fear of deportation.
IRCA does not recognize the refugee
status that we deserve and we are, therefore, faced with the
dilemma of choosing between returning to our countries at
war where we may face a risk to our personal safety, or
remaining here in the U.S. to starve.
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II. EmPloyer Sanctions
Employer sanctions deprive the Central American
refugees of a very basic human right:
the right to work and
survive with a minimum standard of living.
Because the majority of us are not eligible for
legalization, and therefore not authorized to work, the rate
of unemployment which is already very high in our community,
is now rising. Most of the people to whom we provide
services in our project are unemployed or working very
irregularly, receiving an income far below the poverty
level.
This situation means an aggravation of already
miserable social conditions and increasing marginalization of our community.
Homelessness is a serious problem
for us. Many Central Americans are homeless in San
Francisco or are at a point of being evicted from their
homes because they are unable to pay the rent.
In the last
six months, our program has provided rental assistance to 27
families, representing 89 people, and we provided emergency
shelter to 90 homeless people.
It has been necessary to
reopen the Dolores Baptist Church emergency shelter for
Central American refugees, and they have a 17-bed capacity
per night. Unfortunately, these resources are insufficient
to meet the need and many people are turned away each night.
The Central American Refugee Committee has been providing
emergency shelter to 72 people each month thanks to the 4
houses supported by the religious community, but this is not
enough.
Hunger is another serious consequence of !RCA.
Because
they can not find work, the refugees can not feed their
families and are forced to live in hunger or ask for
emergency assistance.
In our program we distribute 387
emergency food boxes that feed approximately 916 people
monthly. Unfortunately, our Community Mental Health
Services funds have been cut 50% and we are unable to
maintain the food program at its current level at a time
when the needs are increasing.
Health and mental health problems are also affected by
!RCA. Many refugees have suffered emotional traumas because
of having been persecuted, having lost relatives, suffered
torture, violence, family separation, etc.
Living in the
United States under such conditions of hardship further
exacerbates the stress and mental and physical health of the
refugees.
Just two weeks ago, I had to attend to and refer
a Salvadoran family to a Mental Health crisis institution
because of the depression and emotional problems they were
experiencing because of their difficult economic situation.
They have three children, were expecting another, and had no
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income. This is a desperate situation faced by many
refugees.

Recommeodatlons
1.
There should be funds allocated at the county and
state levels to attend to the needs of the Central American
refugees. These funds could be channeled through private
non-profit programs that already exist, or be contributed to
the creation of new programs through city agencies <i.e.
Dept. of Public Health, Dept. of Social Services etc.>.
2.
Funds should be allocated specifically foremergency
shelter and food programs as these are our areas of greatest
neet. There is also a great need for programs providing
legal assistance and "know your rights" information for
those who are not eligible for legalization.
3.
There should be an effort to facilitate health care
assistance for Central American refugees through the Dept.
of Public Health.
4.
The Central American refugees deserve recognition of
their refugee status in this country, according to the US
Refugee Act of 1980 and according to international law. The
Moakley-DeConcini bil 1 proposes a temporary stay for
Salvadorans and Nicaraguans. We support and urge the
passage of this bil 1 as the only possible legal remedy
available to us at this time.
If this bill is passed, it
would grant work authorization to refugees, enabling us to
provide for ourselves. In the long run, the passage of this
bil 1 would be more effective and fiscally beneficial to the
state, rather than requiring that public agencies provide
for our many needs.
5.
All efforts, at al 1 levels of government, are
necessary to stop the war in Central America and work
towards apolitical rather than military solution to the
conflict.
If peace and justice are acheived, Central
American refugees could return to their countries which is
our greatest dream.
Ju 1 y 23, 1987
San Francisco, CA.
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WAGES FOR HOUSEWORK CAMPAIGN
P .0. Box 14512, San Francisco, California 94114
(415) s~ i-'l6d.f
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WOMEN BEARING THE CROSS OF SIMPSON-RODINO
This statement was first prepared by the International ~ages for
Housework
Campaign
for
the
Women
Count
Implementation
Committee(WCIC) in Los Angeles.
It was sent to the
INS along
with 71
endorsements from individuals and organizations around
the country.
We have updated the statement since the law went
into effect,
On the surface~
the Simpson- Rodino law, and the regulations for
its enforcement which have been created and proposed by the
INS,
may appear to protect the rights of the undocumented.
In fact
the opposite is the case.
This statemant aims to demonstrate
some of
the ways in which the regulations attack immigrant and
refugee women and children particularly.
The regulations of IRCA demonstrate disregard by INS authorities
for
the particular disabilities and double responsibility which
womem carry~ both for work within the family and for work outside
to financially support the family.
In addition to double work,
women
(and
cr1 i 1 dren)
in any community are the pom-est and ha\le
the least access to money and resources.
There is no recognition
in the regulations of these particular vulnerabilities of women.
We are really concerned about the proposal to refuse amnesty to
tho~se
whom
INS agents deem "1 i kel y to become a public charge"this is especially punitive to women,
particularly those who are
single mothers. As a result of public pressure such as that mobilized by WCIC~
the INS are now allowing waivers of the" public
charge" e:<c l usi on, but many problems still remain.

*

If any eligible member of your immediate family such as your
children are presently receiving AFDC,
your application will be
denied.

*

You can be deported if yoLl become a "pub l i. c ch.::J.rge" ~cJi thin five
years after the date you were granted temporary resident status.
*If yoLt are granted a waiver of tl1e" public charge" e:-:clusu:m at
the first
step~
you are ineligible for a waiver at the second
step a year later, when you apply for permanent resident status.

*

If your income is below the poverty guidelines,
you will
need
to pr-ovide e}~. tr-a documentation to demon·:;trate th.at you can be
self-supporting without receiving public cash assistance.
The public charge regulations

hurt Immigrant and

/Lj3

refugee

women

the most.
The overwhelming maJority of people on welfare are
mothers with children,
and since women are more likely to be
financially dependent on men,
all the work women do in the home,
raising children and nurturing and protecting the whole comminity,
is completely ignored and not seen for the contribution
to society that it is.
l"Jom~:::>n
who have been found "gu:llty"of cri1T1E?S of povet~t';<·· such .::ts
prostitution and petty theft, which some women are forced to turn
to for survival will have their applications denied.

When faced with the qualification process:
Women are even less likely than men to have a work record
officials will accept as such.

*

that

*

Women are least likely to be able to produce documentation as
evidence of continuous residence because work as housewives has
no documentation.

*

The work many women do as maids/domestics is not likely to
provide any documentation either, despite the fact that this work
is often what makes it possible for some women to pursue lucrative careers and others to have a waged job at all.
Women domestics are often paid out of women's wages which are low for
a
start.
One result is exploitation of domestics,
they are often
paid in cash with no payments for
social security and unemployment benefits.
Since the wages of women domestic workers are so low,
single
mothers may have trouble meeting the requirement of proving they
are able to support children without public cash assistance.

*

Women who do urban subsistence work such as
collecting
cans,newspapers,
unofficial
vendors etc.
will not be able to
provide the docunentation required.

*

Women are least likely to be able to raise the money to pay,
not only the registration fee for ourselves and each child,
but
for the photos, medical examinations, fingerprinting, translation
of documents, etc. for each child.
And with the least access to
money,
women are the most vulnerable to exploitation by legal
professionals,
which the regulations invite and have already set
into motion.

*

Women who are separated from their husbands may have no independent evidence of their years here.

* The responsibilities that fall to women when families are in
crisis mean that women also face disqualification for extended
absences from the U.S.
due to family crises back home,
since 45
days of
continuous absence is a
disqualification.
Because
quality childcare is generally hard to find and expensive for
all
women,
children of undocumented families may be sent back

to be cared for by family members in their place of
birth until
the mother or father is able to find a workable childcare arrangment.
This period of
absence may disqualify the ch1ld or
children involved.
It appears irrelevant to law enforcers and policy makers that
mothers and children will be forced apart~
made destitute and
homeless,
be forced into criminal activity in order to surv1ve.
Immigr~nt and refugee women are already carrying the major burden
of supporting,
shielding, and comforting children, families, and
the wider community thr
out constant worry and fear about what
will happen to them;
and suffering the consequences of the pervasive threat of
imminent separation from loved ones and
the
terrible uncertainty about the immediate future. Children in particular are already showing signs of acute stress and illness 1n
consequence of this situation.
Our opposition to Simpson-Rodino and to the INS regulations which
have never been passed by Congress~
and our concern about the
consequent suffering for women and children are consistent with
the major United Nations document on women,
Forward Looking
Strategies, which the U.S. government accepted, first at the U.N.
End of Decade Women"s Conference in Nairobi, Kenya, in July 1985,
and then in the U.N
General Assembly in November of that year.
We draw your attention particularly to paragraphs concerned with
recognition of the work of women within the family and with the
rights of
immigrant women to family unity and social benefits
without being penalized.
Paragraph 120
The remunerated and,
in particular the unremunerated contributions of
women to all aspects and sectors of development should
be recognized,
and appropriate efforts should be made to measure
and reflect these contributions in national accounts and economic
statistics, and in the Gross National Product.
Concrete steps should be taken to quantify the unremunereted contribution of women ot agricultural production,
reproduction and
household activities.
Paragraph 301
The situation of migrant women
who are subject to double d1scr1mination as women and as migrants, should be given special attentlon by the Governments of host countries,
particularly w1th
respect to protection and maintenance of family unity, employment
opportunities and equal pay,
equal conditions of
work,
health
care benefits to be provided in accordance with the existing soClal security rights in the host country, and protection from raclal
and other forms of discrimination.
Particular attention
should also be given to the second generation of
migrant women,
especially with regard to education an~ professional train1ng.
to allow them to integrate themselves in their countries of adoption and to work according to their education and skills.
In

Citx and County of San Francisco

Department of Public Health

PRESENTATION TO THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATUREJOINT COMMITTEE ON
REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT! INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION
AND COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Members of the Joint Committee, ladies and gentlemen:

My name is Jeffrey Leong and I am a Senior Health Planner with the San Francisco
Department of Public Health. With me is Bob Prentice, Director of the MIA Program for
San Francisco County. We would like to briefly present the perspective of the
Department on the issues of health services to San Francisco's undocumented community
and IRCA. We would be mor'e than happy to answer your questions after this brief
presentation.

The City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Health, has been providing
for the needs of undocumented persons living in San Francisco for a long time. Although
the mandate under Section 17000 of the Welfare and Institutions Code for counties to
provide health services to indigent residents is unclear with respect to undocumented
persons , the City and County of San Francisco has made its best efforts to provide its full
range of services to this population.

Central Office

101 Grove Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

ThosP. sc:rvices are provided through: San Francisco General Hospital, an acute care
hospital with a full range of outpatient services; Laguna Honda Hospital, a large,
primarily skilled nursing facility; Community Public Health Services, which includes
preventive public health services, primary care and perinatal services; Mental Health; and
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services.

Where we are able to obtain payments for services from Medi-Cal, private insurance and
the pa tir:nts themselves. we do. But for the most part, San Francisco's tmdocumented
population are uninsured and medically indigent. Therefore, the costs of providing
services to them are borne by the County's indigent health care system.

In FY 1985-86 we know that a minimum of$ 3.5 million for inpatient and outpatient
services for undocumented persons was spent at San Francisco General Hospital while up
to

$ 1

million was spent for public health services. The partial estimate of$ 4.5 million

does not include mental health or alcohol and drug abuse services.

During the same period, the County received about $ 95.5 million from the State of
California through the AB 8 and MIA programs to serve county indigents. At the same
time. the County spent an additional$ 109 million of its own funds on indigent care. The
County overmatch to the AB 8 program was$ 27 million and the County general fund
contribution to MIA services was$ 15 million. It is reasonable to argue that the entire
burden of costs of serving undocumented aliens comes from the County general fund.
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Let me now turn to the issue of IRCA implementation. We do not estimate a substantial
additional impact of IRCA upon the costs of our providing health care to undocumented
persons. OBRA has provided undocumented persons with limited access to Medi-Cal for
emergency services. IRCA will provide some additional funds through the SLIAG program
to compensate local government for the health care costs of newly legalized aliens who
are barred from receiving \fedi-Cal and other public cash assistance for five years.

Apparently, IRCA may eventually affect only a small number of undocumented persons
living in San Francisco. A substantial number of the undocumented persons living here
may not qualify for the 1/1/8:2 provisions of IRCA.

Many undocumented persons here are Central American refugees from El Salvador and
Guatemala, who have come to San Francisco since 1/1/8:2. Others include Filipinos who
recently left their homeland during the turmoil of the Marcos era. These persons will
remain undocumented long after IRCA. The County must continue to provide them with
health services. We need the flli1ds to do so.

All undocumented aliens should be eligible for public entitlement programs, not just the
limited access of OBRA and IRCA. Furthermore, the State AB 8 and MIA programs
should include undocumented persons. The City of San Francisco cannot bear the burden
of costs of serving the undocumented community alone; the Federal and State
governments must help too.

Thank you for this opportunity to express these very pressing concerns.
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CHAIRMAN ART TORRES:
will be here shortly, I'm told.

We are going to call the hearing to order.

Assemblyman Areias

We'd like to welcome Mr. Ted Hilliard representing Senator Ken Maddy, who could not be with
us. To my right, is Mr. Arnold Torres, no relation, who is the consultant to the Joint Committee.
And also to my left is Miss Beverly Hunter-Curtis, who's also the principal consultant to the Joint
Committee. And behind us, I believe, is Mr. Andrew Sun, who represents - is on staff to
Assemblyman Rusty Areias who is the vice chair of this committee.
This is the third hearing of the newly authorized Joint Committee on Refugee Resettlement,
International Migration and Cooperative Development. The Joint Committee was established in
recognition of California's primary role in implementing immigration and refugee law. And this
public hearing is a major thrust of the committee's fact-finding mission and is key to our effort to
assess, evaluate, and monitor the impact of the new immigration law in California. We will be
interested in what people in the field would recommend for a state role and what we should be
conveying to our representatives in Washington as well.
I believe that we are here to also -- despite the fact that IRCA is a federal law, some of us
serve -- I know Miss Huerta, who is vice president of the Farmworkers' Union, serves on a
commission, on a federal commission, as to why, on the Immigration Commission, we have dual roles
in that respect in terms of implementation, not only here in California, but federally as well. And
what we do here to monitor and manage change within our communities and our economies in
California is clearly a task that we must continue to pursue.
This hearing will focus on the aspects of the law of most current and significant impact on our
agricultural communities in California. The actual legalization process for special agricultural
workers began less than two months ago. And while the employer citation period for agricultural
concerns will not start until next year, it became illegal to hire an undocumented worker upon the
date the law was signed last November. The federal government has already taken rather significant
steps to ameliorate problems identified in legalizing special agricultural workers. Those steps,
however, have not been taken without concern for how the perceived easing of special agricultural
worker rules may be affecting our domestic work force.
Our goal today is to carry out an assessment of what is taking place in farm communities across
the state. And we feel that Fresno is a representative of that community and we ought to assess
what is happening here. We also want to keep in mind the future needs, not only of agriculture, but
farm workers as well, as we begin to foresee with the implementation of this law in California.
We will be hearing from the Immigration Naturalization Service, Employment Development
ent, panels from agriculture, labor, academics, and the community to hopefully provide us
with a base line response for the future in terms of the Implementations Act.
We'd first like to welcome to the committee Mr. Richard Cunan and Mr. Don Riding who are
INS officers, Regional Counsel Employer/Labor Relations, District Director, and also INS officer in
charge of the Fresno sub-office.
We met with your counterpart in San Francisco, and we appreciate the cooperation that the INS
has given us in these hearings.
Mr. Cunan.
MR. RICHARD CUNAN: Thank you, Senator. Is this loud enough?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.

,_.,

MR. CUNAN: The -- appreciate
asked to testify here. And particularly in light of the
fact that this Act only being, oh, eight months
is something that has created a great deal of
misinformation and controversy in just about every facet of human endeavor as it relates to
employment in the United States. And that's pretty much as it should be since this Act is something
that covers every single employer in the United States and every single employee in the United States
that changes that status since its passage in November 6 in 1986. What's happened, I believe, is that
all of the basic attempts to implement the Act by INS have succeeded. We're on track; we're doing
phenomenally well, particularly in light of the resources available for the project, if you will. And
yet, we still come under a lot of criticism in terms of not doing things quickly enough or in terms of
not having things in a very clear-cut manner. I'm referring here in particular to the legalization
process. But if I could just review a few very broad statistics, I'd appreciate that opportunity.

One is all 105 legalization offices were opened on time on May 5th, contrary to all the
complaints and predictions of dire consequences. We were prepared for the worse case scenario,
which is everybody shows up at once. In fact, we've got the best case scenario. There was a low
turnout with a rolling increase, week by week. We went from a few hundred applications per week to
now a rate of over 30,000 per week. We look like we're right on track as far as the projection of
approximately two million legalizations. 51 percent of all of the legalization activity in the United
States has happened in the western region, which includes California, Hawaii, Arizona, and Nevada,
and Guam. Of the legalization activities, there have been 155,000 in this region that have to do with
the amnesty back to the January 1 date, 1982, and approximately 14,000 of the Special Agricultural
Workers' status. Of those interviewed, have gone through the process for legalization, both SAWs and
the regular process, approximately 98 percent have been recommended for approval.
Generally speaking, shifting over to the job in legalizing people and implementing the act, the
employer sanction side comes with the responsibility of making sure that everybody within the
employer community has enough information upon which to implement the attestation forms, the I-9
forms, and at the same time, as it were, the sanctions, should the forms not be filled or should they
unknowing -- or should they knowingly hire the illegal aliens, I think the -- one of the criticisms we
received is that we have not been firm on the dates in which the citation period for the filing of
forms at the sanctions period for the -- knowingly hiring would be implemented. We'll take that
criticism gladly. The Commissioner of Immigration, Al Nelson, has said time and again: We will be
flexible but firm. And whenever something needs some amendment, such as an educational period,
we'll do everything we can to make sure everybody understands what their obligations of the law are.
Also, we've -- in addition to
employers, both in the attestation form and in terms of
the sanctions, liabilities have gone out to the state and federal agencies and have had great
cooperation, I believe, in particular, in this state without taking away anything from one of your
witnesses, Mr. K. Kiddoo, chief of the Employment Development Department of California. I think
that the cooperation we've received there with their IRCA task force has been great. It's been not
only excellent; it's been very, very productive. They were first on-line in the state in terms of
certification of employees for workers to -- so that the employers don't have to do I-9 forms.
They've been exceptionally cooperative in helping people legalized by coming up with a system for
recapturing data in the EDD archive -- not archives -- in their computer system -- not an easy chore.
They've done an excellent job there. But again, I don't want to take anything away from Mr. Kiddoo's
testimony.
We have worked with the California Ag Employer's Work Group, CAEWG, an informal group;
again under the auspices, if you will - it's a quasi-official group of the EDD where they are the host
agency, or they have been. And that's to work out problems common to agriculture in terms of open
discussion.
The two other issues -- ag labor shortage and the legalization of special agricultural workers,
which are critical to us -- we'll probably do better in answering questions rather than predict what
they will be. But basically, the issue of ag labor shortage came to our attention early on. We
addressed it immediately in terms of trying to assess exactly what those shortages were, how much of
it was anecdotal information as opposed to hard-core information, and in particular, how much of the
ag shortages were in the non-kind, sensative areas, such as pruning -- where if you get half your
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workers, you get twice as much time to do the job as opposed to harvesting where if you get half your
workers, you get half your crop. We have tied in with a, a inter-agency clearing house in Washington,
D.C., involving state department- Department of Agriculture, Department of Labor. And I've been
back there working on that issue.
We've also worked within the other agencies in the state in terms of change of information in
the Department of Agriculture and Department of Labor and any others that we could in terms of
generating information on ag labor shortage. Our message is this: That every person who could
possibly qualify under the Act for either legalization or Special Agricultural Workers status should
not only not be denied that right, but should be actively sought out by not only the ag community but
anybody that possibly has a word of their existence to see that they can take advantage of that, that
right.
We've had contact with the Governor's office and is representing John Nakamura in Washington,
D.C., to make sure that they have -- they're up-to-date on what we are doing as an agency, and that
we have an intelligent system, hopefully, that is accurate enough with all the ag community in terms
of what ag labor shortages not only are but could be so that we have contingency plans, not just
reaction· plans.
And one more general statement, we've had very good cooperation from a large number of
federal legislators on the issue of ag labor shortages and have received extremely good cooperation
from the ag community and the trade associations, both in their capacities as those that have QDEs,
Qualified Designated Entities, and those that have particular ag labor issues where they want to go
out and inform the potential applicants for SAW, both in the United States and across the border in
Mexico with respect to those applicants.
We can go into, later, if you wish, the opening of the office in Calexico and the cooperation
with those entities at that time. And with that, we'd be happy to answer questions. And Mr. Don
Riding, the officer in charge in Fresno, will give you a brief overview of the local impact, if you will,
however you want to handle •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes, Mr. Cunan, we've heard numerous reports from growers across the
state that since June, you and- you, meaning the INS- and the Department of State in Mexico have
been criticized for not making the implementation of the temporary visas as convenient as possible
for potential farm workers coming into California.
We know that you've opened offices in
Hermosillo, Monterey, Calexico, as well as the embassy in Mexico City.
What other steps has INS taken to deal with that criticism?
MR. CUNAN: Yeah, the criticism, if it's simply that we haven't made it as convenient as
possible, is absolutely accurate. The idea is not to make it only as convenient as possible but as legal
within the terms of the Act as acquired. And the other steps we have taken are those which I alluded
to working with the private sector in helping them wherever we can with a group called Justice Group
which is a consortium of public information people involved, Hill and Nolton (?), and some others to
advertise the fact that the SAW status is something that has to be known to the applicant first.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: The Commissioner of INS, Mr. Nelson, recommended the growers'
concern about labor shortages, higher, quote, more Americans who are unemployed and on welfare.
This is an L.A. Times article, July 27th, 1987.
Has the Service really given this idea serious consideration, or was that just an outburst by
Commissioner Nelson?
MR. CUNAN: No. Mr. Nelson is not the kind to give outbursts. He's very judicious in his
comments. Yes, a very serious consideration. It's not to say that it's going to be a panacea by any
means. We do not expect to have the spector of buses from Chicago, ghettos of unemployed coming
into California to run ag, ag labor farming camps. That's not the point. The point is that the
commissioner says as long as there are people that are employable and unemployed -- they should
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have the first option on any jobs that are
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Has this been discussed with the Department of Labor in the U.S. level
as well as State Departments of Labor, for example, in California?
MR. CUNAN: Yes. I don't know what the level of those discussions have been, but there is
under a program that is in its inception stage right now called Legally Authorized Workers' Law. And
I am responsible for it in this state. We're just now embarking upon putting together relationships
with any public or private sector jobs service organization that can share information to help people
that are unemployed or on unemployment.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
alternative?

Has Congressman Schumer, Berman, or Panetta been advised of this

MR. CUNAN: Yes, they have.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what has been their response? Do you know?
MR. CUNAN: At least in general terms, I don't know how specific it was because the Law
program, as I say, is in the inception stage now. It's not -- it is concept and it is-- we're just now
starting onto the -- trying to get the players in place.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Those of us in California were very saddened by the deaths -- 18 deaths
-- of individuals who were being smuggled in a boxcar across the border.
MR. CUNAN: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Are there going to be efforts made by INS by shifting energies toward
smuggling rings and similar type activities away from individual apprehensions?
MR. CUNAN: Well, that's always been the emphasis, Senator; and that is, that the go for the
largest number and the schemes rather than individual cases. However, you can't avoid the individual
cases in a normal day-to-day work. Yes, there is heavy-duty emphasis on smuggling rings. Smugglers
are not job service providers; they're criminals.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What percentage of the enforcement will go to employer sanctions as
opposed to apprehension of individual, undocumented workers?
MR. CUNAN: I haven't heard that question in that form. I'm not sure I know the answer
because they do tie together.
You don't - you don't, for example, find an employer who's
unknowingly hiring without finding an illegal alien in a spot. So ...
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Let me put it -- let me put the question the other way.
California-- and I suppose you are responsible for basically the Fresno area.

Here in

MR. CUNAN: Not me personally.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But counsel for the area, the region?
MR. CUNAN: Yes. I must qualify that. I don't really mean to fly under false colors.
basically an attorney for Western Region with respect to employer/labor relations, specifically.

I am

CHAIRMAN TORRES: That's why we have you here.
MR. CUNAN: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So the question is: With the employer sanctions now in the legislation,
what percentage of your manpower or person power is going to be used to enforce that; and will that

percentage be less or lower than it has been for other similar activities which you have not been
enforcing?
MR. CUNAN: Senator, you're talking about today or after the fact?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Today.
MR. CUNAN:

Okay. I think -- if I can defer to Mr. Riding who is -- will give you the day-to-

day operations •••

CHAIRMAN TORRES: You don't know the answer to that question?
MR. CUNAN: I do know the answer in terms of when you are referring •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why don't we hear from Mr. Riding then?
MR. CUNAN: Okay.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did you have any questions?
SENATOR ROSE ANN VUICH: No, not now.
MR. DON RIDING: At the present time, Alan Nelson, the director of INS, has asked that among
our investigative force, we spend 50 percent of our time on the employer/labor relations. For
example, in Fresno, I have four agents working for me. Two of them are out doing that full time.
Among the border patrol, they're also doing that. I don't supervise the border patrol. However, I do
know that the border patrol has all of its agents right now involved either in the employer/labor
relations or doing jail checks, you know, arresting aliens who are in jail. Since November 6th, there
have not been any raids in the fields in California- so a very significant percentage, at least in the
Central Valley-- at least 50 percent or more of all of our enforcement personnel are devoted to this.
And nationwide, it's probably close to that, with the exception of the immediate border patrol on the
border whose only - or primary job is the apprehension of aliens that are entering the country
directly from the southern border.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
office here in Fresno?

So at this point, you have four agents working full time in your sub-

MR. RIDING: That's correct.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And two of those, 50 percent of those, are devoted solely toward
employer sanction enforcement?
MR. RIDING: That's correct.
little more than 50 percent.

And the percentage at the border patrol office is probably a

CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many border patrol agents are assigned to this area?
MR. RIDING: I'm not sure; I don't supervise them - approximately ten -- and I -- they have
agents assigned to each of the counties. They've got an agent assigned to Kings County, to Tulare
County, to Merced County, to Madera County; and my office is taking Fresno County.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did you have some prepared remarks you wanted to present?
MR. RIDING: Yes, I do, if you have the .••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please.
MR. RIDING: I wanted to point out, first of all, that here in the

CHAIRMAN TORRES: You have to speak

into that mike.

MR. CUNAN: Before Mr. Riding, I'd like to introduce also Carlos Tellez, who's in charge of the
Western Region in Special Agricultural Workers. And he also will answer •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
MR. RIDING: Here in the Central Valley, we have four separate immigration offices. We have
the Fresno sub-office, which is located next door in the federal building, which primarily is
responsible for assisting people to become legal. This is separate than the legalization program. We
do naturalizations; we assist people in becoming permanent residents; we resolve other issues.
Additionally, we have four agents who go out in the field and, you know, look for people who are
selling counterfeit documents, things of that nature. We check fraudulent marriages, et cetera. We
also have a border patrol unit in Fresno. We have a separate anti-smuggling unit that looks
separately into anti-smuggling-- or into smuggling activity. And we also have had, since the end of
April, a legalization office which opened on May the 5th. So we have four separate immigration
offices here in Fresno.
Since the immigration law was -- the new law was passed -- we have been out speaking to
various groups. This is in the evenings or on weekends or whatever. It has not interfered with the
regular operations. But we have been going out speaking to Hispanic groups in Spanish, explaining to
them the details of the new laws, explaining the difference between the SAW program, the General
Legalization program, passing out forms, giving out, out information, trying to get to the individual
aliens so that the aliens themselves are hearing from INS officers that you may come forward; we're
not here to arrest you; we want every single person who is eligible to come forward.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
How have you been dealing with that since the history of the
relationship between our community and the INS agency? It has not been a pleasant one. How are
you beginning to change that attitude around in terms of making people feel secure that they can talk
to you now?
MR. RIDING: Well, first of all, in the three years that I've been in Fresno, I have never
arrested a person who came into my office. If you'll go across the street into our waiting room, you'll
find several hundred people of which probably 40 or 50 are illegal aliens. That has been that way in
the three years I've been here. People come to us and ask questions. We have never arrested an
illegal alien inside our office. So yes, our agents do go out in the field and arrest illegal aliens; but
we do not, and have not, in Fresno arrested illegal aliens just because they come to us and say I'm
trying to find out how to become legal. So I don't think the problem is as great as some people have
imagined that it is. Our -- the arrests that have been made traditionally have been in the
employment areas. We are more concerned about opening employment up for American citizens and
we're more concerned about the aliens who have been arrested for violent crimes than we are about
the aliens who are here working illegally. Yes, we can arrest them; but traditionally, we have never,
ever, arrested people that have come into our office to ask questions.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. I would like at this opportunity to introduce two colleagues
who are with us today. First, Assemblyman Rusty Areias, who's the vice chairman of this committee.
ASSEMBLYMAN RUSTY AREIAS: Good morning.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: He serves in the Assembly and represents a substantial agricultural
community; and to my right is my colleague of many years, Senator Rose Ann Vuich of Dinuba, who
also represents a large agricultural community and has been a very effective voice in the banking
field in the Senate.
Welcome, Senator, and-SENATOR VUICH: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN TORRES: - welcome, Mr. Areias.
SENATOR VUICH: Welcome.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Rusty, for a question? That's right.
SENATOR VUICH: Welcome to Vuich country.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Yes, with all due respects, I beg to differ with you. I think that the
fact that you've never arrested an illegal alien that came into the INS office asking information is
hardly, you know, great reason to believe that there isn't a great deal of suspicion, historical mistrust
and animosity by that particular population.
MR. RIDING: rm not trying to say that that's not the case, but I am trying to get the point
across that we're not quite as bad as what some people are saying.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: All right. I won't dispute that. All I'm -- I think your focus has got
to change. And I think, institutionally, there- it's very, very difficult. I don't envy your job. You go
from - you go from an organization whose charge is, in effect, surveillance -- and for lack of a
better term -- rounding up the illegal population and deporting them to their countries of origin, to,
in many ways, as somebody aptly put it yesterday in San Francisco, welcoming people to citizenship.
I don't think you make that transition easily if you're a longtime employee of the INS. I don't think
you make that transition easily. So I think you've got to do everything you can to, to emphasize and
educate to that community and your own employees, those that you have responsibility for, how
important it is to effect that attitude at every opportunity.
MR. RIDING: You're absolutely right. However, I should point out the fact that for years, we
have been in the position of welcoming people to the United States. My particular office has the
function of assisting people to become legal. So we -- people have, for many years, to my particular
office, been coming for assistance. Now I -- I recognize that when you see the green and white
vehicles of the border patrol go up and down the valley, that there have been problems. Yes, people
have run and jumped in canals and drowned just because a green and white vehicle has been in the
area. But there's also been a change.
Since November the 6th, the border patrol has not been in the fields. The -- well, the law
doesn't
it. We have to have a warrant in order to enter the agricultural areas or we have to
have the permission of the farmers. Now some of the farmers actually invited us-- when I say "us,"
the border patrol -- actually invited the border patrol to come out and check their crews. And in
many places, they found out that up to 60 percent of the people working in their crews, qualified for
legalization. These people were given documents allowing them to remain in the United States and
granted them employment authorization. When some of these people found this out, rather than
running from the border patrol, some of them started flagging down the border patrol.
There was one incidence not too long ago where a man went to the border patrol office and
said, "My wife's in the car outside. Would you please arrest her? She needs work really bad."
And the whole point is that they found out that the border patrol was giving work authorization
to aliens who qualified for legalization, and some of them have actually been coming in. So the point
is: The word gets around in the community. When they find out that we're actually giving benefits
away, as people find that out, then they're coming to us.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Once you complete this education period -- undoubtedly, a lot of
your people resources are, are focused right now in the education area.
MR. RIDING: Yes.
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ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
Communications area -- and you start imposing employer's
sanctions. How will it change the responsibilities of the force under your jurisdiction where many of
the sanctions that they were imposing and enforcement was related to aliens here illegally? Once
you start imposing sanctions on, on employers, how will that enforcement take place? How do you
conceive of that working?
MR. RIDING: Okay. First of all, the purpose of the law is not to collect money from anybody.
The purpose of the law is to get every employer in America to ask to see identification. And if, if
the employers will simply do that, if they simply ask for the document - and it's for everybody - it's
not just for Hispanics - every single person •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: No, I recognize that. My question more specifically is those that
don't or those that willfully hire illegal aliens and utilize them in their work force, in terms of your
enforcement of those sanctions, how do you plan to do that with your current work force?
MR. RIDING: Okay. We -- there are two different things we'll have to do. First of all, we will,
on a routine basis, send notices to businesses asking them, and giving them three days' notice, that we
would like to inspect the form I-9. This will be done to see if they're complying. When we've -if, by
chance -- and certainly, I'm sure we'll pick out some of the places that we have had problems with in
the past -- if we find that there are problems, then we might target them for further investigation.
Now •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: What will determine that? What do you mean, you might? It's your
responsibility to.
MR. RIDING: Of course, it's our responsibility. But the -- you have to realize there - there
are many employers that are going to comply, and there are some-- it's going to be difficult for us to
even determine who is complying. For example, right now •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Once you determine that someone is not complying -- one, okay.
Once you've made that determination, what will happen? Will there be a a citation issued?
MR. RIDING: There will be. But first of all, we have to determine whether it was willful or
whether they didn't understand what the law was. That's why •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
Okay.
determination, how will you prosecute?

If they didn't understand, and you can make

that

MR. RIDING: We won't prosecute. That's the whole point, is that we don't want to have to find
people that don't understand what's going on. That's why we have people going out right now. And
it's not going to be just for the next few months. It's going to be at least for a year. It might be
beyond a year. We're going to have people trying to explain to people •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Okay. But once we move through this transition •••
MR. RIDING: Okay. There are two .••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Once we move through this transition - the law is in place,
everyone understands i t - and somebody is willfully hiring illegal aliens; how are you going to .•.
MR. RIDING: Okay. First of all, there are two separate provisions. One is for simply not doing
the paper work correctly. The fine for that is between $100 and $1,000. That is going to be more
easy for us to detect. You know, when we send people out to look at the I-9, we will discover at that
point whether or not they're keeping the paper work. So that, that'll be relatively easy. If they'reif they simply say -- and as some are telling us - no, I don't want to do it, I'm not going to- then we
can proceed that way. But to show that they are knowingly hiring illegal aliens requires more than
just looking at some body's paper work. We're pro baby going to have to send undercover agents in to
be employed at these places, to find out that the employers actually know that the employees are

We can't tell just by the mere fact that somebody isn't doing an I-9, whether he knows the
hiring are illegal.
van

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Then you don't think that this law will result in the green and white
up and the employer running out the back door? (Laughter)
MR. RIDING: It doesn't - no.

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
car together.

Maybe now the employer and the employees can leave in the same

MR. RIDING: I should point out that the - you're point is well made. But I should point out
that -- and many INS officers who are actually quite upset when the supervisor started telling them
that when we go around to these businesses to inspect the forms, that does not give the agent the
right to see the person. So, you know, we can go to a business to, to one that has been notorious and
say we would like to see your forms I-9. And he can brmg them to us and they can look as bad as they
want. But that in itself doesn't give us authority to say I want to see Jose Gonzalez or John Smith or
whoever it may happen to be. So the- in order for us to actually find out whether they-- the person
is illegal -- we would then have to go back and determine independently that that alien may be here
illegally, obtain a warrant from a court, and then go back to the employer, serve the warrant upon
the employer, and then check the work force. It's more complicated than a lot of people believe.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: If the law works, as some people have anticipated it will, and if it
realizes that potential, how do you see the INS employees in your division? How do you see them,
their responsibilities changing now? Right now, undoubtedly, you've got so many people that go out
and are attempting to find and deport illegal aliens. Your idea- you won't - many of those people's
responsibilities will shift. Some of them will be working on employer's sanctions; others will be
working in other areas.
How do you see your work force changingMR. RIDING: Well, right now •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: - in terms of their responsibilities?
MR. RIDING: Okay. The Immigration Service is changing its priorities right now. In the past,
the priority of the Immigration Service has traditionally been numbers. In other words, we want -our
may have been, five years ago, to catch a million aliens on the border. We're no longer worried
about numbers, how many aliens we catch. Right now, we're worried about which aliens we're
catching. We are concerned about the aliens that are committing violent crimes. We are much more
concerned about making sure that every alien -- and again, it's not just Mexicans -- the Canadians,
the Africans, Iranians, the Europeans - there are many Europeans in this area illegal too -- the aliens
of all nationalities that are committing crimes - those are the - are going to be our number one
priority. We want to find those people and make sure that they are removed from the country. So
that-- we are already making that change right now. And that's becoming our number one priority.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Can you •••
MR. RIDING: Our next priority is those groups of people that are taking advantage of people,
by selling counterfeit documents or smuggling or in whatever way are perpetuating vice upon the
American people.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Have you found - have you noted any reluctance at all yet by
employers to hire, as an example, people of Mexican decent because of the employer sanction
provisions within the law?
MR. RIDING: I haven't found it, no.

whether they be of some minority or another.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Vuich for a question.
MR. TELLEZ: And the other -- the other program we have right now is the -- I'm a
for the Special Agricultural Worker program, which is what I'm working on right now 90
of the time.
SENATOR VUICH: So you're :really employed by whom?
MR. TELLEZ: I am employed with the United States Immigration Service. I've been with them
for 19 years.
SENATOR VUICH: All right. So your job is to pass the information around in more of a public
relations position; is that right?
MR. TELLEZ:

That is correct.

SENATOR VUICH: You don't do any of the enforcing?
MR. TELLEZ: No, I do not do any of the enforcing.
SENATOR VUICH: You just- you furnish informationMR. TELLEZ: That is •••
SENATOR VUICH: -to the public as well as to the employers?
MR. TELLEZ: Yes, that is correct. I do not have - well, I have enforcement powers because I
am an immigration officer. But at this point, I have to set those enforcement authorities aside.
SENATOR VUICH: And you're assigned to the Fresno •••
MR. TELLEZ: No, I am assigned to the Western Regional office in San Pedro, California, where
regional Commissioner Ezell has his office.
SENATOR VUICH: So do you work directly out of that office?
MR. TELLEZ: Yes, I do.
SENATOR VUICH: Do you ever -- do you go out in the fields? Do you go other than to
disseminate information? Do you come to Fresno, the different INS offices?
MR. TELLEZ: The- well, during the time- and we are still in this publicity phase anyway-but during that publicity phase, I would go to different offices with the Immigration Reform Team,
out of the Western Region, conduct presentations and reforms -- forums - and all types of things like
that.
SEN ATOR VUICH: So the Western District means that you will be covering the western states?
MR. TELLEZ: That I cover California, Arizona, Nevada, and Hawaii.
And with regard to the Special Agricultural Worker program, very recently, starting June 8th,
for about 12. days, we initiated a program where we were using a 30-foot motor home that was
intended to go to different farming communities, and we did.
SENATOR VUICH: It's like a traveling office?
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MR. CUNAN: If they have been, I think INS would be the last to be informed of that
that it wouldn't come out through public information generally.

not

CHAIRMAN TORRES: That's why I asked the question.
MR.

Yes.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
labor contractors?

What efforts are being m_ade to address the problems relating to farm

MR. CUNAN: Well, if a specific problem is brought to the attention of INS, it becomes •.•
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What efforts are being made by INS to educate farm labor contractors?
You know they exist, don't you?
MR. CUNAN: Yes, I understand that.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And they do work here in California.
MR. CUNAN: Yes, I understand.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: They do provide resources to growers in this state. And so the question
is: What is INS doing to educate them as to the law?
MR. CUNAN: Again, I would only refer to the specific public forums that have been made
available to all employers and farm labor contractors being part of that group.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Are they- how, how do you identify them?
MR. CUNAN: You mean as farm labor contractors?
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes. You have a mailing list that you send out too?
MR. CUNAN: There are different areas. We use whatever resource is available. On a
on farm labor contractors, I would have to look to see whether or not we have one on
those alone. But whoever is responsible for a given area at a given point in time
again,
whatever information they have as to who employers are in the area for information, public
information.
TORRES: I'm sorry, Mr. Tellez, for interrupting. I thought you had jurisdiction
over that area. Would you please continue.
VUICH: One's the microphone and the other one is the taping.
MR. TELLEZ: I just wanted to - maybe I have something I can address to that question, sir.
With regard to having an inter-agency clearinghouse using USDA, the Department of Labor and INS
will coordinate efforts to assist growers facing labor shortages; growers' associations and others will
be assisted in carrying out the responsibilities and identifying eligible workers, preparing SAW
applications, perform a worker's - contacting former workers abroad through growers' associations
operating overseas and expediting the processing of H-2A applications. This is an ongoing phase right
now through this inter-agency coordination that we have going with INS.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What happens -- will you have jurisdiction over the replenishment of
agricultural worker program as well?
MR. TELLEZ:

At this point, I do not have any -- there has not been too much said about the

I / ...

program.
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SENATOR VUICH: My name? Just call me Rose Ann. That's good enough.
MR. TELLEZ: B-u-c-h?
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, it's Senator Vuich. V-u-i-c-h.
MR. TELLEZ: Senator, you must understand at this point •••
SENATOR VUICH: Another legal or illegal.
MR. TELLEZ: Yeah, at this point, the question you asked me, I'm not in the enforcement
aspect of it, like I mentioned. But we have a warrant requirement in order to go into fields and
arrest individuals.
SENATOR VUICH: You're talking about arresting an individual.
MR. TELLEZ: Right. You said that we go -- if we see a group of workers in the field SENATOR VUICH: Yes.
MR. TELLEZ: - and then •••
SENATOR VUICH: Did I understand Mr. Riding to say that you don't have the power to go out
in the field now and check the workers?
MR. RIDING: That's correct. It requires a warrant.
MR. TELLEZ: That is correct.
SENATOR VUICH: And you no longer have the power to go out and raid the field?
MR. RIDING: That's correct. And we're not having border patrol agents doing that. The border
patrol agents, as I said, right now are going around to the employers. They're going to the farmers
here's the new requirements; here's the handbook; I'd like to explain it to you. They're not
to the fields looking for the aliens right now. Right now, the employers technically are hiring
whoever they want 'cause we're not sending anybody out to talk with the actual pickers in the fields
at this point.
SENATOR VUICH: Well, with the labor contractors knowing that and understanding that, then
to prevent them from hiring illegals if they feel that no one's going to check on them?
MR. RIDING: Well, actually nothing is right now. Now between now and
1st, the
Service has said that any alien, regardless of whether he's here illegally or not, who will
he believes he qualifies for legalization and he plans to apply, any alien right now can be
between now and the 1st of September. So yes, the contractors •••
SENATOR VUICH: Then what happens- what happens September 1st? What happens then?
MR. RIDING: After September 1st, then the pickers in the field are supposed to be able to give
the labor contractor some type of documentation. It could be a receipt showing that he has applied
legalization.
SENATOR VUICH: Then is it the labor contractor's responsibility-MR. RIDING: To ask the ...
SENATOR VUICH: -to not- to not hire anyone unless they do have some kind of evidence?

MR. RIDING: Our handbook also states that in agriculture, between now and through November
30th, 1988, there will be no penalties assessed for persons working in agriculture. So we really have
through November 30th.
SENATOR VUICH: Whether they're legal or illegal; whether they're legal or illegal?
MR. RIDING: That's correct. There will be no penalties assigned in agriculture through
November 30th, 1988. That's to give all of these people an opportunity, through the entire period
that the agricultural worker, the SAW program, is available- that will give them the opportunity to
get their documents in order.
MR. CUNAN: Senator, I'd like to respond to half the question, and that has to do with the
nonenforcement side. It's following Senator Torres' question about the farm labor contractors.
The key point we're trying to emphasize with all the ag trade associations, all the ag unions,
everybody who has contact with ag labor, is that if a person walks onto your field, it's incumbent upon
you as a grower or an organization to see that that person is aware of SAW requirements and status
and to have the remotest chance of applying that they do apply. Better they should be asked that
question on every single ranch with the employer going to the farm labor contractor and don't just
tell me that you've done this. I want to see some evidence that you have asked each and every
employee that you've got that's on my ranch. Now that's easy to say. I understand that.
SENATOR VUICH: Is that a responsibility of the farmer?
MR. CUNAN: There's absolutely no responsibility under the law to do that.
that we're making, as strongly as we can.

It's an INS pitch

In the last trip to Washington, I spoke with Ag Marketing Service. They have an ag employment
intelligence system that we're attempting to have work in reverse so that everybody who's within that
system is told that story time and time again. We're not worried about overkill in this area. We
really want to make sure that anybody that works in farm labor, before the window closes on
legalization, has a shot at legalization.

SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, because I truly believe that agriculture has got a lot of mixed
emotions about understanding what the law really is.
MR. CUNAN: Yeah, well, on this one respect, you'll find some of the strangest bedfellows in
any political arena where we'll be on one side of a board room with somebody on one day; and the
very next day, we're working side by side to get people legalized 'cause that's where everybody's on
the side of the angels. If you can get one person legalized that otherwise wouldn't be, but for your
actions, you should take that action.
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, well see, the reason I'm asking these questions is there's a lot of
misunderstanding of their-- in the general public- about the law.
MR. CUNAN: Yeah. I ..•
SENATOR VUICH: And the more we can disseminate all this information out to prepare for
this, we'll be able to work.
MR. CUNAN: I think Mr. Torres, Senator Torres, has just run a hole through one of my pieces
of information which is the - whether or not we specifically targeted farm labor contractors and
accepted those that I have spoken with on the CAEWG group, the California Ag Employer's Work
Group, the EDD, and incidentally come in contact with. I have, perhaps in error, looked at those as
one more element of employment.
SEN A TOR VUICH: Because the state does have -- the state does have because they're licensed
contractors, and they have to be licensed.

MR. CUNAN:
VUICH: And they have a list of them.
take

MR. CUNAN: Again, I think you'll be pleased with, with Mr. Kiddoo's testimony, not,
out of what he's going to say •••

to

VUICH: From the EDD?
MR. CUNAN: From EDD.
SENATOR VUICH: Okay. We'll wait for his testimony. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Now I wanted to - I was confused as it relates to labor contractors.
the historical role that they have played, and the potentially even more significant role that
be playing, are you saying that they have been specifically targeted or they have not?
dealing with them as you would any other employer?
MR. CUNAN: Dealing with them as we would any other employer. To my knowledge, they have
not been specifically targeted.
Now in making that statement, you have to realize that there-- there's an awful lot of activity
and a lot of information going on at any given point in time. What is accurate this hour may not be
accurate next hour. And I may not have heard of some activities that are going on with respect to
farm labor contractors.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I think Mr. Riding wants to make a comment.
MR. CUNAN: Yes.
MR. RIDING: One point I want to make is that even though our national or regional offices may
not have specifically targeted these people, on the local scene, many of them have. Here in Fresno,
in March, I met with farm labor contractors in Firebaugh, about 100 of them. In April, I met with a
number of farm labor contractors in Sanger. There have been many, many local cases where,
not only myself, but in other areas, local people have recognized the need and have gone out to
address the farm labor contractors.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: How •••
SENATOR VUICH: How did you contact those people- excuse me-- on that one point? How
did you contact those people so that they were aware that there was a labor contractors' meeting?
MR. RIDING: I did it through EDD, locally.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I recognize that most of the interest and the focus of this hearing is
agriculture. And appropriately, your responses have dealt with agriculture employers and employees.
What are you doing in terms of resources that you have available to you and your agents
relative to other employers outside of agriculture, i.e., restaurants, hotels, textile, factories or mills?
Is there any effort in those particular areas, or is most of your focus in agriculture presently?
MR. RIDING: We traditionally have had a separation. Up until, when this law passed, the
border patrol did agriculture; my office did the hotels, the restaurants, and the factories. Since the
law has passed, we have had more focus on education. So we have been going around to the hotels,
the restaurants, the factories, whatever, passing out the information on the new employer sanctions
We haven't been going around to arrest people; we've been going out to hand out the forms. So
yes, we have been targeting those people but we've been doing it for education.
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Prior to November, our -- my -- of course, you also have to take into consideration that for a
long period of time, over a year, my -- the Immigration Service in the valley was precluded from
doing any raids by a federal judge order out of San Jose.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Okay. What, what percentage of the illegal population in this area is
employed in agriculture? Do you have any estimates or guesstimates?
MR. RIDING: Everything is a guess. But I would say 95 percent. In this particular area, I'm
sure that 95 percent of the illegal aliens are employed in agriculture.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I find that hard to believe. I find that hard to believe. No way.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: He didn't say that 95 percent-ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Did you raise •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: --of agriculture employees are illegal aliens.
MR. RIDING: You asked the percentage of the illegal aliens in this particular area, whether
they're employed in agriculture or whether they're employed in industry.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Some other-- some other industry, whether it be hotels, restaurants.
MR. RIDING: You have to remember that the number of aliens in agriculture is so large in the
valley that, you know, the numbers that are employed in factories are rather insignificant compared
to what's employed in agriculture in this particular valley.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I find 95 percent- my own guesstimate is •.•
MR. RIDING: You're talking about guesses. Your guess is as good as mine. I have no idea.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I would be surprised if it exceeded 60 even though most of the focus
has been in agriculture and that's the valley -- certainly, it's the - it's been traditionally the engine
of the economy. But, you know, Fresno is, what, the 64th largest -- I read in the paper this
morning -- population area in this country. And we have a very, very diverse economy here. And
even though the focus has been in agriculture, I think if you did a study-SENATOR VUICH: It's also •.•
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: -- you'd find out that your ..•
SENATOR VUICH: It's also the richest agriculture in the county and the nation.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I recognize that. But .••
SENATOR VUICH: In the valley here that is serviced by his office is basically agriculture.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: I still can't believe that 95 percent, anyway •••
SENATOR VUICH: But I think maybe 90 or 95 percent is pretty high.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Yeah.
SENATOR VUICH: But it's close.
MR. CUNAN: If I could make one comment - and this is not an aside -- it's really on point.
That shows one of the major problems with just trying to track where we were, where we are, and
where we're going in terms of numbers. There is nobody in any state, federal, local agency that I

has accurate numbers on how bad things were.

We just know it was at least as bad as the

AREIAS: Mr., Mr. Riding, if, if your estimate or guesstimate is
work force is employed or employable in agriculture ••.

of

MR.
Again, this is for Fresno. You have to remember that the largest employer in
Fresno is IRS which has to hire U.S. citizens. (Laughter)
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Okay. Larger than all agricultural combined?
MR. RIDING: No, I'm talking about Fresno City.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Okay.
MR. RIDING: I •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Fine.
MR. RIDING: Again-- I'm assuming places like the poultry processing, the packing houses. I'm
considering those agriculture related.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Okay. 95 percent •••
MR. RIDING: I don't ...
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Is 95 percent of your enforcement effort in the agricultural area as
well?
MR. RIDING: Well, let's put it this way: If you were to take the arrests, the arrests that INS
makes would easily be 95 percent agriculture because we have been •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: But is your emphasis in agriculture? I mean sure, if you're only
--I mean if that's where you suspect most of the people are and, by your own admission, you
think 95 percent of them are thereRIDING: But by court order •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: - is 95 percent of your enforcement effort in agriculture?
MR. RIDING: Well, it was, because due to a court order, we were almost unable to do anything
for a good •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

Well, has that changed-- I mean since the court order, how has it

MR. RIDING: Since the court order ended, it was shortly after that that the new immigration
passed and we went into an education phase. But now there are aliens that are employed in
there are aliens that are employed in motels. You're right. And I was probably off. The
point I was trying to get across is that right now, you're dealing in a very, very high agricultural area.
Yes, and to be honest, we really don't know because we haven't gone to IRS to find out if they really
employ illegal aliens at IRS. There are an awful lot of people in the valley employed in agriculturerelated industries -ASSEMBLYMAN ARIEAS: Sure.
MR. RIDING: - such as selling farm chemicals and things. We haven't gone to these chemical
companies. Traditionally, we've gone to hotels; we've gone to restaurants; we've gone to places that
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and continuity.
MR. CUNAN: Forum shopping?
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: In effect.
MR. CUNAN: I, I wouldn't worry about that so much as what I would look at. And I think you'll
a very
quality in terms of the processes by which they make these individual determinations.
these are very professional and judge-like people that sit in these district directors' slots. They
are not - they are not a bunch of hard-nosed Ram bos.
us

CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much. I understand you'll be able to stay with
at least noon. We're taking care of some other testimony.
MR. CUNAN: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We appreciate your coming.
Dr. Herbert Mason, California State University at Fresno.
MR. TELLEZ: Senator.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.
MR. TELLEZ: I know it's over. But may I say something with regard to that last •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It's never over; it's never over.

MR. TELLEZ: Okay. It's about unity. I'm going to stick my neck out because I believe that
what I am going to say is something that has not changed. Regional Commissioner Harold Ezell had
indicated to all of his district directors that when any type of family unity case comes up for the
immigration courts, or comes up for one of the investigative branches of the INS, that he take a
personal look at that case before any decision is made.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: He's going to be very busy.
MR. TELLEZ: Yes. But that is one thing he has indicated to •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Tell him we wish him well and maybe that will be less press conferences
across the state for Mr. Ezell. (Laughter) Give him my best.
Thank you very much, Mr. Tellez, for being with us today.
MR. TELLEZ: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Dr. Mason, Mr. Kiddoo has been gracious enough to allow you to go
forward since I know you have to go back to class- at least that's what I've been told.
DR. HERBERT MASON: Actually, we're sponsoring a training program today which eventually
we hope will reach farm labor contractors. That's what I'm busy doing.
I have prepared some semi-random thoughts on immigration reform, and I believe they've been
distributed to you. I think probably I'm scheduled here during coffee break time so we can get
everybody back on schedule. I'll try to do that.
Just a few points to make. I think one is that history does teach us something. I was never a
student who really enjoyed history. But I think if we study history in what's gone on in California
agriculture, where I understand that what we're - the situation that we're facing today is not unique.
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the nation. I
about that occasionally to my fellow senators and legislators in Sacramento that I
the richest agriculture district, not only in the State of California, but in the
And
Fresno County and Tulare County, two of the top counties.
I see
suffering at the present time. They're in a financial cr1s1s. And
to avenues of hanging on to their farms actually. And there's a lot of farm foreclosures that
this year; and a lot of them will be happening, as I predict, by the end of the year because
the crops are just not making any money right now.
So do you see any research - and that's -- I had to give you this background so that I can
emphasize the importance of it - of changing cropping patterns and also shifting to mechanization of
labor when there's a labor shortage? Are you doing any research on it?
DR. MASON: We like to brag about our location also, Senator.
three of the top ten counties in the United States in agriculture.

Our service region includes

As you know, Fresno State University is relatively new in the research business. Our traditional
role has been in undergraduate teaching. And it's really only been in the last three or four years that
we have expanded into conducting applied research in outreach functions to any great extent. And a
couple of your colleagues who aren't here today have been, and you have been, very supportive of
that.
In terms of mechanization, I certainly would, personally would, have learned a role from my
colleague here, lesson from my colleagues at University of California, to stay away from that.
SENATOR VUICH: I know it's a toughDR. MASON: Yeah, in terms of, yeah.
SENATOR VUICH: -subject to hit, right.
DR. MASON: Certainly, we don't do much engineering, ag engineering work at Fresno State.
Certainly, that goes on at University of California, primarily at Davis. I don't think there's any
question that any way you increase the cost of one input - in this example, labor -- that people aren't
to search more, with more enthusiasm for alternatives. And it seems to me that immigration
reform, if it is enforceable, if it does reduce labor supplies, then it will change the
in some
to go to mechanization. I think we will see that. Some that are technically viable now, such as
lettuce harvester, they're not economically viable, may become economically viable. I think
see
horticultural changes. In the tree crops, for example, I think we'll see dwarf varieties •••
SENATOR VUICH: Is the university doing anything on research of that?
DR. MASON: Fresno State is not; University of California is in the Kearney research station.
SENATOR VUICH: Okay.
DR. MASON:
In terms of the shift, where we're going with the financial situation of
agriculture, there are a lot of things that aren't good news in agriculture. And to the extent that
changes in the labor force increase the cost - that will be another, another move towards some
getting out of what they're doing. But what we're going through now is really a reevaluation
of asset base. And we have to see how that sorts out. There's just a - there's a lot of property out
there that people are caring for with mortgages that can't possibly be covered. But I don't think that
land will eventually go out of production. It will be under new ownership; banks will write off some
things; things will move on.
SENATOR VUICH: Do you see •••
DR. MASON:

Probably we will move, I think, if, if, in fact, agriculture has difficulty in terms
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between labor and

for all the historical
on.
VUICH: And what

AREIAS: I mean do we -- we've
I mean are we
sugar
to go back to sugar beets there which are less labor intensive?
what should the state government be doing?
DR. MASON: Yeah, that is a very good question and I wish I had an easy answer. I think
in a broad perspective, it's very little. There are forces out there that are much broader
than what can be done, out of Sacramento, international competition, international market trends.
not going to be able to tell the Federal Reserve what the value of the dollar should be.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Okay. But that's -- but that's one factor. I mean the American
is concerned about exploitation of workers, farm workers and all workers. And yet, they're
consuming- they're consuming broccoli that was produced by workers making $2 a day in Guatemala.
Shall we be concerned about that?
DR. MASON: Consistency in the political arena has never been fair. I think that there are-there are things on the margin that state government can do. And you deal with those kinds of issues
on a
basis.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Tariffs - I mean are tariffs - are tariffs the way to go to protect
that domestic-- our domestic suppliers, the domestic work force?
DR. MASON: No.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: They're not the way to go. Okay. So we open up the markets;
a world market, world communication, world transportation capabilities, free access. And it
-- I mean we have historically had a cheap food policy in this country. And it's conceivable to me
that when farmers go out and pay $100,000 for a tractor that they ought to be paying somebody $10
or $15 or $20 an hour to, to drive it. That's a big responsibility. They're not paying it in most cases
because
very difficult to pass that along, with the economic problems that this state's farmers are
They can't stay in business and pay those kind of- those kind of wages.
So how do you reach that balance and how do you achieve that? It's very allusive.
DR. MASON: Yeah, and it's easy for economists to talk about free trade. But I mean if we
took it to the logical extention, we shouldn't have any border policy,
We should have free
trade too.
should move across the border, that'd be fine. But the realities are otherwise.
There are
that I think have made an impact. The target assisted work
with
USDA and a related program with the state, I think, has been very effective, at least what I can tell.
I think there are ways we can sell our products better. We do have some comparative advantage. I
want to be completely dire. We have a wonderful climate; we have good soil; we have a very
efficient water distribution system; and we're on the part of the equator that helps us in certain parts
too.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: And there are parts-- sure. But there are parts of Latin America;
the
is just as good; the availability of water is great; and they're just as close to New York as
we are, once you put it on a 747.
DR. MASON: In fact, more cheaply in some cases.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
of our record.

Thank you very much, Dr. Mason.
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We'll incorporate your remarks as

Mr. Kaye R. Kiddoo, Director, State
testimony before us. Mr.
I
that
incorporate it as part of our official record.
this situation in your own words, if you would.
MR. KAYE R. KIDDOO:

what

intend

Development Department. We have your
not
to read it. (Laughter) We will
to have your overview as to how you see

Senator.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. KIDDOO:
Thank
opportunity to be here today to speak on
Department, activities in support of IRCA,
lot of positive steps which I want to cover rather
have done to comply with our
under
eligible workers to meet C

and members of your committee
the
known, the Employment Development
Reform and Control Act. Now we've taken a
to
you those things that we
and to insure the availability of

In 1983, in preparation for
we brought
agriculture, employers,
worker representatives, grower associations, and representatives from government and education to
to form the California Agriculture Employment Work Group -- and that's known as CAEWG -- that's
the acronym. And its purpose was and is to
to stablize California's agriculture
labor force and to help EDD, my department, position
for the anticipated immigration reform
legislation. CAEWG's guidance has
and will continue to shape, our response to the needs of
agriculture employers and those of the workers who depend on this industry for their livelihood.
Two examples of programs I think
be of interest to you -- those that we have sponsored
with CAEWG - one has been, of course, various training programs that we've had to try and supply
additional skills to farm labor workers so that we could
them employed on more of a year-round
basis rather than a seasonal basis. Another
that
done -- and we have sponsored special
programs for-- is to create within the agriculture employer community, what you might call "labor
exchanges," so we could make better use of those people by moving them, you know, from one crop to
another, so that they would have that kind of information. Both of those have been quite successful.
And what I'd like to do is thank today those people-- and some of whom are in the audience here -from CAEWG, CAEWG
who have served on this committee and have done such a splendid
job on this. We've also worked very
with the INS, with Alan Nelson and his staff, Richard
Cunan who was up here. He and I meet regularly, have met regularly with Alan Nelson. And this has
been to try and maximize the services that we
in cooperation with them for alien workers
who are entering California. Also
served to
them draft meaningful regulations and really
right down to it to make this program work.
Well, we help aliens and their
from our files to support their
applications for temporary and
contacted the some 150 qualified,
entities within
to tell them of what we have
in
our massive files that can help aliens obtain legal status. I think you know that these include the
wage data; they include benefits,
that's received the benefits like unemployment insurance,
disability insurance, and various
data from our many training programs.
We receive
quarterly reports from every employer in
some 700,000 plus. And
list every person
who has-- was
by them in that last
-- how much wages they received, how long -how long they worked, and the
of
We
or we generally track, at a
given time some 15 million members of the work force.
Well, in our role as administrator of the State Job
Partnership Act, we had
the local service delivery areas to make available as necessary to the QDEs, the voluntary
organizations, their representatives' documentation that would have to do with participation in
specific
programs. And that too can assist aliens to obtain
status. We also conduct in
the JTPA program a large number of
that are focused on agriculture workers, to provide
them with skills if they don't have them or to
their skills if they're becoming obsolete and
they need some upgrading.

Probably the thing that we're known as, known for doing best is, and publicized for, is the work
that we do in employment verification and certification. And we provide this, again, to the 700,000
plus employees -- employers, rather - but at no fee. We are the only organization in California
which can certify worker eligibility under ffiCA which relieves the employers of that responsibility.
The •••
CHAffiMAN TORRES:
community?

Have you made that known to the members of the agricultural

MR. KIDDOO: Yes, we have. But it's- as you can imagine, Senator, it's a very difficult thing
to do. We've gone on radio with public service announcements; I've had press conferences; we've had
seminars of our employer groups. We have about 7Z groups that advise the director throughout the
state about various matters relating to EDD. We've gone to all of those. We've used posters and so
on. But - well, just let me say this: It's hard -- it's hard to get the word out. And it's something
that just has to be a campaign and something - we keep at it. We have a campaign going now in five
different languages. We're just trying to get to everybody that we can.
Through a combination of reports, one can learn a great deal about California's labor markets.
A special new reporting process, which we recently innaugurated, is helping us to better understand
the trends in agriculture. Your presentation package, which you received, contains our most recent
California weekly farm labor report. This valuable information is provided to the employers, all
employers; it's provided to media; and it's provided to policy makers such as yourself. It helps us to
better understand California's employers and job seekers. We instituted this new reporting system, I
think, just three weeks ago. In fact, our- you have the copy of our most recent report. Each week,
we have 31, what we call, agribusiness representatives throughout the state. And they survey their
particular region, the local employers there, to establish- to establish where shortages exist, and for
what crops. The system shows to date that the shortages have been comparatively small. The first
week, we only showed about 1,000.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Do you have copies of that report, Kaye?
MR. KIDDOO: Yes, sir. Those should have been in the package, yes. Those will be on the back
table there then. I put extra copies there.
MS.

- - -: The Z3rd?

MR. KIDDOO: Yeah, dated the Z3rd, right.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you. Go ahead.
MR. KIDDOO: The second week, our information showed shortages of just about 400. And this
report, which you'll get, shows a shortage of less than 100 farm workers. And
in mind that this
relates to a seasonal work force of what estimated 170,000.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, was there a shortage or not in California?
MR. KIDDOO: No, sir.
CHAffiMAN TORRES: So where are all these statistics coming from or concerns coming from,
the grower community, that we have a shortage of the work force in California?
MR. KIDDOO: Well, there are - you know, it's whether you look at it, I guess, Senator, in a
macro sense or a micro sense. Yes, there had been spotty shortages that have been reported to us in
different areas of the state. But overall, I guess our statement would be that there had been no
significant shortages. I guess I'd have to say too it's a pretty difficult thing to ascertain, you know,
whether or not there are shortages or not. And, of course, one of the questions you're probably
curious about and going to ask me is what do we- do we expect any shortages.
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.
MR. KIDDOO: You know, like in our
know, analyze. But our best guess- and I want to
be about 2;000 to 3,000 workers when we
on the crops; that's
to
on the
But we feel that at most, the shortage will be about
I think one
that
lose
in
work force today,
in the
right now more
than we had last year
our
harvest season,
as you
know, is about the middle of September. And I
explain that phenomenon. But this is what our what our figures show, sir.

CHAIRMAN TORRES: All
MR. KIDDOO: Okay? Now I know we have tried to gear our remarks here primarily to farm
labor, but we have-- I want to assure youtaken surveys on the other industries, particularly
the garment industry in what's called, as the hospitality industry, to ••.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That will be for a later hearing.
MR. KIDDOO: Yes, sir, to determine what the shortages are there.
Well, as you know, labor shortages - and !RCA's probably - contribution, if you will, to
shortages, if any, had been a major concern in this state. And that's what you were referring to about
the publicity that you've seenCHAIRMAN TORRES: Um-hmm.
MR. KIDDOO: -- in the newspapers, you've heard on TV and so on, about shortages. But again,
the information we had received, we believe that as far as !RCA's concerned, there are many
other
that contribute to the
that we have seen. And that has to do with
patterns; it has to do with bumper crops; weather's been very
unusual - I guess the weather's always very unusual in agriculture. But we've had that kind of
problem. And so I
in summary, we'd say that IRCA itself has had very little effect on what
spotty shortages
had to date.
Any

CHAIRMAN TORRES: All
Thank you very much for

of Mr. Kiddoo?

with us.

SEN A TOR VUICH: I do have a
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Senator Vuich.

sorry.

SENATOR VUICH: The summation of what you have said is that you
coming in the near future in agricultural labor?

see a shortage

MR. KIDDOO: Well, I'm talking about this season.
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, this season.
MR. KIDDOO: Okay. And that's about as
as our-- far as our crystal ball goes. I do have
several members of my staff here.
I have Werner
the chief economist for the
Employment Development Department. And I have Lani
I'd like to introduce her. She puts
together the weekly and the monthly farm labor reports. And I have Angie Diaz as our monitor
advocate. And guess I'd like to ask-- Werner, would you
that
on labor shortages?

MR.

0. SCHINK: Yeah, I think certainly •••
VUICH: Yeah, let me give you an idea-

MR. SCHINK: Excuse me.
VUICH: -- of what's bothering me.
MR. SCHINK: Okay.
VUICH: I'd like to know whether your records-- whether you compare your records
this last quarter - if that's what you're using as a basis -- compared to last year's because this
area in argiculture employs a lot of people during the season. And you well know that because a lot
them have filed for unemployment insurance immediately when the season is over. And I
that
in the
of the season right now. And I don't see the demand for the labor force
in the very near future because this area is known not for just a peach season or a plum season or a
season. For example, nectarines started in May and they go right into the end of
September. Any more, it's the different varieties that they have that keep people employed. So the
fact, I think, that you're probably considering is that there are a lot of crops going unharvested, not
due to labor shortage, but due to a demand for the product and due to the price of the product and
the farmers have decided to leave the product on the trees rather than harvest it at a loss. And so
those people that would normally be harvesting that crop- not only h~vesting it but packing it and
the whole processing- I think are going to be available for other jobs during this peak harvest
season.
So you're basing your figures on what?
MR. SCHINK: Well, there's trouble factors here, I think. One point is, vis-a-vis, this time last
year, statewide, there is about 10,000 more farm workers, seasonal farm workers, that work right
now than there was last year at this time. I think certainly a major issue •.•
SENATOR VUICH: Is that the report that you got ending June 30th?
MR. SCHINK: We track it on a month-by-month basis. It's-- we base our estimate on, I
including the 12th of the month. Our monthly statistics reflect that estimate.
a major factor in Fresno - and we do have a study going on, and cooperatively, with the
Fresno
now, looking at the Fresno labor market. And so I'm a little familiar with the
Fresno labor market.
One of the issues, I think, in the Central Valley is, agriculture has been
for
a while. It was before the last recession in the late '70s,
, '79; unemployment rate in Fresno
about 9 percent, okay? When you went into the recession, you went up to about
to about 13 percent. So there is sitting a
number
workers,
in the Central Valley that are probably a fair share of them in agriculture. And
absorbing some of the slack.
SENATOR VUICH: But what are you basing your figures on? I know that you get a report
quarterly from everybody. But you're saying right now. Right now, we're in July.
MR. SCHINK: Yes. There's two type - there's ways we could •••
SENATOR VUICH: Are you basing it on June's reports?
MR. SCHINK: No, there's two ways we collect data basically. One is employers -- all
in the state are required to report on a county-by-county basis. When they pay their taxes
for the -- each month-- each month of the quarter that they're paying -SENATOR VUICH: How many people they have employed.
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me that you're not opposing the fact of the amnesty program. In fact, you supported it and it was
your idea.
MS. HUERTA: Right. Exactly.
SENATOR VUICH: Where do you expect those workers to be working, is what I'm saying, with
the depressed agriculture situation that we have at the present time? Where do you think those jobs
are going to come from? And that's the only question I'm asking you to answer. You're giving me a
whole history of what's going on. I don't need a history. I'm aware of the history.
MS. HUERTA: I think I answered your question, Senator.
SENATOR VUICH: Where are they going to work?
MS. HUERTA: Senator Vuich, I think that that's for this committee to-- I think .••
SENATOR VUICH: You haven't answered my question then.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please, please.
SENATOR VUICH: This is getting so ridiculous.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We've been talking about prisons too .•. I don't think we can talk about
that.
MS. HUERTA: Well, I think that that - that's a great -- I think that you asked a very key
question. I think that we are looking ahead. I mean farm workers were the first homeless. You talk
about the homeless people - we saw homeless living in caves and living under trees. The farm
workers were the first homeless and will continue to be the homeless.
SENATOR VUICH: I know that, Mrs. Huerta. But I'm trying to help. I'm trying to get
information from you to better guide us as legislators as to where we can create jobs to keep
everybody employed instead of adding to our unemployment.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator •••
SENATOR VUICH: You've also indicated that each of these counties, in an agriculture area,
are high unemployed counties. I get told that in Sacramento all the time. Tulare County was the
highest unemployed county in the state, time and time again, right after agriculture season is over,
during the winter months. And I'm trying to find out from you if you have some ideas to help us
create jobs. I'm not arguing with you; I'm trying to learn from what you can give me as far as
information is concerned.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
look into those avenues.

And her, her response to us was that it should be our responsibility to

SENATOR VUICH: To create those jobs. And that's the answer I was looking for from you.
And now that you've answered it, I have no further questions.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please continue, Ms. Huerta.
MS. HUERTA: Well, Senator Vuich, I think that your concern is very real and I share that
concern. We all share that concern. We are very concerned about what's going to happen to all these
workers that are not going to be able to find work, espcially when you have a new - well, first, let
me go back to the workers.
We have undocumented workers here that were told: Don't go back to Mexico. Stay here and
legalize your status. And they're doing that. They have suffered many months of deprivation and
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MS. HUERTA: No, they're not recruiting. This is not H-ZA. We're talking about a straight
paroling program. I think it was described here earlier today by the INS representatives about how
they're helping agribusiness by bringing in all of these workers from Mexico that are supposed to be
potentially eligible SAWs. I'm saying that they are creating the situation that you all are going to
have to deal with and we're going to have to deal with.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Okay. Educate me then because I'm confused.
Under the present law, there is a Special Agricultural Worker provision, SAW.
MS. HUERTA: Right. And under the Special Agricultural Worker provision, any worker who-he can make a non-frivolous claim. In other words, if he says I don't have my documentation but I
was working, picking nectarines at Joe Blow's ranch over there on the corner of 1896 and, you know,
Mendocino Road, they're supposed to be given a work authorization. They are not doing what the law
says that they should do. They are demanding that the workers here in the U.S. have all of their
documentation complete before they are given the work authorization. And people from Mexico •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Is that-- is that policy of INS?
MR. K.IDDOO: I think we've got the director here of the legalization office to set that straight.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, let's set it straight now.
MR. KIDDOO: Mr. Harris Smith.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please come forward. Please identify yourself.
MR. HARRIS SMITH: I'm Harris Smith, chief legalization officer, Fresno. And I would like to
respond to that in this manner, of which Dolores Huerta is stating is true, that when a person comes
in to apply under the SAW program, the Special Agricultural Worker program, they must present a
documented case, having the verification of the 90 days' employment, a minimum of 90 days'
employment in one of the prescribed crops.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Have you found it difficult for •••
MR. SMITH: No, but the-- Senator, what the problem here is •.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Excuse me. I'm speaking now.
MR. SMITH: Okay, Senator.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
Have you found it difficult in terms of gaining access for those
documentations to be transferred from the grower to the employee?
MR. SMITH: We have horror stories in that area. Now the - I would say one month ago, I
would have sided along with everybody here that the farmer was not doing his job, that he was crying
for labor but he was not receiving it. Since that time, the farmer has been complying to the best of
their ability. And I am quite comfortable what they're doing. But we still have farmers out there
who are refusing to document the work performed by individuals who've worked for them in the past.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now under the SAW program, the Special Agricultural Worker program,
they're not required to have a physical, are they, in order to qualify?
MR. SMITH: When they come into the Immigration and Legalization office, we will accept an
application as being filed with us if they have everything but the physical. And we will schedule them
to interview 30 days on the road. And at that interview - at the time they interview, they must
present the physical at that time.
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are
a tremendous amount of pressure. The employer says to them, "You show me the work
authorization or you can't work. 11 At the same time, the same employer is refusing to give them the
letter that they need to get the work authorization. And the INS is refusing to issue the work
authorization. So you've got these workers in a bind right now.
Let me just repeat that again. INS is saying, "You can't get the work authorization unless you
get the verification of- that you're employed, that you are eligible." Okay? They go to work; the
employer says, "I can't hire you unless you have some kind of proof of work authorization. 11 Even
though they have 18 months to apply, the employers are saying to them, "You can't work unless you
have the work authorization," all right? And then they go to their former employer that they worked
to last year for their proof and he's refusing to give it them, or they're charging them $145, $300 a
letter. Or they just say no, you can't have it, period.
Now we are also asking -SENATOR VUICH: $300 for a letter?
MS. HUERTA: letters.

the INS to use their subpoena powers to make the employers give them these

So where's all this good will at that we're hearing about, about helping? Maybe they're trying to
help the employers, but they're certainly not helping out the workers. The workers that are eligible
for legalization should be given that assistance. They have 18 months to get their documentation.
They shouldn't be forced to get it - like the people that are coming in from Mexico within 90 days.
Or else -- and they should also be giving these workers here a work authorization just as the way law
says that they're supposed to do it. And they're not doing this.
I have with me Mr. Marquez -- Mr. Mares, Armon Mares happening at his ranch.

who just wants to tell you what's

MR. ARMON MARES: (Through Ms. Huerta) My name is Armon Mares. I'm a worker at
McCarthy Farms. They fired us on the 8th of May. The reason that they told us that they were firing
us is 'cause they had sold 8,000 acres. We're workers that had been there for eight to ten years. The
reason that they fired us is 'cause we wanted to organize. When they realized that we were trying to
have a union representation, that's when they fired us. ••• (Tape Turned) ..• That time, they fired 25
workers. After that, they subsequently fired another 80 workers. Right now, in the ranch, they have
hired new people. Including these, are workers that they- have just come in from Mexico that had
never worked there before. That is an injustice that they are doing with us. Many of the workers
have asked for their work record so they can legalize and they have refused to give it to them. They
keep telling them not to worry, that they will fix their papers. But they never see the letters; they've
never seen their work letters. If a worker refuses to go through their system of legalization, they
would refuse to give them the work letter to verify their employment.
The main person who the growers hired to help them with this is Tony Mendez who is a labor
consultant to fight
Two of his brothers -- I think it's his brother in law, Felix
Estrada -- and it's all his family that are in there.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Does determining employment records?

un momento -- one moment.

Does EDD have a way of

MS. LONNIE FAY: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes. How can we help in this situation?
MS. FAY:
There are documents that the employees bring to the office to get the
unemployment insurance
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they would not get their letters that they needed to legalize.
We have all kinds of threats and all kinds of coercion on the workers made by- like here -

like

these workers at McCarthy Farms.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: If there -- if there is some apprehension, or an apprehension,
anxiety, mistrust, or whatever, as it relates to what ALFA has done or other organizations, programs
set up by various companies, what have the unions done to set up similar to that? Is there anything
that •••
MS. HUERTA: Well, we have •.•
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
comfortable going to -

Maybe the workers or undocumented workers would feel more

MS. HUERTA: We have-- we have 2.0 •••
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: -- a -- through a union program or similar type of •.•
MS. HUERTA: We have 2.0 some centers set up throughout the State of California. And we
have also centers in Arizona, Texas •••
ASSEBMLYMAN AREIAS: Through the United Farmworkers Union?
MS. HUERTA:
Martin Luther King Campesino Center, which is an arm of the United
Farmworkers, right, our service center arm. And we're having a lot of workers come to us. Our
problem is, when we run 'em down to the INS, we're told you can't have a work authorization unless
you've got an employer letter. And the law doesn't say that. The law says, number one, that they're
supposed to give a work authorization upon an unfrivolous evidence that they qualify, which is an
attestation. They're, they're- and then the law also says you can use check stubs; you can use W-2.
forms; you can use affidavits by people that know you - they can testify that you work. But we are
being told in INS offices all up and down the state that you cannot get a work authorization unless
you have that employer letter. And the employers and the labor contractors are withholding the
letters. That's why I'm saying it looks like a conspiracy. And yet, we're told here today -- and we
have in writing by the INS in their press conference that they had in Washington -- that they're
bending over backwards to bring more people in from Mexico when the people here are not being able
to work and they're not being able to legalize.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That's true, not only in farm labor, but it's also true in cities, same kind
of attitude.
MS. HUERTA: So we definitely- we hope that we will be successful in our lawsuit and so we
can at least stop that part of it.
The other thing that I think has to happen, again in response to Senator Vuich's concern, is that
we have to make sure that the Department of Employment is very-- is fully utilized. I think in the
State of California, as unlike other states, we have a very good system of being able to register and
recruit and to refer workers for employment. But the employers have stood up in meetings that I
have been at and bragged about the fact that they don't bother to go through the INS -- I mean
through the EDD. They brag about this. Well, you know, farm workers are in those EDD offices
every week because they're in there signing up for their unemployment checks, right? And so -- I
mean they're used to going into the EDD. But the employers are saying that they don't want to go to
EDD. I mean we're not talking about busing in people from Chicago; we're talking about busing
people in from Parlier- you know what I mean- people walking- going to the jobs.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Ms. Huerta, I'd like to ask an INS representative to come forward
and cite for the record just what the law is. I think it's important to get it on as it relates to this
verification.

CHAIRMAN TORRES: In relation to verification of
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SENATOR VUICH: So what are those, on that
CHAffiMAN TORRES: Senator Vuich.
MR. CUNAN: Yes.
SENATOR VUICH:
be sufficient?

that you worked there last year would

So a letter from a former

MR. CUNAN: It could be sufficient if it has all the information available. And again, I can
recall Mr. Harris Smith here. And the instructions from the Western Region Commissioner Ezell is
find every way
to
get these
But we can only work with that which is
put in front of us. Now this idea of INS subpoena,
new and I wish we had the power
before but we don't.
SENATOR VUICH: But I have-- I talked to numerous farmers who are employers.
MR. CUNAN: Yes.
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qualify under SAW. So I think the rules are clear, and the whole issue is whether or not there's
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coming across the border because they have no wherewithal to get the information down there.
they don't have the wherewithal up here because of lack of cooperation, don't look at INS.

If

CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. All right.
You want to finish up because we have to •••
MS. HUERTA: See, we have a double standard; he just explained the double standard. He just
explained the double standard. He's saying if you're an undocumented worker here in the United
States, you've got to show all of your documentation. The law does not say that. The law says that a
farm worker can get an unfrivolous- if he presents an unfrivolous claim of eligibility, he is supposed
to get a work authorization. That is in the law. They are applying that standard to people coming in
from Mexico but then setting a different standard for people in the United States. And we are saying
that they are trying to discourage these workers that have been here for a while 'cause they've got
their eyes opened a little bit. I mean they know how bad it is from getting legalized and trying to
bring the workers in from Mexico who don't know what's happening.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Okay. Is that -- are you finished?
MS. HUERTA: One other thing. He did say that the INS does not have subpoena powers. Well,
Mr. Nelson testified in Congress that he did have subpoena powers so -- but he said that they would
choose not to use them - and I'm quoting him exactly what he said.
Just one last point, and that is, that the INS, with the Department of Labor, have had many,
many meetings for employers, okay? They have had no meetings for farm workers, none. All of them
have been for employers. The Department of Labor, Mr. Webb-- the department representative, Mr.
Webb, has been at every single meeting; and he has explained to growers how they can get the H-ZA
Captive Apartheid Slave Worker program. Mr. Webb, who is with the Department of Labor, has not
once said to employers: This is how you recruit local farm workers to do the work.
These SAW workers, these newly legalized SAW workers, have to work somewhere. The local
farm workers have to work somewhere. We do not need the INS to be going around the state,
together with the Department of Labor, telling workers how they can apply for a temporary farm
worker program when we already have more than 100,000 farm workers without jobs here in
California.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you, Ms. Huerta.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Yeah, Mr. Cunan •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Areias.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Cunan, why haven't the INS had meetings with the farm workers, with their organizations?
MR. CUNAN: Well, I wish Miss Huerta had listened when Mr. Tellez was talking about his visit
out to the fields. He contacted over Z,OOO people personally within the two-week period, all illegal -I emphasize illegal farm workers. He, incidentally, is ex-border patrol. I went out with Congressman
Fazio, Congressman Herger. I spoke personally before 600 people. If you want numbers of farm
workers contacted directly, I would be willing to bet there have been more within the last month-- I
don't have exact figures - than any number of employers that had been contacted within the last
month.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why don't you supply that information •.•
MR. CUNAN: I'd be very happy to, sir. And I mean direct contact; I don't mean organizations
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only.
MS. HUERTA:
There has not been -- there has not been
television
announcements about the Special Agricultural Farm Workers program in Spanish at all by INS, not
one. There has been nothing in print by the INS to farm workers. And the one leaflet that they just
printed -- we just got it in the mail last week - while it doesn't say anything about the Group 1
program -- it says farm workers can legalize if they have 90 days working. It doesn't say anything
about farm workers who's been here since '83, '84, '85. The farm workers' justice group has not put
out one single announcement on Spanish media specifically geared to farm workers. Farm workers
are totally confused. And unfortunately, the INS further confuses them because they -- their
regulations ?ay that a farm worker has to know which category he belongs-- who he belongs to.
We have had farm workers who- well, we looked at their papers-- were clearly what they call
a Group 1 worker, who could get his immigration within a year. He went to the INS office and they
put him down as a Group Z, which meant that he had to wait two years before he could get his
permanent residence.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
board here.

All right.

You've heard the message.

Let's get the justice group on

MR. CUNAN: I wish to comment that they are a minority. But they are out there. I can give
you the media schedule.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'd like to receive that as well, sir, if you have that.
All right. Miss Hernandez.
MS. GLORIA HERNANDEZ: Yeah, I'm Gloria Hernandez. I'm a community worker; I'm not an
attorney and I'm not an accountant; and I don't want to talk figures, okay? I'm just going to talk
practical.
You started on unlicensed farm contractors, Mr. Areias. I, I feel very strongly regarding the
Contratistas in our area. Ms. Vuich mentioned or somebody mentioned that there's a state-licensed
list of licensed farm contractors. I asked for it last week. I still haven't got •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Farm contractors.
SENATOR VUICH: Legal Contractors.
MS. HERNANDEZ: I still haven't received it. I called up San Francisco every time I'm trying to
check out on a Contratista. And it costs us money. I can imagine it costs us a lot of money to the
farm workers that want to find out if they're, in fact, working for a licensed contractor.
I get calls all the time. I've got clients from the Rio Grande Valley all the way to Washington,
to the Border
Canada. I've got clients from your area and I've got clients from Los Banos;
I've got clients all over the place; and I have a lot of clients here, but I'm not allowed to bring them
up 'cause it will take a lot of your time and I understand that.
I've spoken to clients in Parlier as of Tuesday of this week. Some of the farm workers are
putting in two days a week at $3.35 an hour. I've spoken to people in Coalinga and the Kettleman
City area. Some of them are complaining that they were working for Eduardo Jimenez, the Lone
Ranger, unlicensed contractor number one. I've known him for six. years; and I've known groups of
people that have filed wage claims against him, and we have not been able to get settled. And he
continues to work and he continues to get hired and he continues to abuse farm workers and he
continues to deny farm workers their letters. And they continue to be very much agents of the
rancheros, of the growers.
In Madera, I have farm workers that are migrants that run all the way to Oregon up to

Washington. They've told me this year in the beginning that they weren't going to go to Oregon
because they were under the misconception that if they put in their application, for SAW application
here in Fresno, that if they got the cita, they would lose it, the appointments. So a lot of them didn't
go to Oregon. Hence, the strawberry crop shortage. And I've got people that came back from
Washington and said there was no shortage. They paid a little better. They didn't pay us better as
last year when the Russian nuclear accident. It went up to 24 cents then because they were afraid
that the drift over from Russia would affect the strawberry crop, so they raised the price up. Well, if
Russia was so important to the strawberry crops, why aren't the people important to the strawberry
crops? Why don't they raise the prices up even now?
I've got calls from Washington. Out there, they have signs posted. Instead of saying, "Farm
Worker Wanted," they say, "We Pay $5 an Hour - Free Housing." So you're going to see a lot of
people running up to Washington instead of picking the grapes here because they've got better
conditions over there. They don't have that many problems with unlicensed contractors as I do in my
valley, and I cover seven valleys.
EDD - I commend EDD on their latest practices. I think they're doing fantastic offering the
farm workers their, their records. I think, and I agree, that there is some problems when some people
use the same social security number. I think in the past, EDD was not allowing people to register
unless they were here legally. And we know that for a fact because I've gone through EDD and asked
for job sites 'cause I wanted to make sure that the minimum wage was being raised. And they asked
for my Social Security number just to get that information. So I think EDD ought to publicize that
!RCA-eligible people can now register with the job service and can now find out about the jobs and
get unemployment insurance. I think also that the rancheros and EDD need to work a little bit more
closer because what happened with the Snake River Association, when they asked for H-2 persons out
of Idaho and Montana, the people were already crossing the border, or, the H-2 workers, by the time
the position was posted in Fresno, California. And that was moving irrigation pipes at $3.50 an hour.
I had clients that were in my office that wanted to go to Idaho. They got to Idaho and they were told,
"No we've already gotten our trabajadores; we don't need you." I don't want that happening here. I've
got clients here that are eligible for IRCA. I've got clients that are citizens that have families in
Parlier, Coalinga, Mendota, Madera, Porterville; I've got clients that are going all up and down the
states looking for jobs. I've got clients that are self-certifying in saying: I intend and I believe I
qualify.
We're asking you to do the following help out.

I'm going to make the recommendations. They might

CHAIRMAN TORRES: Great.
MS. HERNANDEZ: Okay. I'm asking that if it's possible that the state, if we're still concerned
about California, that we try to get some money for the designated entities, the people that are
trying to help legalize. I invite you, if we have time, to walk over to center.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: The Governor
MS. HERNANDEZ: We need to push the Department of Labor to establish more effort to
enforce the farm labor contractor law.
I also ask you to pass a resolution urging INS to use its administrative power to extend the selfcertification deadline from September 1st to allow more persons to complete their legalization
applications and obtain required documents and legal assistance without risking job loss or reliance on
public assistance; also urge the California congressional delegation to make the request of INS.
We need you to urge and to try to encourage employers, growers, contractors to provide the
needed work records as evidence for legalization. They're afraid if they can go out and get them
• But what if the employer never reported that income? What's going to happen
to all those people? I mean they never reported the taxes. They never paid taxes. And I'm a
taxpayer. So what's going to happen to this person if he goes to EDD and this employer never

-------------------

reported his name as an employee?
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MS. HERNANDEZ: Yeah, I know that; I know that. But do they know that? I know and I've
been to some of the INS seminars with the employers. I sat next to them and I've talked to them.
I've got wage claims, wage claims of rninurnurn wage.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Excuse me. You didn't listen ...
MS. HERNANDEZ: People that never got paid.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Excuse roe. You didn't listen to what I said.
MS. HERNANDEZ: Okay. The other thing I would like to do •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We will investigate into both of those contractors, see what we can do.
MS. HERNANDEZ: I'll give you a list of contractors, not just those •.•
CHAIRMAN TORRES: If you're willing to help us, if you're willing to help us.
MS.HERNANDEZ: IwilL
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
MS. HERNANDEZ: I will. But again, you know - and Dolores is reminding roe -- a lot of the
growers are saying we don't use the middleman. But Ms. Vuich earlier said one day, the INS is going
to go there and he's going to ask the grower, "Are your people filled out the I-9 one, the United States
Citizen Verification?" And then she said but the next day, the different crew's going to be there.
Well, the Big Eight operate like that. They hire a big old personnel manager, AAA, which is a farm
labor contractor, and the crews move from place to place. And the only way I'm ever, ever, ever able
to find out who the crew leader is or the grower, I ask them, "What's the name of the boss?" But now
the boss is getting moved around too. So I have to try to find out who they're working for. And a lot
of times, these people don't even know who they're working for.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
MS. HUERTA: I think we just have to say that the labor contractor system has been created by
the employers so that they can avoid their responsibilities. And we can't even blame the labor
contractors. You know, the buck stops at the desks of the growers. They are the ones that are
supposed-SENATOR VUICH: Wait a minute.
MS. HERNANDEZ: -- to be hiring the workers .•.
SENATOR VUICH: Wait a minute. Mr. Chairman, may I ask •.•
MS. HERNANDEZ : I also-- I also like to go on ...
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator, Senator Vuich would like to respond.
SENATOR VUICH: I'd like to respond to Mrs. Huerta. Are you saying that the responsiblity of
an employer to have documentation of his employee-- and when they're a labor contractor, is not the
labor contractor the employer; is not the labor contractor but actually the grower? Is that what
you're saying? That isn't what the law says.
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MS. HUERTA: Well •••
SENATOR VUICH: I just wanted to inform you of what the law says.
MS. HUERTA:
directly.

What, what, what it should be is that the grower should hire the workers

SENATOR VUICH: What it should be is not what we're here today for.
MS. HUERTA: Well, we're talking about the ...
SENATOR VUICH: I'm just asking you if you believe that the employees that work on my farm
-- and I've hired a labor contractor to bring in a crew of people to harvest my fruit -- that I'm the
employer and not the labor contractor as long as he has the labor contractor's license and shows me
proof of insurance and a license that he's not the one responsible to give the documentation?
MS. HUERTA: When we have union contracts, we do not allow labor contractors.
employers hire the workers directly and then we have records of employment.

The

SENATOR VUICH: That's not the point of my question.
MS. HUERTA: Payments on Social Security, payments on unmployment insurance. Anytime an
employer hires a labor contractor, he is avoiding his responsibility to his workers. And the labor
contractor system has been created by the agricultural employers.
SENATOR VUICH: Are you saying to me that I can't hire a labor contractor that is legally a
labor contractor that will furnish me labor -CHAIRMAN TORRES: No, no. That's not what she said.
SENATOR VUICH: -- on my rent?
MS. HUERTA: I'm saying if you do, you're not showing responsibility to your workers.
MS. HERNANDEZ: I'd like to make a comment.
SENATOR VUICH: I'm not a responsible employer then?
MS. HERNANDEZ: I'd like to make a comment.
SENATOR VUICH: Providing jobs for those people is not a responsible employer?
MS. HERNANDEZ: Excuse me. Excuse me. Here we're talking about how great EDD's doing
their job. And here we're saying: Everybody, please certify with EDD. Yes, we continue talking
about hiring a licensed contractor, whether they're licensed or not. I mean if we're going to support a
state agency, then why don't we hire through the state agency? I mean they're going to do the
certification. Why can't we put up a job order and say - Ms. Vuich, you're a farmer. Why can't you
go to the EDD in Dinuba or wherever and say, "I want 100 pickers"? They're going to certify them for
you; they're going to certify them for you. Why do we continue using middlemen? The commission
goes to them, the workers. I mean if we can afford to pay a commission to the middleman, why can't
we afford to pay higher wages?
SENATOR VUICH: Can the EDD assure me that I can have 30 workers tomorrow morning at 6
o'clock on my ranch? No, they cannot.
MS. HUERTA: I can. I can give you 30 workers.
MS. HERNANDEZ:

So you don't have faith in EDD.
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Is this what I'm hearing, that we, the

public, do not have faith in EDD after they came and gave a beautiful
SEN A TOR VUICH:
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we do not have faith?

labor at that particular day cannot be

MS. HERNANDEZ:
SENATOR VUICH:
MS. HERNANDEZ:
very hard to work with ALFA
register all these people, to

League to try to

that we should

CHAIRMAN TORRES: You

have farm labor

right?

MS. HERNANDEZ: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Period. Okay, fine.
MS. HERNANDEZ: And if we do- and if we
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
think ..•
MS. HERNANDEZ: We

no.

The

I would say ••.
is that -- the ultimate

-- we should pass on that

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

is that we -- you

in wages to the farm workers.

Fine. But

MS. HERNANDEZ:
CHAIRMAN TORRES: -leave that on the record and move on. Are you about finished?
MS. HERNANDEZ:
Protection Act, there is
you, the

in the federal

under the Agricultural Workers'
And it says that if you're going to hire a
records for three years.
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SENATOR VUICH:
MS. HERNANDEZ: And you have the same
SENATOR VUICH:
laborer--

You have to

a

and you have to make sure that that contract

MS. HERNANDEZ: Is licensed.
SENATOR VUICH: --I mean that labor contractor is licensed.
MS. HERNANDEZ: Is licensed.
SENATOR VUICH: And has an insurance coverage-MS. HERNANDEZ: But how are you

to do that?

SENATOR VUICH: - and have a
that docum
then you must
those
something wrong, found in those three years, way back.
MS. HERNANDEZ: You know, we ...

-- he or she furnishes -- you
three years; but if there's

SENATOR VUICH: Further than that.
MS. HERNANDEZ: We recently had a case from 1985 -- let me share this with you 'cause I
think it'll help growers. These growers hired a labor contractor. two days later, the State pulled his
license. The workers continued working with him thinking that he had a license.
SENATOR VUICH: Then it's the grower's responsibility.
MS. HERNANDEZ: Sad to say-SENATOR VUICH: That's right.
MS. HERNANDEZ: -the growers paid; the growers paid.
SENATOR VUICH: That's right. They have to because that's what the law says.
MS. HERNANDEZ: But the- you see, when he started and when he recruited, he showed them
a valid license. But inbetween the work period, the license was pulled. The grower's innocent. He
doesn't know that the license is pulled until we sued.
SENATOR VUICH: But it's the grower's responsibility.
MS. HERNANDEZ: But they showed him a license. At the beginning of the job, they showed
him a license, the grower, in a sense, sad to say.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You're headquartered here in the Fresno CRLA office?
MS. HERNANDEZ: Yes, and we cover seven counties. Our- as you know, Fresno County has
the biggest migrant population. There's two investigators, three attorneys for the counties.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. We'll try and get back to you on the other •••
MS. HERNANDEZ: I wanted to ask one more thing.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes.
MS. HERNANDEZ: I'm sure you all - you know, Dolores went into the unemployment rate.
Recently, here in Fresno, we had this thing called the Hunger Coalition on May 30th. And they had
this big old seminar that a lot of people participated. And I've added exhibits -- two exhibits -- to
my-CHAIRMAN TORRES: Remarks.
MS. HERNANDEZ: - testimony. Recently, I also finished reading -- sad to say, I was out of
the office for a while-- the Hunger in California. And I think- I'm going to ask you if you have the
time to go over to poor villa house and see the clients, see the migrants in line waiting to eat.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I can see them in my own district waiting in l i n e - - - - - MS. HERNANDEZ: Yeah, but these are farm workers. I'm not asking you •••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: These are people in Los Angeles too.
MS. HERNANDEZ: I'm not asking you, you know -- and I'm not asking EDD domestic workers. I'm asking you to recruit unemployed farm workers.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We hear you.
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MS. HUERTA: Raisin growers have not raised their wages in ten years.
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MR. LEE SIMPSON: My name is Lee Simpson.
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for them right now. And if they want to stay in agriculture, anybody above that
line, is going to have to have long periods of unemployment. Now we either have to
agriculture or we have to change the labor supply, one of the two. And I don't know which is the best
way to go about it. But obviously, the foundation workers of 70,000 people are pretty much yearround people. And those are the ones that really should be here under amnesty; they should be here
under SAW workers. They're going to have jobs year-round. They don't have a large social cost that
goes along with that long periods of unemployment. Anybody in that seasonal worker or peak periods,
I think, we've got a real problem with socially because of the, the costs, the social costs of the
unemployment.
So I think - I think if you start looking at this curve and analyze the peaks and valleys of
agricultural labor need, it becomes obvious that, number one, SAWs is not going to work because a
third of our force is not going to qualify; number two, SAWs is not going to work because as soon as
they get the SAW certificate, they can leave agriculture. How is agriculture going to keep an
employee in agriculture when we can only provide a month or two out of the year of employment?
It's impossible. I don't care what we pay 'em. If they're unemployed eight or ten months out of the
year, we cannot keep them in agriculture. So the SAW program is not going to work. The RAW
program's not going to work because it's based on how many people are in - qualify in the SAW
program. If the SAW program doesn't work, by definition, the RAW program won't work.
That's really my comments.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So it leaves us with the H-2A program then?
MR. SIMPSON: The H-2A program, and let's talk about that one because in the long-run-- and
we may have to resort to that -- Dolores doesn't like it; the growers don't like it.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes, but it was those groups that went for this language in the bill. It's
hard to understand.
MR. SIMPSON: It is hard to understand. I'm only saying that maybe this kind of curve wasn't
looked at when those programs were developed.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
Well, we understand that Congressman Berman and Congressman
Panetta are looking at those, those problems. I know they've been meeting with INS and other
officials. Maybe they can resolve it administratively. But if you have those three categories, it's a
Catch 44 in the whole situation which would - which then suspicions are aroused that it was merely
intentional to use the H-2A program when people don't look at the other qualifying factors that are
there under a reasonable approach, and then we get into that confusion, that suspicion, and that
insecurity that always arises regarding this issue.
MR. SIMPSON: I looked into the H-2 program for my own personal needs. And I came to the
conclusion, after talking to several people, including Dave Webb, who administers at San Francisco
for the Department of Labor, that it absolutely would not apply to my situation, that I would be
absolutely foolish as a raisin grower to apply for that program, from not only the cost standpoint, but
just from a management standpoint of the thing. I don't have a staff of attorneys to take care of all
the application process, all the reporting procedures. I'm a small family grower. My wife and myself
run the office. And, you know, H-2 will not apply to me. It will not work for me. So I've, I've really
kind of left out without a program that will work. And I'm not- I think I'm typical of, of thousands
of growers in this valley that are placed in that situation. And it basically gets down to that curve.
If you really analyze that curve, if you could chop off those top agricultural jobs and just throw them
away and say okay, California is not interested in producing raisins any longer, because we've got a
labor problem - we want to labor - we want to level out our labor demand - and throw those jobs
away - that may be a solution. But I think that's an expense one, along with the one that requires
long periods of unemployment for those farm workers.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you.
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period of time. Citrus happens to be the off-season 'cause we harvest most of our fruit during the
winter. So we don't experience some of the same difficulty that the raisins do; and we harvest for a
longer duration of time, for multiple months as an industry versus raisins, which you're looking at 30
days.
The H-2 program can work for small growers, but it basically requires of them that they release
all controlled of that most crucial part of their operation which is harvest. The only way it can work
for a small grower is through them, associating with other growers, and building a unit that's large
enough that they can afford the cost of the program and because you get involved in all kinds of
housing issues; you get involved in all kinds of positive recruitment issues and those things which are
all proper. And we want to be sure the people who are brought into this country or those who work
for us are properly protected. But it's not an easy program. And that's the reason that we find
ourselves in a dilemma. But that's, that's what's there. That's what we have to work with. And, you
know, that's the bottom line.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much.
Any questions?
Mr. Smith.
MR. WAYNE SMITH: Okay. I'm Wayne Smith. I'm the general manger of ALFA --it's Alien
Legalization For Agriculture. Basically, I just want to tell you a little bit about our program: of who
started it, what it is, and what we've been doing. As I understand, the commitment of agriculture to
this program is try to get as many individuals as possible legalized during the period in which we have
to do that.
First off, ALF A is an entity that was formed by Ag Producers, Russ Williams' group, and Tree
Fruit League was his group, Russell's group, the California Farm Bureau, and the Western Growers
Association. In addition, since that time, we've had commitments, financial commitments from a
variety of agricultural associations to help out in the effort. We have 19 offices in California,
Nevada, and Arizona, and are opening three more in the State of Washington within the next,
probably two weeks-- excuse me- and one in Mexico, which I'll address in a second. It was actually
opened up as a result of some changes that were alluded to earlier today. And we'll start there.
In Mexico, we have an office in Mexicali. We're currently working out of the INS facility with
the cooperation of the INS basically to help individuals process the I-700s which is the SAW
application in order to obtain the I-94 which is the pro-visa to allow the individuals into the country
to work and to obtain the documents required in order to obtain the temporary resident status of the
I-688-As that they have to obtain to work and live in the United States. We are working in Mexico
right now in conjunction with a media campaign of our own; and hopefully in the near future, a media
campaign with the INS to inform individuals not to come to the United States to work if they're
otherwise illegal; but rather to - those individuals that Congress intended to be legalized in the
United States under the SAW provisions to come to the border to- for assistance in processing the
applications to allow them to come to the United States to work and to become legalized. We are
doing that, as a matter fact, at the border, at no cost, to the individuals and allowing them to come
into the U.S. to obtain their documents to become legalized.
Our other offices to date have processed approximately 4,000 applications.
That's only
somewhat less than we had hoped for, but it's something that we're proud of. At least we've done
that many. We hope in the course of the next 16 months or so the SAW program to process a whole
lot more.
I mentioned the State of Washington. I was up there yesterday, day before, talking to growers,
ag groups. In that state, they are likewise concerned about, about the labor situation, the future, and
have decided to pitch in, if you will, with the ALFA program and will open offices up there through
the same kind of thing we're doing in California.
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MR. SMITH: Not labor contractors per se. We've made efforts to get to any employer of
agricultural employees in all of those states. Myself, I've given, I don't know how many, talks to
agricultural groups that we've notified through the press, and notified through agricultural groups, to
speak to labor contractors and agricultural employers alike as well as we've done an extensive
campaign of informing agricultural employees. But we haven't earmarked any one particular group
any more than any other.
SENATOR VUICH:
Yeah, well, the reason I'm asking the questions is what I'm hearing
today-- and as I'm sitting here listening to all the testimony - I'm hearing a lot of objections on
labor contractors and how they're handling specifically their employee/ employer relationship. And
that's where I'm coming from, is to find out how we can better inform the labor contractors as to
what their duties are in this specific incidence.
MR. SMITH: Well, probably the best way to inform them is -- I mean certainly, I'd be willing to
speak to any group we can get together. Like I said, we've given a lot of talks throughout California
and the other states through the employer associations, notifying them. Probably the best way for
the employers to assist, if that's your question, is to inform the labor contractors that our
organization exists to assist these people and put some pressure on them to make sure that those
employees that they employ do indeed come through our offices, or any other QDE, for that matter,
to make sure that they- that they do become legalized.
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, well, I, I think that throughout the valley, anyway, the farmers that
I've been talking to who have hired labor contractors over a period of years and used that as a supply
of employees for themselves, I've been encouraging them to check with their labor contractor, not
only when they ask them for the license number and the insurance, but to inform them that they
better be aware of the fact that all of the people that are going to be working on my farm better be
documented or have applied for documentationMR. SMITH: Right.
SENATOR VUICH: -as, you know, to feed that information down on to them.
MR. SMITH: Well, that's something that any responsible agricultural employer should be doing,
and that's good to hear.
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, but, you know, agriculture people aren't the kind that usually are
detailed in keeping information or writing documentation down; and they do as little as possible.
MR. SMITH: I think the difficulty in an employer such as yourself, if I understand it right, is
that a smaller employer who has some small amount of acreage or whatever commodity has a peak
demand of employees for a very short period of time. Obviously •••
SENATOR VUICH: And that's why they use labor contractors.
MR. SMITH: Have somebody else. Exactly, precisely.
SENATOR VUICH; And that's the point I was trying to make earlier, that you can't be running
to the Department of EDD every time you need five people or ten people or thirty people. So you
depend on the labor contractor that you've established a relationship with and you call 'em and tell
'em: I'm going to need X number of people, tomorrow or the next day, or whatever it is. And a lot of
those labor contractors are hired by the packing house that takes care of your fruit.
MR. SMITH: Right.
SENATOR VUICH: For example, if we have someone that's doing all of our packing of a certain
commodity, you expect them to contact the labor contractor and they do that for you.
MR. SMITH: Right.
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taken here or in other states.
MR. SMITH: Right. But it's not to suggest, of the 4,000, a great deal of those didn't reside or
don't reside in Mexico at a great number of months of the year; that, I really couldn't tell you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. What efforts is agriculture trying to push forward in terms of
dealing with the farm labor contractor problem? Because that's always been around. Why haven't we
been able to resolve it?
MR. SMITH: You probably have to ask one of these other two people who are in left or right of
me. I'm in charge of legalization, not in charge of entities that deal with farm labor contractors.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Okay. Who can answer that question?
MS. MELISSA HANSEN: Well, I'll take a stab and give my comments at the same time.
Melissa Hansen with the California Grape and Tree Fruit League. In our membership, you know,
very much the same as what Rose Ann has commented on. They are small growers. Many do pack
into the large packing houses who have very reputable contractors but many utilize, you know, other
types of contractors.
We have been involved in the last several years in legislation, in Sacramento, dealing with farm
labor contractor legislation. We have been involved in federal legislation. And continually, the
message that we give to our' membership is: Make sure that they're registered. The farm labor
contractors are the ones primarily responsible for giving agriculture employers a bad eye, and a black
eye. You know, typically, that's where the abuse takes place. And the agriculture groups, through
ALF A, and through the Farm Labor Alliance, which is the group that is partly responsible for the
SAW program, has put on hundreds of seminars throughout this state; and in all of them, have
encouraged growers to bring their farm labor contractors so that they are aware of the new law, of
the impact.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How many have done that?
MS. HANSEN: Now that, I couldn't tell you. I mean we've had more than 2,000 attend at these
seminars. By and large, most are field crew supervisor, not the principal, not the, you know, Anglo
principal, but the Hispanic in the crowd.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you don't identify farm labor contractors o:r crew members?
MS. HANSEN: No, when they sign up, we just ask for a name, not what their title is.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well then how do you know- oh, what their title is?
MS. HANSEN: Right. We don't know what their title is. We have their name and address.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But you don't know •••
MS. HANSEN: Now some, we do know, you know, clearly-- we do know if they're contractors,
that they're contractors that we're aware of. For instance, you know, George Brothers, which is a
member of ours and Rose Ann district, her district, they have a contractor as part of their packing
house operation. And, you know, I know those people face to face. Corn produce has Sierra
contractor. And so the ones that I know personally is very easy to identify. But as far as, you know,
the big pool, where you have your problem, you know, those type of contractors are reading. They're
up to speed on the issue. But it's those who are out there unlicensed and those who are out there on
their own.
Now the employer has a stake in that relationship with his contractor; because if the contractor
doesn't legalize the work force, and the employer doesn't, it's the employer who won't have the hands
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: I've tried to talk to the Governor. He has not returned my call in a year
and a half.
SENATOR VUICH: Mine either.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And neither with Senator Vuich.
MR. WILLIAMS: Well ••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Year and a half. This is the Governor of the State of California who
will not return the phone calls of two state senators who have been elected by the people.
MR. WILLIAMS: I understand.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So now we're turning to you because you have more power than we do.
MR. WILLIAMS: (Laughter) That is - that's debatable and certainly disconcerting, if that's the
case.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, I think - I think it's important to get that kind of commitment
here because that is a problem out there. And if you can help us in doing that, you can provide a
tremendous service; and thereafter, speeches like you've just given, and, that is-- and Mr. Smith has
given -- well, we have a few rotten apples - it is not viewed as empty but is viewed with some
specific sincerity and commitment.
MR. WILLIAMS: Well, as I've said, I think CHAIRMAN TORRES: Go after the rotten apples.
MR. WILLIAMS: -- every, at least the two associations represented here, have discussed this
with the Governor and the Governor's staff-- not specifically "the" Governor, and say Governor, we
need this.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what does George do? Does he nod or does he nod off; or what does
he do?
MR. WILLIAMS: He listens very attentively.
MS. HANSEN: I have a few more points •••
SENATOR VUICH: But you're going to be commission where you will •••

excuse me a minute.

You're going to be on a

MR. WILLIAMS: That's the federal commission.
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, but you'll be able to go to, to Duke with a little more power in your
voice when you go to him and tell him this is what we need.
MR. WILLIAMS: Well, assuming the commission is ever funded and fully ••.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Oh, it'll funded; it'll be funded.
MR. WILLIAMS: There's a little problem with the gentleman by the name of Kennedy over that.
But presumably, that can be worked out at some point.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, I think if you talk to Ms. Huerta, she can talk to Senator Kennedy
and he can provide some support, assuming that commission is going in the right direction.
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MS. MORALES: That's all right.
I just wanted to bring some issues before you. And I think one of the most crucial points that
we have to address at this point - and we better start doing something about it right away -- is the
fact that on September the 1st, we're going to have a tremendous shortage of workers, not because
there's not enough people out there to work, but because that's when the expiration date of, when
everybody can be self certified. And that is already creating the problems. We're already getting
people into our office who are being told that unless they bring in some proof that they are being
processed or that, that -- or the temporary resident card- that they are going to be automatically
fired. And that is going to be very discriminatory against primarily the Hispanic workers in this -- in
this valley. So I think that the main-- one of the real issues here is to put pressure from all of the
people around here that have come here before you to testify, and more importantly, from you, to
make sure that something is done regarding that. There is no way that immigration can go and
process all of the applications that they have pending right now. Even the appointments that are
being given here, right now, are already going into the latter part of August and into September.
But even in the - in respect to what immigration is doing, the Qualified Designated Entities
and all of the people out there helping out to process these applications have -- don't have enough
resources, don't have enough money to pay adequate help to come in and assist in preparing these
documents. I think when the assessment was made by immigration, that it was going to be a short
form and it was going to be fast and it wasn't going to take that much money, I think they really
made a big mistake in making that assessment.
It takes approximately a good
on a 90-day case, assuming that they have
everywhere-- everything well prepared, it could easily take you anywhere from six to eight hours of
work on one case. And that's not -- and that's assuming that the employer is going -- is going to
really go out of his way to assist you with the right information.
We have a tremendous problem in communicating with a lot of those employers because a lot of
the employers totally refuse to talk to anybody unless it is their organization that they are a part of
representing that individual. And I can tell you from personal experience, I'm not a member of the
Union but I do support the Union. I'm not a member- and I am a member of the Farm Bureau. I am
a farmer also. So I'm not here to speak bad about anybody. I'm just telling you what the realities are
out there. And I'm having to deal with a lot of the problems from farmers that are not cooperating
because they feel that unless their workers go to their specific agency that they want to send it to,
they're not going to cooperate. Other farmers are doing it simply because that's just the way they
are; other farmers are doing it because they don't understand how to fill them out properly. And we
are more than happy to assist them, informing - in fact, we will fill out everything completely for
them and just send it over to them for their signature. So there's a lot of problems out there. I'm not
here to speak bad about farmers because I know that there's a lot of paper work involved, and we
have a lot of work to do out in the fields. So it's just -- the whole point is that everybody talks about
how we're all in it together; and yet, there's a lot of problems involved here.
From the administrative point of view, we have a problem. We have a problem in the
legalization office that they really do not have enough personnel to process all of the applications
that are being submitted here. We had the tragedy of seeing the sight of people actually sleeping,
waiting over 24 hours to get in there for their ticket stubs. And that is ridiculous. Totally unsanitary
conditions -- people sleeping out there to be able to get in line to get their, their card, their
temporary •.•
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Temporary visa.
SENATOR VUICH: Wind up where?
MS. MORALES: Right ••.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Outside of INS.
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-- excuse me - have in process almost 10,000 applications. We have submitted 4,000
applications. And happily enough, we have almost 2,000 of those back approved from INS. But we
are working statewide.
We have 37 different locations in a Mobile 1-2. Enough of that as
background.
One of the
of finishing last or near last is that I have an opportunity to add something
here that - the main thrust of why we're before you today is because we want to talk about after
legalization, primarily. And if you will allow, we, we have a study in draf' right now that speaks to
problems as seasonalities, as Mr. Simpson brought up. We've done an entire survey, again using
data from EDD and with their cooperation of the entire state. We'd like very much to submit that to
you.
It's imperative that any kind of policy that emerges, that deals with the farm labor in this state,
take into effect the aspect of seasonality. We're talking about something that's static, which are our
laws, our rules, and our institutions. And then we're talking about something that's dynamic, which
are the changing seasons and the way a raisin behaves. And we tried to put those two things
together, you've got one of the most difficult problems in the world. That's one thing.
In answer to another question that was here a moment ago, you might want to look into private
foundations, anyone here. We, we have recently discussed with a foundation in your good city, Los
Angeles, a private foundation, and the Security Pacific Bank authorities. There's now in process
already the possibility of 10,000 loans/grants processed through Security National-- Security Pacific
Bank - it's not my bank; I'm not selling them - and the foundation.
They're prepared to
make -- excuse me -- small loans and grants in the amounts of $400 to $500 per applicant in order to
help the applicant defray.
So we're beginning to make overtures again to other foundations
throughout the state and we're beginning to get some very positive responses, so that's another source
for trying to help resolve the problem of money to cover some of these things. Okay.
We want to concentrate primarily on the client. And our client is the Migrant and Seasonal
Farm Worker. He and she are young; they are -- they have a work ethic that defies any other kind of
work ethic that we have in the country. We - they are family oriented. The crime rates amongst
our clientele are the lowest that you'll find anywhere. There's a nondependency on public, public
funds, and for a variety of reasons- some of it is cultural and some of it is access. Nevertheless, we
think that this is a marvelous constituency, if you will, that needs to have some care after they
become legalized. We would implore you to be careful that there is an extension of time frames
because problems that have occurred over generations, who are trying to resolve them within 18
months' period of time, the window is much, much too small for all of the things that have to be done
and for the preparations that everybody's trying to do.
We would suggest to you that consider amongst your concerns, especially when you review the
Secretary Allenby's ultimate recommendations through you for the impact grants that will come to
California, that by our accounting are not small. Probably the kind of numbers you
at, may be,
but the State of California is looking at a potential, receiving over the next four years, $2. billion in
order to relieve the state of some of the costs of these things: for housing, for health, for
employment and training, and so forth and so on. We've been privileged to sit on the Task Force to
help advise Senate Secretary Allenby. And we would like very much to make a copy of the report
that we're completing for him, available to you as well.
In there, we ask for such things as an equitable share. Estimates that you heard today of
roughly 90,000 to 100,000 potential farm worker applications becoming eligible, recipients of
assistance are real for us. We think they're true. We will be seeing at the end of this period of time,
and especially if it gets extended, so 90,000 to 100,000 more legally documented persons in the
agricultural industry.
We operate from a tenet that you cannot do much better than the environment that you're in.
All of us are concerned with raising the quality of life for the farm worker and his family-- her
family. And yet, we must recognize --I know this makes for unpopularity in some areas-- we must
recognize that in the ambiance called the agricultural industry, sometimes referred to as

CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you, Mr. Velarde.
MS. BARRAGAN: (Through Ms. Huerta) I just want to say that this kind of talk that we hear
about
people in that are contacted to work that it shouldn't happen because I just got back
from Washington State. Over there, there's an awful lot of people. There's a grower there that has
ZOO workers. One day, he would give 30 workers a day of work. Then the next day, the next 30; then
the day after that, the other 30. We went with one grower and he gave us work for one week only.
At the end of four days, he told us he no longer have any work- I have too many people. He fired us;
he didn't want to give us any more work.
We also know that in San Francisco, in the area by San Francisco, there's a grower who was
selling the immigration - the cards.
SENATOR VUICH: Mrs ••••
CHAIRMAN TORRES: She remember his name? Se acuerda el nombre?
MS. BARRAGAN: No.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Nose acuerda el nombre?
MS. BARRAGAN: No.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right.
SENATOR VUICH: I want to ask a question.
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Un momento. Senator Vuich.
SENATOR VUICH: When you were in the State of Washington, you said that -- she said they
worked for four days and were fired?
MS. HUERTA: Yes.
SENATOR VUICH: Or were-- was she just laid off for lack of work?
MS. HUERTA: No, fired. They were told there was no more work for them.
SENATOR VUICH: Well, fired is different than laying off.
MS. HUERTA: No, fired.
SENATOR VUICH: Fired is when they get angry at 'em and let them go.
MS. HUERTA: Well, they're laid-- they're fired.
SENATOR VUICH: Laid off.
MS. HUERTA: They're-- that's it. There's no more work for them. That's fired because there's
no more work for you. I mean unless you have a senority system with a union contract, there's no way
you can be guaranteed that you'll get back to that same job again.
SENATOR VUICH: Yeah, but there's a difference between the word "fired" and the word "laid
off" for lack of work.
MS. HUERTA: Well, she said "se despedido," which means "goodbye;" you're told goodbye.
MS. BARRAGAN: (Through Ms. Huerta) The workers that had worked for this grower -
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"The (fruit) crop of the present year, although deemed a short one,
taxed the labor capacity of the State to the utmost to fit and prepare it
for shipment to the world's market. If such was the situation this year,
what will it be when the numerous young orchards now just coming into
bearing will be producing full crops? The labor is not now in the
country to handle such an increase in production. Will the demand for
labor to meet and handle this increase of production be responded to when
made? If so, where from?"
The "State" referred to in the above quotation is indeed California but
the year is not 1987 and the author is not concerned about the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986. Rather, this is quoted from the Pacific
Rural Press in 1883, and the editor was concerned about the negative effects
that the recently-passed Chinese Exclusion Act would have on California's
labor-intensive agricultural
Over the past century, California's agriculture has developed on the basis
of a continuing supply of seasonal labor from external sources willing to
perform the arduous tasks of cultivating and harvesting crops. These labor
supplies have been tenuous and periodic concerns about imminent "labor
shortages" were voiced--from the exclusion of the Chinese and Japanese,
through the cessation of the Bracero Program, to the present move to
restrict illegal migration from Mexico.
The purpose of this brief review of the history of agricultural labor supply
in California is not to diminish the importance of these supplies in the
survivability of California agriculture, nor is it to make light of the
potential effects of IRCA on California agriculture (and other industries).
The point is that we have faced these "crises" ln the past, and the system
has adjusted and survived. Perhaps the real wolf is finally at the door of
agriculture, but history suggests there may be some sheep's clothing •..
IRCA'S IMPACTS ON AGRICULTURE
IRCA 1s a potentially monumental piece of soc l legislation. It holds
important implications for the social, econom c and political fabric of our
nation. How it will all sort out remains to be seen. Congress clearly
didn't have a firm handle on its intent (in fact, many objectives are
contradictory) and the effects of implementation will be determined by
regulations, enforcement, compliance, attitudes and economic necessity. I
have not been convinced that IRCA is enforceable, and economic conditions in
Mexico are not 11kely to improve enough to reduce the dire economic
mot!vation.that exists to migrate.
At this point, it is too soon to observe or predict the eventual impacts of
IRCA on California agriculture. Some qualitative forecasts can be made, but
the extent or significance of each cannot yet be determined:
1. IRCA will cause employer-employee relations to.become more formalized and
less casual. This represents one more step towards the "industrialization"
or labor relations in agriculture.
2. Labor supplies will shrink in the short-run as the almost unconstrained
migration is slowed. This will result in increased competition for labor,
which will increase wage rates and benefits •

.

With reference to IRCA, the following research is needed:
1. Basic data on farm labor markets in California needs to be collected and
analyzed. It Is highly Inaccurate to discuss "the California labor market".
Rather, there ~re many farm labor markets which vary by geography, crop and
functioning. We need a much better understanding or the wages, working
conditions, and terms of employment for each labor market. An immediate
application or th1s type or research is in estimating Adverse Effect Wage
Rates for H2A programs.
As part or thls effort, two current data sources ~ould be utilized. The
first source Is the administrative data collected through the Unemployment
Insurance program. Although there are limitations to this data source
(primarily because its purpose is solely to administer UI), it has a
s~bstantlal amount or lnfor~atlon ln it.
Dr. Phll Hartin at U.C. Davis Is
currently conducting an analysis or the 198q UI data; this is an effort that
should be continued. It would also be useful to interview a sacple of the
workers from the UI data base to supplement the data collected for UI
purposes. A similar study was commissioned by the State Legislature in 1965
when the farm labor market was undergoing transition due to end of the
Bracero Program.
A second data source is the ED&R 881 Farm Labor Report prepared by EDD.
Additional resources need to be committed to this effort so that data
collection can be computerized and sampling procedures are implemented that
will provide statlslcally-defensible data (particularly hourly wages by crop
and region).
'
For obvious reasons, very little is known about the illegal workforce. It
seems that an excellent opportunity exists now to collect data on these
workers and their families as part of the legalization process. This
information could provide important baseline data about the agriculture
workforce. These data could be used to assess the effects of IRCA and
future labor needs.
·
Another issue which needs to be examined is farm labor housing. For a
variety of reasons (primarily regulatory and economic), the stock of housing
available for seasonal workers has diminished significantly. Yet, a major
impediment to worker mobility is the lack of houslpg. This a very difficult
area, since good lntentfons ln terms of trying to improve housing conditions
often •result in perverse reactions in the marketplace.
Finally, efforts need to be continued to improve the personnel management
practlces ln agriculture. This area includes increased efficiency ln use of
the current workforce as well as development or employment opportunities
th~t will attraot nontraditional workforces.
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EDO
also made special efforts to identify
there
are shortages of workers in nonagricultural industries either
Statewide or in particular geographic areas. These
investigations
the employment effects of IRCA have focused
on the hospitality (hotels) and the garment industries. In
summary, employers in the garment industry (primarily
in the Los Angeles area) report they are experiencing severe
labor shortages.
There are also reports that the hotel and restaurant
industries are experiencing shortages. However, reports from
our EOO offices and a special telephone sampling of
hospitality industry employers have disclosed no sizable
shortages to date. Likewise, some incidental contacts with
the building maintenance industry in San Francisco found no
unusual shortages in that industry.
G.

ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO ENSURE AVAILABILITY, INCREASE
STABILITY AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE AGRICULTURAL LABOR
FORCE

California is the nation's leading agricultural producer and
exporter and the industry remains critical to California's
future. Agricultural employers must have confidence in the
continued availability of the labor force they need~ This
labor force also must be developed in accordance with the
improved technologies and new work processes employers must
introduce to remain competitive in the future.
I would like to mention activities in support of these
objectives.
l.

EDD' S

AGRICULTURAL L,ABOR PLAN

In fulfillment of its responsibilities as the State's
labor exchange, EDD has
an agricultural labor
plan, designed as a three-stage alert system. It operates
as follows:
Stage I
The main thrust of Stage I is to educate both employers
and farm workers regarding IRCA, specifically the SAW
program. This includes:
o

Disseminating materials providing concise information
on the SAW program to both farm workers and employers.

o

Placing all agricultural job orders in our automated
Job Service order Sharing network.

o

Handling registration of workers in large groups if
necessary, in addition to regular individual work
registration procedures.
/~ll

1

H-2A

ll

3.

ACTIYITIES

y~OER

THE JOB TRAINING PARtNERSHIP ACT

In its role as administrator of the State's Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) program, EOD is
involved in IRCA and preparation for agricultural
jobs in other ways. For example, we have directed
local JTPA Service Delivery Areas/Private Industry
Councils (SDA/PICs) to provide documentary evidence
of program participation which can aid an alien in
obtaining legal status. Various SDA/PICs are also
operating JTPA-funded training activities to prepare
persons for agricultural jobs or to upgrade those
with obsolete or insufficient skills.
H. CONCLUSION

EDO will continue to provide certification service in the
most efficient and effective manner possible to ensure
timely assistance to employers and job seekers. And we
will continue to promote and publicize, to the people of
California, their rights and responsibilities under IRCA.
We feel it is important to provide the best service
possible to all of our clients. Thank you for inviting me
to testify before your Joint Committee. I will be pleased
to respond to your questions.
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upon as "nonfri
INS is all

s

can

ous" c

for el

issued work authorizations
blity.

Why is it that the

ng workers from Mexico to come under that provision of

the law yet denying that to farmworkers who are already present in the
Uni

States?
The INS has administrative subpoenapowers but has chosen not to

use

se powers to

t the work history from the employers.

There is also a 1

350,000

t

category who can

licants in
ion a

ir

Group 1
earlier than

other ca
INS's re
States

a

to a

1

applications in the United

by corroborative evidence from

ich are not

employers, also reduces the li
the first 350,000

lizat

icants who

resident status after on

lihood of an applicant being one of
11 be adjusted to permanent

one year."

As there are now hundreds of farmworkers attempting to
legalize in the

u.s.

and the H2-A program as part of

is statute requries recnuitment

f local workers, the

INS HAS AGAIN ACComodated the grower communi

.· by

allowing this special progrm of bring in worekrs from
Mexico on this temporary visa with a limited amount of
time to get their documentation.
At the same time,

are arresting and incarcerating

-~ giving them jail sentecnes
farmworkers
and refusing to accept the proof they have that they

are applying for legalization

r are eligible as

nonfrivolous applciants as the law provides.
Many of these workers

going to be out of work

~re

as there is not going to be enough work to go

arouond

Many local farmworkes who wa t every year for the harvet
to begin are going to beout of work.
welfare costs are going to rise.
prepared to take care o

We can forsee that

The state shoudlbe

the unempl

are going to need food and shelter.

farmworekrs who
Farmworkers were the

first homeless and we predict that this number will increase .
All of this

Because

. agribusines community is trying to

prevent unionization, not crop losse
Sterling

the general counsel of the ALRA has pretty much

helped them in this effort.)
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"

aware of the problems that farmworkers were

INS was

ving in getti

their work verification at numerous INS meetings

with the United Farm

Dolores Huerta
United Farm Workers
P.O. Box 62, La Paz
Keene, CA 93531
(805)822-5571

"

UNITED FARM WORKERS of AMERICA AFL-CIO
National Headquarters: La Paz, Keene, California 93570
(805) 822-5571

July 22, 19$7
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
"The United Farm Workers Union, AFL-CIO filed a law-suit in Federal
Court today demanding of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
that equal treatment

be given in the issuance of work authorization

to the undocumented farmworkers that are attempting to legalize their
status who are now living in the United States as the Immigration
Service 1s extending to those workers who they are allowing in from
t-le:<ican border states." said Doll . .:es Huerta, co-founder and First
Vice President of the United Farm Workers.
SIMPLE PROCEDURES FOR WORKERS COMING IN FROM MEXICO
"workers only have to present a completed ap!)lication form I-700
and photographs and they are iss1 :d a work authorization."

DIFFICULT PROCEDURSS FOR WORKERS LIVI

IN THE UN TED STATES

" Undocumented workers in the United States must have COMPLETE
documentary proof of work history that qua ifies them, complete
medical examinations, certified translated copies of identification
and family records, as well as fingerprint cards."

"undocumented workers in the Unitt l States who are attempting to
legalize their status are being denied the work authorizations because
they cz:lnnot document their work history.
give

them the necessary work letters,

histories, and/or charging exorb

Employers are refusing to

incomplete and inadequate

>ant amounts for the work

verificat~on

letters making it prohibitive for farmworkers to be able to get their

work authorizations from the INS."
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CHAIRMAN ART TORRES:

, in San Diego, of

I'd like to welcome you to this

the Joint Committee on Refugee Resettlement and International Migration.

•

A major

responsibility in our first year has been to assess the impact and consequences of the
passage of the Federal Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 and what impact that
has had on California.

We're holding our fifth public field hearing in San Diego to

understand the effects on the border region specifically.

We're interested in hearing

today views and recommendations of today's witnesses for the immigration policy California should be developing or pursuing with the federal government, which would effectively
address immigration issues

As a state sharing a border with Mexico,

the border.

we have many reasons to be sensitive to the realities which exist on both sides of this
geopolitical line.

A recent study

Mexico border area is a nearly

State University stated that the U.S./

San

region in the world, spanning a line that politi-

cally separates one of the most

developed countries in the world

from a develop-

ing society with social and economic problems which is demographically important because
of its population size and rate of growth, and it's impact on California.

While many

academics, policy makers and elected officials have recognized and acknowledged the
uniqueness of this 2,000-mile

, there is still not comprehensive national,
which are specifically found along the

regional or state policy to address the
border.

Certainly, there are

ions in IRCA which are designed to address

these particular issues, and some
that IRCA has

and business representatives have argued
to the border region itself.

exacerbated these circumstances

As a state whose past,

and future is a result of immigration, we cannot afford

to consider this topic simply as a

interest

itical issue.

The impact and

consequences of people migrating to California from all over the world have a definite
political and socio-economic impact on our state.

We recognize that the federal

government has jurisdiction in immigration matters, but believe that the state must
identify and develop a responsible role in such matters.

The state cannot nor should

it expect to have the federal government address the myriad of issues and complexities
associated with immigration, not the least of which is education.
today, in San Diego, will be instrumental, we
response to IRCA and immigration issues state-wide.

Our field hearing

in our effort to develop a state
We'd like to call as our first

witness, Dr. John Weeks, International Population Center, San Diego State University.
Please, welcome.

Weeks, and I am Professor
and

of

trative Director of the Univerfrom the
ive research and have
studies.

I grew up in San

very comfortable in
tell you
are answers to
ion Reform and

f

concerned

the

the fact that

target
national

980 census of

u. '

from somewhere else.

ion persons of Mexican origin living
are in California.

Within

that 1.2 million were

the Mexican
Jv1exican

The

States, while an additional 1.1
documents.

It appears that the
to the distribution of
does not appear
Within the State of California,

ifornia.

If you put all of

of Jv1exican origin

i f IRCA is going to
ion of the
the real impact of this law
)

the law has not yet been
to be

(2)

it

to economic forces, and its impact
t the type and
quant
the

of the questions about
in order.
will

not occur

for amnesty and when
even for the first

time
now r

of course, that the time is
to measure the

We must keep in mind, however, that the law, at least in my opinion, was a
response much more to political

resisting the perceived "Mexi-

canization" of American society, than it was to a realistic assessment of the demographic
and economic interlinkages between the United States and Mexico.

We should take note

of the fact that migration from Mexico to the United States is haevily influenced by
the economic complementarity between the two countries.

The U.S. has entry-level,

relatively low-wage jobs that might have been taken by younger people, but our age structure (as well as societal expectations about economic levels of well-being) has created
a dearth of ready applicants for such jobs at the same time that languishing profits
in many industries has led to a search for cheaper production costs, which frequently
ends with the decision to hire cheaper labor -- either at home or abroad.

Meanwhile,

the Mexican population has been producing nearly one million additional entrants into
the labor force each year, many who face either under or unemployment in·the Mexican
economy.

There has been an almost natural fit between the demand for labor in the

U.S. and the supply of labor from Mexico.

It seems very unlikely that the flow of

workers from Mexico to the United States will, in fact, slow down substantially unless
the employment opportunities dramatically diminish, and it is too soon to tell whether
or not the federal government will be willing to commit the tremendous resources that
may be necessary to fully enforce the employer sanction of IRCA that could impact the
job market for foreign laborers.

One of the pressures that might be exerted to hold

back on full enforcement is that, worldwide, the experience has been that jobs that have
come to be defined as "guestworker" or "foreignworker" jobs have become somewhat stigmatized and, as a result, are less likely to be filled by local residents even at wage
levels that might otherwise seem reasonable.
Has the influx of Mexican laborers harmed the U.S., along the border and elsewhere,
and its citizens?

Scant though the evidence is, it nearly all points to the conclu-

sian that undocumented workers in California have either a neutral or a slightly positive
effect on the local economies in which they are involved.

Furthermore, a very large

fraction of workers who have come to the United States have done son on a temporary
basis --working in the U.S. for an average of six months to earn money to send home
to start a small business or to help support the family.

Thus, they have not added

substantially to the permanent resident population.
One of the potential impacts of IRCA could be to encourage a higher percentage of
undocumented workers to decide to remain permanently in the U.S., especially in California, rather than return to Mexico, as they might have done previously.

This could

happen because the law may make it somewhat more difficult for undocumented workers
to change jobs, and because they may anticipate some future anmesty program for which
lengthy residence would again be a criterion for application.
)-)0

Answers to all of these and a var
good studies and adequate data.
current
p

of other questions depend, of course, upon

As I have al

base.

Roberto Ham

is situation, my colleague,

and

s

a tion Issues

on

We invited those researchers from

are

Mexico border

ects that focus on the U.S./

and at the conclu
s to ident

research
matrix of understand

iz

a Binational Symposium

ico Border.

both sides

al

indicated, we are dreadfully short

symposium, we drafted a
the most

of the social,

the border.

encourage this

this

the

of the missing pieces in our
, economic

and political interlinkages

to review those
as

items, and to conceptu-

area in which the United States must protect

itself from Mexico, but rather as an area in which the interests of the two nations
come

I

am convinced that it is in our collective best interest to have as

much information

we poss

can about the demographic interlinkages along the border

order to

have, as their ultimate goal, the improvement in the

lives of

on both sides of the border.

Thank you for this opportunity

to make that statement.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
tat

Thank you Dr. Weeks.

Committee and a man

I'd like to welcome the Chairman of the

s very well respected and regarded in Sacramento

and the State of California, my dear col
SENATOR WADlE DEDDEH:
CHAIRMAN TORRES

, Senator Wadie Deddeh.

Welcome.

Thank you.
quest

of Dr. \-leeks?

Thank you very much.

Mr. Roberto

Ham Chande.

MR. ROBERTO HAM CHANDE:

I am Roberto Ham Chande.

Colegio de la Frontera Norte,

the former Director of the Center for Demographic and

tion Studies at the Colegio do Mexico.
in this hear

test

I

the perspective

Resettlement, International

assume that this invitation was extended to
a Mexican citizen with regard to the impact on

ion Reform and Control Act of 1986, in the search for

ico of
appropr

Let me thank you for the opportunity to

the Joint Committee

tion and
me in order

I am the Director of the El

te

icies to deal with the particular

s of the border region.

Since I do not have all the answers that are required in this testimony, I may
d

t

I

you an offer through a commercial.

At El Co1egio do la Frontera Norte, we have a monitoring program to measure the
flow of undocumented
series

dai1 y

from Mexico to the United States.

This is done through a

of that section of the border through which the largest

proporation of undocumented workers passes.

So far the f

of this program shows

that the new Act is not affecting the migratory flow at all.
The explanation for this is simple.
an origin and a destination.

Every migratory movement has two points,

The decision to migrate is the result from a push factor

in the place of origin, or a pull factor in the place of destination, or both.

In

the case of the flow of undocumented Mexicans to the United States, the push factors are
the sever socioeconomic conditions of an economically battered country like Mexico,
and the pull factors are the demand in the U.S. for the kin of labor that the undocumented migrants provide.

Despite the 1986 Act, those push and pull factors remain

the same, thus keeping the stream of migrants steady.
We stress the fact that the flow of undocumented migrants is the result of two
complementary situations, the supply of labor from Mexico and the demand for those workers
in the United States in and international labor market.

Therefore, any approach to

the issue should be done by both countries through respectful negotiation.
two ingredients are necessary:

To do this,

political will and knowledge of the situation.

As I understand, this hearing is interested in initiatives that could be undertaken
by California and its Mexican neighbor.

Part of its purpose should be to determine

what issues to negotiate and which areas need improvement in the California-Baja
border region.

In this way, this Committee is showing that it has the political will

to deal with a binational problem in a binational fashion.
The U.S.-Mexico border region can be regarded from many points of view.

From

all these it is impossible to ignore its relevance and its strategic significance
for both nations.

The pertinence of the region comes not only from the circumstances

that the border is a geopolitical division between two independent countries, but
mainly from the regular and daily interraction that occur across it, that are not only
important for each nation but also vital.
The links at the border between the two nations are complex and hetereogeneous.
Yet it is necessary to understand them in order to design and carry out adequate plans
for the region's socioeconimic development that could truly benefit both societies.
Now, let me insist that knowledge is a fundamental part of problem solving, and it is
time for the commercial.
Due to the importance of the northern border region for Mexico, in 1982 El
Colegio de la Frontera Norte was founded as an institution dedicated to the study
of border issues with the following objectives:

To promote scientific research of the

socioeconomic, demographic, cultural, political and environmental aspects of the
northern region of Mexico that is adjacent to the United States; to transform the
knowledge acquired through research into tools for the planning of socioeconomic
development of the region in a fashion congruent with national goals; to provide
Mexican authorities and organizations essential information and analysis with which to

negotiate with the United States

different issues, particularly those

pertaining to the border region.
In the process of conduct
it has become

ic research for the Northern border of Mexico,

clear that it is not possible to study only our part of the border;

similarly it is also evident for the American
of the Southwest border
their own border.

the United

The real unders

tates

tions dedicated to the research
that

cannot stop at the edge of

of border demographic phenomena requires the

study of both parts of this region at the same time, and under a single scope and
framework.

Now, this can be done

cooperative efforts.

With such considerations in mind, towards the middle of 1986, the Population
Studies Program of El

de la Frantera Norte began a collaborative program for

ion research at the United States-Mexico border region with the International
Population Center of San Diego State University.

In this short period of time, this

cooperation effort has accomplished the following goals:

(a) In September of 1986,

tives of the U.S. Bureau of the Census and INEGI, which is the National
Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics, which is the Mexican organization
responsible for statistics and census in Mexico, met under the auspices of San Diego
State University and El Colegio de la Frontera Norte for a technical meeting in Tijuana.
Dur

this

the

of demographic information related to the border

region between the United States and Mexico was discussed.
Binational
in T

on

uana.

Its basic

Issues at the United States-Mexico Border was held
ectives were to assess the state of the art in demographic
gaps and design of a research strategy.

ion at the border

on

(b) In June of 1987, a

As a result of these activities, we are now improving a joint population program
for two main reasons:

One is the

and the other is the
border to s

of demographic data bank for the region,

ementation of research survey along the entire U.S.-Mexico

the

interrelations across the border.

So, the offer is that if our joint efforts in demographic research can get not
only financial but also
able to
of action.

facts and f

SENATOR DEDDEH:

not on the
a partie

to substantiate binational negotiations and courses

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

questions.

itical support from both sides of the border, we will be

Senator Deddeh, for a question.
Mr. Chairman, thank you.

Professor, if I may, about two or three

To what extent did the Country of Mexico participate or give input or did
ion law that was

in 1986 -- did the Mexican Government have

ive role in working with the United States on that?

MR. HAM CHANDE:

The Mexican Qovernment did not participate in that at all.

:z.

There were some kind of consultations in Mexico City, but the Mexican authorities feel
that those were not just consultations, maybe not this understanding that something
was going to happen.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Now that the law is on the books, what changes do

"OU

foresee

that either have taken place or might taken place because of the current flow of
immigration?
MR. HAM

CHfu~DE:

Well, I don't foresee many changes really, because there are,

I think I said, this new act will change very little to the immigration process because
there are things that are very strong from the econimics of the United States, the
current situation, so I don't foresee many changes.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
that cross the border?

How would you describe the profile of the undocumented persons
Would you say that most of them, if not all of them, are

crossing the border for economic reasons, for better wages probably, better working
conditions -- would that be a fair statement on my part to say that?
MR. HAM CHANDE:

Sure, sure.

They come maybe for economic reasons; the big

chunk of that population comes for economic reasons.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Then, which leads me to the next question, Professor.

Would

encouraging maquiladoras -- will that help probably improve the economic conditions
of the working people south of the border?
MR. HAM CHANDE:

Will that -- has it helped, will it help?

Of course, it would help, but we have to deal in this

particular issue very

with a lot of negotiations with the Mexican authorities and

with Mexican society.

Because, it will feel that the maquiladoras could be an answer

for several reasons.
they lack labor.

One is that right now we face in the border in Tijuana, that

They lack labor because many people from Mexico are maybe coming to

the maquiladoras, get some money, learn that if they go across the border, they will
get five or six or, maybe, ten times more money than they are making at the maquiladoras.
Many of those people are using the maquilas as a step, I suspect to the United States.
So one of the things that we have to do is to develop a plan in which the salaries of
the maquilas would be better.
that.

I don't know if the investors could do something like

The second is that we are afraid that the maquiladoras will hurt the Mexican

economic development.

It is very easy to do that because they don't have many investments

and we have examples -- this has happened before.

Even inside the United States, I

think it was Tennessee that developed a similar industry, and at the time, they cannot
Tennessee?, I think it was Tennessee --until they hurt the economy of Tennessee
SENATOR DEDDEH:

One more question Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
SENATOR DEDDEH:
Fa

You've got it.
After World War II, Professor, all of Europe was devastated.

or

embarked

s

devas

ted.

a so-called Marshal Plan

program for

Thu United States

and also helped a special

it's ironic

Germany, who

was def

to compete with the

United States, but to be two of the most
Now, you don't have to answer this

indus

ized nations in the world.

ion if you don t want to, where do you think

as a friend of the United States, that we have missed the boat to encourage the economic
of Nexico?

did we

years ago, 40 years ago to

the boat?

What should we have done 20 or

Mexico rise

and industrially to the

level that it is entitled to have, and we would not be deal
before us.

question is that do you think we should have done something similar to

the Marshal Plan in

and

, to

industrial standard, rather than
MR. HAM CHANDE:
direst answer.
in Mexico.

Mexico rise to an economic standard and
the kind of

that Nexico is?

I think that's a very interest

You are compar

question, to which I have no

a country like -- countries in Eurpoe with countries

In response to the U.S.

ourselves

ion and fore

has been very successful.

from those countries and

One of the reasons is that the histor-

of those countries is
countr

is quite very

traumatic and all that.
those

, s

from the

So, one of the

The

Ours is a country
that have

that we have to do in Nexico

those social structures and try to decide better ways

for Mexico, which cannot be
SENATOR DEDDEH

different from ours.
established.

tures that we have

is to s

with this question

to those

countries.

But then, let me follow that -- if let's say the President of

United States was

to invite Professor Ham Chande to the White House,

rofessor tell me please, what do you think we in the United States need to do to help
ico
Roosevel

position of greatness in south of the border?
Good Ne

But, have these th

Pol
worked?

, we had the
And if

kind of evidence that we need to see
do then to

Alliance for
have

then

and if

Mexico rise to the same level

We had the so-called
, and so on.
have not produced the

not working, what do we need to
Canada and the United States, and so on?

What do you tell the President of the United States?
MR. HAM CHANDE:

don t know the answer

that.

It's just not a

single solution for that.
with

We do have trade terms that

the United States.

better

~ur

trade position

We have to negotiate things like immigration.

would have to negotiate things like investing effectively

We

in Mexico, but really

I'm not, sir ...
SENATOR DEDDEH:

But these are answers.

these are their

These are answers you've given me, so

that you admit.

MR. HAM CHANDE:

Yeah, but those are not different from what's been said

for a long time ago and .•• [INAUDIBLE]
SENATOR DEDDEH:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to welcome the Vice-Chairman of this Committee,

distinguished member of the Assembly, Assemblyman Rusty Areias.

Welcome Mr. Areias.

Any further questions of Mr. Ham Chande?
MR. HAM CHANDE:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Muchisimas gracias.
Mr. Ralph Pasquiera, member of the San Diego Chamber of Commerce.

Welcome to the Committee.
MR. PASQUIERA:

Thank you.

I want to thank the Committee very much for slightly

taking me out of the agenda, because of pressing matters that I have in the city.

My

name is Ralph Pasquiera, I am a businessman in the city of San Diego, and have been for
47 years.

I am also a board member of the Greater Chamber of Commerce ...

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. PASQUIERA:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. PASQUIERA:
of San Diego.

47 years you've been a businessman?
47 -- family business, sir.
Oh, I was going to say -- started at the age of five.
I am a board member of the Greater Chamber of Commerce in the City

I serve on the City Planning Commission of the City of San Diego, a

member of the Restaurant Association.
of the academic community.

I come before you as a businessman, not a member

The impacts that the immigration bill has had on the

business community at first was not tremendously felt, because I think what happened
was that there an attrition rate -- attrition kind of took place, and during that
attrition time, businesses really didn't have too much of an impact.

However, before

coming here today, I have spoken to members of the Restaurant Association, I have spoken
to members of the Chamber of Commerce -- the Chamber of Commerce did a survey to find
out exactly what the impact was having.

It has come to the conclusion that even

though there wasn't an impact in the very beginning, the impact is now beginning to
be felt.

Slowly, as the employees are leaving, because of the immigration bill, or

are being picked up by the Immigration Department, the Restaurant Association, as well
as members of the Chamber of Commerce are finding it harder and harder to replace these
people.

The impact will really be felt probably summer.

This is the time that we

have the greatest amount of need for employees who generally do come from Mexico.
2..$'"'
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him
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for
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the various kitchens, the areas

them as you go

and the levels where

would like to put forward,

look at the undocumented workers as form of

the sense that can abuse
That is

uana

to
the economy

that once
SENATOR DEDDEH:

uana and San
Mr. Chairman.

Employees

When you look at the Restaurant Associa-

believe

is that the Restaurant Association doesn

labor.

good employees -- employees

--very dedicated employees.

work ethic.

f

tion and

labor,

Over the years, we have hired

When the amnesty program went into effect, I had at least a

my
wouldn

Whether the immigration

There is the people still

we see in our

records, in order to

obvious

has a tremendous

San Ysidro

we receive in our
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100

mesa and can see the tremendous

been said by other witnesses, it doesn't

s
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amount of impact by what is going on with the
bill is stopp
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under the

ar c
are very

say that

those also undocumented, or are these

that
to indicate

intertwined.
go back

The

to come

, to Tijuana are

green cards or pass, or

whatever?
MR.

From my

, sir, many of them -- not all of them by any

2

stretch of the imagination, but many of them still are undocumented.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

They .••

How do they come back?

MR. PASQUIERA:

I cannot answer that, sir.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

I don't know.

Now that I have been allowed to ask the question, Mr. Chairman,

let me just pursue it.

How do you pay these undocumented workers?

Do you pay them

cash or by check?
MR. PASQUIERA:

By check, sir.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

By check.

Now, I commend you for doing that, because you're a

very respected man in the community, even though we haven't met, I know of you.

But,

I don't think that that is applicable to all employers.
MR. PASQUIERA:

That's true, sir.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

Some of them pay them cash.

MR. PASQUIERA:

That's true.

SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. PASQUIERA:

And, some of them take advantage of these workers.

~-

Skt''*:if I may just address that specific point.

The State of

--

California has·~ IWUC, who has the commission to go out and check these employers and
make sure that

~hey

SENATOR DEDDEY:

are doing their job, and in many cases, that seems to be lacking.
Now, let me ask you, the burden of proof being placed as a result

of this law on the employer, now under this law, you are required -- and correct me if
I'm wrong -- to inquire into the background of the applicant, whether he or she is
documented or not.

.
/Siyce. Nfember 6,

~.'-?ASQUIERA:
,/

Is that not •••
Let me give you a good example on that, sir, for just a second.
1986, we've hired approximately 33 employees.

Of the 33 employees,

every s~bgle one of them brought in documents that on the face of the documents, they
are

The I .N. S. came to our store a month ago to determine whether or not

leg~l.

we were complying.

They found that we were in absolute compliance.

However, six

of those employees were found to·have phony documents by virtue of their ability to
investigate

thos~

documents.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

My point, sir, would be then to put the burden of proof of the

employer as a result of the law.

If I were black and came to work for you, chances are

that you would accept me just by my looks that I am not an undocumented alien.
taking that for a for instance.

I am

But if I were a blond with curly hair, or whatever

it is, you'd take it for granted that I am a native of

the U.S.

But is it true,

or is it not true that because somebody gives the appearance of a Hispanic, even though
17% of the population of California is Hispanic, born and raised and citizens, and so on,
but just because ••• what?
MR. PASQUIERA:
SENATOR DEDDEH:

20% and growing •.
And growing -- I stand corrected -- and growing.

Just because

gives

be a native born two or
but does that

to

with the law to invest-

may take a moment to give you our
sonnel

, if a black or a
documents.

m sure that the person
little 1

at

than

look at them probably

who walks

is

documents may be the same identical
say

that

to check whether or not that A-card was

MR. PASQUIERA:

of the

have been provided for us,

A-card.

Thank you.
I thank you.

I guess, to sum up as a member of the Chamber of

Commerce and a small businessman in the C
aced upon the agricultural worker, and I
of our position with San

and

of San

, great emphasis has been

can understand that.

has been

But, I think because

uana, and I can say the same thing with Tecate and
that live in Tijuana, I

with Calexico, because of our position with the
not

origin.

, but we will look at them closer and

call

SENATOR DEDDEH:

However,

upon the

restaurant owners, the hotel owner,
over the

t

on the businessman.

it is

motel owner
other side

think

all of these people who have
them

the line, and

1
, called

Recently,

In the Shadow of the Law," if you

recommend

t showed that these
the State of California

sage tha

to you now is that the

ted, and will

business is

ted

greater as the year goes

Areias.
your
evaluat

of service workers?

ts on that?

L

comments earlier on the San
soc

nationwide,

iation --

tatewide

don't know that there

fact,

ins, for

s the Restaurant
wnat s the

icament of predicting labor shortages.

be a best method in predicting because

that that type of research is available.
ter the trouble

Would

a result of your

potential labor shortages.

best method, in your estimation, in terms of the

don t

on the best

The method is usually after the

, what has been the

on whether or not

there's been any labor coming forward.

We know from our

experiences that the

indigenous potential employee does not usually go for the jobs that are usual

filled

by people who do live and come across the line, whether documented or undocumented.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
wage that is

Do you think the proposed potential increase in the minimum

to be adopted.

I believe this week by the Industrial Welfare Commis-

sion that you referred to earlier will potentially -- will you find will alleviate that
problem?
MR. PASQUIERA:

No, sir, it will not alleviate that problem at all.

my opinion it's going to become a bigger magnet.

In fact, it's

Because, now we go from $3.35 an

hour to -- well, the federal government wants to go to $4.65, the State of California
says $4.00, or $5.00 over a three-year period
ASSENBLYMAN AREIAS:
for what?

I t will become a bigger magnet --it will become a bigger magnet

I don't understand.

MR. PASQUIERA:

To bring more people from the south, into the United States.

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
MR. PASQUIERA:

Plus devaluation ••.

Exactly, plus devaluation

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

I would agree with you, but don't you think it would encourage

domestic workers also?
MR. PASQUIERA:

No.

Because most -- it is my opinion, that most employers -- we're

talking about the legitimate employer, not some of them that were spoken of a little
while ago.

If they're going to hire somebody at $3.35 an hour, that's an entry wage

level, and if that employee is any where good, he's gonna be moved off of that level
very quickly, because that employer wants a good employee, wants to make sure that employee
stays with him.

So, you're gonna find that employee moving very quickly up into the

$4.00 range or even up into the $5.00 range, and we know of many places even up into the
$6.00 and $7.00 ranges.

Those same jobs, still, are not being filled by the indigenous

people in the City of San Diego, or I presume, the State of California.

They don't want

those kind of jobs, they don't want to change bed sheets in motels, they don't want to
dish wash, they don't want to clean out grease traps, they don't want to do bus boy jobs.
Granted, there are a few that will do it, but this last summer, for example, I think
was the first time I've ever seen where Disneyland had to have -- go out and seek for
employees to come in, where they've always had waiting lists.

The same thing with

some of our facilities here in San Diego, they didn't have that large waiting list of
kids that wanted to come to work.

Restaurants were having a tremendous time trying to

get kids to come just to do busing and dishwashing.

They were offering $4.00 an hour

as a starting wage.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

Is the local Restaurant Association or the San Diego Chamber
2.'0

an increase

of Commerce support

lERA:

MR.

not.

I

it on that committee with the Chamber of

Commerce.
and this would provide a
magne ,

south of the border and not here

the
I

MR.
ASSEM~LYMAN

agree.

AREIAS
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guess what

is -- I don't think that

while there s some differences

the cultures, I think that the

ion to come here is the motivat

is one and the same in our

self-interest and
jobs that soc

wants done
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obs.

and I find a sl

think that at

IERA:

MR.

been the motivation to get the

obs just

contradiction in your position .

same time we've

a stigma on certain

not want to go -- kids do not want to take those jobs because

of the st
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
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[Test

$30.00 an hour, $40.00 an hour, sure.
.00

hour is

But

even our

that we used
businesses and

s
whatnot, I do know that

are concerned

gett

this summer is

to be of problems

most businesses.
Do you

obvious

-- some of us

familiar

for some time

would use

IERA:

MR.

We use it, and I

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS

on

can you say that the local business
and have been involved with it
services of EDD?

think most

Has it

Not

MR.

do use it.

from EDD, we

who come from EDD -- if five

st

hired all five of them, the chances are that
areas outside of

cL

ASSEMBLY

tee

lAS:

What

is very real.

ternatives to
INAUDIBLE

sanctions

Do you think there's any answer

sanctions?
I want to divide

them the

presume, the

f

to stem the flow of undocumented workers?
other

I

into two groups of people.

I'll call

guys and the bad guys, because Senator Deddeh does point something that
There are a

the State of California that

will take advantage of anybody, including American citizens.
are there.

I'm sorry to say that they

You'll find them hiring -- and this was a common practice years ago --was

to hire two or three people on one social security number and let them divide whatever
money was paid to them.

This still goes on, from what I understand, in the underground

movement, as we find it running around the State of California and, perhaps, other
states.

So, the good employer, I think, will comply in all respects, they will pay

the decent wage, they will raise those wages, they will give their employees all the
dignity and all the benefits that can possibly accrue to them, so in that sense, those
employers are being punished -- really being punished

by the threat of a raid, by

the threat of heavy fines, by the threat of prison sentences, because they have tried to
keep their business orders full.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

Do you think that employers will refrain from hiring undocu-

mented workers?
MR. PASQUIERA:

My understanding is, in the City of San Gabriel, there are

employers who are still hiring undocumented workers.
minute ago, now.

They are paying more in cash.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
to be with us.

They are doing what you said a

That is happening.

Thank you very much for taking time from your commission duties

We appreciate your thoughts and we will disagree forever on minimum

wage, but I hope that in other areas we can agree.
MR. PASQUIERA:

[Laughter]

Thank you very much.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

I just want to say Chairman, if half of the employers of Calif-

ornia were as straightforward as Mr. Pasquiera, we would not need any immigration laws.
I commend you sir.
MR. PASQUIERA:

Thank you very much, sir.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you for your honesty, we appreciate it.

Our next witness

is Mr. Augie Boreno, Director, County of San Diego Department of Transborder Affairs.
Welcome to the Committee.
MR. AUGIE BORENO:
SENATOR DEDDEH:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you.

Good morning, Senator Deddeh.

Good morning, Augie.
One of you bosses, huh. [Laughter]

SENATOR DEDDEH: I work forhim. [Laughter]

He's on the Board of Directors of

Southwestern College -- if I get fired by the people, I'd be teaching there and he'd
be my boss.

[Laughter]

MR. BORENO:

Thank you, Senator Torres and members of the Committee.

My name is

Augie Boreno, I'm the director of the San Diego County Deparmtent of Transborder Affairs.
If I might, I'd like to go into my prepared text and then, perhaps, offer some of my
own observations in terms of where I see it.

Good morning members of the Committee,
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congress to raise the

issues of about border communities, the problems of IRCA, and quite frankly, the
response doesn't take into account how serious our problem is.

What is happening

as a result of that, is that cities and counties, the City of San Diego and our
county, in particular, are beginning to address from an organization standpoint
situations created by the U.S./Mexico border.

Immigration, naturally, is one that

we address, but we also have an obligation with respect to sewage, public health
issues, those things that are impacted by our physical proximity to the border
and a community that has a high standard of living and a community that shares a
regional responsibility.

We have -- it would be easy for this county to turn our

backs and say that whatever happens in Baja, California, it doesn't matter to us -it does.

The border sewage, as an example, we are in the business, on both sides,

in particular to this issue, of promoting industrial development on the Otay Mesa
and other adjacent areas.

The problem there is that if we don't address the

infrastructure issues, which are directly related to border sewage, then our ability
to really address problems that are unique to the border are lessened.
the kinds of things that local government is having to address.
intensifies that.

Those are

IRCA only

From a service providing perspective, IRCA and the SLIAG Plan

for this state, again, places a major burden on this county, and I suspect that
Senator Torres knows how intense the problem is for Los Angeles County because their
problems are even more severe than ours.

The problem is for Los Angeles County

because their problems are even more severe than ours.
the front line.

The problem is we are on

We're looking to the Federal Government to give us a hand with

this transborder issue.

We acknowledge up front that IRCA is not the vehicle to

do it, but we suggest, respectfully, that there ought be a better way to do that.
There ought to be a better way to address population issues, there ought to be a
more integrated and graceful manner with which this country deals immigration, and
I say that not in a position to offer alternatives, but in a position to respond to
the reality that I represent in the service sector.

So let me say to you again,

just examining the SLIAG issue in this state, without question, there's a major
competition about to occur with respect to the various service-providing sectors
who gets it, who needs it more, education, through the counties, what about law
enforcement and criminal justice, communities which are now saying that our systems
are overburdened as a result of the presence of IRCA and immigrants in the state.
We have a major dilemma.

I can only ask that your committee, as Senator Deddeh has

done through his Border Committee, to begin to, from a public policy standpoint,
begin to address how unique this county is and other border counties, and how
major of a role the State of California can play.

I think what specifically the

state can help us with is to begin to really intensify some of the initiatives in
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how
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this area

but I think the obvious

response is that if IRCA doesn't provide for it, then perhaps maquiladoras and other
industrial alternatives are being forwarded.

But I'm saying to you that once you

forward those alternatives, then the escrowization of Baja and on this side because
of the infrastructure limitations, those aren't real.
sewage first.

We have to address border

The other more pressing point, from a public health standpoint, there

are a number of cases of diseases and so forth, that unfortunately, people who are
not provided adequate care are in a position to transmit.
that.

The coutny must respond to

That happens just as we're here, not only IRCA's and not only undoc's, but

everybody that comes here.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
MR. BORENO:

That's and example.

Our whole .

That's new and unique as a result of IRCA?

No, but I thin the problem is intensified as a result of IRCA and

it is not addressed in terms of a reimbursement.

!RCA was never -- !RCA did not take

into accc1unt what it means to border counties -- that's my point.

It responds to

some basic programatic issues in the health care area, and that was part of what was
essentially agreed upon in terms of the legislation, but I'm telling you it means a
hell of a lot more.

I wish that SLIAG would address every potential service area,

local government could justify that it's affected by-- not only the presence of IRCA's,
but the pesence of people wanting to come to this country who go through San Diego,
who come through Texas, who come through other Southwest border communities.

So,

in that respect, we all -- and I pointed out additionally that we didn't -- everybody
regarded IRCA as the panacea.

It was going to solve a problem, it was going to get

the undocumenteds out of the neighborhoods in Carlsbad.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

It didn't do that.

I guess what I'm having problems with is that I -- there's

not question there's an impact and we fully recognize that, but there was an impact
prior to IRCA -- the product unique to a border community, the problems of a border
community that are not evident in Fresno and the other areas of the state that may
be impacted.

But, the present delivery system, though woefully inadequate has already,

to some degree, I think, either as it exists or as it pre-exists, was responsive
to those impacts.

So I don't know that your shortage, though important, is that

much different that it would be in Fresno, maybe Los Angeles, and other area .
MR. BORENO:

My point earlier was that IRCA only intensified the need to

recognize how special we are.

Because everybody expected !RCA to solve all these

corollary problems for local government, for cities in this county, and it didn't.
That's my point.

But part of us being unique, even before and during and after IRCA,

we have gone to Congress and raised these issues

we are special, and Texas is

special and other border communities, yet from a public policy standpoint, that's
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addition, these

mostly small to medium size firms are subject to intense foreign and/or domestic
competition.

Drawing from this profile then, a number of explanations can be offered

for the demand for immigrant labor.

Most obviously, in some sectors, employers have

to turn to immigrants as part of an effort to reduce costs.

For employers in seasonal

labor intensive industries facing stiff competition, the use of immigrant labor is
often seen as critical to survival, not only because it represents low cost labor,
but also because it is so flexible.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

So you haven't seen any decline in the number of employees

who are being forced to leave from employers that you spoke to?
DR. CALAVITA:

The number of employers who are

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
DR. CALAVITA:

Employees who are leaving.

No. Although that's an issue that we are addressing in the

second study, that I'll speak to in just a moment.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
DR. CALAVITA:

As a result of IRCA, you mean?

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
DR. CALAVITA:

Alright.

Yes.

Yes.

Technological and economic changes have also contributed to

the use of immigrant labor in California and with regard -- and this matter I refer to
the fragmenting of production processes.

The construction industry is a good example

where they use the prefabricated units, has reduced the demand for skilled labor
and, of course, has contributed to a corresponding increase in the
immigrant Labor.

At tl1e most general level, this study

confirms the process of

immigration as an economic reality, triggered and perpetuated by economic forces,
not the least of which is a steady demand for immigrant labor on the part of California
employers.

With this as background, then, let me turn to the probable impact of

employer sanctions in this environment, because the study I just referred to was done
pre-IRCA, 1983 and '84.

The study we're now conducting is essentially a follow-up

of the earlier project.

We're reinterviewing employers and workers in this same

sample of firms that we interviewed in '83 and '84, with the exception of the San
Francisco Bay Area, which we've had to exclude due to bedget constraints, about which

£'11 speak later-- we're under serious budget constraints.

Tlte total number of

employer and worker interviews to be done by September '88, will be 100 employers
and 500 wokers, meaning five workers in each one of the 100 firms where we interview
an employer.

But the findings I'll present here represent the result of interviews

with only the first 45 immigrant-dependent employers and the first 100 workers, working
in these firms, most of whom are immigrant workers
undocumented immigrant workers.
are preliminary -- we've done

the majority of whom are also

Therefore, I want to stress that these findings

not even yet half of the interviews that we will do.

The aim of this study is to

determine> the reaction of immigrant-dependent employers to employer sanctions, and the
conrete impacts or the Jaw on their firms.

One issue we're concerned with is how much

the employer knows about employer sanctions, and specifically, whether they know enough
to comply with the L1w.
employer sanctions.

So far, the answer is a resounding yes, they know a lot about

They know exactly what kinds of documents they have to see from

workers to comply with law; they know exactly how to fill out the I-9 form; they know
how long they have the keep the I-9 form; they know what the penalties are for violations.
The majority also know that they're not responsible for verifying the authenticity of
the documents they see from workers.

Beyond this knowledge factor, we were interested

in how employer sanctions has changed the behavior of employers, and specifically
whether thev are complying with the law.

Again, the preliminary answer seems to be

yes, although this wil1 be qualified as you'11 see in a minute.

Over 75% o[ the

employers we've interviewed say they're requesting documentation of eligibility o[ work.
A compar;1ble majority report that they anticipate no problems complying with the law
and 80% say
comply.

thc~y

be] ieve that other employers in their type of industry will also

By the way,

to guard against potentially se1f-protecting answers on the

part of employers, we asked tlte comparable question to workers in those same industries
and they tell us, indeed, that the employer is requesting documentation, is filling out
I-9s

The next question then, is what difference will it make?

is tl1e question you were getting at.

This

Despite much publicity in recent months with

regard to labor shortages in some industries, the employers we have spoken to do not
seem to be overly concerned about the impact of the law.
any plans to deal with labor shortages.

Most do not anticipate making

When asked whether they would raise wages to

attract domestic workers, increase mechanisation, switch to less labor intensive
production or contract out more of their production, the overwhelming majority said
that they did not anticipate having to resort to such strategies.
CHAfRMAN TORRES:
DR. CAI.AVlTA;
:lppl ic:nnt

So, they haven't experienced labor shortages then?
No.

had experienced some reduction, apparently, of job

, however, they have not experjenced such labor shortages that they're antici-

pating r:dsin1; wages or doing other things to deal with that.
CHA rRMAN TORRES:

So, you have not seen from, for example, the apparel industry,

which is a large industry in my district in downtown Los Angeles, has -- is about to
experience, at least they are alleging they are going to experience labor shortages.
That has not been the case with the apparel industry here?
DR. CALAVITA:

We've interviewed in Los Angeles as well, in the garment industry

as well, this was a three-county study ...
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

What did you find?

DR. CALAVITA:

We've found some concern in the garment industry

to this as well, she's an expert on the garment industry
what we're

it seems to me that perhaps

is fewer applicants coming forward for jobs, but at the same time,

ess turnover.
CHAIR¥~N

cannot
about.

Anna can speak

In other words, fewer people leaving.

TORRES:

Yes, but what is happening to the people that are here and

for amnesty.

That's the group -- that's the

that I'm concerned

That is where we are receiving most of the complaints from employers who are
what's going to happen once these people leave.

DR. CALAVITA:

That's assuming they're going to leave.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

I understand that.

immigration raids by the I.N.S.

They're alleging they will because of

I guess that depends on how many raids there are and

how effective those raids are in rounding up people and deporting them, but so far, what
our study has shown is that even though employers are very consistently complying with
the law in terms of seeing documents and filing

our I-9's.

This does not mean that

are hiring any fewer undocumented workers.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

I understand that.

The ancillary of that is that there are

many people who are there by fraudulently obtaining documents in order to show them to
an employer.
DR. CALAVITA:
th

Right.

In fact, that's what the study has shown, that while some-

like 80% of the employers are requesting documentation, 65% of the employers

admit, so I assume that this is a relatively conservative estimate, that they have undocumented workers on their workforce.

In other words, what I think is happening -- what

I think we see is a real discrepancy or disjunction between compliance on one hand, and
deterrence on the
that

other.

Because employers are complying with the law, in the sense

are requesting documentation and filing

strict compliance with the letter of the law.

our I-9 forms, and therefore, in

However, at the same time, continuing to

hire undocumented workers, and I would suggest we use a new term, perhaps documentedundocumented workers, because of the availability of fraudulent documents.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
DR. CALAVITA:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
DR. CALAVITA:
CHAI~~N

TORRES:

DR. CALAVITA:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
reproduced?

Of fraudulent documents.

Have you seen any of these documents?

No, I haven't.
Have you heard of them?
Oh, yes.
And, what seems to be their nature?
What seems to be their nature?
Is it the card itself that is being fraudulently obtained or

Or is it the documents that form the basis for an application for a card

that are being reproduced?
DR. CALAVITA:

Or is it both?

I would probably say

I'm not sure, but I would say in most cases
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it's p

the card itsel

CHAlRfvlAN TORRES:

The LN.S.-issued

is
t's

e who

are
tion of the work

a
ermit ...
DR. CALAVITA:

It s a

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

All

DR, CALAVITA:

in a

it

CHAIRMAN TORRES

with a social secur

card.

All

DR. CALAVITA:

increased

as

ulent documents as a result, pr

of IRCA and

though we have to assume the demand has

of such fraud-

sanctions, such that even

gone up, the supply apparently has

gone up too, in that the cost has gone down

s

ificantly -- cards that used to

cost $1,000, now cost $400, the best caliber and so forth.

I infer from that that there

an increased

is

All

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
DR. CALAVITA:
in this

's move on.

Many of the

was to say in this statement we've answered

, so I'll just go on to summarize what I would say is that given the

role of flexible and low-cost
between California

labor, and

of symbyosis(?)

s and Mexican labor, it appears unl

sanctions will reverse the pattern.
has

ong his

prec

itated

the decline and

ear

The

visibility of I.N.S. enforcement

part o

ion statis

o

would-be

tion in I . . S. statistics, bu

, as reflected in

words, I believe that there probably

border cross

has been some reduction

to me that

am convinced that th

as reflected in the reductemporary.

The long-term

the difficulty of ever

difficulties of

ir undocumented workers' undocumented status

t the
so long as the

s out I-9 s, will I predict, emasculate

sees

as

, and

ective

effective

t

, as an

to undocumented

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
So,

DR.

t do to prepare for the post-IRCA period.

Legislature
on the

I would

gra
will be a

recommendations as to what the

t

for the continued influx of immi-

ifornia of documented and undocumented.
inued demand for

social services.

A demand tha

I have about three, based

A consequence of this migration

educational facilities, and other
, if

t

solved certain

• at the federal

-- at the state level.
practical necess
serve

The provision of such services, not only a
, but would

, I think in light of the continued influx of

also to reduce the level of anxiety of those in the border region, who
with fear on the indigent and homeless immigrants in their midst.

An

task force study in Carlsbad in north county, has recently taken this approach and has
recommended to the Carlsbad City Council that they

for state

to subsidize

low-income housing in an effort to respond to the fear of people in that community when
ooking upon the indigent immigrants.

The state Legislature can perform, I think, an

important role in making such funds available to border communities.
the predictions

Second, based on

that both immigration and low-wage jobs will continue to proliferate,

it's important for the state to provide ample resources for the enforcement of existing
labor standards.

I say this not to concur with those who argue that enforcing existing

labor standards could be an effective alternative to employer sanctions, the assumption
that if you take away the ability of the employer to violate labor standards
the use of vulnerable immigrant labor, then you will have a deterrent to hiring
the undocumented.

That's not so much what I'm saying.

I'm not arguing that they

should be used to reduce undocumented migration, I'm arguing that perhaps we should do
this in recognition of the continued influx of immigrant labor.
espec

critical to the prevention of exploitation of

Such enforcement is

immigrant workers, now that

sanctions has compounded their illegitimacy and, hence, their vulnerabil
don't think undocumented workers are going to go away because of IRCA; I think that
en fore

ex is

labor standards is all the more important now because of IRCA.

One

inal recommendation is to retax the debate which has been suggested by others, to
shift attention to the economic balances which have perpetuated migration and which are
unl

to be reversed simply by legislative fiat.
and

The Select Commission on

Policy. in 1981, pointed out that if U.S. policymakers are

interested in curtailing undocumented migration, they must "discuss ways
cooperation on the related matters of trade, aid, investment,
and migration."

Bilateral discussions with Mexico might include, among

other things, efforts to enhance a cooperative approach to the debt issue.

The

California Legislature could be instrumental in encouraging a refocusing of the response
to immigration away from an ultimately inefficient enforcement approach, to

one that

emphasizes bilateral action on the underlying issue of economic imbalances.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

You know that there is a federal commission that was established

as a result of IRCA.
DR. CALAVITA:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Yes, I do.
I'm a member of that 12-member commission, on the federal level.

Part of our charge by the Congress is to insure many of those issues that you and others

2.72.

have raised for years
icies for

issue of economic
tes
t

the next

s
if

efforts between Mexican and Cal
more

f a handle on ju
le

researchers to get

where

becomes more

as our

ex

that we articulate

issues that you've

raised, but most

, the issues

raise internationally between

this country and other countries south of us

At a recent meeting that I

had in West Virginia last week with representatives
all Directors of

ion from

number two person there.

were
of

Dr. Thomas Homar

with also was there.

been

lear

from Stockholm, who I've had a communication

He seemed to stress that

we

to

with what we've

we will learn from each other as

directions.

point out,

that

is

which

them to move

and, therefore, relin-

its respons

are here

The whole issue of

that you raised is not

, its a state-

wide issue for California

perception of others from

states face it.

ects, and sometimes

have their

ions.
faced

have
world will

MS.

for
Not

CHAIRMAN TORRES

I think we

here in California

t is the pluralistic impact of a
with very

apprec

think the

other states toward California

're a bit s

very

will be

ines cl

our state, but to how

is what

we need to

in terms of your research, is to determine just where these
wil

do not

to look apart from what we

are

with in California for years.

move in

in that direction, and what

are similar as I'm sure you've found

as a nation, that other nat

are

, France, Canada,

Mr. Norton was representing the I.N.S., as the

The

we found was that the
in your research.

se.

Sweden,

icul
I just wanted

economic and social
ia

ems.

So, I

did you want to add anything?
ion.

interviews that you've conducted

in the

in Los

Angeles, did you find that workers were just

to

with the reality that they either were going to have to develop fraudulent papers
in order to stay or where going to move on?
MS. GARCIA:

First of all, one of the things that employers have told me is that

there is less movement in the industry-- it's a volatile kind of industry where there
have been, there are fluctuations in demand for labor.

We find that workers are not

as they did in the past, from one job to another, seeking better wages or better
ies to earn more money.

What they are doing, because they realize that they

have been grandfathered in, in large part, they realize that IRCA has allowed them to be
grandfathered in, so they stay on the

same jobs.

The problem is that when you have an

increase in demand for labor, unfortunately for employers, their perception is that
they're not going to be able to meet the demand for labor when it reaches its peak.
But today, in speaking to garment employers, they are still hiring workers, in fact,
I've had employers tell me quite candidly that they know the documents are fraudulent,
but since they are not required -- I mean, you know, they tell me quite candidly, they
probably wouldn't tell you very candidly --but they only look at a piece of documentation, and they've memorized the phrase from the legislation
face, appears to be genuine they will accept it.
that

if the document, on its

In fact, I've had employers

tell me

have looked at documents which are so bad, that they tell the worker to go and

fix this and come back tomorrow.

So, they are getting the labor that they need.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
How thoughtful.
MS. GARCIA:
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
orward.

All right, thank you very much.

Mr. Roberto Martinez and Mr. David Valladolid, please come

Welcome to Committee.

MR. MARTINEZ:

[Laughter]

Please begin.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, good morning.

Roberto Martinez, I am the director of the

U.S./Mexico Program

for the American
There is

Friends Service in San Diego.
no other border c

My name is

impacted by the Immigration Reform and Control Act, international

tion, enforcement problems and border issues than San Diego.

_It is probably safe

to say that the State of California as a whole is feeling the greatest impact of IRCA,
both in terms of legal challenges and immigrant rights advocacy.
Here in San Diego we quickly learned that with the new law came new problems,
which were heaped on top of old problems.
police in enforcing immigration laws.
helping

One of those problems is the role of local

The second is that the new law, although it's

many people, is not being implemented fairly in that qualified appli-

cants are being illegally apprehended, denied their rights under the new law and
deported.
Over the last three years illegal apprehensions by local police and border patrol
27~

.S. c

have resulted in the
San D

We have documented cases where 1

Sher

residents in

ice and sheriff's deputies confis-

if

cate, mutilate or

izens and 1

certificates or green cards.

f's have a

joint sweeps with I.N.S.

of small towns,

Central
idents and

Val ey and
are violated.

local government in protecting

We believe the state has a
of

the r

who live within its boundaries.

s groups
inational

em.

held that IRCA is a unilateral

More state

evel

to a

ions need to take

to

identify problems on our border with Mexico as well as the projected impact of IRCA
on the economy on border towns on both sides of the border.
be

asked:

Will

oyer sanctions and increased enforcement drive more jobs south

into the already booming
address

Would bilateral cooperation held in

the enforcement

border?

we are experienc

r

t now along the U.S./Mexico

We believe it would.

A very important issue has been raised
and I.N.S. officials that if
That is the

be

ico border.

U.S.

Questions are already

various state legislators, Congressmen

could ser

damage U.S./Mexico relations.

raised from time to time to send U.S. troops to patrol the

I could

at least an hour describ

in detail the violence

U.S. officers as well as Mexican bandits.
This should be a serious concern to officials f

both sides of the border.

The victims may be Mexican and Central Amer

committed in

imes are

ifornia.
ts.

The real issue here is not jurisd

Thank you.

to kind of

ize what Dr. Calavita

about.

r

County

and Carlsbad, in reference to the
cond

health, welfare and 1
open

t

ions of

The studies

I wanted
done

With that, I would like to

ti

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

MR. VALLADOLID:

questions?

. Valladolid.

Senator Art Torres

the Joint Subcommittee, my

name is David Valladol

cha

a member of the executive

of the Chicano Federa ion here in San Diego, a community-

based
tee, for

ion.
to San

I'd l

Coalition of San Diego, also

commend you

and members of this Joint Commit-

I think oftentimes we see ourselves looked at as a

suburb to L.A., or as a city that doesn't have a lot of importance and, therefore, it's
bypassed on such important issues as

tion.

But, cl

the information that

We are the

you will hear today will establish that we are a greatly affected city.
largest border community in the country.
in the world, it's estimated
cross

at

We have the largest crossing of any border

35,000 legal crossings a day; in terms of undocumented

, the 85-86 data from the federal government shows that San niego accounts for

36% of apprehensions by the I.N.S.
not

I'm hear today to discuss the impact -- and it's

to IRCA, but I think it's ongoing -- that is to the Ch

It is not an exaggeration, I think to say, that our community is under s
the immigration issue.

I personally have been in San Ysidro and have seen immigration

officers chasing elderly people carrying weapons.

When I confronted two officers

carrying M-16s, they first tried to deny it, when I informed them that I was a Vietnam
veteran and that I clearly know what an M-16 looked like, they told me they had
out of the canyons, and had not had a chance to put the weapons away.

ju~?t

come

I i think in

talking to members of our community, the level of fear, the level of anxiety is
tremendous, in terms of the border patrol, in terms of other law enforcement agencies,
that we can clearly document have been working hand in hand in apprehensions of undocumented, and at the expense also, of harrassment and intimidation of documented and
citizen Chicanos of this country.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VALLADOL ID:

When did that incident take place?

And where?

This was in San Ysidro, approximately eight months ago.

I was

visiting a family there and the woman of the house and myself walked out to confront the
officers.

When we talk about impact in terms of our community, I think IRCA and the

immigration issue has had an impact across the border.

Whether it be economic, we now

see the displacement of a lot of workers in different industries.
with people that have told us that there is now a systematic

We've had contact

removal of all Latino,

foreign-looking workers in a lot of the companies who are in fear of the employer
sanctions, and are being replaced by, let's say, other-- in the garment industry, we're
seeing the hiring of Filipinos, Asians and other minorities, where companies fear that
I.N.S. is going to come in and start implementing the employer sanctions.

We have

seen also taxicab drivers have come to us from the South Bay, who are now threatening
to remove that service from that area because of the constant harrassment

both border

patrol and police, .stopping the cab drivers anytime they have "foreign-looking" passengers and citing them if they are unable to prove the people they are carrying aren't
documented, or undocumented.

We know that in San Diego, in terms of the people who

are eligible to qualify through the legalization program are small in comparison.

The

State of California does have over 50% of the undocumented population, and it is
estimated that San Diego is 65%.

I think historically we've been looked at as a

transition community for the undocumented population, but I don't think -- I think what

San Diego has is a very

, inasmuch as we have such

a high visibility of border

, that our undocumented community is much more under-

than, say, Los

the north.

with you some recommendations that
address
and

I'd like to discuss

government could

the

in terms of

One would be an education

ic

sl

terms of real information and media

the undocumented community as

to both legislation, regis
poss

a

in

'd like to recommend that

etc.

fund be set

tate be set up with c

to set up this

of information.

to the bill of IRCA to define and

Also, we need to have amendments

such issues as

are many in our community and our undocumented
because of IRCA to get services that

and county local

ic charge services.

There

who do not come forth now

would otherwise be eligible for, but are in

fear that they may be labelled as a public charge and therefore disqualified under the
legalization program.

We also have a lot of concern as to the IRS implementing a program

as to the dependent status

social

fied under the legalization program.

benefits for people who are quali-

The issue of

you asked the question earlier

as to what is unique about San Diego in terms of health services.
weekly see accidents involving undocumented persons, run over
cross

, and that is

that turn away

're no

defined.

I think we need some clarificat

the board.

spoken to

received cases of child abus

relat

ization, and under the bill at

be

of undocumented

I
this bill

tate, that we move to get

the I.N.S. and the Congress and the

and allow that any parent who

ion criterion, that their children automatically be placed in an

extended voluntary departure

status until such time as the parents are determined to

be naturalized citizens or permanent cit
children.

the community across

ization individual

it would be to the state's

meets the

affec

The issue of

children were involved that

this time, each member of a

the future

ill.

So,

ide who have said that they have

would not meet the qualifications or criteria of 1

and

And, I think we still

'revery serious.

on those aspects of

I think this is one that is cl

I've

Yet, the

who have emergency needs and we have a community

who is afraid to obtain emergency care, even cases where

reunification.

vehicles, run over

because we are a border community.

issues of emergency care are not clear and
have

I think we almost

tatus

and therefore could immigrate their

I would like to ask the state also to advocate for an immediate suspension

of all I.N.S. raids and apprehensions outside two miles of the border.
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CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VALLADOLID:

I.N.S. is laughing now, when you made that ...
Yeah, that's okay.

I think if we

believed in the conunder

and the issue is that we want the most people that would

cept of

ion to come forth, then we need to create an environment of amnesty.

I think

to ask the government to stop raids, stop apprehending people outside two miles of the
border, for only the period of legalization, would at least create an

which

would then promote and facilitate people to come forth and try to process

the

legalization program.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VALLADOLID:

Then how do they enforce the law?
They're on the border; I think the intent is to patrol the border,

the I.N.S. could remain on the border and do their job there and not
misnomer to call it a border patrol.

I think it's a

I mean, it's not a border patrol, it's inside

every Latino community in this city and in this country.
it's selective enforcement for in San Diego, the

1

I think that it's clear that

85-'86 statistics show that Mexicanos

account for 98% of apprehensions and yet nation-wide we represent 45% of the undocumented
population.

So, they're not targeting that quiet invasion of people extending visas

and otherwise.

They're simply targeting our community in terms of apprehensions.

So,

all I'm saying is if ...
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VALLADOLID:

Why do you think that is?
I think it's targeted

Well, I think it's selective enforcement.

for our community and I think until we can stop that enforcement activity that creates
an

of intimidation, of anxiety, then we're not going to see -- I think the

state financial reports indicate that 85,000 are eligible in San Diego, and now it's
even less than 40% will come forth to apply.

So, I think in order to

those families, those individuals, to come forth, we ought to have a
suspension of raids in the communities outside the border area.

of

I would also like to

ask that the state advocate for an extension of this amnesty and legalization
I think clearly it's a new program, it's been difficult to implement, we have not received
the information, the undocumented community, as well as the business

corr~unity

is very

confused still as to all the issues around legalization and employer sanctions.

I think

it would be fair to start, at this point, to lobby for an extension of that period to
a minimum of six months further, and longer if possible.

Another issue that comes up

in terms of legalization is the three misdemeanor rule exclusion.

I think clearly

the undocumented population have been victimized by a judicial system that is not
afforded it, and it could not obviously afford good legal representation and, in many
cases, undocumented people charged with crimes simply plead out to misdemeanors.

I

think again in the interests of the true word of amnesty, why not provide an amnesty

of all minor offenses where there is a

ion

processes and they were simply plead out

poor or misguided legal representation.

But, it's clearly an issue that is

a lot of undocumented people away because they

have these three minor misdemeanor of

an

misdemeanors on their record, and they

for to attempt

are therefore not
unction

as to an individual's guilt in those

ion.

the state

I know recently there has been

the

a certif-

ication and that's an issue that we have been also
But, I would like to advocate that the state

are concerned about.
some

ies that are across the

board with facilitating undocumented individuals who are attempt

legalization for

the recovery of documents and information to prove their residency or permanent residency for a period since January 1, 1982.

I think it's important that the state

assist local government in coordinating-- I think what I'm not seeing in terms of San
Diego and I think it's maybe too soon to tell, but I haven't seen a coordinated effort
in terms of ensuring that those who go through legalization will actually have services
that are available to them
and afforded to them.

, that they're eligible for, will actually be there

There isn't a coordinated plan at this time to ensure that.

There is a lot of fear by the county and the city as to the issue of revenue recovery
for the expenses that they will be impacted on by the legalization program, as well as
the emergency programs that are eligible to undocumented and documented.

I would

simply like to conclude by saying that I would like to see the state develop and expand
its California/Mexico Affairs Department to kind of augment cities like San Diego who
have now the transborder department that Augie Boreno spoke to you of, we have the
binational department with the c

and I think these are positive steps in addressing

the economic and social impact of

ion to cities like San Diego.

I'd like to thank you the oppor
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

to speak.

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
this area of the state with

Yes.

questions?

to the new program.

What are the issues that you

relative to AIDS testing?

In what sense, I mean, the fact that they all now have to go

AIDS testing and
will not be allowed?

Areias?

Mr. Valladolid, you mentioned help in the past in

foresee are as a result of the new requirements
MR. VALLADOLID:

With that,

that if someone is found to be an AIDS victim, they

What do I see that as ... ?

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

[Inaudible

... the po

implemented consistently,

what is the impact on, as an example, someone that -- I mean, I think you've got two
issues here, someone that obviously got AIDS out of the country and then potentially
brings it into the country, and somebody that has it that's been with us prior to 1982,
as an example.
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MR. VALLADOLID:

What impact that will have on health services?

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
MR. VALLADOLID:

Right.

Have you focused on that issue at all?

No, no we haven't.

ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:

The legal profession, in terms of legal rights and civil

rights.
MR. VALLADOLID:

Well, I think, unfortunately, civil rights and human

the undocumented have not been a priority issue.

of

There is very few people who speak

up to the violence and brutality and harrassment that goes on, and it's clearly a
pattern in the state.

I think we have documented numerous cases and we have continued

bring them both to our congressional leaders and our elected officials, and that's why
I mentioned the whole issue of amnesty to those that have been convicted.

We don't

believe that they've had a fair legal representation and, therfore, have been victimized
in the sense that they are now excluded if they have three misdemeanors.
if that answers what the question is regading impact.

I don't know

I think it is a major -- I

think, unfortunately, we are also receiving documentation as to the exploitation of the
undocumented population -- there's a new market in terms of lawyers, immigration consultants and others who are charging exorbitant fees alleging that we will get you
legalization at all costs and, in some cases, misguiding the immigrant

people and

taking large sums of money from them in that process.
ASSEMBLYMAN AREIAS:
SENATOR DEDDEH:
the

There's a lot of that kind of exploitation?

I thought that either Senator Torres or when Alatorre was in

, you carried some legislation to regulate those

that present themselves as immigration experts and so on.
CHAI&~N

TORRES:

SENATOR DEDDEH:

on the border

Didn't we not pass some

Yes, that was vetoed by the Governor.
Oh, all right.

So, we don't have any

at the state

level to regulate these people?
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Right.

The only bill that we do have is a bill by Isenberg,

which passed the Assembly and the Senate and was signed by the Governor.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

What does that one do?
That one basically sets up standards and regulations for

consultants, but didn't go as far as the legislation I sponsored . . .
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
a long time ago.

.•. and that was an old law that, if I'm correct, we passed

SENATOR DEDDEH:

Would you recommend then to this committee that some

legislation is needed to regulate these people?
an

To have them qualified to say I'm

ion expert, I know all the laws, and so

We need that.

Following your comments on this brutalization of undocumented, how much of
that is done by the bandits themselves, on the border that they take advantage of
those poor undocumented aliens who

re

they're raped, they're killed; how much of that is done
present themselves as experts in trying to

're robbed,
those

people who

you into the border and then they

brutalize you?
MR. MARTINEZ:

You know what's

. .

, (inaudible)

cases that we feel are suspicious in terms of the shoot
several cases of
(inaudible)

. . . address the
(inaudible) we have

undocumented people who have been run down on the border .

We have these very well documented.

We have spoken with Congressman

(inaudible).
MR. VALLADOLID:

I testified two years ago on behalf of Congressman Berman who

was trying to pass a law that would punish federal agents for abuses.
that's just a misdemeanor.

Right now

It's very serious and very much out of control along the

border.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. VALLDOLID:

Is Congressman Berman going to hold that hearing, or has he?
I've been in touch-- we've been in touch with him and both

his Los Angeles and Washington offices.

Right now it's in the hands of his staff.

Just to expand, Senator Deddeh, we recognize and understand clearly that there is
a lot of violence on the border that is the result of bandit activity.
us and what we consider a real

is that

(inaudible) compensation and there's -- to our

What concerns

is written off simply as
, there isn't real full

investigations and I think this lends to an attitude that if -- there almost is
impunity in terms of actions by law enforcement agencies regarding the undocumented
population.

I think that's a real concern that when you simply say it was a bandit

confrontation when people were shbt and killed, and then we start investigating it
or people come to us and start saying that that wasn't the case at all.
weren't armed.

The people

We've had killings where they were considered bandits and they found

out they had weapons on them and there was actual shooting.

So, those kind of

incidences are a real concern to
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Some six, seven years ago the City of San Diego has a special

group of police officers that were trained, or at least they trained themselves to
protect the border, to complement the border patrol and work in cooperation with them,
Manuel Lopez and others and so on.
MR. MARTINEZ:

Whatever happened to that detachment?

That's still there.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

It's still there, it's still working?
Correct.

MR. MARTINEZ:
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Yeah.

They're the ones that are responsible for the shootings.
And, was that justifiable shooting?

It's hard to say when we weren't there.

MR. MARTINEZ:

•.. when you find out

Follow-up investigations are showing different stories,

that the person who's dead was not armed or, you know, something to that effect.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you, gentlemen.

Mr. Jim Turnage, Director, San Diego

District Office, I.N.S., and Mr. Bill Veal, Deputy Chief Border Patrol Agent.
Supervisor Brian Bilbray, I guess, is not here.

Welcome to Committee, gentlemen.

Please be seated.
MR. JIM TURNAGE:
Joint Committee.

Good morning, Senator Torres and members of the Subcommittee,

My name is Jim Turnage and I'm a District Director of the San Diego
By way of simply re-overview

District for the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

of what I've been doing in the San Diego District, I would like to open with a comment
on the law itself and what has been accomplished so far at the national level.
law, I'm sure the members are all familiar with, Senator
as the three-legged stool.

Simp~on

It needed all three legs to work.

employer sanctions, legalizations and enhanced enforcement.

The

characterized it
First of all, the

At the national level,

we are running -- we expected, projected that we would have some two million applicants
for legalization over the life of this.

So far, a little over the half-way point, we

are running a little over a million and feel that we are right on target with the
legalization portion.

With the employer sanctions, so far we have paid educational

visits on almost 400,000 employers, and we have sent out handbooks to some seven million.
In the last few months, we have served 605 citations nation-wide and there have been
seven notices of fines upon employers.

To reduce that down to the San Diego District,

which includes the counties of San Diego and Imperial, in this area, we estimated that
the total pool here of illegal aliens was 100,000 in San Diego County and some 5,000
in Imperial County and we estimated that approximately half of that number would be
eligible and would apply for legalization or special agricultural status, some 52,500
in this area.

To date, we have processed 36,374 applications, that through the end of

November, and we feel, of course, that we are right on target.
ahead of our projection in that area.

We're running slightly

We have three legalization offices here in the

areas of highest illegal alien density population.

One in San Diego, on Mission Village

Drive, that's north of here, one is Escondido, another in El Centro, and the satellite
office that we opened at the Calexico Port of Entry in late June, to process the special
agricultural worker, the SAW
processed through there.

s.

To this

We

In this area, we have made

, almost 6,000 have been

a hand with any

lations problems

educational visits on 11,000 employers, this is

just the District Office, the Border Patrol has also part
served citations, warnings on 24

ed in this area, we have

and to date we have not served any Notices

of Intent to Fine, although we have a couple under consideration.

I think that as

for issues distinctive to us in the San Diego area, the one that immediately comes to
miud is the fact that since we are right down on the border, and the number of ports
of entry here, that we are occasionally confronted with legalization applicants who have
gone south and do not have the proper documentation to come back.

In cases where

there is an emergency or they need to go for humanitarian reasons, and so on, personal
reasons, business reasons, even, we look at advanced permission to go, and we have
issued a number of those and they take care of this need to travel for legalization
applicants.

For those, and there have been only a few, but for those who have gone

south without the necessary documentation and have attempted re-entry, we decide those
on a case-by-case basis, and if we find that basically they have exhibited good faith,
they've attempted to contact us or they simply did not understand, did not know, then
we let them back in

to

we continue on with their legalization application.

of the cases, they've been complicated by people purchas

In a few

fraudulent documents and

getting into rather sophisticated schemes to get back in
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

What does the card look like now that the I.N.S. is issuing to

those applicants who have successfully completed the process?
MR. TURNAGE:

I'm sorry?

CHARIMAN TORRES:

What does the card look like that is given to those applicants

who have successfully completed the process
MR. TURNAGE:
different color.

It is somewhat similar to the old green card, except it's a
It's a tan color

like, perhaps a military I.D.

card; that same kind of thing, with the picture one it and identifying data, and so
forth.

It also has precaut

information on there about

and what have

you.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Were there efforts made, and I know we're going to be asking

those questions in Washington as well when the Commission reconvenes, were there efforts
made to ensure against fraudulent reproduction?
MR. TURNAGE:

As far as building special features into the card and that sort of

thing?
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CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. TURNAGE:

Yes.

Well, I believe that in this area, we always take those kinds of

precautions, just what they are specifically -- I wouldn't want to discuss it.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

No, I don't want to know what it is.

I just wanted to know whether precautions had been taken.

That wasn't my question,

Can an I.N.S. agent, there-

after, in a particular situation, be able to identify readily a real card versus a
fraudulent one?
MR. TURNAGE:

Well,

· · · · •

witn that, Senator Torres, is it's as

much a matter of training and experience and intuition as built in checkpoints, really.
We do a great deal of that at our ports of entry here, and we have long been contending
with fraudulent documents and so forth.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

All right.

How is that knowledge transferred to employers who

are obviously now having a new role to play?
MR. TURNAGE:

Well, sir, in this instance, that really isn't necessary.

that we're asking for is a good faith effort on the employer's part.
that they be immigration officers.
they have done their part.

All

We're not asking

If they see a card that they think appears valid

It's only in the clearly doubtful or questionable incidences,

and I think the lady up here who preceded me mentioned some of those instances where
they'll be brought some sort of documentation and it's clearlybadbut so far, they'll
say go away and get something better.

Only in those kinds of cases where good faith

is not in evidence, is that employer outside the law.

But, as long as that card

appears all right to him, or any of the documentation appears facially valid, they have
done their part.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

How many employers have been cited in San Diego County, within

in your jurisdiction?
MR. TURNAGE:

Well, the citation, there had been 24 through the end of November,

within the District Office.

There have been some other citations issued by the Border

Patrol, but we have 24 that have been issued by the District Office, Notices of Intent
to Fine, at this point.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

And, how many of those have come from any particular industry,

or is it just across-the-board?
MR. TURNAGE:

I would say that they are pretty much across-the-board, they come

from the different industries and businesses.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

And, how did you come by to cite them?

Are they usually done

because of an immigration raid or information or a variety of reasons?
MR. TURNAGE:

Well, of course, we have a three step process here.

we make the educational visit with the employer.

If we hear .•.

Number one,

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

How does one determine within your office to whom an educational

visit is done?
MR. TURNAGE:

Okay.

will take a part of the

We have divided the map into grids, and the Border Patrol
and we are cover

the other part of the county

We just take them as

not to

We're

to cover them all, we

understand there's some 62
Diego County.

so as

small within San

At this

have covered 11

question directly, on how we get word or

from our office, but to answer your

we choose to go back and fine citations,

normally, it s from information from the

, hey, we know something.

hov we operate, how we have to operate, and the way we get the best results.

That's

.We'll get

the call -- we constantly get them -- we hear that there are illegal aliens here, they
have jobs, what are you guys doing, that sort of
SENATOR DEDDEH:

[Crosstalk]

Torres, the educational visit.

employer learn their job in interviewing the applicant.
MR. TURNAGE:
SENATOR DEDDEH:

It's purely to help the

Is that the purpose of it?

Yes, sir, it is.
All right, then when you are tipped off that somebody, some

employer has "x" number of illegal aliens and so on, .but a purpose of educational
visit, do you notify the employer that you're coming, or you just go in without any
information to the employer, you just visit his office, or their office, or how do you
do it, do you just go in?
MR. TURNAGE:
SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. TURNAGE:

For the educational visit?
Yes.
Ordinar

, we just go in and that visit goes something like this.

We're here from l.N.S., did you get your handbook
help you?

the mail yet?

How can we

Do you understand the law, do you know what you're supposed to be doing?

That sort of thing.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

What is the difference then between an educational visit ;1nd

a raid?
MR. TURNAGE:

Well, the educational visit,

our perspective, certainly.

're two different things from

The educational visit is

that.

any way we can, and then we take our leave, we don't check

It's to help in
, we don't ask you

any questions, and of course, on a survey, we do ask questions.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

But, the

is never notified in either case, whether

it's an educational visit or a regular raid to
MR. TURNAGE:

Well, when we are

three days' notice.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

I see.

t their

?

back to look at the cards, we give them

MR. TURNAGE:

More accurately, to look at the verification documents, yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

I'm sure that an investigation was done on the charge that was

raised earlier in earlier testimony regarding agents carrying M-16s into local communities.

Has that been a practice that's favored by the I.N.S.,

what was the circum-

stances resulting from that?
MR. TURNAGE:
Border Patrol.

Sir, that's a matter that falls within the jurisdiction of the

And, for clarity, I would like to say that we're both part of the

Immigration and Naturalization Service.

The Border Patrol, of which Mr. Veal is the

Deputy District Director in the District Office, of which I am the head, and the way
the organizational structure is set up, we both report to the same person, Regional
Commissioner, Harold Ezel

in San Pedro, but we do operate separately for certain

purposes.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

What kind of training do Border Patrol agents receive in order

to eliminate the kind of insensitivity

that h.i've gone on for years in their relationship

with the charges that they are responsible for?
MR. BILL VEAL:
opportunity to be here.

Again, good morning, and thank you for putting us up here, the
I'd like to tell you that Chief

Cozart

to have been here, but he had to be out of town this morning.

would have liked

I would also like to

extend to you and your staff, for those of you who have not had it, the opportunity to
come down to the border and see for yourselves, just get with us and view the situation
for yourselves.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VEAL:

I'll be calling you.

To answer your question, I think it would be unfair to characterize

the relationship as unsensitive.
The

I think there's a very caring relationship there.

between Border Patrol agents and the illegal aliens that they deal

with -- it's certainly not one of us versus them.

I don't think there's the animosity

that dealing with people in the traditional police-citizen confrontation.

I think

that there's an understanding on their part that we're there to do a job, that we're
just

our job and that we're not there to get personal with them.

as sensitivity training, that's really the issue.

So, as far

To answer you question about the

M-16s
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Oh, wait.

I just can't, in all fairness, let you slide so

blithely over that issue because it is an issue that has been raised to the surface
and there has been problems in that past.

This is not a Border Patrol agent hearing,

but I did want to say that I'm sure, at least I would hope, that you've taken some
steps for public relations purposes at the very least to educate offices, and that's
what I was trying to get at, what kind of efforts have you done in that area to give

credit for something you have done positive.
MR. VEAL:
relat

It's part of the academy briefing.

Training in certain interpersonal

and a part of the academy curriculum is dedicated to acquaint

the

officers with Mexican and Latin American cultures, and the differences, and sensitivities.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

And how is that done on the field?

Once they arrive at

their assigned location?
MR. VEAL:

Through on-the-job training and continual in-service training.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VEAL:
in.

Tell me about that.

We do on-going training with private contractors, groups will come

On-going training with our officers, acquainting them to symptoms of what may be

going on inside them, how you can build up insensitivity in on-going relationships,
not understanding changes that are going on with you, combatting burn-out.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VEAL:

Have they been successful?

I think they have, sir.

I think it's fair to say that we have

people have exceeded their authority, but then we, as a professional law enforcement
organization, have no interest in keeping those type of people in our employ.

I think

we do a good job of getting rid of them.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
SENATOR DEDDEH:

In fairness to them .•. Chairman?
Yes.
I have had the opportunity to visit the border with the Border

Patrol and the local San Diego P.D., I think it's a treat, if you haven't done it, you
should.

It's very educational, very informative, and I'm sure problems will occur,

have occurred and will occur in the future.

But, also in fairness to them, they are

undermanned, shorthanded, and they're doing the best they can under the circumstances.
It's not a very healthy situation, but they're trying to do the best they can, I'm sure.
Those problems that have existed are not going to go away.

They will be there because

it's perceived to be us against them; that's the public perception of what you're
trying to do over there .

MR. VEAL:

I have visited and I think we, sometime in the future,

... I think it would be very interesting for you to observe at the

field level, the officers' relationship for yourself, and make your own determinations.
If I may, sir, I'd like to address some other things that have been raised previously.
The issue of the M-16s, support patrol officers are
the M-16, other than special weapons team.

not given

access to

I don't know the incident or any of the

other specifics about the incident that was referred to.

In addition, there is pres-

ently a unit, the Border Crime Prevention Unit, which consists of 12 officers, six
San Diego Police officers and six Border Patrol agents who go out into the field.
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Their mission is not to catch aliens, not to catch the smugglers of aliens; their
mission is to protect the aliens from those bandits who prey upon the aliens and
use the sanctuary of the border to evade arrest.
a

That unit has been involved in

number of shootings over the years; we've had a lot of officers shot just

performing that particular mission.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VEAL:

Well, what were the facts surrounding the San Ysidro case?

Which case, sir?

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

The one that was raised at this hearing today?

Was it ever

investigated?
MR. VEAL:

I don't know what specific case that was.

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Well, was there any charges made to the Border Patrol regarding

agents carrying M-16s in a local community?
MR. VEAL:

I'm not aware of any such charges ••• [inaudible).

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. VEAL:

Okay.

Is there anything else you'd like to add?

I'd just would like to tell you that in addition to characterizing

IRCA as a three-legged stool, Senator Simpson

also said that getting the legislation

through was like giving dry birth to a procupine, and I think that that's probably
evident of the human potential that went through in getting that Congressional vote.
Nobody saw IRCA as an panacea, but we have seen a steady decline in the statistical
climb of apprehensions as we had seen prior to the implementation of IRCA, so that we
are now running 20% below, and we've consistently been running 20% below the interception of illegal aliens than we were a year ago.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

I know that Senator Simpson is not a sexist and I hope that

quote was taken out of context, having known the Senator [laughter] for a good number
of years.

Another other questions?

This hearing is adjourned.

Thank you gentlemen for being with us today.

WR!TTE~ COMME~TS

PREPARED AS TESTIMONY BEFORE THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE ON" REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT, INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION AND
COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT; SENATOR ART TORRES, CHAIRMA~
John R. Weeks, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology and Administrative Director
International Population Center
San Diego State University
3 December 1987

Good morning.

My name is John Weeks, and I am Professor of

Sociology at San Diego State University {SDSU) and Administrative
Director of the University's International Population Center.

I hold

a doctorate in demography from the University of California, Berkeley,
and have conducted extensive research and have published v.'idelj' in the
area of demography and population studies.

I grew up in San Diego and

have now been teaching at SDSU for 14 years, so I feel very
comfortable in my assessment of local demographic issues.

In

particular, I can tell you quite confidently that there are far more
unanswered questions than there are answers to questions about the
impact on the border region of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control
Act (!RCA).
As far as California (and probably the rest of the nation) is
concerned, the target population for IRCA is undocumented migrants
from Mexico, despite the fact that nationally nearly half of all
undocumented migrants come from somewhere else (1 }.

The 1980 census

of the United States counted 8. 7 million persons of Mexican origin
living in the U.S.,

of whom 3.6 million (approximately 42 percent)

are in California (2).

Within the Mexican origin population, the

Census Bureau estimates that 1.2 million were Mexican nationals
residing legally in the United States, while an additional 1.1 million

of Dr. John R. Weeks

were Mexican nationals residing without documents (3).

It appears

that the geographic distribution of undocumented migrants is similar
to the distribution of legal migrants from Mexico, so the existence of
undocumented migrants does not appear differentially to affect areas
in which Hispanics reside.

Within the state of California, 70 percent

of people of Mexican origin reside in Southern California.

Thus,

nearly one in three people of Mexican origin in the United States
resides in Southern California.

Obviously, if IRCA is going to have

an impact, it wHl be felt most heavily in this region of the country.
To date, howe'\'er, we have very few indicators of what that impact
might be.

There are at least three reasons for this:

0)

the law has

not yet been ln place long enough for any potential impacts to be
apparent; (2) because the law responded more to political than to
economic forces, its impact may be

relativel~r

small; and (3) we have

not been able yet to conduct the type and quantity of research that
would allow us fully to answer these questions.

Let me address each

of these issues in order.
IRCA is now scarcely one year old, and its full implementation
will not occur until midway through 1988 when the period ends for
applying for amnesty and when the period begins for monetarily
punishing employers who are found even for the first time to be hiring
undocumented workers.

This suggests, of course, that the time is ripe

to compile the necessary baseline data in order accurately to measure
the long-term impact of the legislation.
We must remember, however, that the law, in my opinion at least,
was a response much more to political pressures xenophobically
resisting the perceived "Mexicanlzation" of American society, than it
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was to a realistic assessment of the demographic and economic
interlinkages between the United States and Mexico.

We should take

note of the fact that migration from Mexico to the United States is
heavily influenced by the economic complementarity between the two
countries.

The U.S. has entry-level, relatively low-wage jobs that

might have been taken by younger people, but our age structure (as
well as societal expectations about economic levels of well- being) has
created a dearth of ready applicants for such jobs at the same time
that languishing profits in many industries has led to a search for
cheaper production costs, which frequently ends with the decision to
hire cheaper labor- -either at home or abroad.

Meanwhile, the Mexican

population has been producing nearly one million additional entrants
into the labor force each year who face either under or unemployment
in the Mexican economy.

There has been an almost natural fit between

the demand for labor in the U.S. and the supply of labor from Mexico.
It seems very unlikely that the flow of workers from Mexico to the
Gnited States will slow down substantially unless the employment
opportunities dramatically diminish, and it is too soon to tell
whether or not the Federal Government will be wllHng to commit the
tremendous resources that may be necessary to fully enforce the
employer sanction portion of !RCA that could impact the job market for
foreign laborers.

One of the pressures that might be exerted to hold

back on full enforcement is that, worldwide, the experience has been
that jobs that have come to be defined as "guestworker" or "foreignworker" jobs become somewhat stigmatized and, as a result, are less
likely to be fllled by local residents even at wage levels that might
otherwise seem reasonable (4).
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U.S. and its

Has the influx of Mexican laborers harmed
citizens?

Scant

the evidence is, lt

conclusion that

to the

all

workers in California have either a

or a

effect on the local economies in which

are involved (5).

a very large fraction of

who have c-ome to the United States have done so on a temporary basis-working in the U.S. for an average of six months to earn money to send
home to start a small business or help support the family (6).

Thus,

they have not added substantially to the permanent resident
population.
One of the potential

of IRCA could be to encourage a

higher percentage of undocumented workers to decide to remain
permanently in the U.S., rather than return to Mexico, as they might
have done previously.

This could happen because the law may make it

somewhat more difflcult for undocumented workers to change jobs, and
because they may anticipate some future amnesty program for which
residence would

be a criterion for application.

Answers to all of these questions depend, of course, upon good
studies and

data.

As I have

we are

short in our current knowledge base.
this

To

to remedy

my colleague, Professor Roberto Ham Chande, and I.

this last June organized a Binational
Along the U.S.-Mexlco Border.

on

Issues

We invited those researchers from both

sides of the border who are currently working on projects that focus
on the U.S.-Mexico region, and at

conclusion of the four-day

symposium we drafted a Research Agenda that

to

most

important of the missing pieces in our matrix of understanding of the
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social, demographic, economic, and political lnterlinkages along the
border.

I encourage this panel to review those agenda items, and to

conceptualize this region of the country not as an area in which the
t'nited States must protect itself from Mexico, but rather as an area
in which the interests of the two nations come together. I am
convinced that it is in our collective best interest to have as much
information as we possibly can about the demographic interlinkages
along the border in order to promulgate laws that have,
as their ultimate goal, the improvement in the everyday lives of
people on both sides of the border.

(1)

Wa)rne Cornelius, "Mexico and the united States in the 1980s,"
Paper presented at the Symposium on Orozco and the Mexican
Revolution, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, October,
1984.

(2)

Frank Bean, W. Parker Frisbie, B. Lindsay Lowell, and Edward E.
Telles, "The Spanish and Mexican Origin Populations in the
American Southwest," Paper prepared for the "Southwest Symposium
on Mexican and Central American Population Issues: Implications
for United States Policy," The Woodlands Center for Growth
Studies, Houston, Texas, October, 1987.

(3)

Robert Warren and Jeffrey Passel, "A Count of the Uncountable:
Estimates of Undocumented Aliens Counted in the 1980 United
States Census," Demography 24(3):375-394, August, 1987.

(4)

Josh Reichert and Douglas Massey, "Guestworker Programs: Evidence
from Europe and the United States and Some Implications for U.S.
University
of California, Berkeley,
Program
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Population Research Working Paper No. 1., 1984.

(5)

For a review. see Thomas Espenshade, "Growing Imbalances Bet\reen
Labor Supply and Labor Demand in the Caribbean Basin," Paper
prepared for the "Southwest Symposium on Mexican and Central
American Population Issues: Implications for united
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Toward Southern California," Paper presented at the Binational
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
1.

Are arrest records a
of the
of the law?
Not
because
to the INS
workload--more staff=more
San Diego region
director has
noted to the WSJ
the workload has
doubled since the law was passed. That alone could account for a
slowdown in the
of arrests.
, if
are
continuing to cross the border at the same pace into the U.S.,
but are not returning to Mexico in the same proportions as
before, then the number of apprehensions wlll go down,
because
of the lower rate of reapprehensions, even though the total
volume of new migrants may be unchanged.

2.

The law contains provisions for guestworkers, so it is unlikely
that the flow of migrants will cease. Once in the country, at
least some of these individuals wlll be motivated to stay.

3.

Overall, there ls little evidence that illegal migration was
harmful to the U.S. economy. It might even have been helpful.
It is much more certain that such migration was helpful to the
Mexican economy by (a) acting as an employment safety valve, and
(b) sending money back to Mexico (even more important now with
the greater devaluation of the peso).

4.

We should note that over the past several decades we have changed
the definition of what is illegal, especially by placing numeric
quotas on migration from Mexico.
Had we not incorporated
this change into the Immigration Act of 1965 many of the
currently defined undocumented workers would have quallfied for
legal entry into this country, and we would not see ourselves as
having a problem.
I recommend giving both of our immediate
neighbors
treatment with regard to
migration,
recognizing the special role that both Canada and Mexico
in
the life of the United States. IRCA strikes me as being not only
1nsenstive to, but actually offensive to Mexico--exactly the
opposite of the way in which we should be treating a neighbor.

5.

In his paper at the
a relatively
unless new and
the U.S.
on the
the same

economy,
can be
New
wlth
but an isolationist
benefit
U.S.
while at
the situation in Mexico.
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DEFINING

THE

BORDER

REGION

======================================================================
A.

CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF THE BORDER REGION
one must define it.

Before analyzing anything,
the

U.S.-Mexico

border region this is a more

maY

appear at first glance.

With respect to
task than

it

Jorge Bustamante from El Colegio de

la

dif~icult

Frontera Norte opened the Symposium by providing a conceptual overview
of the border region and by raising the question of how far away

from

the border line should one go before drawing another set of lines that
cordon off the "border region."
that

The answer,

for better or worse,

is

these lines may be different for different people with different

purposes in mind.
directs
border

the

Each problem has its own conceptual framework that

researcher

region.

to the most appropriate

Despite

definition

the need for flexibility

in

of

the

defining

the

border, in Bustamante's view there are some aspects of the border area
that need always to be taken into account.

Most important is the fact

that there is a high degree of interrelationship between the two sides
of

the

border.

The

area is

heavily

internationalized,

and

the

intensity of interaction across the two sides of the border may itself
be an index to the size and.extent of the border region.
The demographic permeability of the border between the
Mexico

and

means that we must know what is happening on beth sides of the

border if we are to draw an accurate picture of the region.
projects

should

comparable
is,

U.S.

be jointly undertaken with

methodologies.

common

Research

definitions

The most obvious example of

and

permeability

of course, the migration of undocumented Mexicans to and from the
States.

Thi·::;

migration

is

a

good

e:<a.np 1 e

of

the

internationalization of the border economy;
means

an example of a

rational

of responding to the economic needs of Mexican workers and

economic

demands

of

the

U.S.

labor

labor

Undocumented

market.

the

migration is thus bilateral--there is a demand from the U.S. being met
by
1rom
the

a supply of labor from Mexico.
the

come

interior of Mexico and may be destined for the interior

United

because

Note that such migrants may

States,

but

they have an impact on

the

that is the area of major concentration of
In

activity.

fact,

more

than

half

of

all

border

of

region

internationalized

undocumented

crossings from Mexico to the United States take place in the

border
environs

of Tijuana.
Because

of

the

importance of Tijuana as

a

staging

area

for

undocumented border crossings, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte (COLEF)

h•s generated a methodology for measuring the volume of such migration
through photographic surveillance of Canon
1n

the

Zapata~

the "soccer field"

Otay Mesa area of the San Diego/Tijuana border

whtch a high proportion of border crossers pass.
OCcur at night,

zone

through

Since most crossings

the number of people gathering at this area at dusk is

& · QOod indicator of the likely volume of attempted crossings for that

Thus,

COLEF

photographs

this

area from the

same

rooftop

.hx:ation each night at 2 hours before dLtsk, 1 hoLtr before dusk~ and 10
Al~uta~

before dusk.
persons

These photographs are then developed
counted

to estimate

trends

and

and

var· ia t'ions

the
in

Results show that the number of migrants has been
!f~cted _by the passage of the Simpson-Rodino legislation in

~J,(;;,~~~.!d.\~,) States [a trend that has since been confirmed
ti . ~. .
·"' · on and NatLtralization Service off~cials].

1 ""·!'t·~~
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by

u.s.

From

a demographic point of view,

the border is that a

g

al

the northern edge of Mexico and the southern edge of the United States
within

which

we can locate demographic behavior
interlin

is

es,

distinctive from

proximity

and

occurring

in the interior sections of the respecbive
change--socially,

many respects this is a zone of
especially

demographically,

that

economically,

it is this existence of

and

a

social policy perspective.

~t

which

countries.

social change that makes the area not only interesting,
from

because

which,

is obvious that

o
is
I

and

widespread

but important
many

of

the

causes of demographic behavior are found outside of the border region.
Analogously,

many of the consequences of the demography of the border

region extend to areas that we might not think of as being part of the
border.

Nonetheless,

there

is widespread recognition and agreement

that the border region is a viable and important concept,
c•nnot always agree on its definition.
from

Undaunted,

even if

we

we asked experts

each side of the border to define that part of border zone which

ijxtends

into

country~

their

and thus we

look

separately

at

the

finition of the northern border of Mexico and the southern border of
United States.
Current

Naturally,

the sum of these two pa

represents

state of the art in providing and overall definition

of

border region for demographic purposes.
THE NORTHERN BORDER REGION OF MEXICO
Cruz
border

and
of

Rene Zenteno from COLEF

Me:: icc must be taken as a

suggested
"geographic

that

the

con te}: t"

, its principal defining characteristic is that it borders

the

But the question arises as to the appropriate level of
an

of data.

At the broadest level,

one could include

all

states that are contiguous to the border as being the border
Baja

However,

T amaLll i pas.
states
maY

actually
it

particular~

its

some

of

Nuevo

Leon,

Sonora~

the people living in such

and

contiguous

are themselves at a considerable distance from the border

not

very

ChihLtahua,

Coahuila,

California,

region--

participate in the

oJ

context

the

border.

In

is noteworthy that the state of Nuevo Leon has only a

U.S.,

small fraction of its area that is contiguous to the
as

city (Monterrey) is not generally thought of

main

and

a

and

border

Therefore, it may be appropriate to exclude Nuevo Leon from the

city.

border region since it is not enmeshed in border

and Zenteno believe that the best definition of the

Cruz

that it is the area composed of the municipios

is

region

transact~ons.

northern

border

of

Mexico.

There

comprise

the border belt ("franja").

are 38

such

border

along

municipios

it is

the
which

difficLtlt

to

define this as one region, since there is considerable diversity along
the

3326

kilometer border.

heterogeneity

The socioeconomic

while great,

municipios along the northern border of Mexico,

noticeable than the differences between areas on the U.S.

among
is elss

side of the

border and those on the Mexican side.
In

1980

3,134,307,

the

popLllation

according

in these

border

municipios

to the Census of Population

in

numbered

l'le:-:ico.

This

~~~resented an increase of 781,246 people from 1970~

which was slowing

;;f~_om

Between 1950

779~169 increase between 1960 and 1970.

the

the population in the area increased by

~~erms,

the

In

relative

period of most rapid growth along the northern border

~xi co Was the 1940-50 decade,
percent.
i:han

699,249.

and

of

when the average annual rate of growth

Historically,

the border had been

the remainder of the country untll

the

growing
1970-80

more
decade

,....__;_

2.8 percent per annLim rate dipped below the nationa

~the
~~

rate.

;

INING THE SOUTHERN BORDER REGION OF THE UNITED STATES
Leo Chavez, now of the University of California, Irvine, reminded
u~

of the variety of images and issues that produce differing views

what

but from a social science point of view we

the border is,

must

keep in mind that the border line itself is an important component
the

border

" ••• [T]here

region.

is not one

continuous

system

of
of

social, cultural, political and economic activity on both sides of the
Although

border.

not

are

the

shared

overlaps~

and linguistic intercourse,

activities,
are

there

same on both sides of the

similar

meanings,

these patterns of expression
border

because

the

people

performing such activities are doing so in response to a different set
of

expectations,

live.

In

demands,

short,

and opportunities peculiar to where

they

they are adapting to different and specific social

environments."
This

heterogeneity

confounds

our

Obviawsly,
border,

attempt

one

but

along and across both sides
to define the border region

of
or

clear

that

As in t1e:: icc,

the

Arizona~

northern

be

saying

of some

of

validly included as part

300

of

the

border--

The claim could be made

these

states,

Cal~tornia and Texas~ are too distant from the influence

to

U.S.

the ftrst pass at defining the border

New Mexico, and Texas.
portions

the

just as it is

in Mexico how far south we would have to go before

is to include the states that are contiguous to

California~

to

it is not clear how far north one must go into the

the same thing.
region

border

borderlands.

must include those areas that are contiguous

before saying that we are no longer in the borderlands,
not

the

the borderlands.

OT

especi21lly
the border
then

including

consider-

only the counties of the United States

contiguous

to

Mexico

Cruz and Zenteno.

by

the border,

a strategy similar to that
However,

doing so would

that

are

proposed

for

exclude

Los

Angeles (the third largest Mexican community in the world), as well as
San Antonio (another major Mexican-origin community).
we

If

border
if

accept

region is the international interlinkages,

those

border

the

by

Such an assumption,

of

side

of

based on our conceptual overview

of

leads to a working definition of the southern border

of

as including those geopolitical entities (probably count1es)

are

reasonable threshold values?

Only empirical

likely to yield answers to such a question.
be

the

u.s.

of

that meet some threshold level of percent or number of Hispanics.
what

the

then one might ask

a high percentage and/or a large absolute number

border,

u.s.

features

linkages are not apt to enhanced on the U.S.

Hispanics.
the

the idea that one of the major

left~

as

Leo Chavez reminds us,

research

In the meantime .•

But
is

we may

with a situation much like

the

dfefinition of pornography: "I may not be able to define it, but I know
! t when

I see it. "

:·-
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ON REFUGEE
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION AND COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT,
CALIFORNIA LEG I
San

My name is Kitty Calavita, and I am a Research Associate at
for U.S.- Mexican Studies at the University of California, San Diego. Much
my testimony this morning is based on findings from two research projects
carried out at the Center under the direction of Professor Wayne Cornelius.
The first study, conducted between 1982 and 1984, investigated the role of
Mexican labor in the California economy primarily through interviews with
employers and immigrant workers. The second study, Which is currently in
process, examines the implementation and impacts of employer sanctions in
Southern California. I want to emphasize that the findings from this second
study are preliminary and tentative, as the project is still in its early
me begin by discussing briefly the results of the 1982-1984 study,
both because it provides an overview of
California

of

.uu.•uA~""

because

earlier project. In this study, researchers
workers in 177 immigrant-dependent firms
Orange Counties

San Francisco

San

area. Among

represented were construction, food-processing, garment and shoes,
electronics, building and landscape maintenance, hotels, and restaurants, i.e.
non -agricultural

that use

numbers

undocumented Mexican labor.
A number of interesting conclusions can be dravv'!l from
these firms. First, the demand of

u u .••
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.u~"L

labor todav, is

profiles of

any single type of industry or industrial sector. The 177 firms in this study
produced over 60 different types of goods and services. Not only is tile
stereotype of the undocumented immigrant as primarily a farm worker
clearly misleading

{it has

been estimated that only approximately 15% of

undocumented Mexicans are now in agriculture), but this study
demonstrates that they are spread Widely throughout the non-agricultural
economy.
Second, contrary to the common view of the immigrant-dependent firm
as an underground enterprise on the verge of bankruptcy, only one out of
ten of these firms \Alas experiencing serious financial problems, and almost
without exception, they paid at least the minimum \Alage and withheld social
security and federal and state income taxes. There \Alas, however, a
correlation between low profit margins and dependence on undocumented
labor: Firms in the sample with 11igher profit margins tended to employ a
lower proportion of undocumented labor than their counterparts witlllower
profit margins.
Third, many of these firms experience significant seasonal or cyclical
fluctuations in demand, such as that vvt!ich characterizes tile construction
and garment industries. In addition, these mostly small to medium -sized
firms tend to be subject to intense foreign and/or domestic competition.
Drawing from this profile, and in conjunction with information regarding
recruitment and hiring strategies, a number of explanations can be offered
for tlw gro¥\Ting demand for immigrant labor. Most obviously, in some
sectors, employers have turned to immigrants as part of an effort to reduce
costs. For employers in seasonal, labor -intensive indm;tries experiencing
stiff competition, t11e use of immigrant labor is seen as critical to survival,

303

seeks out immigrant workers for
specialized

with particular production orc,cesses

are lacking among U.S. workers. In contrast to the general perception of
MeXican immigrant workers as unskilled, in some industries--

as

leather goods, and furniture-manufacturing-- they are sought out precisely
because of their expertise. While it is true that these workers provide
employers with a low-wage labor force in a competitive environment, their
principal appeal

related to their experience in highly specialized

production techniques.
Technological and economic changes have also contributed to the
increased role of immigrant labor in California. The de-skilling and
fragmenting of production processes that has been ur1derway for most of the
2 Otll century is now accompanied by wllat has been called tile deA ..................... v.u

of

economy.

tile heavy

sector

blue-collar workers steady employment
a

appeal for domestic

jobs

demand for ..................1~...
ti1e effect of

labor. The construction

-i:Jz....u..u..u.h,

as the use of pre-fabricated units

reduced tile

demand for skilled labor and has contributed to a corresponding increase in
labor. With
kind of labor demand

to
a

11as recently noted that close to 60% of all tile workers added to tiw U.s.

.

economv since 1979 earn less than $7000 a vear.
'

At Ule most general level, this study confirms Ule process of immigration
as an economic reality, triggered and

pe~tuated

by economic forces, not

Ule least of "+l.hich is a steady and increaSing demand for immigrant labor on
Ule part of California employers. Witll this background, I would like to
address briefly Ule probable impact of employer sanctions in this
environment.
The study we are now conducting is a follow-up of the earlier project.
We are intervie\1-ling employers and workers from the same sample of firms,
excluding the San FranciSco Bay area due to budget constraints. The total
number of employer and worker interviews to be done by September 193&
will be 100 and 500, respectively. The findings I will present here are
preliminary and represent the result of interviews with the first 45
employers and 100 workers.
The aim of this study is to determine the reaction of immigrantdependent employers to employer sanctions and the concrete unpacts of the
law on their firms, and ultimately, on undocumented migration. One issue
we are concerned witt! is how much employers know about

new law, and

more specifically, ·wt!ettler ttley know enough to comply with it. The answer
so

a resounding "yes". Tlle overwt!elming majority of employers we

have interviewed know wt!at kinds of documents tl1ey need to see
aspiring workers in order to comply witt;. employer sanctions. In addition,
tt1ey tend to know specifics sucl:l as exactly how to fill out tt1e I-9 form and
wl1at tt1e penalties are for violations. The majority also know that they are
not responsible for verifying tt1e autt1enticity of

worl~ers·

documents. In

tt1ese respects, the Immigration and Naturalization Service seems to have
done a good job of informing and educating employers about tt1eir
responsibilities under the new law.

'3 os-

, we are
employers, and
they are complying 'With the requirements of the employer
Again,

.:OW:LLl\..L<'"H.,

preliminary answer seems to be hyes". over

interviewed so far say they are requesting documentation of
work. A

majority report that ~ey anticipate no

complying 'With the law.

say they believe that other e~UUlV

their type of industry 'Will voluntarily comply 'With employer sanctions.
potential problem of self -protective and

an effort to deal 'With
less than

answers

employers,

were

to

those of workers on comparable questions. Such cross-checks indicate that
indeed most employers are requesting documents and filling out I -9 forms,
and in this sense are complying 'With the law.
The next obvious question, then, is "What difference 'Will it make?"
Despite much publicity in recent months 'With regard to labor shortages in
some irrdustries, the employers we have spoken 'With do not seem overly
impact of the law. More
eventual
mechanization, s'Witch
more

did

ar1ticipate having to resort to such strategies.
There is an apparent paradox t.tere and
a

of

The paradox of course

untar1gling tl1is paradox, we

Achilles

I

of

tl1ese employers, 6)% of VVhom

having undocumented workers in their workforce, do not
a

on

sanctions.
to

that

linked, I believe, to the discrepancy between compliance and deterrence.
While 80% of these employers think that most employers Vvill comply with
the law, 80% also do not believe the law will be very effective in keeping the
undocumented out of jobs in this country. In other words, compliance with
tlte law does not necessarily mean not hiring tl.1.e undocumented. Since
employers are not required to verify document autl1enticity, ar1d since
fraudulent documents are available for sale, many employers, even though
they are complying with the law, are likely to hire large numbers of the
undocumented, or more accurately the ·documented" undocumented.
A number of findings from our studies tend to confirm this
interpretation of the limited impact of employer sanctions. Most important,
approXimately 80% of the employers interviewed said the new law has
affected neither how they recruit and hire workers, nor who they hire. In
fact, 70% of these firms already required documentation of job applicants
before !RCA. According to our 1982-1984 study, more than half of the
sample thought it was already illegal to hire the undocumented at tltat time,
i.e. several years before employer sanctions; yet 71% of tl1at sample
admitted tl1at tl.1.ey probably had illegal aliens in tlle workforce.
One employer recently expressed this misperception and noted tl1e
minimal effect that tl1e perception that hiring the undocumented v-1as
already illegal, had on actual hiring practises. In response to the question,
"Do you think employer sanctions will be effective in keeping the
undocumented out of jobs in t11is country, the employer said, "No. Let's put it
tl1is v-1ay. Before this law was passed, it wasn't legal to 11ave undocumented
workers working for you either, and everybody was employing them ... ~8~nd
later, "Employers will always find some way of finding cheap labor. Tl1at's
V.J'llat capitalism is all about."

part

comments, I would

findings of these two studies and suggest that, given the role
low-cost immigrant labor and the long history of symbiosis
california employers

O€'t.we~:m

labor, it appears unlikely

sanctions Will reverse the pattern. This period of transition and the
visibility of INS enforcement

apparently precipitated some

part ot would-oo migrants and a reduCtion in undocumented

as

reflected in the decline in apprehensions. However, I am convinced that
is temporary. The long-term enforcement difficulties of employer
-particularly the difficulty of proving that employers who have complied
With the paperwork reqUirement were privy to their workers·
undocumented status-- "Will emasculate the measure as ar1 effective
deterrent to hiring the undocumented.
Finally, I have ooen asked to make recommendations as to what the
California Legislature might do to prepare for the post-IRCA period.

LICA"''"""

on the above findings, I would suggest that we prepare for
influx of immigrants into California, both documented
Accompanying this immigration will be a continued demand
housing, educational facilities,

other social

can

a

be addressed effectively at the state level.
not only constitutes a

serve

reduce the level of anxiE!'ty of thosE!' in the border region \\lho look with fear
upon tl1e homeless immigrants in their midst.

Immigration Study

Force in Carlsbad has recently taken this approach, and has recommended
the carlsbad City Council that tt.tey apply for state funding to help subsidize
low-income housing in ar1 effort to offset the high level of fear of

indigent immigrant in Nortll County. The State Legislature can perform an
important role in making such funds available to border communities.
second, based on the assumption that both immigration and low-V?age
jobs will continue to proliferate, it is important for the state to provide
ample resources for the enforcement of existing labor standards. It has
often been noted that one reason for the appeal of the undocumented
worker is that they are uniquely vulnerable, and in fact a number of unions
and Congressmen have suggested the strict enforcement of labor standards
as an alternative to employer sanctions. The assumption is that if employers
are denied the ability to violate certain V?age and hour standards through
the use of vulnerable immigrant labor, the appeal of that labor force will be
diminished. I woUld argue instead that strict labor standard enforcement
shoUld be a top priority not so much as an effort to reduce migration, but as
a recognition of the reality of continued migration. Such enforcement is
especially critical to the prevention of an underclass of immigrant workers
now that employer sanctions has compounded their illegitimacy and hence
their vulnerability.
One final recommendation has to do with recasting the debate and
shifting attention to tt.~.e economic imbalances Which have perpetuated
migration and T#hich are urili.kely to be reversed simply by legislative fiat.
The Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy in 1981 pointed
out that if U.S. policyma.kers are seriously interested in curtailing migration
from Mexico, they must "discuss ... V?ays to promote regional cooperation on
the related matters of trade, aid, investment, development, and migration."
Bilateral discussions with Mexico might include, among ott1er things, efforts
to enhance a cooperative approach to the debt issue. Tl1e California

Legislature could play an important part in encouraging a refocusing of tl1e
3C~

response to immigration a'+lay from a short-sighted and ultimately
inefficient enforcement approach, to one that emphasizes bilateral action on
the underlying issue of economic imbalances.
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TABLE 1
GOODS AND SERVICES PRODUCED BY
177 IMMIGRANT-DEPENDENT FIRMS IN CALIFORNIA

Aircraft parts
Animal feed
Apparel and accessories
Avocados
Bakery goods
Batteries (rechargeable)
Building alterations
Building construction
Building demolition
Building site clean-up
Building maintenance
Candles
Candy
Canned fruit
Canned vegetables
Car washing
Chicken processing
Communications equipment
Computers
Computer chips, circuits
Convalescent home
Duck processing
Electrical machinery
Electricity (public utility)
Fish processing
Flowers
Footware
Fresh fruits and vegetables
Frozen vegetables
Furniture and fixtures
Giftware
Hospital
Hospital services
Hotel
Hotel services
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Household appliances
Iron & steel foundries
Labor Contracting
Landscape maintenance
Laundry
Leather products
Leather tanning
Medical equipment
Metal product fabrication
Mexican foods (processed)
Mobile homes
Mushrooms
Picture frames
Plastic products
Radiators
Roofing
Rubber products
-Ship building & repair
Soft drinks
Table-service restaurant
Take-out restaurant
Textile products
Turkey processing
Vinyl products
Water (bottled)
Wood products

TABLE 2
OF IMMIGRANT-DEPENDENT FIRMS IN CALIFORNIA

(Data source: Employer inteniews in 177 firms, 1983-1984)

Firm characteristic

All
FIRMS

AgriGarment, Hfgh-tech
culture, ConFood pro- shoes,
elecOther
horticul. struction cessing leather tronics mfg.

*best indicator of X of undocumented workers in the firm's work force.

'"II

Bldg/land.
mainOther
tenance services Hotels

Restaurants

TABLE 3
CHARACTERISTICS OF WORKERS IN
IMMIGRANT-DEPENDENT FIRMS IN CALIFORNIA

(Data source: In-home interviews with 834 workers employed in 94 firms, 1984)
--·-------~----------------~------

All
FIRMS

Worker Characteristic

---------·

Construction

Food processing

Shoes,
leather

High-tech
elec-

Other

tronics

mfg.

Bldg/land
maintenance

Hotels

Restaurants

~~~~~~~~~~J~==±====i=~~~=F====l===~~===+====~====t====1=====
~

*urban area is defined as a locali

havi

15,000 or more inhabitants in 1980.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Role State California Legislature

-Education & Public Information Campaign: Legislation, Registry,
layer Sanctions (matching funds with City/County Governme t)

&

-Amendments to the bill (IRCA) to define and clarify such issues as:
(1) Public charges services (2) IRS-dependents status regarding Social
Security Benefits (3) OBRA
-Advocate on the issue of family reunification-A INS Admin st ative amen
ment could allow that any minor whose parents meet the criterion
or
legalization be given automatic
"Extended Voluntary Deportation" unt
such time as the parents can gain Permanent citizen status and then
immigrate the children.
-Advocate & lobby the Federal Government to:
(1)

Suspend all INS raids and apprehensions outside a two-mile
radius of the Border during the legalization period.

(2)

Extend the period for Legislation/Amnesty for a m1n1mum of
six (6) months due to the lack of information and confusion
that has existed since the implementation.

-Legislation to provide amnesty of minor offenses (misdemeanors) to undocumented persons.
The 3 misdomeaner rule of exclusion has reBulted in
a prejudicial effect on otherwise eligible persons.
Historically undocumented persons have not had adequate legal representation and were easy
prey for law enforcement agencies.
-State Department Policies that would facilitate the recovery and documents
and information to assist persons in proving permanent residence in the
United States since 1982.
-Assist local governments in coordinating services (medical & o herwise)
for those persons who qualify for temporaty residence status under the
Legalization Program.
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POSITION
of the Coalition:
The Coalition
for
Law and Justice
was formed in
November, 1984, from the Coalition for a
Just Immigration Policy and the Coalition
A
st National City Police Abuse.
The
Coalition began by monitoring and filing
complaints against the Escondido Police
Department in 1982, which was abusing
undocumented farmworkers and citizens.
In

North County, the Coalition was
in the filing of complaints and
lawsuits
against
sheriffs
and
police.
Through
community
organ1z1ng
and
education, we were able to obtain one of
the Coalition's central objectives: forcing
the San Diego Police Department to adopt
a policy of 11 non-cooperation 11 with the ·
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
This
of non-cooperation prohibits
the
detention of Mexican or Central
Americans solely on the basis of their
appearance.
Thus,
the
Coalition for Law and
was
formed
to
Justice
to
educate and to organize our community
violations of human and ci vii
Our goals are:
•
To establish a legal defense center
which
will
provide
services for the
number of complaints against
I Border
and Customs.
Iiiii
To
provide
services
which
will
include advocacy, informational forums,
educational material and monitoring the
border and immigration issues.

e
To mobilize the community
local and national political :::tssues.

around

•

To organize, inform and educate the
around the defense of the
undocumented and cases of police abuse.
•

To

provide advocacy and
institutionalized racism.

education

320

Due
to
the
recent
passage
of
Immigration Reform and
of
1986, there has been a
of
speculation regarding the
of
the new law in the legalization of the
immigrant
status
of
currently
undocumented residents.
Local social
service agencies have ben unable to
respond to the demand for information
regarct1ng
both
particular
cases
and
general guidelines.
Individuals known in
the community as Coalition members have
been
approached
for
information.
Currently, the only resources available
to many San Diego County communities
are those for-profit offices that have
appeared to fill the void in community
education.
In many cases, these offices
accept large retainers to 11 process 11 the
client 1 s application for legalization when,
in fact, the guidelines for the process
have
yet to be established by the
appropriate

The
Justice
for
Law
and
proposes to
throughout
One
forum will
each month, from
to
of
1987.
Each
forum will be held both in
English and
and will feature
speakers
and
informational literature.
Because the target population has, in
the past, been difficult to reach throu
traditional
leafletting
and
pestering
for each of the
forums
will
radio and print
advertisements
and
announcements,
door-to-door
canvassing,
and
bus
advertisements.
The five target communities for these
forums
are:
San
Ysidro/South
Bay;
Golden Hill/downtown/Southeast; El
and East San
County; Northern
. coastal areas (Encinitas, Carlsbad); and
(Escondido, Poway).

the U.
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s
the flow
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Plans
are
now
to use 26,000
Army National Guard to
11
s •

11

from
the
truth.
are told this so we
our
borders
into a
war zone .
The truth is
disaster in Mexico threatens
of the U.S .
The economies
the
U.S.
are
is
Mexico
Not
the
.S.
but
the
. s. '
Mexico.
The
lender
on
the borrower
the
necessary
About

$26

billion of
.S. banks.

used
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on
the undocumented worker are used to
attack
of all workers north of
the
the excuse that
benefit
services such as health and

not.
the

It
the Mexican,
the
, those
workers of Mexican descent who live in
the Southwest or in cities with a
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RON<:I OGY UF AHUSE

970-1980:
1982:

L:nv &. Just i .:e c.:n: ittee docurr.ents brutality of Cldcnnos by San Di,go
County Sht·riffs.
Several lawsuits filed.
Esco 1dido Police and Border Patrol t:."rget farmwork<•rs for ahnse.
Sheriffs deputies attack Chicano/Mcxicano fami]iLs in North Cou• y.
National City Police begin series of

1983:

cisaults on Cl•lcano Farni]es.

Coalition b~gins documenting cases of S.D.P.D.
of being undocumented.
Police brutality by N.C.P.D. reaches peak.

i984:

detaining people s spected

15 cases in 2 m.mth pedod.

Coalit.Jon hegins documenting increase in cowplaints ag;:linst
Bord·~r Patrol.

c·Llstcms and

Hcet.ings begin with S.D.P.D. to stop detenUon of people for
Patrol.

n.~rd<·r

A::snull's on ~fcxi,·c-,ns by Custon;s and U.S. Border Pa!Yol ·in(rc;l~;e in
nnmJ·,,rs and
verity.
C;;ses of ll.S. cHi:.>< ns being h;nas~;ed .Jt R11r •·r
and ~eported from U.S. b1~in showing up.
CR.LA files lawsuits against Border Patrol for <k;Jth and injnd<~s to
ur·d<)c,·mented t:''opJe run down and killed by B/P vehicles
rial
VaJ1ey.

2 Coalitions form to make present Coaliticn For Jaw & .Ju tice.

NOVEMBER:
nr~EMBER:

First Press Conference to announce and present several cases
to denounce and present several cases of assaults by U.S. Border Patrol
and Cue; toms.
85:

CoaLition conUnues to document and file c mp1aJnts agA.L:st S.D.P.D.
N.C.P.D. for detaining people for Border P2trol.

;~nd

, the shooting of 12 year old Hnmherto Carri]Jo, by B<'"der
T' , t ro 1.

i985, Dr. Jose Cisneros beaten

Border Patrol

ear

i'AY 12_.._1.9.85, Sergio Alonzo of Lemon Grove, choked and beaten
0.,ents at a rest stop near San CJ emente, Cal.

i'iS

}
~19/-l:i, 14 yeaL- old Mexican youth kilhapped, assnlJ}ted end tort·u;·ed
for 3 days by Border Patrol officer and ab;cn-·doned in the rh-'r;c rt.

Sl Z.2... _L28':i, 13 year old and girl and her brother run dovm by U.S.
Burder Patrol vehicle near border, both are seriously injured, but s.,rviver!.
I;
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1986:

S.D.P.D.
ts pol
officers to cease d~

Border Patrol and orders
Patro •

New , scs of
1.

bor

Increase in suspicious

id

JMWARY San Die
worker in Fallbr

shoo

ts

the

Border
rmed

ted

re taurant
work,
ead of
k
them to the
taken to Otay Mesa and beaten.
AUGUST, 2 undocumente men, part ~fa group, c im border pat ol on ATC's
attacked amd ran them down breaking ,rm of one of them. The border
palrol then beat them both ever2ly with batons and kicks.
were both
refused medical
ti
Al1GllST,

D,,fenders that
are maintaining assault
file on
ser
d
U • • Border Patrol, Customs, and DEA.
Most serious occur at San Clemente, Calif. che
int.

1987:

RF~orts

. he

APRIL,
Pa rol.

of
nt.
documcn

d

e increase at San C1emente

ured

u.s.

Morning Senator. Welcome to San Diego. Many exciting
things have been happening here since you were here last. This
gives us the opportunity to share with you our more
focused approached to dealing with Mexico and Pacific Rim
countries. IRCA for us is now but one of many transborder issues
to be addressed in our effort to develop more cooperative
relationships with our neighbors to the south and across the
Pacific.
This effort has resulted in a County Department of
Transborder Affairs. Our basic assumptions for developing this
Department are:
. common cultural and demographic characteristics with
Mexico,
. contiguous border with Mexico;
. common or overlapping health,

mental Economic

and social services issues with Mexico;
. the fact that many county mandates are citizenship
blind;
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issues.

Department

develop a consistent.
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This

us a

initiated and carried out by the Department, but, more

than

not policy issues and projects wm be explored and developed in
cooperation with appropriate departments.
Programs that have been initiated to date

a

Binational Emergency Medical System, Juvenile diversion project a
Drug Abuse Symposium and participation in the International
Boundary and Water Commission and County Supervisors Association
of California Immigration and Control Project. Projects
anticipated for the future include; economic development of the
Otay Mesa and the development of a South Bay Economic Development
Corporation to focus and develop the international economic
development potential of the South Bay cities.
In conclusion let me say

I think Sacra

Washington have much to learn from our focused
approach to relationships
We know from day to day

on

political and cultural activities are not experienced
vacuum. they play off and with each

a

that causes problems, an issue that the Director of the
Department, Augie Bareno,will address in more detail.
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